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Abstract

The interpretive possibility of lithics for understanding cultural 

development in the Levantine Neolithic has not been fully exploited. 

Current lithic studies are strongly biased to typological study of 

particular tool forms, leaving many other important aspects of lithic 

industry such as technology and raw material use rather unexplored. It 

is intended in this study to fill this important gap of information, and to 

provide a more comprehensive and dynamic picture on the use of lithic 

material by the Neolithic people in Syria.

The raw material procurement, core reduction, and tool 

manufacturing processes at Pre-Pottery to Pottery Neolithic sites in 

Syria (Douara Cave II, Tell Damishilyya, Tell Nebi Mend and Tell 

Kashkashok II) were analysed in detail to examine their inter-relations, 

so that the complex factors creating the technological variability of 

Neolithic assemblages were isolated. The results suggest that one 

important factor was availability, kinds and procurement methods of 

raw material, and that the change from the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery 

Neolithic was characterised by the increasing use of locally available 

raw material, as well as a move from specialised blade to more 

expedient flake production.

The period with which this study is concerned is a period when 

profound changes were occurring in various aspects of human life

styles, when the then still primitive farming community evolved to the 

more advanced one that characterises the later Neolithic period. This 

study suggests that the change in lithic technology closely reflects those 

changing patterns in raw material economy, settlement system, and 

subsistence economy, and that detailed analysis of lithic technology
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using pertinent methods can contribute to a better understanding of 

important developments within the Neolithic communities of the 

Ancient Near East,
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Aims
Natural environments
1 Topography
2 Modern climates and vegetation
3 Prehistoric environments
PPNB and Pottery Neolithic cultures of Syria
1 Chronology
2 Subsistence
3 Settlement
4. Material culture
5 Society
6 Summary

Aims

This study analyses lithic assemblages from several Neolithic 

sites in Syria, so as to document full details of the lithic manufacturing 

activities of early farming communities. Since the collections analysed 

here have been either previously unpublished, or have not been fully 

studied from a technological point of view, presentation of their details 

itself is also an important aim of this study.

Four flaked stone collections obtained from more or less 

contemporaneous sites in various geographic areas of Syria are 

intensively studied. These are from Douara Cave II in the Palmyra 

basin, Tell Damishilyya on the Balikh, Tell Nebi Mend in the Orontes 

valley, and Tell Kashkashok II in the Upper Khabur basin (Fig. 1.1). In 

order to make a comparison of their characteristics in a wider 

geographical context, numerous lithic collections from other areas of 

the Levant were also examined. These collections include those from 

sites in Turkey, Palestine, Iraq as well as in Syria. All the four sites 

intensively studied here belong to a rather limited period spanning for 

several centuries around 6000 BC, that is a transitional period between 

the Pre-Pottery (PPNB) and the Pottery Neolithic. Preliminary
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assessment of cultural change between these periods is attempted from 

a view point of lithic analysis.

Recent studies of the Levantine Neolithic are characterised by a 

couple of new trends, namely interdisciplinary approaches (including 

archaeo-zoological, -botanical, geographical and ecological studies), 

modeling theories on the development of farming/herding communities, 

and the development of scientific analytical techniques. Traditional, 

often descriptive, studies of the material culture have become replaced 

by more varied approaches in archaeology. These new trends are 

accelerated by new discoveries from the increasing number of 

excavations mainly due to rescue work. An immense body of data on 

various aspects of the Neolithic cultures is now in hand, which have 

documented profound changes that occurred in human life-styles in the 

Neolithic period. These trends are welcome since they partly reflect 

that the cultures of the Levantine Neolithic have been studied in 

broader perspectives than ever before. On the other hand, the 

increasing information from other disciplines and more varied view

points recently held by the archaeologists appear to have created, in 

turn, a need for the material cultures be studied in a more detailed and 

comprehensive way.

This study focuses on one aspect of the material cultures, lithic 

tools and their manufacturing technologies. In the course of 

examination of the literature, I came to the consideration that the 

interpretive possibility of lithics for understanding the cultural 

development in the Neolithic have not been fully exploited. Current 

lithic studies on the Levantine Neolithic are strongly biased to typology 

or morphological classification of particular tool types (notably, tanged 

points and sickle elements), and are static. Many other important
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aspects of lithic industries such as technology and raw material use 

have been left unexplored. It is hoped that this study fills this 

important gap of information, and provides a more comprehensive and 

dynamic picture on the use of stone material by the Neolithic people, 

from its procurement, reduction, to use and discard.

In the following sections of this chapter, a brief account of the 

environmental and cultural backgrounds of Neolithic Syria is given. 

Chapter 2 examines previous lithic studies of the Levantine Neolithic 

from a methodological view-point. Chapter 3 presents the analytical 

method employed in this study. Detailed analyses of the lithic 

assemblages are then followed in chronological order from the earliest 

material. Chapter 4 is devoted to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of 

Douara Cave II; Chapter 3 to Tell Damishilyya, a site covering both the 

Pre-Pottery and the Pottery Neolithic; Chapter 6 to Tell Nebi Mend, a 

Pottery Neolithic site in West Syria; and Chapter 7 to Tell Kashkashok II, 

a Pottery Neolithic site in Northeast Syria. Chapter 8 presents obsidian 

studies, in which assemblages from Tell Kashkashok II and others are 

analysed in detail. General conclusions about change from the Pre- 

Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic in terms of lithic technology are 

presented in Chapter 9.

Natural environments

1 Topography

Modern Syria is situated in the northwestern part of the Arabian 

Peninsula. The area is about 183,000 km^. The topography of Syria 

comprises two major parts: mountains in the west and plateau in the 

east (Fig. 1.2; Suzuki 1973).
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The western mountains include Jabal an-Nnusserieh, Kurd-Dagh 

Mountains, the Anti-Lebanon and the Lebanon Mountains, all running 

approximately north-south in western Syria. The highest point is 

situated west of the Bekka Valley in Lebanon with an altitude of about 

2600m. The mountains have a few ’gaps" which facilitate human 

communication between the east and the west sides; one south of the 

Kurd-Dagh mountains (Aleppo-Latakia), and others in the north (Homs- 

Tripoli) and the south of the Anti-Lebanon Mountains (Damascus- 

Beirut). West of the mountains, a narrow coastal plain of about 20km 

wide stretches southward to the Lebanon.

According to Suzuki (1973: 46). the plateau to the east, which 

comprises more than 90% of the modern Syrian territory, consists of 

four major provinces: the central Syrian plateau, Palmyrides, the 

southwestern basaltic region, and Jazira. The Palmyrian mountains 

branches off from the Anti-Lebanon mountains north of Damascus, and 

runs northeastward to Jabal al-Bisharieh near the Euphrates. The 

basaltic region is situated in the southwest of Syria. Volcanic activities 

in this region are thought to have occurred repeatedly in the Miocene, 

Pliocene and Pleistocene. The Jabal ad-Drouz and the Hawran plateau 

situated in this region consist of a mass of basaltic lava flows. Jazira is 

a rather flat rolling plateau enclosed by the Euphrates river and 

boundaries of Turkey and Iraq. Two large tributaries to the Euphrates 

river, i.e. the Balikh river and the Khabur river run in this region from 

north to south. The Jazira region in fact includes two distinct 

topographic units: the lowlands along the Euphrates and its tributaries, 

and the mountains of Jabal Abd al-Aziz and Sinjar. The sediments in 

the lowlands consist mainly of limestones and marls, and are 

considered to reach a thickness of more than 10,000 m (Suzuki 1973:
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49). The Jabal Abd al-Aziz and the Sinjar Mountains run in the 

direction of west-east in the northeastern part of Syria, representing an 

anticlinoria structure extending from the folded zone in the northern 

Iraq and Iran. Their altitudes are about 920 m and 1300 m 

respectively.

The boundary between the western mountains and the plateau is 

marked by an impressive depression known as the Ghab depression, 

which represents the northern end of the extension of the Great Rift 

Valley of Africa and Dead Sea of Palestine. This depression, whose 

formation is considered to have begun in the Miocene, actually branches 

off from another deep valley in Lebanon, the Beqaa Valley, near Horns, 

and runs northward about 80 km. The western side is limited by a 

steep cliff of the Lebanon and Jabal an-Nnusseiriyeh Mountains, while 

its eastern limit is represented by flexures. The northern part of the 

depression has three intra-depressions running in different directions: 

those of the Orontes, Balouaa and el Rouji. The Orontes river, whose 

source is in the Bekka valley, runs northward in the Ghab, then sharply 

bends west in the south of Hatay, and eventually enters the 

Mediterranean.

2 Modern climates and vegetation

The modern climate of Syria belongs to the Mediterranean 

climate in a broad sense, which is characterised by a rainy and cold 

winter and a long dry and hot summer. Mean annual temperatures 

range approximately between 14 (the Lebanon Mountains) and 20 

(Palmyra) degrees centigrade (Zohary 1973). Rainfall in Syria is 

thought to originate in cyclonic storms blowing from the west to the 

east in this part of the Western Asia. The effect of cyclonic activities
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markedly decreases from west to east, and therefore the inland Syria 

enjoys only a small annual precipitation. The isohyets showing present 

annual precipitation in Syria are shown in Fig 1.3. The limit for dry- 

farming agriculture without irrigation is considered to coincide 

approximately with the 250 to 300 mm isohyet, accordingly the area 

suitable for which is limited to the west and the north parts of Syria.

Largely depending on the difference in the amount of rainfall, the 

modern cultural landscape of Syria is divided into four major regions by 

Wirth (1971: 19-21; Fig. 1.3): the Mediterranean mountains, the arable 

lowland, the inland steppe, and the desert. The Mediterranean 

mountainous region includes the narrow coastal area and the mountains 

running north-south. This region enjoys plentiful precipitation of over 

600 mm, often reaching to 1000 mm, which feeds dense vegetation and 

forests. The land developed east of the Mediterranean zone is a narrow 

and flat plain, with deep valleys and occasional plateaus. The annual 

rainfall is usually more than 400 mm, so that cultivation of crops is 

possible throughout the year without irrigation. The inland steppic zone 

receives precipitation of about 250 - 400 mm, which enables dry- 

farming but for winter-crops only. The inland desert or the steppic 

plateau constitutes about half of the whole area of modern Syria. 

Because of the low rainfall (under 250 mm a year), the land is mainly 

used for herding sheep and goats, and can be cultivated on a regular 

basis only with irrigation.

3 Prehistoric environments

Palynological studies for palaeo-environmental reconstruction 

have been only sparsely conducted in the Levant. This is mainly 

because conditions favourable for preservation of pollen records are
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fulfilled only in limited regions, i.e. waterlogged regions such as closed 

drainage basins in mountains and where perennial water is present 

(Bottema 1989: 6). In Syria, such studies have been successfully carried 

out in the Ghab depression, which provide us with a general picture of 

palaeoclimates during the Neolithic period. On the basis of data 

obtained from core boring in the Ghab valley, van Zeist and Bottema 

(1982: 282) reconstruct the palaeoclimatic and vegetational history as 

follows: ” Between 1 1,000 and 10,000 years BP forest vegetations must 

have expanded rapidly.... During this period the temperature dropped..., 

which must already have resulted in a rise in humidity, but 

precipitation itself probably increased too. The pollen evidence 

suggests that forest vegetations reached their greatest expansion in the 

period of c. 10,000 - 8,000 BP. During this period conditions for tree 

growth were more favourable than during the later stages of the 

Holocene. It is likely that in the early Holocene humidity reached its 

highest level, to decrease again to some extent after 8,000 BP." It is 

suggested here that it was more humid and cooler during the period of 

PPNB (ca. 7600 to 6000 BC) and that this condition began to deteriorate 

around the onset of Pottery Neolithic (6000 BC).

Arl. Leroi-Gourhan (1974, 1981a, 1981b) reports palynological 

analyses of archaeological deposits at some Neolithic sites in Syria. 

Although caution is needed when interpreting pollen records from 

archaeological sites because of possible human disturbance, a more or 

less comparable picture is suggested by her analyses. She points out an 

increase of more humid conditions after 8000 BC, followed by drier 

conditions after about 6500 BC.

In inland Syria, no successful palynological research has been 

made. On the other hand, geomorphological studies conducted as part of
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the geoarchaeoiogical project at Douara, near Palmyra, have produced 

some comparable results. A sedimentological analysis of PPNB-artifact 

bearing deposits at Douara suggests a more humid climatic condition 

than today (Endo 1978). Sakaguchi (1978, 1987) also suggests a more 

humid condition during the PPNB period from his study of water-levels 

of a pluvial lake in front of the Douara cave.

The climatic change, however, may not have been consistent 

throughout the whole regions of the Near East (cf. Bar-Yosef and Belfer- 

Cohen 1989b: 453). Rather, contrary data has been presented for the 

southern Levant. Referring to the analysis of pollens from Lake Kuleh 

by M. Tsukada, van Zeist and Bottema (1982) suggest the following 

climate history for the southern Levant. After the significantly drier 

period of 22,000 to 12,000 BC, a considerable expansion of oak is 

suggested from the data on the period of 12,000 to 8000 BC, which 

points to an amelioration of climate. It is interpreted that precipitation 

must have increased enough to allow the spread of oak-dominated 

forest. After 8000 BC, open vegetation expanded, which indicates the 

greater climatic dryness and rise in temperature. After 5400 BC forest 

expanded again. The present natural vegetation pattern in northern 

Israel was probably established during this period.

PPNB and Pottery Neolithic cultures of Syria

1 Chronology

In the course of development of the archaeological research, the 

definition of "Neolithic" has been changed since it was first proposed by 

J. Lubbock (later Lord Avebury) in the 1860's (Daniel 1978: 85). The 

definition currently held among the Levantine archaeologists is based 

on subsistence rather than on a combination of particular artifact types,
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referring to the period of early farming communities that is considered 

to have begun at around 8000 BC (Mellaart 1975: 9).

Many chronological divisions have been proposed for the 

Levantine Neolithic. They provide different frameworks according to 

differences in the bases on which they are founded or to regions to 

which they are particularly applicable; examples include chronological 

frameworks presented by Kenyon (1960) and J. Cauvin (1968) based on 

stratigraphy of single sites, Jericho and Byblos; by R. Braidwood and 

Howe (1960) on the economic/subsistence development; by R. and L. 

Braidwoods (1960), Mellaart (1981), and Akkermans (1990) for 

particular regions in the Levant; and by Moore (1978, 1982), Rollefson 

(1989), and the Lyon school (J. Cauvin 1978, 1989; Aurenche et al. 

1981; Copeland and Hours 1987; and others) using a wider range of data 

sets.

Apart from differences on details, it is generally agreed that the 

Neolithic period of Syria is divisible into at least three major phases 

according to the stratigraphic evidence from Jericho, Palestine: PPNA or 

Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (ca. 8300 - 7600 BC), PPNB or Pre-Pottery 

Neolithic B (ca. 7600 -6000 BC), and PN or Pottery Neolithic.

Many sites in the southern Levant were apparently deserted 

during the later PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic due to some 

reasons including climatic deterioration or collapse of the adaptive 

balance between man and environments (cf. Moore 1985; Rollefson and 

Kohler-Rollefson 1989; Kohler-Rollefson and Rollefson 1990), but in 

Syria, particularly in the northern part of Syria, a continuous occupation 

has been known. The PPNB period is often further divided into two or 

more phases, and most recently, four subphases have been suggested 

(J.Cauvin 1989; Rollefson 1989), early (ca. 7600-7200 BC), middle (ca.
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7200-6600 BC), late (ca. 6600-6000 BC), and final PPNB (ca. 6000-5500 

BC). The final PPNB is regarded to have occurred in only part of the 

Levant, and have co-existed with the early Pottery Neolithic settlements 

in other areas.

The end of the Pottery Neolithic or the beginning of the 

Chalcolithic has not yet been fully determined in terms of either 

absolute dates or cultural definition (see Akkermans 1990: 112-13). In 

this study, I employ the more traditional view (Mellaart 1970) that 

defines the Pottery Neolithic as a period between the Pre-Pottery 

Neolithic and the Halafian periods, which in Syria approximately 

corresponds to the earlier several centuries of the 6th millennium BC.

Neolithic cultures particularly concerned in this study are those 

of the PPNB and the Pottery Neolithic. Syria in the period witnessed a 

good deal of cultural change from the earlier periods. Developments in 

the PPNB and the Pottery Neolithic are manifested in various aspects of 

the human life-style such as subsistence economy, settlement, material 

culture and so on. Many convenient descriptions on those 

developments have been recently made available by J. Cauvin (1978), 

Redman (1978), Aurenche and others (1981), Moore (1978, 1982, 

1985), Bar-Yosef (1981a; Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen 1989a), and Zarins 

(1989, 1990), in which their regional variability is evident. The 

following summary is devoted to the PPNB and the Pottery Neolithic of 

Syria, but information from other regions is also referred to when 

appropriate.

2 Subsistence

The available evidence indicates that agriculture was already 

practiced on a certain scale at the beginning of the PPNA, which is
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attested by domesticated plant remains discovered from levels of 

around 8000 BC at Tell Aswad, Syria (van Zeist and Bakker-Heers 

1979), and at Jericho (Hopf 1969; Zohary and Hopf 1988), and Nativ 

Hagdad (Kislev and Bar-Yosef 1989) within Palestine. The first 

domestication of plants or its experiment, naturally, must have been 

made well before the PPNA. perhaps during the late Epi-Palaeolithic 

period somewhere in the Levant including the Jordan valley 

(McCorriston and Hole 1991).

There is no question about the possibility of agriculture during 

the PPNB. The importance of this period lies in the technological 

development rather than the advent of agriculture. Moore (1978) and 

Fujii (1981) suggest that the the basic technology of the full-scale 

agriculture was established during the PPNB period. This included the 

development of new breeds of cereals and of new stone tools for 

harvesting and processing cereals, including sickle elements, grinding 

and ground stones (Fujimoto 1984, 1985), and the first common use of 

ovens of the tannor type, and large storage facilities point to the quite 

developed nature of agriculture during the PPNB (Fujii 1981: 64). In 

the late PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic, primitive irrigation might 

have been attempted in the inland Syria (J. Cauvin 1978: 81-4).

Recent research suggests that domesticated animals appeared in 

stages from the end of the 8th millennium BC; the goat was probably 

domesticated first, then the sheep and cattle in the 7th millennium BC, 

and finally the pig at the beginning of the 6th millennium BC (Helmer 

1989; also see Clason 1979-80; Grigson 1989). Clear evidence of animal 

domestication in Syria has been known from later PPNB sites of the 7th 

millennium BC. At the stratified PPNB site of Tell Abu Hureyra, animal 

remains of the earlier PPNB phase, which were dominated by wild
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ungulates like gazelles, were radically replaced by domesticated sheep 

and goats at the later PPNB levels, beginning at around 6300 BC (Legge 

1975; Legge and Rowley-Conwy 1987). Domesticated sheep and goats 

are dominant also in faunal assemblages from other Syrian sites 

belonging to the later PPNB, e.g. Tell Bouqras (Akkermans et al. 1983: 

361) and Tell Feyda (Hole ed. n.d.).

Development in archaeological science during the last decade has 

provided unique data on the diets of Neolithic communities of the 

Levant using the Strontium-Calcium ratio of bones (Schoeninger 1981, 

1982; Sillen 1984; Sillen et al. 1989; Smith et al. 1984). Preliminary 

analyses of bone samples from the PPNB levels of Jericho suggest that 

PPNB people enjoyed relatively more meat and/or dairy protein in their 

diets, which is in accord with the archaeological evidence on the 

development of herding in the PPNB. and that their health condition 

was apparently superior to that of the later Pottery Neolithic 

agriculturalist (Smith et al. 1984).

In general, it appears that both agriculture and animal husbandry 

were commonly practiced in Syria during the PPNB. The subsistence 

economy of the PPNB was, however, dependent not solely on the 

domesticated resources, but was probably also on wild food resources. 

Moore (1980: 252) writes that "Down to about 6000 be agriculture and 

stock-raising continued to be combined with hunting and gathering. 

Then during the sixth millennium be agriculture, based on irrigation in 

some areas, and stock-breeding began the only sources of subsistence". 

It is highly likely, however, that the technological items that enabled 

the Pottery Neolithic man to shift their subsistence were already 

established in the late PPNB, prior to ca. 6000 BC, and the general
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character of the late PPNB subsistence did not differ greatly from that 

of the early Pottery Neolithic.

3 Settlement

Sedentism became increasingly a popular settlement pattern in 

the Levant since the Epi-Palaeolithic (Henry 1989; Bar-Yosef and Belfer- 

Cohen 1989b; Goring-Morris 1989). Ethnographic examples from the 

contemporary Levantine people indicate that identification of sedentism 

at archaeological sites is not always easy (Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen 

1989b: 452). Well-built architecture of the PPNB period, however, 

would suggest at least that settlements were inhabited over several 

years although they could have been left vacant for a kind of 

transhumance during a particular season of the year. An analysis of the 

teeth of sheep and goats from Abu Hureyra shows that they were killed 

throughout the year, suggesting the year-round occupation at the site 

since as early as the middle PPNB period (Legge and Rowley-Conwy 

1987).

Settlements of the PPNB were widely distributed throughout the 

Levant from the Mediterranean coast to the inland desert/steppe. It 

was especially during the late phase of this period that the arid 

environments of the inland Levant including the oasis basins of Palmyra 

and el-Kowm were extensively exploited. This expansion of

settlements of the late PPNB might well have been made possible by the 

establishment of the herding technology for sheep and goats during this 

period (Moore 1978, 1982; J. Cauvin 1978; Aurenche et al. 1981). It is 

also suggested people that penetrated into the inland Levant 

represented a kind of pastoralist community, which maintained
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interaction with contemporary Pottery Neolithic agriculturalists in the 

arable lands (“final PPNB”; J. Cauvin 1989; Zarins 1989, 1990).

The enlargement of the exploitation zone suggests the increase of 

population during the PPNB, which is also indicated by the larger size of 

the settlements of this period (Moore 1981). Very large settlements 

with the area of more than 10 ha appeared at several sites like Tell Abu 

Hureyra and Ain Ghazal. Along with these large settlements, smaller 

sites were also occupied, some of which could have been used for a 

specialised purpose such as flint working and hunting (Akazawa 1979b; 

Calley 1986b; J. Cauvin 1981).

While the architecture of PPNA is characterised by circular 

dwellings reminiscent of the earlier Epi-Palaeolithic tradition, multi

roomed rectangular houses came into use in the PPNB. Houses were 

often constructed very close to each other. The walls were made of 

mud-bricks or tau f sometimes with the stone foundation. The floor and 

the inside of the walls were commonly plastered with lime or gypsum, 

which material was chosen appears to have been dependent on a 

regional tradition. In Syria, lime plaster was preferred in the west, and 

gypsum in the eastern part including the Euphrates valley (Aurenche 

1981; Garfinkel 1987a; Kingery et al. 1988; also see Rehhoff et al. 1990). 

Domestic facilities closely reflecting the development of farming became 

popular in the late PPNB period (Fujii 1981). For instance, ovens of the 

tannor type were often attached to the houses of this period and later 

on. Examples include those excavated from Tell Ramad (de Contenson 

1969b) and Umm Dabaghiyah (Kirkbride 1972).

The settlement and architecture of the Pottery Neolithic is 

considered to be representing a continuous development from the PPNB. 

Multi-roomed rectangular buildings characterise the Pottery Neolithic as
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well. A dramatic change is, however, seen in the distribution of 

settlements. Many of the PPNB settlements like Bouqras and el-Kowm 

in the inland Levant were abandoned at the beginning or the early 

stage of the Pottery Neolithic. New settlements were founded, in turn, 

in the previously ill-exploited but less harsh lowlands such as the 

Khabur basin (Nishiaki 1991b, n.d.) and the Orontes valley (Iwasaki and 

Nishino 1991). Moore (1978, 1985) interprets, as mentioned above, 

that the shift of settlements at the beginning of the Pottery Neolithic 

was a result of adjustment in subsistence economy, which was caused 

most likely by the ongoing climatic deterioration.

4 Material culture

Apart from the flaked stone technology that w ill be discussed in 

detail later, technology was developed in various realms of the material 

culture during the PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic.

A variety of vessels or containers came into use, particularly 

from the late PPNB, which probably reflects the increasing need for 

storing agricultural products and seeds. Valsselles blanche or "white 

wares" were commonly used especially in Syria. They are unbaked 

vessels made of lime or gypsum and ash (Marechal 1982; Miyake 1985). 

Containers were also made of soft stone like alabaster and limestone, 

numerous examples of which have been excavated from Tell Bouqras 

(Akkermans et al. 1983). Roodenberg (1986) suggests that they were 

made locally with flint tools on the site.

The substantial use of ceramics was, of course, commenced from 

the Pottery Neolithic. A few isolated examples of baked clay vessels, 

however, have been found at the PPNA contexts of Tell Mureybet (J. 

Cauvin 1977, 1978). Those may represent experimentation since they
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are apparently too small and few to have been important for daily use 

(Rollefson and Simmons 1985: 44). The use of ceramics during the 

PPNB has also been suggested at Tell Assouad (J. Cauvin 1974). 

However, their dating to the mid-7th millennium BC has been recently 

questioned (see Chapter 5).

At least two major cultural zones are suggested for Syria during 

the early Pottery Neolithic period on the basis of pottery typology 

(Hours and Copeland 1982). One is the coastal Syro-Cilicia, where a 

dark burnished monochrome ware (DFBW) was common as known in 

the Amuq basin and at Ras Shamra. The other is the northeastern Syria, 

showing more similarity to the east (the northern Mesopotamia and the 

Zagros). A primitive monochrome ("Altomonochromd') ware has been 

reported from sites in the Khabur basin, and painted pottery closely 

resembling that of the Pre- or Proto-Hassuna in Iraq have been found 

at Bouqras and el-Kowm.

The polishing technology for manufacturing stone tools was 

already known in the Epi-Palaeolithic period. One of the earliest 

examples has been recovered from Phase IA at Mureybet (J. Cauvin 

1978: 91). The polished stone tools of the PPNB period show a greater 

elaboration and variation. Various morphological types such as axe, 

adze, chisel and wedge were made by polishing stone in the PPNB and 

later periods. Their use for wood working has been suggested from 

use-wear studies (Roodenberg 1983, 1986; Keeley 1983a).

Bead working, whose earliest example is known from the Epi- 

Palaeolithic context, was also very popular in the PPNB and the Pottery 

Neolithic. Recent discoveries of workshops at Kumar Tepe (Roodenberg 

et al. 1984) on the Upper Euphrates, Turkey, and at Yiftahel (Garfinkel 

1987b), Palestine suggest that beads were manufactured locally. The
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use-wear analysis of flints (Grace 1989-90) excavated in association 

with numerous half-finished beads at Kumar Tepe indicate that the 

beads were manufactured with flint drill-bits by hand rather than with 

a bow drill (also see Finlayson and Betts 1990).

5 Society

Objects made of exotic or locally unavailable materials became 

even more popular, which suggests that more goods flowed along the 

exchange network in the PPNB than in earlier periods. The materials 

obtained through exchange could include obsidian, marine shell, 

turquoise, greenstone, basalt, bitumen (cf. Roaf 1990: 34-5), and even 

flint (Mellaart 1975), and ceramic (Le Miere 1986; Le Miere and Picon 

1987). It is probable that development of exchange networks was 

partly responsible for the rapid diffusion of inventions like the floor 

plastering and the ceramic technologies.

Redman (1978: 205) states that the early farming communities of 

the PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic such at Jericho and Jar mo were 

basically an egalitarian society. Analysis of mortuary practices of this 

period supports this view. There is little difference between burials of 

different sexes and ages (Fiedel 1979), although the difference tends to 

have become clearer in the later PPNB and the Pottery Neolithic 

(Rollefson 1989: 171). Mortuary customs changed in the Pottery 

Neolithic. The habit of skull cult, which was originated in the late Epi- 

Palaeolithic, was still practiced in the PPNB. but rarely in the Pottery 

Neolithic (Bienert 1990). Furthermore, the custom of burying the dead 

under the floor was no longer popular, but most of the dead were 

buried outside the settlement (Moore 1982) at a communal cemetery, 

perhaps as a result of the population growth and increasing sedentism.
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There are indications, on the other hand, of a complex society ', if 

not a ranked society existed in the communities of the period. The 

elaborated craft workmanship represented by various ornaments and 

flint artifacts, for example, would suggest that some form of part-time 

craft specialisation existed as early as in the PPNB period (Moore 1981; 

Rosen 1989; Mortensen 1988). Stamp seals, considered to have been 

used as a marker showing the ownership of personal belongings, 

became into the popular use since the late PPNB (Tsuneki 1983). Early 

examples have been found at Ras Shamra VC (de Contenson 1977-78) 

and Bouqras (de Contenson and van Liere 1966b). The stamp seals of 

the PPNB have an elongated shape, which led Tsuneki (1983: 167) to 

suggest that they were indeed used as a stamp, not as an ornament for 

instance.

Communal efforts requiring much manpower, an earlier example 

of which is the construction of a tower at the PPNA Jericho, were 

apparently made on a greater scale in the PPNB than in the earlier 

periods. Extensive mud-brick walls were built, whatever the purpose 

might have been (Bar-Yosef 1986), to surround the settlements at Ras 

Shamra (Schaeffer 1962), Jericho (Kenyon 1960), and Magzalia (Bader 

1989). The common use of lime or gypsum piaster for architecture in 

the PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic period must have required a 

considerable amount of labour and coorperation of several people as 

well as material, for which some sort of communal control might have 

been needed (Garfinkel 1987a). Moore (1981: 450) suggests that at the 

very densely populated settlements like Abu Hureyra and Ras Shamra 

some form of communal organisation might have functioned to regulate 

social problems. These larger PPNB settlements could have served as 

regional centres.



Ceremony also shows a development in the PPNB period. "Mother 

goddess" or clay figurines representing females, which appeared first in 

the Epi-Palaeolithic, became very popular in the PPNB period (J. Cauvin 

1972b, 1978). A diagnostic type representing a seated female, thought 

to be a symbol of fertility and reproduction for agriculturalists, was 

manufactured widely in the Levant during a period from the late PPNB 

to the early Pottery Neolithic (Hori 1980). At the PPNB settlements of 

Jericho and Ain Ghazal, magnificent human statues made of lime plaster 

over the core of reeds and twine have been discovered (Garstang 1935: 

166-7; Simmons and Rollefson 1984; Rollefson and Simmons 1985). 

Ceremonial use has been suggested for those statues.

6 Summary

The brief survey of the literature shows a considerable cultural 

development in the PPNB and the Pottery Neolithic periods of Syria. 

The boundary between these two periods is set by the advent of 

common use of pottery, but in terms of socio-economy and other 

artifact classes, the late PPNB culture seems to share many elements 

with the early Pottery Neolithic. The cultural changes that occurred in 

these periods represent a continuity from the earlier periods, but show 

a rather rapid development in diversified aspects ranging from 

subsistence, settlement pattern, technology and perhaps to social 

organisation. These changes are all considered those representing a 

shift toward the more advanced society and culture that characterise 

the rest of the period of the Levantine Neolithic (Moore 1982: 25). 

Moore (1978, 82) designated the Neolithic after the outset of the 

Pottery Neolithic as Advanced Neolithic, while the previous one as 

Archaic Neolithic. The late PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic (ca.
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6600 - 5500 BC). to which all the four sites intensively analysed in this 

study belong, represent an important period of transition from the 

primitive to the more advanced farming communities.
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Introduction

This chapter presents a review of the literature to examine how 

flaked stone artifacts have been treated with and how their analytical 

possibility has been exploited in previous Levantine Neolithic studies. 

This review will hardly be exhaustive, however, for most of lithic 

studies have been published as part of an excavation report of the site 

from which the lithics were obtained, and therefore they are scattered 

in numerous publications so widely that it is practically difficult to 

recover all of them. Moreover, many of them are mere descriptions of 

the findings without a detailed analysis, which do not seem to deserve 

review in a limited space.

For the sake of convenience, I shall discuss the previous studies 

under four titles: typological, technological, functional and contextual 

studies. Typological studies are those attempting to establish



morphological types of stone tools or to interpret results of the 

morphological classification. Technological studies are those dealing 

with manufacturing methods and techniques of stone tools including 

core reduction and retouch technologies. Functional studies include 

both microscopic and non-microscopic studies (e.g. inference from 

morphological and ethnographic observations) so far conducted with 

Levantine Neolithic material. As contextual studies, I shall refer to 

lithic studies carried out using combined evidence from artifact analysis 

and information from the context in which those lithics were recovered; 

these include studies of raw material procurement and spatial 

distribution of tools at a single site.

Practically, however, many of the studies can not be classified 

under a single title such as "typological study". They are instead 

overlapped in many cases at least to some extent. Accordingly, the 

same article may be discussed repeatedly in more than one section.

Typological study

1 Type list and type fossil

Typology is a study based on the type concept, which is central to 

morphological analysis, and it has been a most useful tool to the 

archaeologists both for description and specific analysis of artifacts 

(Deetz 1967: 49). Typological study of stone tools has been developed 

mainly in the field of Palaeolithic research, particularly of Europe. The 

best known example is that established for Lower and Middle 

Palaeolithic by Francois Bordes (1950, 1953a, 1953b, 1954, 1961). 

Bordes constructed a standard type list consisting of over 60 tool types 

based on morphological attributes of lithics taking into consideration 

their manufacturing techniques. The type list was intended for
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systematic classification of each assemblage, and for comparison in a 

statistical way with the aid of cumulative graph showing the frequency 

of each tool type. Although tool types comprising his type list were 

originally designed for Lower and Middle Palaeolithic of southwestern 

France, they have been used for dealing with more or less 

contemporary industries from other parts of the world as well.

This analytical method, or establishing a standardised type list 

and comparing the frequency of each tool type in many lithic 

assemblages, has been applied to study of later Palaeolithic and Epi- 

Palaeolithic industries too. Examples include type lists for Upper 

Palaeolithic of France prepared by de Sonneville-Bordes and Perrot 

(1954, 1955, 1956a, 1956b) and by Laplace (1964), lists for Epi- 

Palaeolithic industry of North Africa designed by Tixer (1963) and for 

the Near East by Bar-Yosef (1970), Hours (1974), Goring-Morris (1987) 

and Byrd (1990), and Later Palaeolithic industries of Japan devised by 

Akazawa and his collaborators (1980). Each tool type of these lists 

was defined, in general, using the same kind of attributes as used in the 

Bor dean typology, i.e. morphological attributes. Unlike the Bor dean list, 

however, they include many site- or area-specific tool types that can 

not be expected to occur in assemblages from different industrial 

contexts, and give such tool types specific names after the sites at 

which they were first found or described, e.g. Noaille burin (de 

Sonneville-Bordes and Perrot 1956a) and Columnata point (Tixer 1963). 

The applicability of these lists are thus inevitably restricted to much 

smaller chronological and geographical units than Bordes' list.

On the other hand, no standardised type list has been established 

for the Levantine Neolithic, in spite of the effort to establish by some 

analysts (Burian and Friedman 1979; Rollefson 1989: 172). As already
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pointed out by some authors (Noy 1975: 171; Ataman 1988b:63), it 

seems to be actually not very useful to establish a single standardised 

type list, if possible, for the Neolithic of the whole Levant when 

considering rather strong cultural localisation in this period. Some 

authors have employed lists constructed for earlier periods but with 

considerable modification (e.g. Roodenberg 1986: 4). Others have been 

preparing type lists specifically designed for their own site or a group 

of sites in a restricted area showing certain similarity (e.g. Mortensen 

1970a, 1982). One result of this procedure is the difficulty in 

comparing one site with another in a wider geographical context. There 

appears to be no useful alternative approach (Ataman 1988b: 61), 

however, in view of the distinct nature of Neolithic stone tools.

The Bordean system provides a standard type list which allows 

other workers to classify stone tools with supposedly the same criteria 

so as to compare classification results in an "objective" manner. The 

absence of this sort of list for the Levantine Neolithic obliges one to 

employ another, more traditional method for comparison, that is the 

type fossil approach.

2 Points

The tool class most frequently used in the type fossil approach by 

the Levantine Neolithic researchers has been the point or arrowhead. 

The point represents one of the most developed and ubiquitous tool 

types found in the Levantine Neolithic contexts, and is therefore 

considered to provide a good opportunity to examine their chronological 

and geographical distribution (Burian and Friedman 1985; Gopher
r r~7v1985). More than ten specifically named point types or^Type fossils" 1 

have been proposed, including the following: Khiam point (Neuville
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1951), Helwan point, Abu Madi point (Bar-Yosef 1981a), Harif point 

(Marks 1973), Amuq point, Byblos point, Jericho point (J. Cauvin 1963), 

Nemrik point (Kozlovski and Szymczak 1989), Ugarit point (de 

Contenson 1977-78), Abu Gosh point (M.-C. Cauvin 1974), Bouqras point 

(Roodenberg 1986) and so on. Apart from these points named after 

their eponymous sites, a number of often seemingly exhaustive 

typological classifications have been attempted for points. M.-C. Cauvin 

(M.-C. Cauvin and Stordeur 1978), for example, has presented a 

classification system consisting of more than 30 types for points from 

the early Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of Tell Mureybet, Syria. Her system 

is based on combination of two morphological attributes: shape of the 

tang, and the location and number of notch(es) at the tang. In 

Mortensen's( 1970a) typology for Beidah, points were classified into 20 

types. The criteria for this classification are based on exclusively 

morphological attributes including shapes of the body as well as the 

tang.

Some of these morphological point types have been proved to be 

useful as time markers, hence type fossil. Burian and Friedman (1985) 

and Bar-Yosef (198 la) present a summary of chronological succession of 

point types. According to Bar-Yosef (1981a), small points with notches 

at the base or lateral edges like Khiam points, Abu Madi points and 

Helwan points are characteristic to the PPNA periods, and larger points 

often retouched with pressure technique such as Amuq, Byblos and 

Jericho points are more commonly found in the PPNB contexts. In 

addition, some of them show a rather restricted distribution, and thus 

are to be considered a space marker as well. Jericho points, for 

instance, are densely found in the southern Levant. More recently, an 

extensive survey of point types from Neolithic sites in the southern
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Levant has been presented by Gopher (1985, 1989a, 1989b). Based on 

a multi-dimensional seriation, together with stratigraphic evidence and 

carbon-14 dates, he suggests that the Helwan point was diffused from 

the northern Levant to southwards, and eventually to Sinai.

3 Sickle elements

Apart from the point, the sickle element has been another well 

studied tool type in the Levantine Neolithic. There is a marked 

difference, however, in the approach to the analysis of points and sickle 

elements. The sickle element is defined in terms of function, while the 

point is morphologically isolated from other tool classes. Sickle 

elements are identified if they exhibit so-called sickle gloss that is 

believed to arise from their use for cutting plants. In the course of 

recent development of microwear studies, however, it has become clear 

that pieces without gloss visible with the naked eye may also have been 

used as sickle elements (Unger-Hamilton 1988). Thus, pieces showing 

morphological similarities to those with visible gloss are also to be 

considered as sickle elements, termed "Shape-defined sickle elements" 

(Copeland in prep.). In any case, the functional trace has been of 

primary importance for identification of sickle elements. As a result, 

they comprise a very heterogeneous group from a morphological point 

of view, consisting of tools that might have been traditionally classified 

as, for example, denticulates, truncations, backed blades, and even 

unretouched flakes.

Another notable tendency in sickle element studies is that 

typological classification often takes into consideration ways of hafting, 

i.e. shape of the handle, number of sickle elements per handle, and way 

of insertion of each element (M.-C. Cauvin 1983; Fujii 1983; Stordeur
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1987). Although other tool classes such as points and end-scrapers 

might also have been used hafted, their hafting methods have rarely 

been considered in typological study (exception: Burian and Friedman 

1977-78). The chronological change of the hafting method is 

interpreted to be relating to development of plant domestication and its 

harvesting efficiency (M.-C. Cauvin 1983).

Many morphological types have been defined to describe sickle 

elements found at each site. Unlike points, however, no specific 

nomenclature such as the Byblos point has been given to sickle element 

types. Chronological and spatial significance of each type has not been 

examined at least as in the same detail as for the point types. This is 

perhaps partly because of the morphological heterogeneity of sickle 

elements. M.-C. Cauvin (1983), however, suggests that morphological 

patterning in sickle elements does emerge if carefully examined, and 

some of them could have chronological and spatial significance. By 

reviewing an extensive data set from various parts of the Near East, she 

presents five groups of sickles: unretouched pieces, pieces with 

retouched ends, truncated pieces, backed pieces, and denticulates. She 

suggests that pieces with retouched ends appeared in the earlier 

chronological contexts, while denticulates were used in the later ones, 

7th millennium BC afterwards. She also remarks that sickle elements 

with denticulate edges have been densely found in the Levant, while 

sparsely in the Mesopotamia and the Zagros.

4 Other flint tools

Tool classes other than the point and the sickle element seem to 

have been rather poorly studied in the literature. These include 

scrapers, burins, borers, denticulates, notches, splintered pieces, etc.
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Although detailed classification has been made on each of these at site 

reports, they do not seem, in general, to have been considered very 

useful as time-space markers. One exception may be burins, among 

which a distinct burin type or "Mejalla burin" has been isolated by Betts 

(1986: 109). Mejalla burin is a truncation burin made on a thick blade 

blank, known to be characteristic to "burin Neolithic” sites in the inland 

Levant. Industries containing this burin type are generally dated to 

the 7-6th millennia BC.

Mejalla burins from an open-air burin Neolithic site in the 

Palmyra basin were analysed by Abe and Akazawa (1977) from a 

different point of view. The morphological variations of those burins 

(location and number of burin facets) were interpreted to be results of 

resharpening of burin facets. A recent microwear analysis of this type 

of burins from the Jordanian steppe (Finlayson and Betts 1990) 

suggests, on the other hand, that the facets on those burins were in fact 

not working edges but scars that produced blanks for drili-bits.

5 Obsidian tools

In the above, I have mentioned tools mainly made of flint. 

Obsidian was also utilised as an important raw material for flaked stone 

tools of the Levantine Neolithic, its proportion varying by assemblage, 

from a few percent to more than half of the total artifacts. Apart from 

studies of obsidian-rich industries found in Anatolia and the Zagros 

mountains (e.g. M.-C. Cauvin and Balkan 1985; Mortensen 1970b), 

typological study of obsidian artifacts has been obviously less 

developed than that of flint. This lack of attention to obsidian probably 

relates to the fact that obsidian is represented by only regular blades 

with little, if any, retouch at most of the sites, apparently showing little
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morphological variability. Thus, most of the site reports have referred 

to obsidian artifacts simply as blades or retouched blades, paying no 

serious attention to their morphological characteristics.

In addition to tool types common in flint, however, a couple of 

distinct tool types unique to obsidian have been revealed by recent 

close examinations. "Side-blow blade-flakes" represent one of those, 

which was first identified at Jar mo, in the Zagros, by L. Braidwood 

(1961). They are small sections detached from a blade with a “side- 

blow" from the dorsal surface of the blade. Their function has not been 

yet understood. These artifacts were later renamed by Hole (1961, 

1983) as “thin sections", but they are still referred to as the original 

term by most of authors except for a few (Voigt 1983).

"Cayonu tools" or Outils de Cayonii are thick blade tools with 

continuous scalar steep retouches along both lateral edges, first 

described in detail at Qayonu Tepesi by Redman (1973, 1982) and later 

designated as a single tool type by M.-C. Cauvin (1988). They often 

show a dense concentration of striations on the ventral surface along 

the edges, which may well relate to function and use of this tool type, 

but have not been given a full explanation.

Most recently, a series of blades with a tiny "pseudo-burin" 

retouch at corner(s) of the blank have been described as a new tool 

type, "corner-thinned blades" by the present author (Nishiaki 1989b, 

1990a, 1990b). The uniqueness of this tool type lies in the location of 

retouch, which is almost exclusively situated at the right-bottom corner 

of the blank. This consistency led me to suggest that the pseudo-burin 

retouch was made to facilitate hafting rather than to produce a working 

edge (see Chapter 9).
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These obsidian artifact types have only recently become known, 

and their cultural significance including function and chrono-spatial 

distribution pattern has not yet been thoroughly examined.

Technological study

1 Methods for technological study

Study of manufacturing technology has also been mainly 

developed in the Palaeolithic research field. Various analytical methods 

have been applied to reveal how raw materials were converted to 

usable tools by Prehistoric Man. Common analytical methods include 

debitage typology, attribute analysis, refitting, replication, and geo

chemical analysis.

Debitage typology is most commonly practised in the current 

literature. This is classification of lithic artifacts in accord with their 

technological characteristics. Each type is defined by combination of 

certain technological features, and then used to characterise the 

technology of each assemblage. In the Bordean method, for example, 

Levallois flakes, Levallois points. Levallois blades. pseudo-Levallois 

points and naturally backed blades were defined. Other types include 

blades, bladelets. crested pieces, core tablets, etc.

Attribute analysis is conducted with the assumption that 

"culturally meaningful patterns of variation occur within artifacts" 

(Spaulding 1953: 307). It takes attributes reflecting manufacturing 

techniques or methods of each artifact, and then examines their 

correlation each other to reveal significant patterns. Comparison of the 

results are often made statistically. The attributes, which include 

artifact dimensions, platform type and shape of transversal section, may 

cross-cut each class of debitage typology. Numerous examples with this
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approach have been accumulated (e.g. Movius 1968; Movius et al. 1968; 

Knecht 1988;Takeoka 1989).

Refitting is a method which makes it possible to directly 

reconstruct the reduction sequence in great detail. Apart from early 

sporadic efforts, refitting became a popular analytical procedure from 

the 1970's afterwards (e.g. Tozawa 1968; Tozawa and Anbiru 1974; 

Leroi-Gourhan and Brezillon 1972; Cahen et al. 1979; Volk man 1983). 

Refitting can be achieved between various relationships, such as 

between cores and debitage, tools and retouch flakes, and broken 

pieces.

Replication is also of great use for technological analysis. It is 

helpful to understand relationship between data observed on 

archaeological objects and actual behaviour which created them, and 

has a long research history since the last century (Flenniken 1984). A 

recent trend in this approach is to analyse experimental data in a 

quantitative way (e.g. Amick and Mauldin 1989).

Recent technical development in geo-chemical analysis has also 

contributed to lithic analysis. One example is identification of heat- 

treatment of flint that might have been made by prehistoric people 

(detailed discussions in Chapter.3). Miller (1983) reported a result of 

examination of flint debitage from Jericho in order to check the 

possibility of use of fire for pre-treatment of the core. The result shows 

that the flints examined were indeed probably intentionally heated. 

Another example is an attempt to determine the flaking mode with X- 

ray analysis. Arnold (1990) reports an analysis of a flint butt from a 

later, Urukian settlement in Iraq. The result was not conclusive enough 

but did not deny the possibility of detachment of the flake with a metal 

hammer.
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In the Bordean method, several technological indices are defined 

to characterise each assemblage. The blade index, for example, shows 

the proportion of blades in the given assemblage, and the faceting index 

shows the proportion of faceted butts of the total butts. These indices 

are used for assemblage comparison. Although some specific 

technological indices have been devised for later Palaeolithic industries 

(Bar-Yosef 1970; Henry 1974, 1989), similar indices have not been 

proposed for the Levantine Neolithic studies, where technological 

comparison remains restricted to a very general level, e.g. absence or 

presence of Naviform cores. No synthesis has been made regarding to 

inter-assemblage technological variability in a systematic way. In fact, 

technological study of stone tools is rather a new subject for the 

Levantine Neolithic studies in general. Technological aspects were 

given only sparse attention or completely neglected in earlier 

excavation reports (e.g. Mallowan 1936, 1937). Substantial effort 

towards technological study has been made only recently, mainly after 

1970.

2 Core reduction

Lithic manufacturing technology can be divided into two main 

categories: core reduction and tool making. The best-studied core 

reduction technology of the Levantine Neolithic would be the Naviform 

method. The first detailed reconstruction of its reduction sequence was 

published by Suzuki and Akazawa (1971), using surface materials from 

PPNB sites in the Palmyra basin, Syria. Their reconstruction was mainly 

based on debitage typology, identifying different debitage types 

produced in different stages of reduction. Akazawa (1979b) later 

refined their reconstruction with surface findings from what he called
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flint factory sites in the nearby Douara basin. Crowfoot-Payne (1983) 

and Cailey (1986b) have made some remarks on the reconstruction with 

reference to their material from Jericho and Qdeir 1 respectively (see 

Chapter 4). The Naviform method is considered to provide a chief 

element unifying a wide region of the Levant during the PPNB period 

(Crowfoot-Payne 1983:703).

On the other hand other reduction technologies, notably those for 

ordinary flake and blade production during the earlier or later period 

than PPNB have rarely been studied, with exception of a few analyses 

published by Cailey (1985, 1986a, 1989-90). By studying obsidian 

cores and blades from Cafer Hoyuk in Turkey, she suggests the possible 

use of pressure flaking in the Anatolia during the end of 8th and the 

early 7th millennium BC (Cailey 1985). Her analysis of the Pottery 

Neolithic assemblages from Kumar Tepe, Turkey, has revealed a rather 

specialised nature of the reduction technology at the site, which was 

strongly oriented toward the blank production suitable for drill bit 

making (Cailey 1989-90; Grace and Cailey 1988).

3 Tool manufacturing

Tool making technology or retouch technique has received even 

less attention than core technology. Making of points is a better 

studied subject among others, however. A sequence of point making at 

a Neolithic site in Palestine was reconstructed by Burian and Friedman 

(1977-78). Co-existence of two distinct forms in their point assemblage 

led them to suggest that one of those (a triangular point) represents an 

unfinished form of the other (a triangular point with notches). They 

presented a whole sequence of point production from choice of raw 

material to retouching of the final blank.
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Two of retouch technologies have been better paid attention than 

others: the pressure flaking mode, and blade breaking methods. 

Pressure flaking is known as a mode more frequently used during the 

later PPNB afterwards in the Levant. Tools, especially points, retouched 

with this mode (e.g. Amuq points and Jericho points) have been 

considered time-markers of the later Levantine Neolithic (Bar-Yosef 

1981a; Gopher 1985). A diagnostic version of the pressure flaking, 

known as Abu Gosh technique, was first reported by Perrot (1952) at 

Abu Gosh in Palestine. This technique is characterised by a series of 

oblique pressure flaking at the tang of a point that runs from one edge 

to the other edge without forming central ridge. Edwards (1985) 

suggests use of thermal pre-treatment for this type of retouch. The 

same technique has recently been reported from sites in Southeastern 

Turkey, providing a chronological marker to link these remote regions 

(M.-C. Cauvin and Balkan 1985).

Many authors suggest that manufacturing of tools, especially 

sickle elements, was started by truncating original blades or flakes into 

desired length. Various methods for truncation have been noted by 

Copeland (1979, 1989). She suggests several methods: chamfer method, 

side-blow method, breaking with guide notches along the edge, and 

simple break, which I shall discuss more in detail in Chapter 3.

Functional study

Development of functional studies of the Levantine Neolithic stone 

tools has been closely related to development of microwear studies in 

general. Microwear studies of prehistoric stone tools witnessed a 

turning point in the 1960's when the pioneering work by Semenov 

(1957) was translated into western and the Japanese languages. Since
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then, a variety of methods for use-wear studies have been developed, 

including the method developed by Keeley (1980) with a microscope of 

high magnification (up to 400x). Since the history of use-wear studies 

have been recently compiled by several authors in great detail (Vaughn 

1985; Juel-Jansen 1988; Akoshima 1989), it is not repeated here.

Almost all approaches, including experimental and ethnographic 

inference as well as microscopic analyses, ever applied in other parts of 

the world seem to have been already employed for functional study of 

the Levantine Neolithic material. An important symposium entitled 

” Traces dU tilisation Jes OutiJs NeoJithiques du Proche Orient held at 

Lyon in 1982 was entirely devoted to functional analyses of the 

Levantine Neolithic material (M.-C. Cauvin ed. 1983), at which many 

papers based on a range of methods were presented. Those methods 

may be summarised under two simple categories: approaches with and ' 

without a microscope.

1 Microscopic approach

In this category, I include every functional study supported by 

microscopic analyses irrelevant to their magnification. Use-wear 

studies with a microscope have been employed to resolve various 

problems, as shown below, relating to Levantine Neolithic lithics .

1.1 Typology and tool function

Functional analyses can open a new area for typological study. 

Moss (1983) studied points and burins from middle PPNB levels at Tell 

Abu Hureyra in order to examine typological relationship between these 

two stone tool types from a functional point of view. She concluded 

that the burins were used primarily for reed or wood working, and that 

points were primarily as projectiles but secondarily as reed or wood
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working as in the same way as the burins. She suggested that these 

morphologically defined tool types correspond to two different 

functions but the relationship was complicated by secondary use.

Ataman and Cailey (Ataman 1988a, 1989-90; Ataman and Cailey 

1988; Cailey 1988) have studied flint blades designated as "upsilon 

blades" from the Pottery Neolithic mound of Hayaz, Turkey. These 

blades were distinguished from others on a morphological ground, and 

were then analysed with a microscope in order to examine if they were 

used as projectiles. Ataman (1989-90: 202) states that microwear 

traces on the upsilon blades were best replicated when used as 

projectile points in her experiments.

Polished stone "axes" from Tell Bouqras were examined by 

Roodenberg (1983, 1986:101) under a microscope with low

magnification. He suggests that those "axes" were in effect used as 

several different tools, such as those as chisels, wedges and axes. 

Coqueugniot (1983) examined a sample of some 900 flake adzes and 

end-scrapers excavated from early Pre-Pottery Neolithic contexts at 

Tell Mureybet. Having employed both high and low power 

magnifications, he suggested that flake adzes had been used for 

chopping and planing, and that the end-scrapers were used to scrape 

various materials including skins and bones. A few adzes from PPNB 

levels at Jericho have been examined by Keeley (1983a), who suggests 

that their working edges show "all the characteristics of ’wood' polish".

Keeley (1983b) also studied a sample of borers found in the 

earlier PPNB context at Tell Abu Hureyra under a microscope with high 

magnification. He discovered a quite different wear-pattern on those 

borers from that on Palaeolithic borers, and pointed out a possibility 

that they were used in an "odd" way, to prepare wood joints.
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Grace (1989, 1989-90) studied drill bits from the Pottery Neolithic 

site of Kumar Tepe, Turkey, with the method developed by himself, in 

which he used as many variables as possible including polish and tool 

shape in order to deduce the worked material and the way of use. He 

concluded that drill bits from Kumar Tepe were used for perforating 

stone beads by hand rotation rather than with mechanical aids. Flint 

burins and drill bits found from Gabal Na ja, a burin Neolithic site in the 

Jordanian steppe have been examined by Finlayson and Betts (1990) 

with a different view in mind. Their analysis suggests that the burins 

were cores for producing spalls, which were used as blanks for drill bits. 

1.2 Subsistence reconstruction

As for reconstruction of subsistence economy, one of the central 

issues of the Levantine Neolithic study has been to trace development 

of early domestication of plants in this region. The microwear approach 

has been playing a significant role in this respect (e.g. M.-C. Cauvin ed. 

1983; Anderson 1980; Anderson-Gerfaud 1982. 1988). Unger-Hamilton 

(1983, 1985. 1988, 1989) has conducted a series of experimental and 

microscopic studies on sickle elements from Neolithic sites in the Levant 

so as to identify even the domestication status of plants to which those 

sickles were used. Her experiments were conducted under a very strict 

control with a range of conditions from the surface condition of the field 

in which experiments were made, the portion of plants to be cut. and 

species of the plants including both domesticated and wild ones. She 

claims, as a conclusion, that sickle elements with traces characteristic to 

those used for cutting domesticated species in the cleared field 

significantly increased in the PPNB period, supporting the current 

hypothesis that the full scale plant domestication was established 

during the PPNB. However. Hillman and Davies (1990; 208-10) list
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alternative explanations for traces that she considered due to use for 

domesticated plants, and suggest the need of further work on this 

subject.

Ethnographic observation has also been utilised for functional 

studies of sickle elements. Flint pieces with "sickle gloss" have been 

designated as sickle elements in the literature, but they may include 

pieces used as tools other than elements inserted into a sickle (e.g. 

Adams 1975; Fox 1984). The possibility of their uses as "threshing 

blades" has been examined by Ataman (1988b). She compared 

ethnographically known threshing blades and archaeological sickle 

elements from Turkey with a microscope, and found that a few pieces 

found in a disturbed context of Can Hassan III (Turkey) might have 

been used as threshing blades but found no reliable pieces of this use 

from the Neolithic levels of the site.

2 Non-microscopic approach

This approach makes use of evidence from morphology of stone 

tools, ethnographic observation, and experimentation. Examples have 

been accumulated mainly on two major tool types: points and sickle 

elements.

2.1 Arrowheads or spearheads?

The tools referred to as points in this study have often been 

described as arrowheads in the literature. As evidenced on the wall 

paintings of Catal Huyuk, the presence of arrowheads during the 

Levantine Neolithic is undoubted, but points may possibly include other 

tools used for other purposes. J. Cauvin (1968) noted presence of very 

large specimens in his point collection from Byblos, and grouped them 

as "daggers". Meilaart (1967) also gave a similar nomenclature to a
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group of large points from Catal Huyiik. However, the subdivisions of 

points appear to be rather arbitrary, the criterion being not well 

founded on an objective basis.

More quantitative attempts have been made by Roodenberg (1986) 

in order to distinguish "arrowheads" from "spearheads" in the point 

collection from Bouqras. He set up the maximum weight limit of 

arrowheads around 7-8 grams, and the maximum size of their tang as 

9mm wide and 5mm thick at maximum. His criteria were generated 

from an analysis based on assumption that certain limits should exist in 

the maximum weight of arrowhead and the maximum thickness of the 

foreshaft of the arrow which could limit the thickness of the arrowhead 

tang, when ethnographic evidence and mechanical constraints of 

primitive technology considered.

On the other hand, Crowfoot-Payne (1983) concluded that, in the 

collection from Jericho, there is no reasonable line which could be 

drawn either in types or weight between "arrowheads" and 

"spearheads”. Accepting the importance of weight in function of 

projectiles, she examined the weight of points from Jericho. The result 

led her to term all the points as "arrowheads", including large specimens 

weighing up to 15-16 grams.

Whether or not such attempts have been successful is uncertain. 

It should be useful, however, to remind the caution that was made by 

Thomas (1978). From statistical treatments of ethnographic samples, 

he has shown that little correlation existed between the weight/size of 

points and the size of shafts or foreshafts that American Indians ever 

used.

2.2 Sickle elements
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Sickle elements have also been studied with a macroscopic 

approach but from a different point of view, that is to reconstruct their 

hafting method. It is generally agreed that many of sickle elements 

recovered from Neolithic sites in the Levant were halted to a handle. 

Since there were still few survived examples of a whole sickle 

consisting of a handle and elements, various authors have been 

attempting to reconstruct hafting methods by studying macrowears 

and morphological features of sickle elements.

Apart from a rather speculative reconstruction made at Tell 

Hassuna by Lloyd and Safar (1945), the first impressive reconstruction 

of hafting was made by M.-C. Cauvin (1973) for sickle elements from 

Tell Assouad on the Balikh, Syria. Combining evidence on the location of 

sickle gloss and adhesive material (bitumen) both visible on the sickle 

elements with the naked eye, she suggested that sickle elements of Tell 

Assouad were probably hafted obliquely to a curved handle in 

succession (see Chapter 5). A similar reconstruction model was 

suggested for obsidian blades from Tell Kashkashok II, Syria, by the 

present author (Nishiaki 1989b, 1990a, 1990b; see also Chapter 8). 

Despite that neither sickle gloss nor bitumen traces were found due to 

the physical constraints of obsidian, the consistent morphological 

features and striations on those obsidian blades were sufficient enough 

to suggest that they were hafted to a handle in a similar way to that of 

M.-C. Cauvin s reconstruction.

M.-C. Cauvin (1983) and Stordeur (1987) have presented 

syntheses of reconstructed hafting methods of sickle elements from the 

Near Eastern Neolithic sites. According to them, single-hafted or non- 

hafted sickles were rather popular in the earlier Neolithic sequence, and
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serial-hafted, either overlapped or not, then appeared in the later 

sequence. A similar observation was also made by Fujii (1983).

Helmer (1983) explored the problem of use of sickle elements 

with an experimental approach. Having used several kinds of replicated 

sickles, he suggested two ways of motions possibly conducted in 

prehistoric harvesting: sawing or cutting of stems, and reaping.

Unger-Hamilton (1988:183-4) reports a result of her experimental 

study to examine "efficiency” of Neolithic sickles. Two rectilinear 

wooden sickles, hafted with flin t elements with finely denticulated 

edges, were used by an experienced Syrian farmer and by herself. On 

calculation of the harvested area per minute, she concluded that those 

sickles "were quite efficient". Korobkova (1981) has reported similar 

but more extensive experiments with reference to prehistoric sickles 

from the Central Asia.

As a result of his experimental use of sickle elements with 

denticulated edges. J. Cauvin (1968) reported them useful for cutting 

reeds. On the basis of analogy with modern metal tools, Ronen (1984: 

514-16) put forward an intriguing hypothesis on the worked material 

of such sickles. The fact that a modern toothed-mower is particularly 

useful for cutting "dry" plants led him to interpret the common use of 

denticulated sickle elements in the later Neolithic period as reflecting a 

prevalence of domesticated cereals in that period. This interpretation 

is based on the assumption that domesticated cereals must have been 

reaped after fully ripened or dried.

Contextual study

This section refers to studies using contextual evidence such as 

raw material and spatial distribution of artifacts at individual sites.
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1 Raw material

Artifacts made of locally unavailable raw material are frequently 

found at Neolithic sites in the Levant, and they present a clue to trade 

activities among the Neolithic people. Study of trade in the Levantine 

Neolithic has been remarkably developed by a series of trace-element 

analyses of obsidian (Cann and Renfrew 1964; Renfrew et al. 1968; 

Renfrew and Dixon 1976; Dixon 1976; Wright 1969). Extensive analyses 

conducted in the 1960 s and 1970's have revealed two main provinces 

in which obsidian pieces derived from different sources are found. The 

eastern province has the area near the Lake Van as a principal source. 

Sites producing obsidian pieces from this source are distributed from 

the western Syria in the west to the Zagros mountains in the east. In 

the western province, the area surrounding Ciftlik in Central Anatolia is 

considered a primary source. Sites belonging to this group are mainly 

situated in the coastal Levant. Some sites situated between these two 

provinces such as Ramad and Jericho are known to yield obsidian pieces 

derived from both sources.

Recent advances in the field survey and techniques of analysis 

have produced a warning about identification of sources based on 

chemical composition of obsidian alone. M.-C. Cauvin and others (1986) 

provided data suggesting that even obsidian derived from the same 

source could show different composition according to condition of 

formation of obsidian.

Stone materials other than obsidian must also have been 

circulated by trade among Neolithic sites; those materials could include 

green stone/jade, turquoise, and even flint for flaked stone tools. 

Mellaart (1975: 65) believes that "the main raw material traded in the
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PPNB period was flint.... A close study of the flint sources of the Levant 

would greatly increase our knowledge of early trade". This possibility 

has not been investigated in the same detail as in obsidian, however.

2 Intra-site activity

Human activities on an intra-site level has rarely been studied at 

the Levantine Neolithic sites. This makes a striking contrast to the 

considerable advance so far achieved at Palaeolithic hunter-gatherer 

sites in other parts of the world; examples are great work through 

refitting at Pincevint in France (Leroi-Gourhan and Brezillon 1972), at 

Sunagawa in Japan (Tozawa 1968; Tozawa and Anbiru 1974), and at 

Meer in Belgium (Cahen et al. 1979). This approach would be only 

effectively taken at _ a carefully excavated site with minimum 

disturbance. Under the present circumstances, at least in Syria, many of 

archaeological investigations are related to rescue projects which would 

not allow researchers to spend time sufficient enough to conduct an 

excavation with the same standard as done at Pincevint and Sunagawa. 

On the other hand, increase of excavations in recent years, however, 

has increased chance to recover useful data to get insight into the past 

activities in a particular site. At Bouqras, for instance, a burnt house 

that is believed to have been abandoned without notable disturbance 

after a fire has been excavated, which has produced excellent evidence 

to examine the spatial distribution of artifacts in a house. Roodenberg 

(1986) writes that floors of the rooms are generally clean and few lithic 

artifacts were in the rooms, while abundant knapping debitage were 

discovered in the courtyard suggesting that tool manufacturing was an 

outside activity. At Beidah, a possible storage wooden box for flint 

blades were recovered by Kirkbride's excavations (Mortensen 1988).
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Reports of excavations at the magnificent site of Abu Hureyra 

have not been fully published, but preliminary accounts were made by 

Moore (1981: 452). He remarks that association of particular tool types 

and wastes recurred in each of several trenches opened at different 

localities, suggesting that similar activities relating to lithics were 

performed at similar localities throughout the occupation sequence. He 

further notes that finished tools consisting of points, knives, burins and 

end-scrapers were found in and around houses apparently of the same 

kind in several trenches.

3 Intra-region activity

On a regional level, a group of sites showing different activity sets 

as suggested by lithic analysis have been reported. Akazawa (1975, 

1979b, 1979c) has reported a number of open-air and cave sites in a 

restricted area of the Palmyra basin, and suggested that they comprise 

at least two site groups: factory sites and residential sites. According to 

him, lithic assemblages from the factory sites are composed of 

exclusively cores and debitage with few or virtually no retouched tools, 

while the latter ones include numerous retouched tools as well as 

debitage. J. Cauvin (1981) has also reported a patterning in site types 

and lithic components in the el-Kowm Basin, north of Palmyra. He 

points out three types of sites in the area: permanent villages with the 

full inventory of material culture, sites without any trace of architecture 

(nomads' camp?), and hunting places near springs with many 

arrowheads.

Conclusion
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The above is a short review of the current lithic studies relating to 

the Levantine Neolithic. It seems clear that a difference exists in 

methods between the Levantine Neolithic and the Palaeolithic lithic 

studies. The approaches common in Palaeolithic research are seemingly 

more formalised and established, as represented by standardised 

typology, detailed attribute analysis, extensive refitting and meticulous 

mapping of lithics at individual sites. There do exist some examples of 

similar efforts so far made on Neolithic material of Europe (e.g. Deckers

1987), but none on the Levantine Neolithic to date. Lithic studies of the 

Levantine Neolithic are characterised by a more restricted, or even 

individually varied approach, as represented by morphological typology 

of selected tool classes (notably points and sickle elements).

This difference may possibly reflect a rather unsatisfactory status 

of lithic artifacts in the whole studies of the Levantine Neolithic, where 

a lot more information is available from materials other than lithics on a 

scale unparalleled by earlier periods. Considering the nature of the 

Neolithic stone tools, however, I would rather suggest that approaches 

developed in the Palaeolithic research would not entirely be 

appropriate to study of Neolithic tools. Keeley (1983b) has presented 

an interesting essay on the nature of Neolithic lithics. He emphasised 

mainly from results of his use-wear studies that Neolithic lithics exhibit 

a manner of use distinct from that of earlier periods, referring to it as 

"Neolithic novelties". J. Cauvin (1968, 1973, 1983) suggests that the 

Neolithic stone tools consist of four categories: tools of 1) Palaeolithic 

tradition (burins, end-scrapers, etc.), 2) Mesolithic tradition 

(microliths), 3) Neolithic tradition (points, adzes etc.) and 4) sickle 

elements. He points out that relationships between typology and 

function are different among these categories: while tools of the
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Palaeolithic tradition, for example, rarely show one-to-one relationship 

between tool type and function, those of Neolithic show close 

relationship.

It is now widely accepted that the Neolithic period witnessed 

many significant changes in human life styles. The dependence on new

subsistence economy, the increase of sedentism and population, the 

advent of new settlement system, etc.. all such profound changes must 

have created more complex social contexts than ever before, which in 

turn might perhaps have produced more complicated variables affecting 

lithic artifact morphology, technology and so on. In order to understand 

such variables efficiently, there seems to be a need for more 

comprehensive studies of Neolithic lithics.

The preceding review of the literature shows that a wide range of 

approaches have been taken to study the Neolithic lithics. However, a 

couple of marked tendencies or biases are also noted. First is a heavy 

reliance of typological study on limited tool types, that is points and 

sickle elements. These two tool classes admittedly deserve intensive 

study because of their ubiquitous presence and their supposed 

functional importance in the Neolithic period. But it is important to 

recognise that they constitute only part of a given assemblage (see 

Chapters 4-7), and therefore their analytical value may also be limited. 

Other artifact classes including debitage and retouched tools like burins 

and end-scrapers, which in fact consist a large part of an industry, have 

not received equal attention.

Secondly, emphasis on typological study in general is prominent. 

Technology for core reduction and tool manufacturing has been rather 

poorly studied to date. It should be stressed that I am not criticising 

typological study itself; it is in fact the first important step that should
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be taken to understand morphological variability of any tool classes 

(Thomas 1989: 314-52). Technological study, however, can add

information of a different kind, i.e. how the morphological variability 

was created. In the current studies, the Naviform method characteristic 

to the PPNB industry has been one of the few technologies so far 

studied in some detail, but analyses have been limited to reconstruct its 

characteristic core reduction sequence at only a few sites. Its inter- or 

intra-site variations have not been made clear. Other technologies such 

as flake production methods common in the Pottery Neolithic have 

remained virtually unstudied. Further, studies of retouched tools have 

been almost exclusively confined to typological study, leaving their 

manufacturing methods uninvestigated.

Also, the current studies have been strongly oriented toward 

analysis of flint artifacts, almost neglecting obsidian pieces. Techno- 

typological aspects of obsidian tools have not been fully investigated in 

comparison with emphasis on the study of their trade. It is admittable 

the fact that obsidian is found at most of sites in the form of finished 

regular blades prevents us from examining their core reduction 

technology, but their variability in morphology and tool manufacturing 

technology has been apparently underestimated.

The present study aims to, at least partly, fill such important gaps 

in the current studies. Tool manufacturing technology, one of the least 

explored aspects of the Levantine Neolithic lithics is focused here. It is 

accepted that technology is an important factor, as well as other 

variables like the raw material characteristics and the knappers' skill, 

which produces morphological variability of tools and tool blanks. Any 

typological study would be thus significantly complemented with 

proper consideration of technology.
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Lithic manufacturing is a habit whose way was perhaps inherited 

from generation to generation by various means including visual, oral 

and manual communication. The knappers began learning 

manufacturing technologies probably early in their life, and continued 

over some years in a way both guided and restricted by the technology 

encultured in the society to which he belonged (Collins 1975: 24). As 

contemporary replicators have argued (Flenniken 1984: 191), it is a 

"culturally" determined strategy that the knappers employ in order to 

reduce cores or to make intended tools. The reduction technology will 

then reflect the distinct pattern that can provide a better clue to reveal 

the "cultural" tradition, rather than the final products.

It is hoped in this study to provide a comprehensive picture of 

the tool manufacturing behaviours and traditions in the Syrian 

Neolithic, which would reflect such perhaps culturally determined 

elements. The materials analysed were obtained from several sites in 

North Syria. The principal aim of this study is to document full details 

of lithic technologies used at those sites in a systematic way which 

would enable us to extract certain behavioural patterns in the 

manufacturing sequence from procurement and selection of raw 

material to final retouch for modifying tool blanks.

More specifically, the following will be attempted:

1) Examination of variability in raw material use; analyses are made to 

detect patterns in use and selection of particular flint types for 

particular technology,

2) Reconstruction of core-reduction sequence stage by stage; production 

methods for irregular flakes, which have been almost neglected in 

previous studies, are also analysed in detail along with the better- 

studied Naviform method,
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3) Reconstruction of tool making technology; patterns in selection of 

blanks and appropriate retouch methods are emphasised in this 

analysis, and

4) Examination of techno-typological variability of obsidian tools; two 

generally unknown but very common tool types (corner-thinned blades 

and side-blow biade-flakes) are analysed in detail; obsidian pieces are 

studied here separately from the flints since they were obviously made 

by a different system.

In these attempts, analyses of previously unexplored or poorly 

studied aspects are particularly emphasised. Since the sites analysed in 

this study cover an important transitional period of the Pre-Pottery to 

the Pottery Neolithic in the Levant, a preliminary assessment w ill be 

made as to cultural change that might have occurred during this period 

in terms of lithic manufacturing traditions.
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Chapter 3 Method

Introduction
Terminology: definition and problems
1 Method/Mode/Technique framework
2 Techno-typology
The operational sequence and archaeological data
1 Core reduction
2 Tool manufacturing
3 Heat treatment
4 Flaking mode 
Conclusion

Introduction

The main goal of this study is to document full details of tool 

manufacturing technologies practiced by the Neolithic inhabitants at 

several sites in Syria, and their related behaviours. Toward this goal, I 

employ a dynamic approach to lithic analysis, adopting the concept of 

operational sequence or chaine operatoire as defined in the French 

literature (Leroi-Gourhan 1943; Cahen and Karlin 1980; Pelegrin et al.

1988). In the Bordean method of analysis, several technological indices 

are set up, each representing a proportion of either particular debitage 

(e.g. Levallois index and blade index) or particular attribute class (e.g. 

faceted butt). This method conveniently provides a summarised view 

of technological characteristics of the assemblage being studied, but the 

view is static and does not reveal any detail on the sequence of core 

reduction and tool making. As Clarke (1968: 145) clearly stated, the 

archaeological assemblage is "almost always a time-trajecting sequence 

in which time change is always a contaminating factor". Lithic 

manufacturing is indeed a time-trajecting behaviour, whose analysis 

then would be better directed to trace activity sets stage by stage with 

the aid of appropriate typology and attributes.
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Analysis through "operational sequence" is in this line, and is 

intended to reconstruct human behaviour that produced the assemblage 

in a time-trajecting or dynamic way. It attempts to reconstruct human 

behaviour through examination of lithics, from procurement and 

selection of raw material, production of tool blanks, to use and discard 

of the tools. In this approach, lithic artifacts are no longer considered 

as merely representing some typologically "characteristic" pieces, but 

are studied as evidence of human behaviour in technological, economic 

and social dimensions as well (Pelegrin 1990: 116). It takes into 

consideration three elements: archaeological objects, behavioural 

sequences which produced those objects, and the specific knowledge 

possessed by the knapper (Pelegrin et al. 1988). An increasing number 

of such analyses have been recently published, particularly on 

Palaeolithic material from the Levant and France (e.g. Boeda 1986; 

Boeda et al. 1990; Geneste 1985, 1988; Meignen and Bar-Yosef 1988).

These analyses using the concept of operational sequence seem, 

however, not to be absolutely new from a methodological point of view. 

"Reduction sequence" or "life history of a lithic tool" used in English, for 

example, is perhaps based on a similar idea, and may represent part of 

a given operational sequence. Indeed, many reduction models 

published since the 1970 s particularly by American archaeologists, 

whether referred to as "tool making trajectory" or "behavioural model", 

have already presented a similar analytical concept (e.g. Bonnichsen 

1977; Collins 1975; Bradley 1975; Young and Bonnichsen 1984, 1985; 

Clark 1988). The significance of the concept of operational sequence 

seems to lie in that it can incorporate into a single time-trajecting 

model choices or decisions made by the knapper as well as total related 

behaviours in a systematic way (see Sackett 1989: 452). In any case, I
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agree that the concept is certainly useful to accommodate diversified 

archaeological data in a time-trajecting sequence.

According to Pelegrin (1990), the analysis starts with '‘reading" of 

the archaeological data. This reading "comprises the following steps: 

identification of raw material, recognition of knapping techniques and 

methods..., technological classification according to the stages of 

manufacture...., distinction of types of blanks and types of tools, 

subsequent modifications of these tools... and so forth" (Pelegrin 1990: 

116). In order to "read" archaeological data, it is necessary to know in 

advance what sort of objects or attributes are produced by what sort of 

human behaviour.

Before discussing this procedure, it will be useful to present the 

basic terminology and typology to be used throughout in this study. 

Discussions about terminology, typology and the operational sequence 

applicable to the present study are in order.

Terminology: definition and problems

1 Method/mode/technique framework

The analyses of lithic artifacts were carried out following another 

important concept or the "method/mode/technique" framework 

(Newcomer 1975), which can be applied to any stage of the operational 

sequence. Method, mode, and technique — these terms are useful in 

reconstructing lithic technologies, but are often confusing since they 

have been used in different contexts by various authors. For example, 

Crabtree (1972: 2) defined method as "the logical manner of systematic 

and orderly flaking process, or the preconceived plan of chipping action" 

(emphasis by the present author), and technique as representing "the 

application of the method by the worker with a suitable fabricator to
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form the stone into his mental conception". He uses manner to refer to 

what is "part of the technique and is the mode of characteristic style" of 

flint knapping. On the other hand, Tixer (1967:807) designated 

technique as a means to accomplish the method, which is for him a 

concept representing a series of procedures for a particular knapping 

technology.

This study refers to these terms in the sense first designated by 

Tixer and later expanded by Newcomer (1975: 97-8). Newcomer's 

definition is made with concrete examples.

Method: The method is used for indicating stages or series of steps 

employed in making a stone artifact. Numerous methods have been 

previously reconstructed, e.g. Levallois method, Yubetsu method and 

microburin method and so on. The technical procedure in order to 

achieve a particular core technology known as diagnostic to PPNB Syria 

is, thus, described as "Naviform method" rather than as "Naviform 

technique" (see Chapter 4).

Mode: Mode refers to the kind of flaking used by a knapper within 

each stage of tool making. Newcomer isolated three basic flaking 

modes: hard hammer, soft hammer and pressure flaking modes. 

Technique: This term is used for meaning "the way in which force is 

applied to detach a flake, the way the piece is held during flaking etc" 

(Newcomer 1975: 97). Direct percussion, indirect (punch) percussion, 

and anvil techniques are examples of the ways represented by 

technique. Newcomer admitted that exact techniques were rarely 

identifiable by examination of archaeological objects, and that modern 

experiments would not determine them but only provide a possible 

range of techniques.
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Proper identification of method, mode and technique that were 

used by the prehistoric knapper is essential for examination of the 

operational sequence. The analysis should include attempts, at first, to 

reconstruct the method(s) employed by Neolithic knappers for core 

reduction and tool making stage by stage, and then, to infer the mode(s) 

used for knapping. It also attempts to reconstruct technique(s) used in 

given industries when possible.

2 Techno-Typology

The lithic assemblages analysed in this study were first sorted 

into four general categories: flaking tools, cores, debitage and retouched 

tools, which were further divided into several types respectively after 

intensive examination of their techno-morphological attributes. The 

types may vary from assemblage to assemblage according to features 

particular to each site. The general classification system is described 

below, accompanied by discussions on several basic problems 

encountered in their definition and application.

2.1 Flaking tools

Flaking tools are functionally rather than technologically defined. 

They represent any object with visible traces possibly caused by use as 

a flaking tool. Both soft and hard materials can be flaking tools. In the 

present collection, however, only examples of stone are included: 

hammer stone, hammerstone flake, re-utilised core and retoucher. 

Hammerstones: Hammerstone is a pebble or thick flake whose main

usage is believed to have been knapping stone. The raw material is 

mostly flint in the present collection. Hammerstones may possibly 

have been used as food processing tools as well (e.g. grinding and 

pounding). At Tell Kashkashok II, for instance, many confusing pieces
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have been recovered (Chapter 7). The distinction of those from 

hammerstone was admittedly rather arbitrary: "too large" pieces and 

pieces made of basalt were considered food processing tools. 

Hammerstone flakes: By this term, I mean flakes accidentally produced 

from a hammerstone itself whilst use as flaking tools. They represent 

part of the parent hammerstone. They show more or less similar 

morphological features to those of primary flakes or entames, but are 

distinguished from them in exhibiting extensive battering signs on the 

dorsal surface (e.g. Fig. 5.7: 7, 8). Identification of this flake as a flaking 

tool is important when otherwise no possible flaking tools were found in 

the collection being studied (e.g. Tell Damishilyya and Tell Nebi Mend). 

Re-utilised cores: Cores once used for blank production are often found 

with evidence of extensive battering at ends and/or along edges. These 

pieces were perhaps cores re-utilised as hammerstones, and were 

examined as cores in this study. Examples are particularly common in 

the assemblages from PPNB sites (e.g. Douara Cave II and Tell Abu 

Hureyra).

Retouchers: Retouchers denote pieces used for retouching blanks into 

formal tools. They are usually thick flakes or blades with extensive 

heavy damage along the edge(s). Since they may represent re-utilised 

tools, like re-utilised cores, they are treated as tools in this study. 

Distinguishing them from "fire stones" (see Mortensen 1970a, 1982) is 

not always easy. At present, there seems to be no reliable 

morphological difference, if any, between them. I refer to all the 

possible pieces as retouchers in this study, which may include fire 

stones as well.

2.2 Cores
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Cores represent a blank of raw material from which flakes, blade 

or bladelets are removed (Newcomer 1972:32). This definition appears 

to be foolproof, but it is not uncommon to encounter difficulty in 

discriminating cores from other categories. There are numerous 

examples of discussions on definite methods or criteria distinguishing 

cores from, for example, truncated-faceted flakes (e.g. Newcomer and 

Hivernel 1974; Nishiaki 1983; Goren-Inbar 1988), burins (e.g. 

Tsurumaru 1985; Cailey 1989-90; Finlay son and Betts 1990), splintered 

pieces or pJeces esgujJ/ees(z.g. White 1968; Vanderwal 1977; Ataman 

1988b), and bifaces or chop per/chop ping tools (e.g. Ohel 1979; 

Watanabe 1985: 154-67). In connection with the Levantine Neolithic 

material, the difficulty of interpretation of splintered pieces has been 

discussed by Ataman (1988b: 73). Flint artifacts with "burin" facets 

from Kumar Tepe, Turkey, are discussed by Cailey (1989-90) as cores to 

produce blanks for drill bits. A similar conclusion was also obtained by 

microwear-analysis of burins from Jabal Na'ja (Finlayson and Betts 

1990). Obsidian "side-blow blade-flakes" have been a subject of 

controversy over their status as cores or tools (Copeland 1979, in prep; 

Matsutani 1981; Voigt 1983).

Further, once a group of pieces are identified as "cores", then 

their classification into "types" also meets some difficulty due, for 

instance, to the following factors; 1) abandonment in a different stage of 

the same technological method might produce distinct technological 

features which could cause mis-typing, 2) re-utilisation of the core 

derived from an originally different method for practising another 

method may mislead the classification, and 3) raw material constraints 

would also require caution for classification; for example, flint block 

originally retaining a flat plane with an adequate shape and angle
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would have not required further platform preparation for removing 

flake.

These factors should always be kept in mind when dealing with 

technological characters of cores. Ten core types were defined in the 

present study (Fig. 3.1). The criteria in this classification system consist 

of four technological features of the cores: the relative stage in the 

reduction sequence (Early, Late, or Final), the location and number of 

platforms (Single-, Opposed-, Muitiple-platforms, or Change-of- 

orientation), the number of exploited surfaces (Uniface or Biface), and 

the overall shape (Flat, Prismatic or Globular). Each type was further 

divided according to the shape of final scars on the main flaking surface 

(Flake or Blade). Problematic pieces such as splintered pieces and side- 

blow blade-flakes were tentatively excluded from the core category, 

and are discussed in the section for tools. The definition of the core 

types is as follows.

Semi-chipped cores: Flint pebbles, or occasionally massive flakes, with 

very limited flake scars on their surfaces. These pieces are considered 

as representing cores abandoned in an earlier stage of the reduction 

sequence.

Single-platform cores/ Flat type: Cores which have one main flaking 

surface exploited from one platform set up at one end. The transversal 

section is flat.

Single-platform cores/ Prismatic type: Cores which have more than

one main flaking surfaces exploited from one platform set up at one 

end. The transversal section is relatively thick.

Multiple-platform cores/ Uniface type: Cores which have one main 

flaking surface exploited from the periphery. The overall shape is 

discoid al.
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Multiple-platform cores/ Biface type: Cores which have two main 

flaking surfaces exploited from the periphery on both surfaces. 

Opposed-platform cores/ Uniface type: Flat and round cores which have 

one main flaking surface exploited from two platforms set up two 

opposed ends.

Opposed-platform cores/ Naviform type: Naviform cores were first

defined by J. Cauvin (1968: 226) as follows: they have an elongated 

form with two platforms at both ends. The surface opposite the main 

flaking surface has one ridge and bifacial preparatory flake scars, and 

the cross section is carinated like the hull of boat. A detailed discussion 

on this core type is found in Chapter 4.

Change-of-orientation cores/ Simple type: Cores which have two crossed 

main flaking surfaces exploited from different platforms or core 

surfaces.

Change-of-orientation cores/ Globular type: Cores which have more than 

two crossed main flaking surfaces exploited from different platforms 

and/or core surfaces. Further discussions on change-of-orientation 

cores are presented later.

Exhausted cores: Cores which are so intensively exploited that formal 

classification is unproductive. The original cortex or weathered surface 

is only partially, if at all, preserved on them.

2.3 Debitage

Debitage; this originally French term has been used to refer to 

more than one meaning in the literature. Tixer (1963: 32) referred to it 

as 1) the intentional action of knapping raw material in order to get 

desired products, and also implied 2) all the lithics produced as by

products in the course of knapping, thus including cores, flakes, blades, 

chips and so on, but excluding tools themselves as desired final
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products. Crabtree (1972: 58) presented a definition of debitage as 

"residual lithic material resulting from tool manufacture", a similar one 

to the second usage by Tixer. On the other hand, Fish (1976) defined 

debitage in a somewhat narrower sense, as all the by-products of 

knapping action except for tools and cores. A similar usage has also 

been maintained by Munday (1976).

In the present study, I will use the term "debitage" in the sense 

defined by Fish because of its practical advantage. Cores and pieces 

that were detached from them but unselected for later use are both 

knapping by-products, but these two groups of artifacts are studied 

more efficiently when separated, and "debitage" appears a convenient 

term to denote the latter. Three major classes of debitage are present, 

which are core-trimming pieces, flakes and blades, and others.

2.3.1 Core-trimming pieces

These are debitage that retain particular part(s) of the original 

core from which they were detached. They are usually produced in the 

course of core preparation, rejuvenation and maintenance, and are 

composed of crested pieces, core tablets, plunging pieces and core-edge 

pieces.

Crested pieces: Crested pieces are characterised by having a more or 

less triangular section and a central ridge often formed by zig-zag 

flaking. I defined six types for crested pieces in the present collections 

(Fig. 3.2):

Type 1: Crested pieces with a zig-zag ridge running in the centre of the 

dorsal surface. The transversal section shows a more or less symmetric 

triangle shape.

Type 2: Crested pieces with a zig-zag ridge running along the left edge. 

The transversal section is flattened to the left.
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Type 3: Crested pieces with a zig-zag ridge running along the right edge. 

The transversal section is flattened to the right.

Type 4: Crested pieces with a ridge formed by unifacial flaking from

the right.

Type 5: Crested pieces with a ridge formed by unifacial flaking from 

the left.

Type 6: Other crested pieces with irregular ridges on the dorsal surface. 

They include pieces largely covered with cortex.

Core tablets: The formation process of core tablets is described by

Marks (1976: 374) that they are produced by "striking off the platform 

of a core with a blow perpendicular to the axis of major flake or blade 

removal parallel to the old platform". Two major types were defined 

for core tablets in the present collection (Fig. 3.3).

Type 1: Tablets whose facets at the proximal end are obliterated by 

flake scars on the dorsal surface.

Type 2: Tablets whose facets at the proximal end obliterate flake scars 

on the dorsal surface. The facets are considered remnants of blank 

removal scars of the core.

Plunging nieces: These are flakes and blades that retain the opposite 

end of the core from which they were removed.

Core-edge pieces : These are any flakes and blades which posses edges 

of their parent cores but can not ascribed to a specific type of core- 

trimming pieces mentioned above. These actually constitute a 

heterogeneous group, including broken cores, fragments of platform 

flakes and other core preparation flakes.

2.3.2 Flakes and blades

Flakes and blades are subdivided as follows according to the 

amount of cortex remaining on them.
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Flakes: Flakes without cortex. These are pieces having a maximum 

length that is less than twice their width.

Fart-cortex flakes: Flakes whose surface is less than half covered with 

cortex.

Cortex flakes: Flakes whose dorsal surface is half or more than half 

covered with cortex (Marks 1976: 376). They include pieces wholly

covered with cortex or entames in the French literature (Brezillon

1968:94).

Blades: The most widely accepted definition of blade is that proposed 

by Bordes (1961) for the Lower and Middle Palaeolithic, as pieces 

having a maximum length that is equal to or greater than twice their 

width. For more evolved industries like that of the Neolithic, however, 

as Bordes himself agrees (Bordes and Crabtree 1969: 1), a more 

elaborated definition is needed. In addition to the length/width ratio, 

Bordes and Crabtree (ibid., p.l) suggest the following definition for 

blade: a specialised elongated flake with parallel to sub-parallel lateral

edges; transversal section is either plano-convex, triangular,

rectangular, often trapezoidal, and on the dorsal surface, one or more 

longitudinal ridge and two or more flake scars originating from the 

same direction as blade detachment. This definition was followed in 

this study. Broken pieces that do not give precise measurements of 

their original length and width are also included in this category, if their 

lateral edge and dorsal scar pattern indicates that they were originally 

blades.

Blades are often subdivided to blades and bladeiets in the 

literature. Although it is agreed that the bladelet represents a smaller 

subset of the blade, establishing a metric criterion for distinguishing 

these two laminar blank forms has been a recurrent problem in
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numerous articles (e.g. de Heinzelin 1962: 14-15; Hassan 1972; also see 

the bibliography in Kaufman 1985: 34). The most commonly used 

definition of bladelet is that developed by Tixer (1963) on the basis of 

dimension: bladelets are blades whose width is less than 12 mm and 

length less than 50 mm. Apparently, this definition is not always useful 

for the Levantine Neolithic, for a couple of reasons. First of all, blades, 

especially thinner or more fragile ones, are very often broken in length 

by both intentional and natural breakage, thus impossible to measure. 

Blades of the Levantine Neolithic were commonly used as blanks for 

sickle elements, which were generally intentionally segmented into 

short and regular pieces so as to facilitate their insertion into a handle. 

Excluding such pieces from the blade/bladelet discussion because of 

their incompleteness is not practical in actual studies. Another reason is 

that his definition was originally designed for Epi-Palaeolithic 

assemblages of North Africa, not for the Levantine Neolithic. As Tixer 

and his collaborators (1980: 90) clearly state, such definition should be 

developed in each particular industry for which the analyst wishes to 

establish a metric criterion for distinction.

While many authors have been maintaining Tixer’s definition 

even in dealing with the Levantine materials (e.g. Mortensen 1982; 

Calley 1986a, 1986b), others have employed different definitions; for 

example, Roodenberg (1986: 19) drew a line between blades and 

bladelets from the PPNB to Pottery Neolithic site of Tell Bouqras, Syria, 

at a width of 15 mm, and Ataman (1988b: 67) defined bladelets as 

blades with widths less than 10 mm in her study of Pre-Pottery 

Neolithic assemblages from Can Hassan III, Turkey. Fujimoto (1979: 48) 

presented a different criterion, for the Levantine Epi-Palaeolithic, that 

bladelets are blades with a punctiform butt and a width less than
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15mm. M.-C. Cauvin and Coqueugniot (1989) examined a sample of 

blades from an Epi-Palaeolithic site in the el-Kowm basin, Syria, and 

found that they consisted of three groups with different width: blades 

wider than 12.5 mm, narrow blades with width between 8.5 and 12.5 

mm, and bladelets narrower than 8.5 mm.

The current criteria mentioned above have all relied upon 

simple treatment of metric data, e.g. frequency histograms. However, 

more sophisticated mathematical approaches have also been attempted. 

Kaufman (1985) has applied discriminant analysis as well as 

conventional length/width scattergraphs and frequency histograms, and 

defined bladelets in a terminal Upper Palaeolithic assemblage from Ein 

Aqev East, Israel, as having a maximum length of 54 mm and a 

maximum width of 16 mm.

It should be noted that all these attempts have been almost 

exclusively based upon metric data, particularly upon width of 

blade/bladelets (except for Fujimoto's). I suggest that distinguishing 

blades from bladelets w ill be justified only when two independent 

technologies for producing blades and bladelets, or two distinct selective 

processes of blanks for larger and smaller tools did exist in the 

assemblage. Attempts for distinction are thus meaningful, for instance, 

in Epi-Palaeolithic and early Pre-Pottery Neolithic (PPNA) of the Levant, 

since assemblages from this time range exhibit in fact such bimodality 

represented by one for production of bladelets to be used as microlithic 

tools, and the other for producing ordinary sized blanks for bigger tools 

(see M.-C. Cauvin and Coqueugniot 1989; Calley 1986a).

It seems appropriate to explore, before applying any of the 

blade/bladelet distinction schemes, whether or not this kind of bimodal 

technologies existed in later assemblages such as those analysed in this
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study. A good example may be seen in the analysis of flint assemblages 

from Bouqras; Roodenberg (1986: 19) has shown a bimodal distribution 

in width of flint blades, each group representing blades and bladelets. 

This bimodality appears to be supported by the core classification as 

well. The cores of Bouqras include those both for blades and bladelets, 

the former ones mainly consisted of Naviform cores and the latter 

consisted of single-platform prismatic cores. The possibility of the 

presence of such bimodality in the lithic assemblages analysed in this 

study will be examined at each site.

Part-cortex blades: Blades whose surface is less than half covered with 

cortex. Wholly cortical pieces were not regarded as blades even if they 

show an elongated form.

2.3.3 Others

Retouch spalls: Pieces believed to be derived from modifying blanks in 

order to make tools. Identification of retouch spalls from ordinary 

pieces is not always easy (see Newcomer and Karlin 1987). In this 

study, only pieces with features unmistakably derived from retouching, 

such as spalls from making burins and splintered pieces, were 

identified as retouch spalls.

Chios: Any pieces that are smaller than certain limits and that are too 

undiagnostic’ to be assigned to any other categories noted above.

The term "chip" seems to have been used in the literature to 

imply either one or both of the following two meanings; 1) waste 

products of stone knapping, and 2) pieces too small to study for the 

analysts. It is common to define the chip from a metric view-point. 

Newcomer and Karlin (1987:33) defined a chip at the Upper Palaeolithic 

site of Pincevint as "any piece of unretouched flint whose broadest 

surface is less than 1 cm2”. Apart from this, a number of size limits
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have been proposed in various contexts; for example, 3 cm at Douara 

Cave I (Nishiaki 1987), 2.5 cm at Tabun Cave (Jelinek 1977), both of 

which are Middle Palaeolithic sites; 1.5 cm at Upper and Epi-Palaeolithic 

sites in the Negev (Marks 1976: 374); 1.5 cm at Neolithic sites of Beidah 

(Mortensen 1970a) and Telul eth-Thalathat II (Fukai and Matsutani 

1981); 1 cm at Can Hassan III  (Ataman 1988b) and Mureybet (Calley 

1986a).

Reasonable maximum limits of the chip apparently depend upon 

circumstances particular to each site or industry, including 

technological peculiarities, the excavation method used for recovering 

artifacts and raw material availability at the site. After having 

examined all the collections, I set up two limits: 2 cm for PPNB 

assemblages from Douara Cave II (and Abu Hureyra), and 1.5 cm for 

Pottery Neolithic assemblages from Tell Damishilyya, Tell Nebi Mend 

and Tell Kashkashok II.

It should be remembered that any pieces assignable to a 

particular debitage or tool class are excluded from the chip category 

even if their maximum size is under these limits. For example, burin 

spalls and broken blades smaller than 2 or 1.5 cm were identified as 

such instead of being assigned to chips. The definition is such a simple 

one, being involved with size and "undiagnostic" features, that the 

chips emerged from this definition, inevitably, consist of a very 

heterogeneous group including shatters and broken blades together (cf. 

Newcomer and Karlin 1987: 33).

Fragments: Any broken debitage which is too fragmentary to be

classified into other groups. Most of the fragments in the collections 

studied are burned pieces and unclassifiable debris.

2.4 Retouched tools
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"Tools' were largely defined in terms of a technological view

point rather than a functional one. For this study, they are debitage 

with intentional secondary modification (retouch). They do not include 

so-called utilised flakes or flakes with dubious utilisation damage, 

unless they show definite retouch on other parts of the blank. The 

difficulty and danger in identifying utilisation damage with the naked 

eye have recently been emphasised by Young and Bamforth (1990). 

The only exception in this definition is for sickle elements. Sickle 

elements were identified so if they exhibit visible sickle gloss even 

without having any retouch. Cores might have been re-used for other 

purposes after their abandonment, for example, as choppers and 

scrapers; they are not labeled as tools in this study, however, if not 

exhibiting definite secondary retouch.

As discussed in Chapter 2, it would be practically of little use to 

develop a standardised typology applicable to all the Levantine 

Neolithic lithic material. It would become, if possible, a too simple one 

or a too redundant one. depending upon whether neglecting or 

accommodating many 'local" or "time-sensitive" types. I rather designed 

individual typologies for each of the present collections; however, 

general terms in typology as well as in technology should be 

consistently maintained, which are presented below so as to facilitate 

communication among researchers. Since flint and obsidian artifacts 

differ notably in both their form and their mode of manufacture, their 

typologies were dealt with separately.

2.4.1 Flint

Points: The tools referred to as points in this study are those very often 

described as "arrowheads" in the literature. The term "arrowhead" is 

not employed here because of its functional implication. Some authors
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like J. Cauvin (1968) and Roodenberg (1986) believe that "points” of the 

Levantine Neolithic include both "arrowheads" and others such as 

"spearheads", and have in fact attempted to distinguish these two 

functionally different tool classes. In order to avoid the confusion, I 

employ the "point" as a purely morphology-based term.

Sickle elements: These pieces are primarily functionally defined. They 

are pieces either showing a visible sickle gloss or showing morphological 

similarity to those with sickle gloss (Shape-defined sickle-elements). I 

prefer to use "sickle elements" rather than "sickle blades", since, first of 

all, pieces with sickle gloss are not necessarily "blades" but also could be 

"flakes". Furthermore, those pieces, particularly those of the later 

Neolithic to be dealt with in this study, are considered to have been 

used with a handle in which they were inserted in a serial fashion. 

They were often intentionally truncated, hence "elements". "Sickle 

blades" may be properly applicable to examples of the earlier periods 

when large intact or little modified blades were used for cutting plants. 

Burins: Burins denote all the pieces that exhibit "burin facets". These 

pieces in fact represent the most difficult tool group in this study. In 

the traditional typology developed for earlier periods, "the pieces that 

possess the trace, clearly visible, of at least one removal, obtained by 

the burin blow technique, should be placed in the category of burins" 

(Tixer 1963: 67; translation by Dreiman 1979: 3). But "the burin blow 

technique" was apparently used as an independent technique in the 

Neolithic period to make various tools including points and sickle 

elements (see Chapters 4-7), therefore pieces with facets made by the 

burin blow do not necessarily conform to a single functional tool class 

(cf. Juel-Jensen 1988:71-3).
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Scrapers: The scrapers in this study include both end-scrapers and

side-scrapers.

Truncations/ These are pieces whose one or both ends are truncated by 

retouch perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. 

The truncation does not form an arch such as the working edge of an 

end-scraper.

Borers: The pieces called borers in this study may include various 

pieces referred to as awls, piercers, perforators, drills, meches de 

merfots and so on by other authors. These various terms are involved 

with their functional interpretation that has not always been 

demonstrated by functional analysis. According to Clark (1960: 223; 

cited in Deckers 1987: 164), for example, awls are interpreted to have 

worked for drilling with circular movements, while piercers are for 

making holes with pushing movements. Since this study does not 

include necessary functional analysis, I w ill refer to all the pieces with 

protruding end(s) as ’'borers". The morphological difference between 

borers and broken points is not always clear. In such case, detailed 

comparison between questionable pieces and complete points is 

essential.

Denticulates: Pieces with serrated edges by retouch. Sickle elements 

with serrated edges (Chapter 6) were classified as sickle elements. 

Notches: Pieces with one or more notches along edge(s) and/or at the 

end(s) of the blank.

Splintered pieces: Known as pieces esgulJlees in the French literature. 

They are characterised by having uni- or bifacial retouch scars at one or 

two ends of the blank. The inclusion of splintered pieces in the tool 

category may be in debate (Chapter 2). In the present collections,
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judging from the too small size, most of them do not seem to have been 

used for cores.

Backed blades: Blades whose one lateral edge is steeply retouched. The 

edge angle is generally larger than 70 degrees.

Rods: Thick pieces whose both sides are steeply retouched by a series of 

rough flaking so as to form an elongated shape.

Retouched blades/ All the retouched blades which cannot be classified 

into other tool types.

Retouched flakes: All the retouched flakes which cannot be classified 

into other tool types.

Others: Other rare tool types were defined at each site when necessary. 

These include chopping tools at Damishilyya and "hoe-shaped tools" at 

Tell Kashkashok II.

Tool fragments: Retouched pieces too badly broken to be assigned to 

any particular tool type.

2.4.2 Obsidian

Most of the obsidian pieces analysed in this study are actually 

derived from a single site, Tell Kashkashok II. Discussion on the 

obsidian typology is presented in Chapter 8 referring to the collection 

from Tell Kashkashok II.

The operational sequence and archaeological data

The operational sequence in which flaked stone artifacts are 

produced varies from assemblage to assemblage. In the most general 

terms, however, a sequence common to most of assemblages does eiist. 

The sequence applied to the present collections is as follows:

Core reduction
1 Raw material procurement
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2 Initial flaking (and test flaking)
3 Core preparation
4 Core reduction
3 Core maintenance
6 Core abandonment

Tool manufacturing
1 Blank selection
2 Blank roughout
3 Final modification
4 Tool maintenance

This sequence is accomplished by flaking with a proper flaking 

mode (hard or soft hammer, or pressure flaking), and in some cases 

with the aid of heat-treatment of raw material. In the following section, 

I examine what sort of archaeological evidence is expected to be

produced in each stage of this sequence, and what sort of attributes or

artifact types are informative to reveal the behaviour that created the 

evidence. Sources of information include my own experiments as well 

as the literature. A full list of attributes chosen in this way is shown in 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

1 Core reduction

1.1 Raw material procurement

Lithic technology receives both restriction and advantages from 

the sort of raw material being flaked (Crabtree 1972). In general, two 

types of rock minerals were commonly used for flaked stone tools in the 

Levantine Neolithic. They are flint and obsidian. Other materials, such 

as limestone, quartzite, basalt and marble stone were also utilised but 

rarely. The analysis of lithic assemblages starts by sorting them into 

each raw material type.

While there is practically little problem in defining obsidian, flint 

may be confused with others, notably with chert. Confuse arises from
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the fact that both "flint" and "chert" have been often used in the current 

archaeological literature to denote seemingly the same thing, but some 

authors do distinguish them in a single assemblage without detailed 

definition (e.g. Skinner 1968; Byrd 1989). According to Shepherd 

(1972: 36), the traditional view held in Britain is that chert is simply an 

impure kind of flint, and the reverse view that flint is merely a kind of 

chert is used today in the United States and Australia. He further 

remarks that both chert and flint may be found in the same gravel bed, 

where they look very much alike, and in fact, there is little difference 

between typical flint and typical chert for the chemical point of view. I 

would not like to go into the problem of definition further, but rather 

would refer to all the pieces we commonly call flint/chert as flint, which 

may include chert for other researchers.

Activities of the raw material procurement can be traced using 

information generated from both intensive surveys around the site and 

artifact analyses including trace-element analysis. Raw material such 

as obsidian that is proved to be locally unavailable is then reasonably 

considered to have been obtained through trade. However, surveys in 

order to locate possible flint sources have not been satisfactorily 

conducted by myself except for Douara Cave II and Tell Kashkashok II. 

Information on raw material sources possibly used by the inhabitants at 

other sites were only available through publications and personal 

communication from the excavators.

In the meantime, my examination of the flints in the present 

collections indicates existence of a great deal of variability in colour 

and texture. Classification of those flints would help us understand 

technological organisation as response to different flint types obtained 

potentially from different sources in different social contexts, even
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though their exact sources have not been identified (Simek and 

Ammermans 1990: 479). Patterns detected in relation between 

technology and raw material can lead to an interpretation on various 

behavioural aspects relating to raw material economy and curative 

technology, all poorly investigated in the previous studies of Levantine 

Neolithic lithics.

Classification of the flints was carried out, for the most part, 

based on optical observation with the naked eye. Recent progress in 

archaeometry has shown that instrumental neutron activiation and X- 

ray analyses can effectively locate flint sources (Julig et al. 1990; 

Mitropoulos et al. 1990). Such physio-chemical analysis has been 

applied to the present collection to a limited extent only, however. 

Colours were determined with Munsell Color Charts except for pieces 

from Tell Kashkashok II since the book was not available at the time of 

study. The surface texture was examined on the basis of my ten years’ 

experience of studying flints from the Near East.

Limitations exist in this method. Firstly, optical observation 

makes it possible to examine the surface of flint only. As Shepherd 

(1972: 35) emphasised, "it is evidently wrong to assume that all flints, 

or even ail parts of the same flint, have exactly the same composition, in 

spite of their apparent homogeneity". Furthermore, categorisation of 

flint based on colour alone may be dangerous, since it is known to be 

liable to change easily through post-depositional effects. Different 

colours then do not necessarily mean their different origins. Ronen 

(1984: 492-3) lists three theoretical factors that possibly influence the 

colour of flint: type of flint, environment where abandoned, and time. 

The surface textures may also change due to weathering or post- 

depositional factors. We may add to Ronen’s list another influential
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factor, that is accidental or intentional heating of flint. A great number 

of flints were found with evidence of thermal alteration in the present 

collections, showing pink to red colour with greasy lustrous surface (cf. 

Crabtree and Butler 1964). In those cases, the original features of 

colour as well as that of texture of the flint are no longer possible to see 

from the surface. Another problem is in reliability of the classification 

results. Colour and texture of flint may change continuously over flints 

(see Hammond 1977: 26-50).

Although having admitted these limitations, I still conducted the 

flint categorisation with the above-mentioned, admittedly, primitive 

method. This is partly because there seems to be no practically 

alternative method to do at present, and partly because dozens of 

studies done at the naked-eye level have already produced numerous 

interesting results (e.g. Mellaart 1975: 65; Mortensen 1982; Ronen 1984; 

Roodenberg 1986; Calley 1986a; Rollefson 1990; Hovers 1990; Beck and 

Jones 1990; also see many papers presented at the Vth International 

Flint Symposium, Session Economy; Seronie-Vivien and Lenoir 1990 

eds.). Mellaart (1975: 65) suggests that flint types vary from area to 

area in the Levant, for example. Roodenberg (1986: 6, 19) notes that a 

certain type of flints decreased by time in the PPNB sequence at Tell 

Bouqras. In addition, variability seen in colour and texture of the 

present flint collection is often so obvious to be macroscopically 

categorised. Given the limited time span and archaeological contexts 

within each archaeological layer, I believe that the classification results 

are reasonably consistent and accurate enough to get at least a general 

pattern in the original diversity of flint type.

In an attempt to validate a classification that I made with the 

naked eye, an X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out. The X-ray
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diffraction analysis has been generally employed to determine the 

mineralogical composition of flint or other minerals (Mitropoulos et al. 

1990; Rehhoff et al. 1990). A sample of twenty seven flint pieces from 

the Douara basin, Douara Cave II and Tell Damishilyya was chosen for 

analysis. The flints were classified to four groups by myself on the 

basis of their colour/texture and provenance, consisting of:

Group A: Very dark brown flints (10YR 2/2; Munsell Color Charts); fine

grained; collected at a flint outcrop in the Douara basin near the Douara 

Cave II; 4 samples,

Group B: Very dark brown flints (10YR 2/2); fine-grained; excavated at 

the Douara Cave II; 8 samples,

Group C: Very dark brown flints (10YR 2/2); fine-grained; excavated at 

Tell Damishilyya ; 5 samples,

Group D: Greyish brown flints (10YR 5/2-3 or 10YR 6/2-3); coarse

grained flints; inclusions and laminations are easily seen on the surface; 

excavated at Tell Damishilyya; 10 samples.

Flints of Groups A-C are virtually indistinguishable at the naked 

eye’s level, while they obviously differ from Group D flints in both 

colour and surf ace-texture. More detailed descriptions of the flints are 

found in Chapters 4 and 5.

The sample was sent for laboratory analysis to Dr. Minoru Utada, 

Professor of Mineralogy at the University Museum, the University of 

Tokyo. The X-ray diffraction analysis by Prof. Utada revealed four main 

minerals in these flints: quartz, calcite, palygorskite and smectite. The 

proportion of each is presented in a series of spectrum charts. Although 

the flints did show some intra-group variability, it was found that they 

share in general a rather homogeneous composition within a group. 

Spectrum charts of representative samples are shown in Fig. 3.4, which
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evidently indicates similarity of Groups A-C, and their difference from 

Group D flints. The former is characterised by having a higher 

proportion of quartz, while the latter includes much more calcite. The 

amounts of palygorskite and smectite are apparently not useful 

indicators to distinguish these groups.

From this result, one might further interpret that the inhabitants 

of the Douara Cave II obtained flints at the nearby flint outcrop, and 

that people of Tell Damishilyya exploited at least two kinds of flint, one 

of which (Group C) was seemingly imported or brought into the site 

from somewhere else, say the Douara basin (?). Unfortunately, 

however, conformity in the mineralogical composition does not 

necessarily mean the same origin of flint in a strict sense of mineralogy. 

In order to specify a flint source, clay minerals such as palygorskite and 

smectite are more useful than quartz and calcite, since the relative 

proportion of the latter minerals could change through post-depositional 

processes (Utada, pers. comm.). But the changing processes are 

generally considered to require a much longer period than 8000 years, 

an estimated age of the archaeological samples from Tell Damishilyya 

and Douara Cave II; therefore, it is at least possible to say that flints of 

the two major groups might have been exposed in different soil 

environments for a period of considerable length already when 

exploited by the Neolithic people, which could represent different flint 

sources in an archaeological sense.

Ideally, all the flint types that I defined with the naked eye 

(Chapters 4-7) should be checked with the same mineralogical analysis, 

or with the neutron activiation analysis to examine their chemical 

composition. This time-consuming work has not been done, however, 

because the value of the results likely to be obtained seems out of
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proportion to the costs and labour of making the analyses. In the 

meantime, the present X-ray diffraction analysis suggests that 

classification based on colour and surface texture may reflect, at least in 

some cases, mineralogical variability of flint.

''Types'' of flint w ill be described at each site (Chapters 4-7). It 

should be emphasised here that grouping was made on the individual 

site basis, and that flints obtained from different sites but given the 

same description in this study do not necessarily mean that they are 

identical flints. For example, Very dark brown flints (Munsell Color 

Charts 10YR 2/2)' were found in all the collections analysed in this 

study, and in fact they share a very similar colour and surface texture, 

but whether or not all those flints came from the same source is 

uncertain.

1.2 Initial flaking (and Test flaking)

It is very useful for knappers to conduct a preliminary flaking in 

advance to test suitability of the raw material for further knapping. 

Ethnographic records indicate that this procedure, which helps to avoid 

unnecessary transportation of unsuitable raw material to the site, is 

often taken at a flint source (Binford 1986), and is quite likely 

performed in the prehistoric period as well.

This activity can be traced at archaeological sites first from a 

particular type of core, semi-chipped core. Cores of this type probably 

represent raw material that was tested but rejected for further 

knapping due to the poor quality of the flint, or preserved for future 

use. Examination of flake scars on these cores can lead to 

understanding of a strategy for initial flaking.

On the other hand, features of initial flaking can be examined 

with flakes and blades too, particularly those covered with cortex. The
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percentage and the position of the area covered with cortex on a 

debitage are generally considered effective measures of core reduction 

stage(s). A recent experiment on the biface making by Mauldin and 

Amick (1989: 71), however, suggests that the percentage of cortex on 

flakes is effective only to measure the earliest reduction stages. In fact, 

it is evident that flakes and blades produced in the even very last 

stages of core reduction can produce cortical pieces, if we note that 

many of exhausted cores still retain cortex somewhere on their surface 

(Chapters 5-7).

On the other hand, these cortical pieces are informative to 

examine decertification strategy if considered their position of cortex. 

Baumler (1988) has presented a good example of this possibility. By 

combining evidence on the percentage and the position of cortex on 

debitage, he demonstrated that initial decertification of cores from the 

Middle Palaeolithic site of Badar, Yugoslavia, were almost exclusively 

conducted with a single-platform technique which was rarely used in 

the later stage of core reduction.

As shown in Table 3.2.3, eight cortex types on debitage are 

defined for this study. Presence/absence of cortex on cores is also 

checked.

1.3 Core preparation

All of the present collections include blades. In order to 

manufacture blades systematically, a special preparation of cores is 

needed, which produces characteristic by-products known as crested 

pieces. The nature of core preparation strategies at a given site can be 

studied with analysis of these pieces. I defined six main types for 

crested pieces in the present collections (Fig. 3.2). The morphology of 

them is useful to deduce the shape of their parent cores.
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Preparation of the platform to which a percussion blow is given is 

another important procedure in core preparation, which can be 

examined through both cores and debitage. For striking platforms of 

cores, six types (Table 3.1.11) were defined, which are cortex-covered, 

cortex and plain, cortex and faceted, plain, dihedral and faceted types. 

When one core has more than one platform, each platform was 

examined individually.

On debitage, their butts exhibit characteristics of the platform 

from which they were produced. Eight butt types were recognised 

(Table 3.2.12): plain, thinned, small, Imitating a dihedral burin (IDB), 

dihedral, faceted, cortex, and other types like a combined one of cortex 

and plain. Most of these types are already familiar in the current lithic 

studies and require little comment, but others are perhaps not. Plain 

butt includes both lipped and unlipped butts. Small butt is a special 

form of plain butt, sometimes called punctiform butt in the literature. 

The width of this type butt is very small; practically, an arbitrary limit 

was drawn at 2 mm at maximum width. Thinned butt is a butt whose 

thickness is so small that it shows a linear form. Generally, butts 

thinner than 0.5 mm were classified into this type.

"Imitating a dihedral burin" butt is also a special form of plain 

butt. This term is a translation by C. Bergman from the French original, 

" talon im itant un burin diedre d 'a id  used by Tixer and Inizan (1981: 

361) to describe a diagnostic butt form found in Upper Palaeolithic 

levels of Ksar Akil, Lebanon. It describes "a butt that appears to be a 

dihedral burin formed by two sets of facets" (Bergman 1987: 11). In 

fact, these facets represent a part of the platform and a part of the main 

flaking surface of the parent core, and are never facets made by a burin 

blow. In his study of burins from Ksar Akil, Newcomer (1972: 46) has
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also described this butt type as being possibly confused with a burin. 

As for the Levantine Neolithic, this type of butts have been abundantly 

found in the PPNB surface collection from Palmyra basin by Suzuki and 

Akazawa (1971: 114, 120), who already pointed out their close 

similarity to burins (see Chapter 4).

Platform preparation can be achieved with the overhang removal 

technique as well. This is to remove the overhang formed by the 

platform and depressions left by previous debitage removals, and is 

useful to obtain a suitable angle and/or stronger edge at the platform 

for successful blade and flake production. The significance of this angle 

in flaking technology has been demonstrated by Dibble (1981; Dibble 

and Whittker 1981) through experimentation. He concluded that this 

angle may determine the debitage size; a more acute angle tends to 

produce smaller debitage in relation to the butt size, and a wider angle 

bigger debitage. There are two basic ways for overhang removal: 1) 

exterior platform faceting, and 2) abrasion. The first way of 

preparation had a long history in blade technology going back to the 

Early Middle Palaeolithic contexts (Nishiaki 1989a). The second one 

seems to have become common much later in Upper Palaeolithic 

(Azoury 1986). In the present collections, both exterior platform 

faceting and abrasion were utilised. Some blades show so fine abrasion 

that they could be confused with "fire stones" (cf. Mortensen 1970a).

1.4 Core reduction

As the first step of core reduction to produce desired pieces, it is 

necessary to select a proper point on the platform of core to which a 

percussion is to be given. This procedure can be traced through 

examination of exterior butt shape of debitage (Fig.3.5). Gingell and 

Harding (1979) developed a typology for the exterior butt shape, each
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type being defined by the relationship between the percussion point 

and any dominant ridge on the dorsal surface of the flake.

They demonstrated, through experimentation and an analysis of 

archaeological assemblages, that the exterior butt shape may largely 

determine the narrowness of the flake detached. Dibble (1981) 

independently developed a similar scheme in his analysis of Levantine 

Middle Palaeolithic assemblages from Tabun Cave, Israel. He suggested 

as a conclusion that percussion whose point was chosen between the 

two dorsal ridges (Gingell and Harding’s Class II)  produces flakes 

thinner in relation to their width. In the present study, these schemes 

were employed with some modification, then six types were created 

(Fig. 3.5).

Percussion point is also selected in terms of distance from the edge 

of the platform. This aspect is evident on the butt of debitage as butt 

depth. This attribute is recorded not only to give an idea of the 

’thickness" of a butt, but also to show how ’’deep" the percussion point 

was chosen from the core edge by knappers. According to Dibble 

(1981), various attributes generally used in current debitage analyses 

are technologically divided into two groups: independent and dependent 

variables. Independent variables refer to those that are able to be 

directly controlled by knappers, and dependent variables represent 

attributes resulting from the control, such as size and shape. In this 

sense, butt depth is an independent variable since it reflects the 

knapper's choice of percussion point directly, while butt thickness is a 

dependent variable. Butt depth was measured as a distance from the 

point of percussion to the exterior edge of the debitage (Fig. 3.6); then it 

does not necessarily represent the maximum thickness of the butt. 

Maximum depth was measured to the nearest 0.1 millimetres. When
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the depth was too small to be measured with a common caliper 

(practically less than 0.5 mm), it was recorded as "0" mm.

Flaking direction is also chosen by the knapper. The results of this 

choice are shown on the main flaking surface of core and on the dorsal 

surface of debitage. Two elements were carefully examined on the scar 

pattern: the direction itself and the flaking sequence of scars. The 

flaking sequence of dorsal flake scars has not received much attention 

from lithic analysts in general, compared to the flaking direction. 

However, this is a very important feature to trace the order of core 

preparation or reduction, especially useful in case refitting is 

unavailable. Good examples of this kind of study have been 

accumulated in the Palaeolithic research. An example is the study of 

Levallois points of the Levantine Mousterian by Crew (1975). He 

demonstrated the Levallois point method reconstructed by Bordes 

(1961) was in fact not commonly used in the Levantine Mousterian. 

Matsuzawa (1979) examined the flaking order of dorsal scars on some 

Levallois points from French Mousterian sites, and suggested that the 

Bordes' method, despite its wide acceptance, is not common in France 

either.

Practically, the order of each flake scar is manifested in features 

like fissures, percussion ripples and tiny lips overlapping the 

subsequent scar (see Dauvois 1976; Ohnuma 1988: 31).

Combination of the direction and the order of flake scars on the 

main flaking surface yielded four scar patterns for the cores (Table 

3.1.13). Cortex pattern is only applied to the main flaking surfaces of 

semi-chipped cores. When more than one main flaking surface was 

exploited on the same core, scar patterns were examined on each 

surface.
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Dorsal scar patterns of debitage were classified into seven major 

types (Fig. 3.7; Table 3.2.13). The ''biface patterns" represent patterns 

exhibiting core preparatory scars along edges. These patterns are 

typical of cores like Naviform ones, whose preforms are bifaces (Chapter 

4).

Analysis of core reduction strategy should include examination of 

morphological features of products, such as outline, size, distal shape, 

transversal section, and profile.

Shape of debitage and their possible counterparts (flake scars) on 

the cores were examined. Dominant scar shape (i.e. flake or blade) of 

the main flaking surface was identified. The main flaking surface of a 

core has generally more than one flake scar, which are overlapped and 

obliterated by each other. Shape of scars that have not been obliterated 

by others should be examined in such case.

Measurement of debitage is taken in this study according to a 

scheme in which length is defined as a distance from the percussion 

point to the distal end of the blank (Fig. 3.6). This is mainly because 

many blades in the present collection, particularly those from Douara 

Cave II have a twisted profile; their flaking axis often does not conform 

to the longitudinal axis of their blank. All the debitage and cores were 

measured to the nearest millimeters. Cores were measured along the 

longitudinal axis of the main flaking surface (Fig. 3.8).

Distal shape was examined with different schemes for flakes and 

blades respectively. Four types are for flakes, and seven for blades 

(Table 3.2.16; Fig. 3.9). The upsilon type refers to a particular type of 

blade recently defined by Ataman (1988a, 1989-90; Ataman and Calley 

1988) and Calley (1988). Blades of this particular type were first 

referred to by Roodenberg (1979-80a) as "James trapezoidaleS in his
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excavation report of Hayaz Hoyuk, Turkey. Their morphology is 

characterised by dorsal scars running bidirectionally and forming a Y- 

pattern ridge (Calley 1988: 88). The distal end is rather expanding. As 

far as the collection from Hayaz Hoyuk concerned, these blades were 

often retouched laterally by inverse retouch. Experimental study to 

determine the function of these blades was conducted by Ataman 

(1989-90). The use as arrowheads has been strongly suggested but not 

confirmed.

Transversal section was examined only for blades. It correlates 

with the number of ridges running parallel on the dorsal surface. Six 

types were defined (Table 3.2.18; Fig. 3.10).

Profile of blanks was also examined for blades only (Table 3.2.19; 

Fig. 3.11). The profile of debitage can provide a certain style in debitage 

production. Bergman (1987) shows, for example, that twisted debitage 

were so numerous in a particular level of Ksar Akil Upper Palaeolithic. 

Also at Douara Cave II and Abu Hureyra, twisted blades were so 

commonly found, suggesting their relation to a particular core reduction 

method (Chapter 4).

1.5 Core maintenance

In the course of core reduction, the core often receives 

maintenance either to recover knapping accidents or to renew 

exhausted platforms and main flaking surfaces. The maintenance 

activities are reflected on cores themselves and certain characteristic 

debitage classes. The following ways are considered to have been 

commonly practiced for core maintenance.

The simplest procedure is to change flaking orientation. Cores 

showing features characteristic to this are termed Chanee-of- 

orientation cores (see above). Flake scars with a single directionality
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are found on this type of core to be truncated by those with another 

directionality. Upon close examination of scar patterns on the cores of 

this type, five methods of change-of-orientation were recognised (Fig. 

3 .12).

Method 1: Exploitation of a new main flaking surface using the previous 

main flaking surface as a platform;

Method 2: Exploitation of a new main flaking surface using the previous 

platform;

Method 3: Exploitation of a new main flaking surface using a newly 

created platform;

Method 4: Exploitation of a new or the previous main flaking surface 

from a platform renewed by removing a core-tablet; Type 2 core

tablets most likely represent core maintenance (see above), while Type 

1 may also be produced in the course of initial platform production 

rather than maintenance (Fig. 3.3);

Method 5: Exploitation of more than one main flaking surface using a 

combination of the methods mentioned above.

Another way is to detach core-edee pieces. They are produced 

accidentally as well as intentionally. A good example of the latter is 

eclats debordants produced by the Levallois type of core reduction 

(Beyries and Boeda 1983). They are considered to have been purposely 

produced from an edge of core in order to maintain the convexity of the 

main flaking surface.

1.6 Core abandonment

Cores are abandoned at different stages of core reduction. The 

reasons for abandonment can not be strictly identified in most cases, 

but apart from intentional interruption, unrecoverable knapping
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accidents and size reduction are considered possibly to be two main 

causes.

A knapping accident observable on cores is platform crushing. 

Platform of a core sometimes has a series of small fractures on the main 

flaking surface along the platform edge (Fig. 3.8). These fractures are 

often hinged or stepped, suggesting that they were caused by knapping 

accidents. Platforms with those fractures exhibit an angle too wide for 

further knapping of the flaking surface. The presence of these 

fractures, or platform crushing, was checked on each platform of all the 

cores.

Types of distal ends (termination) of flakes and blades include 

hinge-fracture that can be found on both cores and debitage (Tables 

3.1.15; 3.2.17; Fig. 3.13). This accident often occurs in association of 

improper platform angle and flaking direction (Crabtree 1972). 

Debitage with the hinge-fractured distal end may possibly have been 

produced for an intentional purpose of obtaining "self-backed" ends in 

certain industries (Deckers 1987: 175-6), but this is unlikely to be the 

case in the present collections. Plunging pieces may also be produced 

by accidents. They can also be produced, however, by an intentional 

action to rejuvenate the main flaking surface of the core.

Besides these knapping accidents, size, reduction would perhaps 

have been a major cause for core abandonment. Examination of this 

aspect can give us insight into an economic aspect of the given 

industry. An idea how intensively each core was exploited can be 

obtained by comparison of sizes of cores and debitage, and tool blanks. 

Technological features of a special core type, exhausted core should also 

be examined. The size of cores were measured to the nearest
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millimeters along the flaking of the main flaking surface (Fig. 3-8). This 

does not necessarily conform to the maximum size of the core.

2 Tool manufacturing

2.1 Blank selection

From this stage onwards, the operational sequence represents tool 

manufacturing technology.

This study includes analysis of patterns in selecting blanks on 

which retouched tools are to be made. This type of analysis aims to 

reveal possible standards accepted by the tool makers when selecting 

blanks. The standard may perhaps be revealed by comparison of 

morphological features including size between tools (selected pieces) 

and debitage (rejected pieces), as well as comparison of raw material 

types between tools and debitage.

2.2 Blank roughout

Blanks selected under a certain rule may be then roughly 

truncated or broken to produce a roughout for further intensive 

retouch. It has been suggested that breaking of blades was commonly 

practiced to make sickle elements in the Levantine Neolithic (Copeland 

1979). The truncation methods can be traced through examination of 

distal and/or proximal ends of tool blanks. I defined six types for 

classification of ends in this study: retouched truncation, side-blow 

truncation, snapped truncation, burin-blow truncation, intact proximal 

end (butt) and intact distal end (tip) (Fig. 3.14).

Retouched truncation refers to an end truncated by retouch scars 

either from the dorsal or the ventral surface of the blank. Side-blow 

truncation is a truncation which retains a clear negative or positive bulb 

originating from the dorsal or ventral surface. Snapped truncation is, to
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the contrary, that which leaves no clear negative or positive bulb of 

percussion, suggesting that it was not made by an intensive blow. 

Burin truncation is used to describe an end truncated by a burin blow. 

A special form of this type is chamfered truncation (Copeland 1979). 

The other two types are actually not truncation types, but represent 

unmodified ends of each blank.

Comparison of the type frequency between tool blanks and 

unretouched blades can reveal patterns in blank roughout in a given 

industry. The identification and comparison of these truncation types 

requires a good preservation condition of lithic assemblages, which have 

not been affected too much by post-depositional breakage. The pattern 

was not examined at Douara Cave II because of the poor preservation 

condition.

2.3 Final modification

Blanks are then modified by retouch in order to accomplish a 

desirable shape as a tool. This represents the final stage of tool 

production. Morphological tool types are useful to show a range of tools 

which were made from the individual operational sequence. Retouch 

modes such as pressure flaking and direct percussion retouch was also 

examined. Generally speaking, invasive and regular retouch scars with 

a shallow depression are considered to be due to pressure flaking (cf. 

Crabtree 1972).

2.4 Tool maintenance

Certain tool classes might have been re-used or resharpened after 

a period of use. This behaviour is difficult to be traced without the aid 

of refitting (Frison 1968) or use-wear analysis (e.g. Cahen et ai. 1979; 

Kajiwara 1982). The readily recognisable example in the present 

collection is the use of flint core as a hammerstone particularly at
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Douara Cave II and Abu Hureyra, which exhibit extensive battered 

signs.

In addition to the operational sequence mentioned above, I would 

add discussions about two aspects of technology that can be applied to 

any stage of the sequence: heat treatment and flaking mode.

3 Heat treatment

Experimental data and ethnographic records have produced a 

strong suggestion that heat-treatment of flint can improve its flaking 

quality and that this technique was widely practiced in prehistoric 

industries (e.g. Crabtree and Butler 1964; Hester 1972; Purdy 1974; 

Inizan et ai. 1975-76; Ray 1982; Nadel 1989). As for the Levantine 

Neolithic, there also exist some articles suggesting the use of this 

technique particularly in the PPNB period afterwards (e.g. Miller 1983; 

Bar-Yosef 1981a; Nadel 1989). Since the large number of flints were in 

fact found with evidence of thermal alteration, I attempted to explore 

the possibility of its use in the present collections.

Three types were discerned:

Type 1, Whole-heated: Pieces which show heating evidence on their 

whole surface including dorsal and ventral surfaces of debitage.

Type 2, Part-heated: This type corresponds to those described by Miller 

(1990: 81) as exhibiting "contrasting matt and shiny flaked surfaces on 

the same pieces". This contrast on the surface occurs since only surfaces 

or scars exposed by flaking after heating exhibit the characteristic 

lustre while other surfaces show the matt texture caused by the 

heating.

Type 3, Unheated or unrecognised: Pieces showing no visible evidence 

of thermal alteration.
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The limitations of this approach to analysis are as follows. Firstly, a 

technical problem exists. As the identification of thermal alteration is 

such a simple one based on observation with the naked eye, certain 

changes may be overlooked. There are suggestions that flin t can be 

heated up to certain temperature without any visible alterations 

(Purdy 1974; Ray 1982; Bergman in Unger-Hamilton 1988: 206). 

Moreover, thermal alteration may well have intra-piece variability: the 

interior portion of the heated flint, thus pieces flaked from that portion 

may show less evident change and may be overlooked.

Another problem is that evidence of heating does not necessarily 

mean the use of “intentional” heating as pre-treatment of flint. Even 

though Miller (1990: 81) considers that my Type 2 pieces "are one of 

the best indicators of cores and tool blanks flaked at different stages of 

production before and after heat treatment” (see also Ray 1982: 71), 

various behavioural patterns other than “treatment” could also be 

responsible for this phenomenon. According to Clark (1988: 100), 

ethnographic evidence from Maya Indians shows that many flints can 

fall into fire during knapping because tool making is often carried out 

near the fire. Alternatively, pieces can be thrown or washed into the 

hearth fire. Re-utilisation of such unintentionally heated pieces for tool 

blanks or cores further complicates this problem (Fig. 3.15; cf. Watanabe 

1973; Torrence 1990).

Unfortunately, however, there seem to be few ways to overcome 

all these limitations at present. One possible way would be to look for a 

statistically significant pattern in the occurrence of heated flints, for 

example, in the association between heated flints and particular tool 

types. Crabtree (1972: 6) suggests, from his experiments, that tools 

required to be robust such as borers and scrapers are desirable
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untreated while heat-treatment is particularly useful for pressure 

flaking points. Consistent association between tool types and heating 

evidence would help to identify "intentional" heating (cf. Rick and 

Chappell 1983). Another way is to examine correlation between 

archaeological contexts and heated flints. Concentration of heated flints 

in a particular spot may suggest a place for heat-treatment. This sort of 

correlation is, unfortunately, almost impossible to identify with the 

present data, since detailed contextual information was not recorded for 

the flints during the excavations.

4 Flaking mode

According to Newcomer (1975: 98), three modes were most 

probably used by pre-metal flint knappers; hard hammer, soft 

hammer, and pressure flaking modes. Flaking tools made of soft or 

perishable materials have rarely survived in archaeological records, and 

no example of them was found in the present collections. Accordingly, 

the utilisation of perishable flaking tools for soft hammer/pressure 

flaking can only be deduced through examination of particular 

technological features of or residues on cores or debitage if possible.

Determining the flaking mode(s) used in a given lithic industry has 

been an heated subject among lithic technologists. Various studies and 

experiments have attempted to define diagnostic features useful for 

determination of each mode. A concise review of the research history is 

available in Owen (1986: 4-7). A recent trend in this field of study is 

the use of more varied analysis techniques including experiments, blind 

tests, and microscopic approaches (Ibanez et al. 1990).

Ohnuma and Bergman (1982) conducted a series of experiments to 

define possible criteria in distinguishing between hard and soft hammer
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debitage, and tested their usefulness through a couple of blind tests. 

They pointed out the following criteria as useful, all of them concerning 

features observed at the bulbar end of debitage:

Features Hard hammer Soft hammer

point of percussion clear vague
cone of percussion clear vague
conchoidal fracture marks pronounced unpronounced
butt lip absent present
bulb pronounced diffused

They obtained results with acceptable accuracy (over 90%) in the 

blind tests by using those criteria. Their method has been used by other 

researchers; Ataman (1988b: 84-7) duplicated the same kind of blind 

tests with the use of the same criteria for determination of flaking 

modes on obsidian flakes. Her blind tests suggest that the method 

developed by Ohnuma and Bergman is applicable to obsidian as well.

More recently, Hayden and Hutchings (1989) compiled a more or 

less similar list of possible criteria for determination of the flaking 

mode. They examined more than ten techno-morphological features of 

obsidian flakes derived from their experimental replication of biface 

making, and finally obtained the following criteria as useful:

Features Hard hammer Soft hammer

crushing of the percussion point clear vague
point impact feature present absent
butt lip present absent
butt area in relation to debitage size large small
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All these attributes except for the last one are concerned with the 

features observed on the butt. "Butt area in relation to debitage size" is 

newly discovered by them as a useful criterion. They argue that soft 

hammer percussion can produce bigger debitage with a small butt, but 

hard hammer can not, simply because it crushes the butt area in the 

latter case. Hayden and Hutchings (1989: 253) state that "taken 

individually, few of these attributes provide totally accurate 

indicators.... However, taken together, they can lead to the near certain 

identification of most flakes as" hard or soft hammer flakes.

The present study employs these already established criteria for 

identification of flaking modes. While a couple of experiments have 

been made to learn them, the accuracy of my identification has 

remained untested, since no blind test has been conducted for myself. 

Therefore, the results presented in the following chapters should be 

regarded as only tentative suggestions.

Conclusion

Data on the techno-typology and the attributes discussed above 

were processed quantitatively with the aid of a desktop computer, using 

marketed programs (EXCEL of Microsoft Corporation, and STATWORKS 

and STATVIEW of Abacus Concepts, Inc.). Results of the analysis are 

presented in a way which allows one to reconstruct a given 

manufacturing sequence or the operational sequence stage by stage at 

each site.

As stated in Chapter 2, a comprehensive approach rather than a 

formalised one seems more useful for studying Neolithic lithics. It is 

hoped that analysis using the concept of operational sequence is
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effective to clarify complicated factors that affect variability of Neolithic 

lithic assemblages. Although the concept itself is not new, only a 

limited application to lithic analysis of the Levantine Neolithic has so far 

been made. This study, which attempts to apply it in a systematic (or 

perhaps exhaustive) way, is in this sense a methodological experiment.
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Chapter 4 Pre-Pottery Neolithic B: Douara Cave I I  and 

variab ility  of the Naviform method

Introduction
1 The site
2 Excavations 
Material
1 Previous research on the lithic material
2 The present collection
Research history of the Naviform method 
Analysis
1 Technological variability
2 Core reduction sequence: the Naviform method
3 Tool manufacturing
4 Analysis of "Proximal scars"
Conclusions
1 Technological organisation at Douara Cave II
2 The Naviform method of Douara type: comparison with Abu Hureyra and 

Jericho
3 Douara Cave II and the inland PPNB

Introduction

1 The site

Douara Cave II is situated on the southern slope of Jabal ed- 

Douara, about 20 km northeast of Palmyra, Syria (Fig. 4.1.1). The 

present natural setting of the area is that of the desert to semi-desert. 

The climate is characterised by a hot and long summer and a cold and 

rainy winter. Today's annual precipitation at Palmyra is only about 

100mm (Wirth 1971), which strongly affects the present vegetation 

around the cave consisting of only scattered dwarf shrubs.

The Palmyra region has been subjected to intensive surveys by 

the Tokyo University Scientific Expedition to Western Asia in 1967 and 

1974 (Suzuki and Kobori 1970; Hanihara and Akazawa 1979). They 

located a total of more than 100 prehistoric cave and open-air sites. 

Douara Cave II is one of the eight cave sites (Douara Caves I - VIII) 

discovered along the Jabal ed-Douara during the 1967 survey (Suzuki
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and Kobori 1970; Fig. 4.1.2). The surface collection from all of these 

caves contained abundant flint pieces characteristic of the PPNB period 

as well as occasional Middle Palaeolithic artifacts.

2 Excavations

Douara Cave I or the largest cave has been extensively excavated 

over three seasons in 1970, 1974 and 1984 (Suzuki and Takai 1973, 

1974; Hanihara and Sakaguchi 1978; Hanihara and Akazawa 1979, 

1983; Akazawa and Sakaguchi 1987). These excavations revealed thick 

Middle Palaeolithic and Epi-Palaeolithic occupations, but no primary 

PPNB occupation was found despite the fact that its presence had been 

suggested from numerous lithics typical of this period scattered on the 

cave terrace. The top layer of the cave deposits did produce a 

collection of PPNB flint artifacts but in a mixed context.

Douara Cave II, situated about 230m west of Douara Cave I (Fig. 

4.1.2: 2), received a systematic sampling in the 1974 season. This is a 

rockshelter rather than a cave, whose entrance is about 10m wide and 

3m high. The eastern part has been eroded by a wadi running just 

nearby. The inside of the cave, extending about 6 m from the entrance, 

has almost a flat surface, whose innermost end exposes bedrock. The 

terrace continues southwestward, extending about 40 x 13 m. While 

intensive sampling was made on the site surface, a small pit of about 

0.5 x 0.5 m was dug in front of the cave, with a depth of less than 30 

cm. Sieving was not performed, but careful effort was made to recover 

small artifacts like flint chips. According to the excavator (T. Akazawa, 

pers. comm.), the deposits contained "amazingly rich" flint artifacts for 

the volume of soil excavated. Although the bedrock was not reached, 

it was considered that the archaeological deposits would not be very
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thick if taking into consideration the geomorphological setting of the 

cave.

In association with these investigations at two caves, three deep 

trenches were dug in 1974 in front of Douara I along a small wadi 

which begins near the cave (Fig. 4.1.2: 4-6). Trench III, or the nearest 

trench to the cave, is located about 70 m down from the cave entrance. 

Trench I is about 100m, and Trench II is about 250m from the cave. 

The purpose of investigation was to examine wadi deposits and their 

relation to the cave deposits from a geomorphological point of view. 

Endo (1978) writes that uppermost levels of all these trenches, 

although not in  s/tui contained many artifacts typical of PPNB.

Among numerous open-air sites near the caves, particularly 

interesting is a series of flint factory sites discovered in the Douara 

basin situated just north of the Jabal ed-Douara on which Douara caves 

are opened (Fig. 4.2.1; Akazawa 1975, 1979b). These include many 

magnificent flint factory sites belonging to PPNB. Flints collected from 

these sites consist of numerous cores and debitage but virtually no 

tools. On the basis of overall evidence from these surveys and 

excavations, Akazawa (1979b: 216) suggests that the Douara area was 

densely occupied during the PPNB period, approximately in the 7th 

millennium BC.

M aterial

1 Previous research on the lithic material

Lithic artifacts excavated at Douara Cave II have never been 

published. Only surface material obtained at the cave during the 1967 

survey has been published in Suzuki and Kobori (1970). It was also
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consulted by Suzuki and Akazawa (1971) as a reference material in 

their technological study of surface collections from the Palmyra basin.

2 The present collection

The collection analysed in this chapter is the unpublished flint 

artifacts both excavated and surface-collected at Douara Cave II. The 

excavation (sounding) was made on such a small scale that no 

occupation floor was identified. In fact, the excavated deposits are 

hardly considered in  situ, since many of the flints show extensive 

edge-damages or even patina, suggesting at least some of them would 

have been moved by water and human activities and/or exposed to the 

sun for a considerable period. Considering this and the "amazingly" 

high density of lithics in the excavation pit, the original soil deposits 

appear to have been washed out to some extent. According to Endo’s 

(1978) sedimentological study on trenches in front of Douara Cave I, 

the deposits corresponding to the Epi-Palaeolithic to PPNB period are 

well sorted in a geomorphological sense; i.e. they contained a large 

amount of limestone gravels in pebble to cobble size, especially rich in 

cobbles. Endo (1978) suggests a strong effect of running water in front 

of Douara I during that period, presumably in a more humid climatic 

condition than today. A more or less similar situation may well have 

occurred at Douara II, just about 250m away from Douara I.

In spite of this rather unsatisfactory stratigraphic context, I 

believe that the material from Douara II deserves an intensive 

technological study due to a couple of reasons. First, the material is 

almost undoubtedly derived from a PPNB industry unmixed with 

others, as the following techno-typological analysis and the 

geomorphological setting of the cave suggest. Second, this material
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represents the only one PPNB collection so far obtained in the Palmyra 

area through systematic investigations, although dozens of sites of this 

period have been discovered in the course of general surveys. Further, 

as shown in the analysis below, the material includes a sufficiently 

large number of cores and debitage, which provide a good basis for a 

technological study (Table 4.1).

Research history of the Naviform method

The blank production method of the PPNB of the Levant 

including Syria is characterised by a special kind of core reduction 

technology, known as the Naviform method. The cores and debitage 

from Douara Cave II are also composed of numerous pieces derived 

from this method, and the analysis here will focus on this method.

Cores characteristic to this method were first described in detail 

by j. Cauvin (1968) in his study of a PPNB collection from Tell aux Scies 

on the Lebanese coast. The term '’Naviformfe)" was also first used by 

him. He described the cores as follows; first, they have an elongated 

form with two platforms, one at each end. The side opposite the main 

flaking surface has one ridge and bifacial preparatory flake scars, and 

is carinated like the hull of boat. Since his report, this type of core or 

its variant has been reported from many sites over a wide area of the 

Levant; e.g. Sinai in the south (Bar-Yosef 1981b), Anatolia in the north 

(Todd 1966), and Iraqi Mesopotamia in the west (Bader 1989). The 

temporal distribution of this core method is believed to be almost 

limited to the PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic periods, thus 

providing a wide cultural horizon in the Levant (Crowfoot-Payne 1983: 

705).
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Reconstruction of reduction stages of the Naviform method was 

first attempted in detail by Suzuki and Akazawa (1971). They 

distinguished six stages of the reduction sequence, based on an analysis 

of surface materials from various sites in the Palmyra basin. Their 

suggested sequence is as follows (Fig. 4.3.1):

Stage 1: making of an oval or pear-shaped biface as a core 
preform;

Stage 2: production of platforms at both ends and a main 
flaking surface by removing crested blades;

Stage 3: preparation of the platforms by faceting and 
abrasion;

Stage 4: blade production;
Stage 3: knapping accident;
Stage 6: platform rejuvenation.

As their surface collections did not include artifacts corresponding 

to their Stage 1, the reconstruction of this stage was only deduced from 

other artifact classes. They noted an interesting technological feature 

in Stage 4, which is that "the areas for blade detachments from each 

platform are not evenly distributed on the core front surface, but 

incline toward the left side" (Suzuki and Akazawa 1971: 118), and they 

emphasised this feature as "one of the most important features of the 

manufacturing techniques" studied by them (ibid. p. 125). Crowfoot - 

Payne (1983), who studied related material from Jericho in the Jordan 

valley, made some comments on Suzuki and Akazawa's analysis. She 

noted that the biased distribution of blade detachment scars was never 

observed in the Jericho collection. She further noted that the cores of 

Jericho tend to have two ridges on their back, while those of Palmyra 

were reported to have mainly only one ridge.
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Akazawa (1979b) has reported a series of PPNB flint factory sites 

in the Douara basin. One of those sites, Locality 35, was systematically 

investigated in 1974 and its surface material has been studied in 

detail. This locality was considered a factory site, the lithic collection of 

which was composed of a large amount of by-products diagnostic to the 

Naviform method including half-finished cores, but no retouched tools. 

Artifacts derived from Suzuki and Akazawa's Stage 1 were also 

collected in quantity at this site, and those pieces confirmed that the 

core preparation of the Naviform method was initiated by the 

manufacture of a biface as they originally hypothesized.

Calley (1986b) presented a review of the temporal and spatial 

distribution of this method in the Levant, together with presenting her 

analysis of a flint collection excavated from the PPNB site of Q d e ir l in 

the ei-Kowm basin, north of Douara. Though this site was also 

described as a "factory site", it lacked evidence of Stage 1 core 

preparation. Calley suggested that Naviform cores could have changed 

their shape through the process of. reduction and exhaustion. She 

presented a refined model of the core reduction sequence of Naviform 

method (Fig. 4.3.2), but did not refer to the special feature of blade scar 

distribution noted by Suzuki and Akazawa.

Suzuki and Akazawa's (1971) study provided a basic framework 

to study the reduction sequence of the Naviform method, and is the 

major literature on this particular technology. There are still many 

unclarified problems, however, on specific technological details. For 

example, the order of removing crested pieces in their Stage 2 has 

been questioned by Crowfoot-Payne (1983: 667). The nature and the 

meaning of the curious distribution pattern of blade detachment scars
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on cores in Stage 4 have never been examined by other scholars in 

spite of the emphasis attached to it made by Suzuki and Akazawa.

The analysis presented below aims to reconstruct the Naviform 

method at Douara Cave II in as much detail as possible, and to examine 

its relation to the overall tool manufacturing technology.

Analysis

1 Technological variability

The core assemblage from Douara Cave II contains a large number 

of Naviform cores and related opposed-platform blade cores (95/116 

or 81.9%; Table 4.2). I w ill refer to all such opposed-platform cores as 

Naviform cores for the sake of convenience, although they do include 

specimens whose shape is not truly a "naviform". Besides the Naviform 

cores, the core assemblage consists of single-platform cores (6.0%; Fig. 

4.9: 3), multiple-platform cores (6.9%; Fig. 4.9: 4, 5) and change-of- 

orientation cores (5.2%). The multiple-platform and change-of- 

orientation cores tend to show flake-shaped scars on their main flaking 

surface, while single-platform cores exhibit blade-shaped scars in most 

cases. It is not known whether these core types represent 

independent reduction methods or are merely reused/exhausted forms 

of Naviform cores. In any case, these non-Naviform cores have little 

numerical importance in the core technology of Douara Cave II.

Naviform cores from Douara Cave II are subdivided into the 

following six types (Fig. 4.4; 7 pieces were unclassifiable because of 

breakage);

Type 1: Bifaces or preforms of Naviform cores (3 pieces; Fig. 4.5: 4).
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Type 2: A half-finished form of a Naviform core (1 piece; Fig. 4.5; 5). It 

shows scars resulting from crested blade removals but no blade 

detachment scars on the main flaking surface.

Type 3: Naviform cores with a bifacially flaked ridge on the back (35 

pieces; Fig. 4.6). These cores resemble classic specimens described by J. 

Cauvin (1968) on the Lebanese coast, but the ridge rarely runs in the 

centre of the back. Rather, the edge runs along an edge (e.g. Fig. 4.6: 1). 

Type 4: Naviform cores with a more or less flat back formed by lateral 

flaking, and with an elongated transversal section (26 pieces; Fig. 4.7). 

Type 5: Naviform cores with a more or less flat back formed by lateral 

flaking, and with a flat transversal section (11 pieces; Fig. 4.8). The 

back of a few cores of this type are covered with cortex, thus the 

original core-preform was not a truly biface (Fig. 4.8: 3).

Type 6: Naviform cores with unidirectional scars on the main flaking 

surface (12 pieces; Fig. 4.9: 1-2). They are relatively small in size, and 

apparently deformed. These cores most likely represent Naviform 

cores abandoned due to knapping accidents like plunging or they were 

simply exhausted.

These "types" are considered to represent either different stages 

of the reduction sequence (Types 1 and 2 for the early stage; Types 3-5 

for the late; Type 6 for the final) or different uses of a blank of core 

(Types 3-5), and are not considered derived from different reduction 

sequences. In the following section, the Naviform method at Douara 

Cave II is analysed according to the suggested operational sequence 

(Chapter 3), with reference to the reduction stages defined by Suzuki 

and Akazawa (1971).

2 Core-reduction sequence: the Naviform method
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2.1 Raw material procurement

The flint used for flaked stone artifacts at Douara cave II shows 

variability in colour and surface condition. Some exhibit heavy 

patination with a greyish brown colour, and others show a relatively 

fresh surface with a very dark brown colour (10YR 2/2 of Munsell 

Color Charts). This diversity apparently represents post-depositional 

effects as mentioned earlier, rather than derivation from different flint 

sources. As a matter of fact, ail the modern breaks of these artifacts 

show homogeneous interiors characterised by a very dark brown 

colour.

Douara Cave II is situated close to one of the largest flint sources 

in the Palmyra region. Fine-grained flint identical with that used at 

the cave is immediately available in the Douara basin just a few 

kilometres from the cave. In geomorphological terms, the Douara basin 

originates from the anticlinal valley eroded by Wadi Jaria which comes 

from the northeast (Koizumi 1978: 32), and is surrounded by 

mountains (Jabal ed-Douara) consisting of Cretaceous and Paleogene 

muddy limestone. Eroded parts in the basin expose rich flint-bearing 

layers in the limestone bedrock (Fig. 4.2.2). The flint available at such 

outcrops is fine-grained and large in size. There is little doubt that the 

basin was also exploited by the inhabitants at Douara Cave II. In fact, 

it is very likely that they were responsible for part of the PPNB factory 

sites in the basin.

2.2 Initial flaking (and test flaking)

The present collection does not include semi-chipped cores that 

could have been abandoned at this stage. Also, as shown in Table 4.1, 

the debitage assemblage includes very few cortex-flakes (62/2442 or 

2.5%); these suggest that initial flaking or test-flaking to examine the
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knapping quality of flint was not conducted at the cave but at factory 

sites.

Many "choppers" and "chopping tools" have been recovered from 

the Douara basin (Fig. 4.5: 1); they were perhaps, as Akazawa (1979b: 

179) points out, rough-outs of core preforms abandoned at a very 

early stage of reduction. Akazawa suggests that, considering the deep 

negative scars left on the surface, those chop ping-tool-like pieces were 

prepared by hard hammer flaking.

2.3 Core preparation (Suzuki and Akazawa's Stages 1-3)

Stage 1: Core-preform making

This stage is defined as preparing a biface as a preform of the 

Naviform core. The collection from Douara Cave II includes three 

bifaces or preforms of the Naviform core (Type 1 cores; 3.4% of the 

total classifiable Naviform cores; Table 4.2). One of them is an atypical 

piece on a thick flake, while the others are on flat pebbles (Fig. 4.5: 4). 

These show more or less straight lateral edges shaped by bifacial scars 

with shallow depressions, which suggests the use of soft hammer 

flaking. The debitage assemblage from Douara Cave II includes some 

Levallois-like flakes similar to those produced during fashioning 

handaxes with a soft hammer (Fig. 4.10: 9; cf. Newcomer 1971).

More information on this stage is available from Akazawa's 

(1979b) study at the factory site of Locality 35 in the Douara basin. 

Numerous large core-preforms have been collected; pieces with a 

length of up to 30cm, far larger than any from the cave, are not 

uncommon at Locality 35.

From drawings published by Akazawa (1979b) and my own 

observation at Locality 35 in 1984, two general features can be 

stressed as to the shape of core-preforms. One feature is that they
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tend to be crescent-shaped in outline with a more or less straight edge 

at one side and a curved edge at the other side (Fig. 4.5: 1-3). The 

outline is rarely "oval" or "pear-shaped" as postulated by Suzuki and 

Akazawa (1971). The second is that the preforms often show an 

asymmetric round/rectangular transversal section. Few of them show a 

symmetric lens-shaped section like that of handaxes.

Stage 2: Crest removals

The second stage is to remove crested pieces to create opposed 

striking platforms, and a main flaking surface between them. The 

straight edge of a crescent-shaped preform was utilised as a guide to 

remove a crest for the main flaking surface.

Suzuki and Akazawa (1971) reconstructed this process as follows 

(Fig. 4.3: 1): the first crested piece was removed for producing a 

platform at one end, then a second for the main flaking surface, and 

finally, a third crest piece was removed from the other end of the core 

to create another platform. This sequence was questioned by 

Crowfoot-Payne (1983: 667). She states that half-finished cores from 

Jericho show that crested pieces were removed at first from both ends 

of a core, and then another crest from the main flaking surface 

between them.

While no refitting has been attempted, the collection from Douara 

Cave II includes one half-finished core useful to trace this process (Fig. 

4.5: 5), which shows crest removals at one end and on the main flaking 

surface. The other end of the core is left unflaked, thus showing a 

sequence corresponding to that proposed by Suzuki and Akazawa. The 

flake scars on the main flaking surface are all badly hinge-fractured, 

which perhaps explains the abandonment of the core without further 

reduction.
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Sequences of crest removals may reflect some regional difference 

between the Palmyra basin and other areas, but also seem to have 

been rather opportunistic. Half-finished cores have been found in 

quantity at Locality 35 in the Douara basin, where they include 

specimens supporting both of the reconstructions presented by Suzuki 

and Akazawa, and by Crowfoot-Payne.

There are plenty of crested pieces in the collection from Douara 

Cave II (Fig. 4.10: 1-3), which clearly demonstrate that core reduction 

of Stage 2 was conducted at the cave. These crested pieces are 

classified into several types according to the scheme presented in 

Chapter 3 (Table 4.3). One of the characteristic features of crested 

pieces from Douara Cave II is the common occurrence of pieces with an 

asymmetric section (Fig. 4.10: 2, 3). Although crested pieces with a 

symmetric section are most common here (Table 4.3; Type 1, 38.0%), 

those with a transversal section either asymmetric to the left (Type 2, 

29.5%) or the right (Type 3, 14.7%) are common. This particular aspect 

is undoubtedly a function of the use of preforms with an asymmetric 

transversal section (see above). This can be confirmed through 

observation of cores; the longitudinal axis of a platform rarely 

conforms to the ridge on the back of a core (Fig. 4.6: 1).

The platforms of Naviform cores were produced at both ends at a 

very acute angle. The angle formed by the platform and the main 

flaking surface is 61.8 degrees on average (Table 4.2.3).

Stage 3: Platform preparation

The platforms of cores were rarely faceted. Table 4.4.3 shows 

that unfaceted butts (plain, thinned, small, and IDB butts) are 

dominant among butt types of blades. The platform preparation was 

rather carried out by abrasion (overhang removal) on the exterior
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surface of the piatf or m/butt edge; nearly 4/5 of the blade butts show a 

trace of this preparation technique (414/535 or 77.4%; Table 4.4.4).

2.4 Core reduction (Suzuki and Akazawa's Stage 4)

Blades were produced by opposed-platform flaking from this 

stage on. The curious distribution of blade detachment scars on cores 

pointed out by Suzuki and Akazawa was observed on the collection 

from Douara Cave II as well. Blade detachment scars are obviously 

inclined to the lateral sides of the core (Figs. 4.6 and 4.7); therefore the 

main flaking axis shifts to anti-clockwise from the longitudinal axis of 

the core.

Suzuki and Akazawa state that debitage in their surface collections 

from Palmyra include many "irregular flakes" and "parallel-sided 

flakes" but no "true blades" (Suzuki and Akazawa 1971: 114-15). Their 

"irregular flake" is characterised by a more or less crescent-shaped 

outline and a dorsal scar pattern consisting of both parallel and crossed 

flaking scars (the biface pattern in this study; see Chapter 3). The 

"parallel-sided flake" was defined as a flake with more or less parallel 

lateral edges and a butt similar to a "graver" (the Imitating Dihedral 

Burin butt or the IDB butt in this study). Despite the elongated shape, 

Suzuki and Akazawa did not refer to these pieces as "blades" because 

few of them show parallel ridges on the dorsal surface or a punctiform 

butt. Suzuki and Akazawa (1971: 118) say that "true blades" were not 

found in their collection since they were modified into tools and taken 

out of the sites.

Plenty of "irregular flakes" and "parallel-sided flakes" were found, 

and as in the case of Suzuki and Akazawa’s surface collections, virtually 

no "true blades" were found at Douara Cave II. I would rather 

interpret, however, that "true blades" were originally not, or at best
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rarely, produced with the technology in question, and that the 

"irregular flake" and the "parallel-sided flake" were indeed major 

intended products. The analysis presented below shows that these 

"flakes", which are referred to as "blades" hereafter in this study, were 

produced by a very specialised technology. In order to understand its 

particular process, it is needed to develop an alternative typology for 

these "blades".

On careful examination, I have discovered that four distinct types 

of blades exist in the collection from Douara Cave II, each of which is 

defined by combination of the butt topography and its relation to the 

longitudinal axis of the blank (Fig. 4.11).

1) "Sword-shaped blades" with a small punctiform butt (74 pieces; Fig. 

4.12: 10-14). These blades were not mentioned by Suzuki and 

Akazawa.

2) Type L blades. Blades with a butt intersecting with the longitudinal 

axis of the blank at an acute angle (253 pieces; Fig. 4.12: 1-3). The butt 

is often of the IDB butt (221/253 or 87.4%; Table 4.4.3). Suzuki and 

Akazawa’s "parallel-sided flakes” mostly correspond to this type of 

blade.

3) Type M blades. Blades with a butt intersecting with the longitudinal 

axis of the blank at a more or less right angle (171 pieces; Fig. 4.12: 4- 

6 ).

4) Type R blades. Blades with a butt intersecting with the longitudinal 

axis of the blank at a wide angle (111 pieces; Fig. 4.12: 7-9). Suzuki 

and Akazawa's "irregular flakes" are broadly comparable to blades of 

our Types M and R.

It is highly probable that these types of blades were produced 

from different parts of the core with different flaking processes.
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"Sword-shaped blades" exhibit a very standardised shape similar 

to a tiny sword (Fig. 4.12: 10-14). These blades share the following 

techno-morphological features: 1) they have a small punctiform butt; 

2) they have an asymmetric outline with a longitudinal dorsal ridge 

parallel to the left edge; 3) the proximal end of the ridge is flaked by a 

tiny scar; 4) their size is mostly around 3 x 1 cm; 3) their profile and a 

transversal section are a flattened scalene triangle; 6) their tip is 

feather-ended or often broken.

Blades of this shape can be produced during any kind of knapping 

processes and technologies, but their frequent occurrence (74/605 or 

12.2% of the total complete and proximal blades) and standardisation 

in shape lead to the suggestion that they were produced on purpose. 

Scars corresponding to these blades are also identified on some flakes 

and blades (Figs. 4.21: 6 and 4.25: 4, 5) in the form of a very shallow 

sword-shaped dorsal scar originating from the proximal end.

Since these blades were never used as tool blanks at Douara (see 

below; Table 4.7), explanation of their removals should be sought in 

core preparation procedures. One possible function of removals of 

sword-shaped blades is to ensure that the subsequent percussion blow 

would go through well onto the flaking surface. In other words, these 

small blades might have been detached in order to prevent subsequent 

blades from plunging. Another explanation would be that they were 

removed to adjust the flaking angle between the platform and the 

main flaking surface. The profile of sword-shaped blades is always 

'humped" near the proximal end (Fig. 4.12: 10-15), which indicates 

that the exterior platform angle before detachment of the sword- 

shaped blade was so wide that subsequent blank production would 

have been unsuccessful. In any case, it appears that detachment of
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these blades was a deliberate procedure of core preparation, and this 

unusual procedure should be referred to as "removal of sword-shaped 

blades”.

On the other hand, the other three types of blades mentioned 

above (Types L, M, and R blades) were produced as potential tool 

blanks.

These blades are defined using the position of the butt in relation 

to the longitudinal axis of the blank. These blades were probably 

produced from different parts of a Naviform core. As shown 

schematically in Fig. 4.13, Type L blades were detached most likely 

from the left part of the core, then Type M blades from the middle of 

the flaking surface, and Type R blades were from the right side of the 

core. The acute platform angle of the core and biased-exploitation of 

the core surface were responsible for creating this distinct pattern in 

the blade morphology. This interpretation is supported well by a 

couple of morphological features. First, the position of cortex on blades 

shows a strong right-left bias (Table 4.4.1); Cortex on Type L blades is 

exclusively situated along the left edge, and that of Type R blades is 

along the right, which clearly reflect the position of cortex on the core. 

Another distinct feature is the position of crossed scars on the dorsal 

surface with the biface pattern (e.g. Fig. 4.12: 2, 9). Such scars are 

always found left on Type L blades, while right on Type R blades. Type 

M blades show, not surprisingly, rather mixed features of Type L and 

R blades (Table 4.4.2).

Interestingly enough, these three types of blades were produced 

not only from different parts of a core, but also with different 

technological strategies. Firstly, Type L blades were almost always 

detached after careful abrasion on the platform edge (Table 4.4.4),
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while Type M and R blades were often unabraded. Secondly, the depth 

of percussion point from the core edge is markedly different between 

Type L and Types M/R blades (Fig. 4.14). The percussion point for 

detachment of Type L blades was chosen well away from the core edge, 

those for Type M and R blades were selected very closely to the edge. 

The deep percussion point for Type L blades was a major source for 

giving the butt an appearance similar to a burin (IDB butt). 

Furthermore, the percussion point for production of Type L blades was 

quite consistently chosen at the right end of the butt to be produced 

(Fig. 4.12: 1-3; Type 2, Table 4.4.3), while it was more frequently 

chosen at the middle of the butt for detachment of other types of 

blades. This unusual practice at Douara Cave II resulted in frequent 

production of a twisted profile of those blades (Table 4.4.6).

The above analyses suggest that Type L blades can better be 

isolated from the other two types of blades. What was the intention of 

producing such a distinct type of blade? The general size (length, 

width, and thickness) of the blades show little difference by type (Fig. 

4.13). Notable differences are, however, found in the transversal 

section and the relative thickness of the butt. As already noted, Type L 

blades retain thicker butts than others. Further, Type L blades exhibit 

a much higher frequency of a trapezoidal section than other blades do 

(Table 4.4.7). These morphological differences suggest that Type L 

blades were detached in view to obtaining blades with a robust butt, 

trapezoidal transversal section and more or less parallel lateral edges; 

these might well have been suitable as blanks for certain tool types.

Other remarkable features on blades from Douara Cave II include 

the following;
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1) Upsilon blades defined by Ataman and Calley (1988) at 

contemporary Turkish PPNB sites are extremely rare at Douara Cave II. 

These blades, which show a symmetric Y-shaped dorsal ridge pattern, 

are found on a few specimens only (8/451 or 1.8%). In fact, blades 

with a symmetric dorsal ridge pattern themselves are rare at Douara 

(Table 4.4.8); instead, a distal tip curved to right is very common here 

(197/451 or 43.7%). There is no doubt that this anomaly in the distal 

tip shape is related to the curious biased exploitation of the core 

surface.

2) No microblade production is indicated at Douara cave II. Fig. 4.16 is 

a histogram showing the width of all the unretouched blades. It is 

apparent that no bimodal distribution exists, so that the production of 

blades and bladelets with independent technological systems is not 

applicable at Douara.

2.5 Knapping accidents (Suzuki and Akazawa’s Stage 5)

Knapping accidents actually do not represent a "stage" of the 

reduction sequence, but rather could have occurred throughout Stages 

1-4. Suzuki and Akazawa’s "fishhook-shaped flakes" correspond to 

plunging blades in this study (Fig. 4.10: 4). Traces of removals of 

plunging blades are recognisable on cores as well. Naviform cores of 

Type 5 are examples showing such traces (Fig. 4.9: 1,2). About one 

seventh of the platforms of Naviform cores (22/155 or 14.2%) show 

this sort of accident.

Another notable accident is hinge-fracture. About 1 /5 of blades 

(18.6%; Table 4.4.9) , and 2/5 (43.2%; 67/155) of the platforms of 

Naviform cores show hinge-terminated ends. In sum, serious accidents 

caused by plunging and hinge-termination are observed on more than
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half of the core platforms (89/155 or 57.4%), which partly explains the 

core abandonment.

2.6 Core maintenance (Suzuki and Akazawa's Stage 6)

Suzuki and Akazawa's "platform rejuvenating flakes" or core 

tablets in this study are the best indicators of this stage of reduction. 

There are 66 examples of core tablets in the collection from Douara 

Cave II (Fig. 4.10: 6-8).

Although such pieces are undoubtedly derived from the platform 

of cores, Suzuki and Akazawa (1971: 122) pointed out an interesting 

discrepancy between core tablets and core platforms in their surface 

collection. They compared angles formed by the butt and the 

longitudinal axis of the tablet, with their supposed counterparts on the 

core (Fig. 15 in Suzuki and Akazawa 1971), so as to examine the 

nature of the "biased distribution of blade detachment scars". They 

found the angle on the core tablet is close to 90 degrees on average (ca. 

75 degrees), while a narrower angle is represented on the core 

platform (ca. 60 degrees). This result led them to suggest that core 

tablets were mostly removed in earlier stages of reduction before the 

cores were heavily exploited.

Careful examination of the Douara II collection revealed at least 

two types of core tablets (see Fig. 3.3 in Chapter 3; Table 4.5.1), which 

Suzuki and Akazawa (1971) did not distinguish. Comparison of the 

angles should be made between core platforms and Type 2 tablets 

(Fig. 4.10: 7, 8) alone, since Type 1 tablets (Fig. 4.10: 6) quite possibly 

include pieces produced in the course of initial core preparation. The 

result at Douara Cave II is presented in Fig. 4.17, showing that the 

angles are more or less similar between core platforms and core 

tablets, and no discrepancy is indicated.
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2.7 Heat treatment

The possibility of heat treatment of flint was not examined, since 

flint pieces in the present collection show very poor surface conditions.

2.8 Flaking mode

Seven hammerstones were recovered from Douara Cave II. All of 

them are re-used cores (7/121 or 5.8%), whose original core types are: 

five Naviform cores (Figs. 4.7: 3, 4.8: 3 and 4.9: 2), and two change-of- 

orientation cores. They are badly battered at the end(s) or along 

lateral margins. Cores with accidents that could not be corrected such 

as plunging (Fig. 4.9: 2), seem to have been reused as hammerstones.

Flaking mode can be evaluated by means of examining debitage 

and tool blanks (Ohnuma and Bergman 1982). The result is shown in 

Table 4.6 and Fig. 4.18, which suggest the very frequent use of soft 

hammers at Douara Cave II, while showing cortex-flakes were mostly 

detached with the hard hammer mode (cf. Newcomer 1971). This 

result may be contradicted by the presence of relatively many 

hammerstones in the flint collection. If the identification of flaking 

mode on debitage is reasonably secure, a possible explanation would be 

that the hammerstones were kept at the cave with a view to use them 

at factory sites, probably, within the Douara basin. As Akazawa 

(1979b) states, flint artifacts from the factory site of Locality 35 

include many cortex-flakes perhaps produced with the hard hammer 

mode during the initial stage of preform making.

Suzuki and Akazawa (1971: 120) write that “parallel-sided flakes" 

or our Type L blades were produced by pressure flaking. The 

observed attributes suggest that this is not necessarily to be the case at 

least at Douara Cave II. Similar attributes can also be produced by 

direct or indirect percussion with a soft hammer.
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2.9 Summary

Flint was perhaps collected and/or mined in the nearby Douara 

basin. It is likely that the very initial stages of reduction such as test 

flaking and roughout/preform manufacture were mainly performed at 

the flint source; the bifacial preforms were brought into the cave for 

further processing.

The present analysis of the Naviform method at Douara Cave II 

confirms Suzuki and Akazawa's reconstruction of the reduction 

sequence in general terms. Both of the two important traits noted by 

them on materials from the Palmyra basin were recognised at Douara 

Cave II. These traits are 1) biased distribution of blade detachment 

scars on the cores, and 2) frequent production of debitage with an IDB 

butt.

In addition to these, the present study revealed a couple of 

previously unrecognised features as well: 1) manufacture of a core- 

preform with an asymmetric shape; 2) core preparation with removal 

of sword-shaped blades; 3) selection of a percussion point at the right 

end of the butt to be detached; 4) common production of blades with a 

tip curved to the right as well as a twisted profile.

3 Tool manufacturing

About 340 flint artifacts were identified as retouched "tools" in 

the present collection. Two major difficulties were encountered in 

dealing with "tools" at Douara. One is involved with the physical 

condition of the material; many of the flint artifacts from Douara 

exhibit extensive post-depositional retouch or natural retouch, which 

are often difficult to be distinguished from those by intentional 

modification (cf. Miller 1982). Under these circumstances,
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identification of certain miscellaneous tool classes such as denticulates 

and notches would be suspect, and was therefore avoided in this study.

The second problem is concerned with a curious "burin" technique 

diagnostic of the PPNB in Syria that has been noted by various authors 

(e.g. Moss 1983; Roodenberg 1986; Fujii 1986; Copeland, in prep.). 

Many of the blades and flakes from Douara Cave II exhibit a "pseudo- 

burin facet" at the ventral surface of their bulbar end (Fig. 4.23). This 

type of facet is situated almost parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 

tool blanks. Unlike the ordinary burin facet, however, it slants onto 

their ventral surface, resembling the "burin plan" or the obsidian 

"corner-thinned blade" (Nishiaki 1990b). This type of retouch, or 

"PPNB proximal scars" of Copeland (in prep.) and "Palmyran retouch" of 

Fujii (1986) was first reported, as far as I know, by de Contenson and 

van Liere (1966b: 183) on blade tools from Tell Bouqras. Pieces with 

the same retouch type have since been reported from many other 

PPNB sites particularly in inland Syria, for instance, from Palmyra 

(Suzuki and Kobori 1970), Tell Assouad (M.-C. Cauvin 1972) and Tell 

Abu Hureyra (Moore 1975).

Since close examination of the examples from Douara II shows 

that presence of this retouch scar type cross-cuts conventional tool 

types (see below), it is unadvisable to regard as representative of an 

independent tool type. Nevertheless, blades and flakes with "proximal 

scars" also exist without a conventional piece-modifying retouch along 

edges. This rather puzzling situation certainly needs further 

clarification, whose detailed analysis will be therefore attempted later. 

Meanwhile, I will refer to proximal-scarred pieces with a definite 

piece-modifying retouch as such under a separate tool type (e.g. point, 

end-scraper, etc.), and those without a definite piece-modifying
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retouch are included in the categories of retouched blades and flakes. 

The latter would actually include various tool classes such as 

denticulates and notches, however.

Tools thus identified at Douara correspond to 9.5% of the total flint 

artifacts (341/3584). The type composition is rather simple, consisting 

of points (1.2%), burins (19.1%), end-scrapers (7.0%), a borer (0.3%), a 

truncation (0.3%), rods (0.9%), splintered pieces (0.6%), and retouched 

blades (61.3%) and retouched flakes (9.4%). The last two categories are 

actually dominated by proximal-scarred pieces.

A schematic typology for tools from Douara Cave II is presented in 

Fig. 4.19.

3.1 Points

Four points were recovered at Douara Cave II all in a broken form. 

Three of them are proximal fragments, and the last example is a medial 

fragment (Fig. 4.20: 1-4). These points can be generally described as 

Byblos points; however, they may be subdivided as follows.

Type 1: Points with a retouch-covered tang (1 piece; Fig. 4.20: 1). The 

tang is formed by bifacial invasive flake scars. The transversal section 

of the tang is semi-circular.

Type 2: Points with an abruptly retouched tang (3 pieces; Fig. 4.20: 2-

4). The tang is made by either direct (Fig. 4.20: 2, 3) or inverse abrupt 

retouch (Fig. 4.20: 4). The rest of the body is only marginally 

retouched.

The blanks used for points are all blades, including at least one 

Type L blade (Fig. 4.20: 2). Three of them exhibit a proximal scar at 

their left ventral end.
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Two of the points show impact fractures at the tip (Fig. 4.20: 2, 3), 

suggesting that the points were actually used as projectiles (Bergman 

and Newcomer 1983).

3.2 Burins

Burins represent one of the most common tools at Douara Cave II. 

Apart from the problematic proximal-scarred pieces, they constitute 

more than half of the total flint tools (63/100 or 65.0%). Although 

these pieces exhibit at least one "burin facet" at part of their blank, as 

we discussed in Chapter 3, they also include pieces whose assignment 

as "burins" may be questionable at least in a functional sense.

Burins are characterised by two important variables (Newcomer 

1972): trace of a burin blow (burin facet), and a platform for the blow. 

Based on observation of these two variables, I developed the following 

typology for burins from the Douara Cave II (5 pieces were 

unclassifiable because of bad preservation):

Type 1: Angle burins on an unmodified surface or on a 

broken/snapped surface (17 pieces; Fig. 4.20: 5. 6).

Type 2: Angle burins on a retouched truncation, or truncation burins (7 

pieces; Fig. 4.20: 7-9). Concave truncations are rather common. The 

concave truncation burins exhibit a similar morphology to that of 

Mejalla burins that have been known from the late 7th to the 6th 

millennium BC contexts in the inland Levant (Betts 1986; Rollefson and 

Simmons 1988: 102).

Type 3: Transversally burinated pieces on an unmodified lateral edge 

(9 pieces). The burin facet could either be perpendicular (Fig. 4.20: 11) 

to or oblique (Fig. 4.20: 10) to the longitudinal axis of the blank.

Type 4: Transversally burinated pieces on a retouched lateral edge (2 

pieces; Fig. 4.21: 1). When the facet slants onto the dorsal or the
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ventral surface of the blank, the piece appears similar to a "chamfered 

piece" or tranchet. Like examples found in Palaeolithic contexts 

(Newcomer 1966-69; Goring-Morris and Rosen 1989; Nishiaki and 

Copeland in press), chamfered pieces are given a status as a tool type 

in the current Levantine Neolithic typology (e.g. Crowfoot-Payne 1983: 

693-5; Gopher 1989c: 74).

Type 5: Burins whose facets intersect perpendicularly at a corner of the 

blank (11 pieces; Fig. 4.21: 2, 3).

Type 6: Dihedral burins (12 pieces; Fig. 4.21: 4, 5). The burin facets 

intersect at one end of the blank.

Type 7: A tanged burin. There is only one example of this type in the 

present collection (Fig. 4.21: 6). This piece is made perhaps on a Type 

L blade with a proximal scar, and a scar of sword-shaped blade 

removal. Its burin facets themselves correspond to Type 6, but this 

type is distinguished by the tang made by steep direct retouch. Similar 

pieces have been abundantly recovered from the PPNB levels of Tell 

Abu Hureyra (Moss 1983).

Type 8: A multi-burinated piece (1 piece; Fig. 4.21: 7). It exhibits 

several "burin facets" covering one or both surfaces of the blank. It 

resembles a splintered piece but exhibits transversal facets as well as 

longitudinal and oblique ones.

The blank forms of the burins are shown in Table 4.7 by type. 

Most of the burins were made on blades, but a few flakes were also 

utilised as blanks for, in particular, Type 2 pieces (truncation burins).

Location of a burin facet on burins was examined to see if 

particular selective patterns existed. When disregarding the dorsal or 

ventral surfaces, any blank (either blade or flake) has six locations to 

which a burin blow can potentially be delivered; these are the left and
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the right corners of the distal end, those of the proximal end, and mid

parts of the distal and the proximal ends (Fig. 4.22). Every burin facet 

was typed according to this scheme. The result is shown in Table 4.8, 

which indicates that the distal end of blanks (Types 1-3, 76.3%) were 

more commonly chosen as the working end rather than the proximal 

end (Types 4-6, 23.7%). On the other hand, the right/left bias is 

completely absent from this data (cf. analysis in Chapter 3).

There are six retouch spalls that were produced in manufacturing 

burins. Four of them are from angle burins (Fig. 4.21: 8), and the 

remainings are from transversal pieces (Fig. 4.21: 9). These pieces 

indicate that manufacture of burins was conducted at the site.

3.3 Scrapers

There are three general forms of end-scrapers at Douara Cave II. 

Type 1: Typical" end-scrapers (15 pieces; Fig. 4.23: 1-5). A round 

working edge is made at either the distal (Fig. 4.23: 3-5) or proximal 

end (Fig. 4.23: 2) of the blank. One example shows working edges at 

both ends (Fig. 4.23: 1).

Type 2: Composite tools of end-scrapers/burins (3 pieces; Fig. 4.23: 6, 

7). One end retains a round scraping edge, and the other end shows 

burin-facets. One of those pieces (Fig. 4.23: 7) shows a similar 

morphology to that of "V-shaped end-scrapers" from the early PPNB 

levels of Tell Mureybet (M.-C. Cauvin et al. 1987). According to M.-C. 

Cauvin and others (1987), the burin-facets at the proximal end could 

serve to facilitate hafting. They mention comparable examples also 

from later Neolithic contexts such as Catal Huyuk and Yarim Tepe 2. 

Type 3: "Atypical" end-scrapers (6 pieces; Fig. 4.23: 8). A scraping edge 

is created by rather irregular and limited retouch. All the edges are 

made at the distal end of the blank.
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Table 4.7 shows types of blanks used for end-scrapers from 

Douara Cave II. Two interesting respects should be mentioned. First is 

that core-trimming pieces such as core-tablets and plunging blades 

were rather frequently used as blanks. Second is that blades used for 

end-scrapers are all of Types M and R. No Type L blades, which were 

frequently used for points and burins, were selected as blanks for end- 

scrapers.

3.4 Borer

A possible borer on a blade was found. The pointed tip is created 

by abrupt direct retouch (Fig. 4.24: 1).

3.5 Splintered pieces

Two pieces only were identified as splintered-pieces. One is made 

on a flake (Fig. 4.24: 2), and the other on a blade.

3.6 Oblique truncation

This is an exceptional piece, which exhibits oblique/curved abrupt 

truncations at both ends (Fig. 4.24: 3). It is unknown whether this 

piece represents a distinct tool type or an accidental piece. Similar 

pieces have been reported from the PPNB site of Nevala Cori on the 

Upper Euphrates, Turkey (Fig. 14: 10 in Schmidt 1988).

3.7 Rods

Three rather robust flake tools were designated as "rods" (Fig. 

4.24: 4, 5). They show steep direct retouches around the edges. They 

are quite thick in profile.

3.8 Retouched blades

These are all the tools on blades that could not be classified into 

the other types mentioned above, but do not include nibbled or 

irregularly "retouched" pieces. They amount to 209 pieces (61.3% of 

the total tools), most of which are actually proximal-scarred pieces.
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Type 1: Retouched blades without proximal scars (6 pieces; Fig. 4.24: 6). 

Type 2: Retouched blades with proximal scars (203 pieces; Fig. 4.23: 1- 

9).

3.9 Retouched flakes

These pieces are also dominated by pieces with proximal scars. 

Type 1: Retouched flakes without proximal scars (9 pieces).

Type 2: Retouched flakes with proximal scars (23 pieces).

3.10 Summary

As indicated by the presence of some retouch spalls and 

numerous chips, tools were definitely manufactured at the site. 

Characteristic features of the tools are: 1) presence of numerous burins 

(63% of the total formalised tools); 2) the burins include a few Mejalla 

burins diagnostic to the 7th to 6th millennium BC context of the inland 

Neolithic, as well as ordinary types; 3) numerous blades with proximal 

scars are present without further modification. The composition of tool 

types is rather simple, dominated by burins or burin-like pieces, 

including few other tools like points and no sickle blades.

The blanks chosen for tools were mainly blades (Tables 4.7, and 

4.9). Two particular patterns in blank choice were recognised in the 

above; 1) points and burins were often made on Type L blades; 2) end- 

scrapers were frequently made on core-tablets and Type M/R blades. 

The particular morphological characteristics of Type L blades, i.e. 

parallel-sided edges, trapezoidal section and relatively thick butts, 

appear to have been preferred for points and burins, while the broader 

shape of core-tablets and Type M/R blades was favoured for end- 

scrapers.

4 Analysis of "Proximal Scars"
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4.1 Problems

As mentioned earlier, proximal scars occur on various types of 

tools (Table 4.10.1); it is perhaps better to consider that those scars 

represent an independent retouch technique rather than a tool type. 

Then the purpose or function of such "scars" should be asked. Three 

major hypotheses can be considered.

1) Knapping accidents. Since the scars are often shallow and are almost 

exclusively situated at the percussion point of the butt, they might 

represent an accidental bulbar scar caused by a heavy direct 

percussion. However, a number of quite thick retouch spalls derived 

from the proximal scars have been identified in the Douara collection 

(Fig. 4.25: 11-14); they indicate that most of the scars were results of 

retouch.

2) Working edge. Moss (1983: 143) writes that proximal scars 

observed on blades from Tell Abu Hureyra "are unused", without 

referring to any microscopic evidence. On the other hand, Roodenberg 

(1983: 257; 1986: 82) considers that proximal scars on some pieces 

from Tell Bouqras were used as working edges. His microscopic 

examination with a low magnification revealed on the scars striations 

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the blank. He suggests a 

possibility that some examples of such pieces were utilised at least at 

Bouqras for manufacturing soft stone bowls. As far as I know, no other 

microscopic studies on pieces with proximal scars have been published.

3) Modification for hafting. Many authors suggest that the scars were 

made to facilitate hafting (e.g. Moss 1983); this reasoning is largely 

based upon the fact that the scars are consistently situated at the 

bulbar end of tool blanks. This interpretation seems to be quite 

reasonable to me. It would not explain, however, another important
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consistency of the scars: they were almost always made along the left 

edge of the ventral surface, which is not necessarily expected for 

ordinary hafting. Pieces with scars along the right edge or at the 

middle part of the butt also do exist but very occasionally.

It appears that the second and the third hypotheses should 

further be explored. I wish to concentrate on the third one here, since 

the Douara material is not in a condition desirable for microwear 

analysis and that it does not include any stone bowls like those found 

at Bouqras. The first aim of the analysis presented below is to 

document the technological context of this rather puzzling retouch 

technique. The second is to infer its possible function by means of 

technological analysis.

4.2 Analysis

(1) Blank choice

Table 4.10.2 and Fig. 4.26 illustrate the type of blanks to which 

this retouch technique was applied. Proximal scars apparently occur 

on various types of blanks, but not on cortex flakes, core-edge pieces, 

plunging pieces or sword-shaped blades, which are all thought to be 

waste products of the core reduction. Blades (113/648 or 17.4%) tend 

to have been more frequently retouched by this technique than flakes 

(21/345 or 3.9%) and other debitage types (22/193 or 11.4%; Chi- 

square for blades versus flakes and others= 54.7; df= 2; p< .0001). Of 

the blades, Type L (58/311) and R blades (36/147) that have 

asymmetric butt forms were more frequently proximal-scarred than 

Type M blades which have a symmetric butt (19/190; Chi-square for 

Types L and R versus Type M= 12.695; df= 2; p= .0018).

(2) Location of scars
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Proximal scars are found mostly along the left edge of the ventral 

surface (84.5%; Fig. 4.25: 1-8; Table 4.10.2) as in the case of other sites, 

with a few examples along the right (6.0%; Fig. 4.25: 9) and at the mid

part of the butt (8.9%; Fig. 4.25: 7, 8). Location of proximal scars 

apparently varies by blank type. Most of blades show the scars along 

the left edge, while core-tablets (6/9 or 66.7%) and flakes (5/15 or 

33.3%) exhibit proximal scars relatively frequently at the mid-part of 

their butt (Table 4.10.2).

(3) Percussion

Percussion blow was delivered mostly from the butt of the 

original blank along a lateral edge. Spalls detached from proximal 

scars were abundantly found in the present collection (Fig. 4.25: 11- 

14). Their mean size is about 3.2 x 1.1 cm with a thickness of 0.5 mm 

(Table 4.10.3). The most interesting feature of those retouch flakes is 

that they have a bulb on both surfaces like Kombewa flakes (see Tixer 

et al. 1980). The bulb on the ventral side is that of the original blade 

blank, and that on the dorsal side being the result of proximal- 

scarring (cf. Fig. 4.25: 10).

These pieces demonstrate that retouching was carried out at the 

site, and also provide technological information. The butt of the 

retouch spalls, which is part of the butt of the original blank, is almost 

always neatly abraded due to overhang removal on the original blank. 

The bulbar surface of the spalls shows a tiny lip and a diffused bulb. 

Their distal ends are almost always hinged. These observations 

suggest that the retouch was made by direct percussion, perhaps with 

a soft hammer rather than by pressure flaking.

(3) Further modification
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As shown in Table 4.10.1, about 30% of the retouched tools 

exhibit proximal scars (13/55 or 28.9%). Some pieces show scars 

obliterated by other retouch scars originating mostly from the left 

lateral edge of the blank (Fig. 4.20: 1).

4.3 Interpretation of proximal scars

Although proximal-scarring is considered a retouch technique, I 

suggest that it was closely related to the core reduction method 

diagnostic at Douara. The consistent location of scars along the left 

edge of the ventral surface would be explained by an unusual feature 

at Douara that the percussion point for blade production was 

frequently chosen at the right edge of the butt of the blank to be 

detached (i.e. the left edge of the ventral surface; see above). The scars 

appear to have been made in order to remove the bulb of percussion, 

at the left edge of the ventral surface. This interpretation is supported 

by that debitage other than blades, whose percussion points were 

mostly chosen at the middle of their butt, often received a proximal 

scarring retouch at the middle, where the percussion point was 

originally located.

This pattern in the choice of retouch-location suggests that 

proximal scars were intended to make the bulbar end thinner, as other 

authors have suggested, so as to facilitate hafting of the blank. We 

may mention another possible function of the scars, however; that is, to 

make the originally twisted blank symmetrical. The scars do make the 

bulbar end thinner, but also make the tool blank symmetrical. As 

already pointed out in the core reduction analysis, the Naviform 

method at Douara Cave II frequently produced twisted blades, 

particularly those with an IDB butt, due to its curious reduction 

strategies (Table 4.4.6). Removing spalls from a particular side (i.e.,



left) of the blank would have been useful to reform the asymmetric 

blank.

A hypothesis put forward here is that the practice of proximal- 

scarring was a technological response to the Naviform method of the 

Douara type characterised by such unusual features as selection of a 

percussion point at one end of the butt, production of twisted blades, 

exploitation of the core surface in a slanting direction and so on. The 

temporal and spatial occurrence of proximal scars at Neolithic sites are 

thus expected to overlap with that of the Naviform method 

characteristic at Douara Cave II. I suggest that combination of these 

two elements would be one of the most important indicators of the 

lithic technological tradition in North Syria at this time.

Conclusions

1 Technological organisation at Douara Cave II

First, assuming that the collection obtained from the partial 

excavation at the cave is reasonably representative of the industry, it 

is clear that only part of the reduction sequence or operational 

sequence was carried out at the cave. The small number of cortical 

flakes in the collection is an indicator that the very initial stages of 

reduction such as test flaking, roughing-out, and perhaps core-preform 

manufacture were not conducted at the cave, but probably at a factory 

site in the nearby Douara basin. Since Akazawa (Table 13.4 in 1979b) 

reports that most of the cores from factory sites in the basin are half

finished cores (95.5%) and few of them show blade detachment scars 

(4.5% only), it appears that core preforms were mostly brought into 

the cave. They occur in the form of either bifaces (Type 1 cores) or 

cores whose platforms and the main flaking surface are already
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prepared (Type 2 cores). The cores were then reduced at the cave, 

some of them were so intensively exploited that they were exhausted 

(Type 6 cores). A suggested model showing the sequence is 

schematically shown in Fig. 4.27.

The lithic industry from Douara Cave II is closely related to that 

from Locality 35, a nearby flint factory site in the Douara basin. Earlier 

stages are represented at Locality 35. while only later stages of the 

core reduction are evident at the cave site. Interestingly, a similar 

relationship has been reported from other PPNB sites in the Levant. 

For instance, at Jericho, Crowfoot-Payne (1983: 672) mentions that a 

few knapping floors where flint-working probably took place were 

discovered. Since cortical flakes are too few in the collection 

excavated from the knapping floors, however she considered that flint- 

working started with cores that had already been considerably 

prepared elsewhere. The same has been reported from a PPNB site at 

Q d eir l in the el-Kowm basin. Calley (1986b: 54) states that knapping 

floors discovered at the site represent only later stages of the reduction 

sequence, and that workshops showing earlier stages comparable to 

those at Locality 35 have been discovered in proximity of flint 

outcrops. Further, the same pattern is also noted at Abu Hureyra, a 

large Neolithic village on the middle Euphrates (see below). To 

summarise, the behavioural pattern identified at Douara Cave II 

appears to have been rather common in the PPNB of the Levant, 

although a considerably different pattern was popular at later Pottery 

Neolithic sites (Chapters 5-7).

As for the tool assemblage in the Douara collection, it consists of 

only a few tool types, and retouched tools themselves are relatively 

rare. It is interesting to compare this with the Middle- and Epi-
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Palaeolithic assemblages excavated from the Douara Cave I. Retouched 

tools in those assemblages are also fewer than in assemblages from 

other contemporary sites (Akazawa 1979a; Nishiaki 1987; Fujimoto 

1979). Taking into consideration the close location of the cave to 

excellent flint sources, Akazawa (1987; 1988) interprets that it was 

occupied as a temporary camp during excursions to the flint outcrops 

from a larger as-yet-undiscovered home-base site. Without other data, 

for example floral and faunal remains, from Douara Cave II, it is 

presently unknown whether or not this interpretation is applicable to 

the PPNB period as well. As far as the lithic artifacts are concerned, a 

rather simple composition of tool types, dominated by burins and 

proximal-scarred blades should be noted. Tool classes typical of this 

period such as points and borers are only sparsely represented here, 

and no sickle blades have been found. This simple combination of tool 

types appears to be, however, a rather common feature at 

contemporary sites in the inland Syria (see below); therefore, a 

particular site function should not necessarily be accepted at Douara 

Cave II.

2 The Naviform method of Douara type: comparison with Abu Hureyra 

and Jericho

2.1 Definition

One of the primary objectives of the present analysis is to define 

the Naviform method practised at the Douara Cave II in detail, which I 

hope was successfully accomplished in the earlier analysis. The 

method is apparently a very specialised one, being characterised by a 

series of "unusual'* features that were not recognised in the original 

definition made by J. Cauvin (1968) in Lebanon, and were only
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partially identified by Suzuki and Akazawa (1971). I propose to refer 

to this method as the Naviform method of Douara type so as to 

distinguish it from other varieties of the Naviform method.

Practically speaking, the Naviform method of Douara type is 

characterised by the following artifact classes:

1) Cores with a main flaking surface slanting in relation to the 

longitudinal axis of the core (the biased distribution of blade 

detachment scars noted by Suzuki and Akazawa);

2) Cores with a ridge along one side of the back;

3) Crested pieces with an asymmetric transversal section;

4) Sword-shaped blades;

5) Blades with a butt whose percussion point is situated at the right 

end;

6) Blades with a twisted profile;

7) Blades with a distal end curved to the right;

8) Blades with an IDB butt; and perhaps,

9) Blades and flakes with proximal scars on the ventral surface, and 

their retouch spalls.

The last item refers to a retouch technique, but I suggest that it 

may be related to the core reduction strategy of Douara type.

2.2 Comparison

As there is no other research providing comparable data, 

placement of this particular technological system in the Levantine 

Neolithic context is presently difficult to determine. In the meantime, 

two PPNB collections from Abu Hureyra, Syria, and Jericho, Jordan, 

have been available for intensive study, and the results are reported 

upon here. These collections were once studied by Crowfoot-Payne 

(1983), who states that Naviform cores from Jericho and Abu Hureyra
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were "precisely the same" (ibid. p. 705). In the light of the present 

research, this statement is not acceptable (see below).

2.2.1 Material from Abu Hureyra

Tell Abu Hureyra is a very large mound with Epi-Palaeolithic to 

Neolithic material situated on the Middle Euphrates, Syria, and is one of 

the largest settlements of this period so far known in the Levant. It 

was found during the survey in 1971 prior to subsequent salvage 

excavations preceding the Tabka Dam project. The excavations were 

carried out in 1972 and 1973 (Moore et al. in press).

Several trenches, named Trenches A to G, were opened during two 

seasons of excavations. The whole archaeological sequence revealed in 

those trenches covers the Epi-Palaeolithic to the Pottery Neolithic, 

although a hiatus of several centuries was found between the final Epi- 

Palaeolithic level and the earliest PPNB level.

Enormous amounts of flint and obsidian artifacts were found from 

both the Epi-Palaeolithic and Neolithic levels of Abu Hureyra, and 

various authors have examined them from different points of view 

(Olszewski 1986, 1990; Anderson-Gerfaud 1983; Keeley 1983b; Moss 

1983), but Neolithic lithic materials have not been fully published.

The material available to me were flint and obsidian artifacts 

excavated from middle PPNB levels of Trench D (about 8300 pieces) 

and the late PPNB to Pottery Neolithic levels of Trench C (about 14,000 

pieces). Both collections were intensively studied; however, since 

details on the stratigraphy of the Trench C material are unavailable at 

the time of writing, analysis of the Trench D material will be reported 

here.

Trench D is an 8 by 3 m rectangle, and was excavated in both 

1972 and 1973. The material stored at the British Museum belongs to
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the youngest levels in the trench (Levels 1 and 4). According to Moore 

(pers. comm.) and the document file at the British Museum, 

radiocarbon dates from contemporary deposits elsewhere on the site 

indicate that the levels were deposited over several centuries between 

about 7000 and 6500 BC, or the middle Levantine PPNB. Moore (1975) 

considers that the sequence in Trench D did not include the later PPNB 

or the Pottery Neolithic phases found in the other trenches, because of 

its location on the periphery of the mound.

The raw material for lithic artifacts from Trench D are apparently 

composed of at least two different kinds of flint: fine-grained and 

corse-grained flint. The fine-grained flint has slightly shiny surfaces 

with colours of very dark brown, greyish brown, black and white. 

Black flints are most likely heated ones, and greyish brown and white 

flints are probably patinated pieces of very dark brown flints. The 

colour of coarse-grained flints are more varied, ranging from bluish 

grey to reddish grey. Marked differences were found in technological 

aspects between artifacts made of fine-grained and coarse grained 

flints. Naviform cores and the relevant products are generally made of 

fine-grained flint, while other cores and flakes are mostly made of 

coarse grained flints. Fine-grained flints rarely include cortical pieces 

or even flakes themselves, which is a strong indication that the initial 

stage of the Naviform method was carried out outside the excavation 

area.

The general inventory of the Trench D collection (Level 1) is 

presented in Table 4.11. In comparison with Douara Cave II, the 

debitage assemblage from Abu Hureyra includes fewer cores (0.5% of 

the total) and a much greater number of tools (19%) at Abu Hureyra 

than at Douara (3.4% and 9.5% respectively). This may well reflect the
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more residential character of the area excavated at Abu Hureyra. The 

tool assemblage of Abu Hureyra Trench D consists of a variety of tool 

types like points, end-scrapers, borers as well as burins.

2.2.2 Material from Jericho

Jericho or Tell es-Sultan is a large multi-stratified mound in the 

Jordan valley, which consists of deposits of seven major archaeological 

phases; PPNA (Sultanian), PPNB (Tahunian), PNA (Yarmoukian), PNB 

(Ghassulian), Proto-Urban/Early Bronze Age (Canaanean) and Middle 

Bronze Age. This exceptionally long sequence, though interrupted 

between some of the phases, has been used as a model for correlating 

archaeological sites not only in Palestine, but also other areas of the 

Levant. The term PPNB first used at this site (Kenyon 1953), and is 

now widely used in other parts of the Levant. This mound was already 

known to Europeans interested in antiquities in the 19th century. 

Excavations were first carried out in 1873 by Captain Warren; later it 

was re-excavated in 1907-09 by E. Sellin and C. Watzinger, in 1930-36 

by John Garstang and in 1952-58 by K. Kenyon. The collection studied 

by this author is that derived from Kenyon's excavations. Although her 

excavations were careful for the standard of that time, no sieving or 

water-floatation practices were attempted for artifact recovery. 

Inevitably, small finds like lithic chips were possibly overlooked in a 

substantial number.

Lithic artifacts from Garstang's excavations were published in a 

preliminary form by Crowfoot-Payne (1935, 1937). The collection of 

Kenyon's excavations have been studied in detail by her (Crowfoot- 

Payne 1983). Microwear studies have also been conducted, though on 

a limited scale. The stone adzes were studied by Keeley (1983a), and 

sickle blades from various phases including PPNB have been studied by
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Unger-Hamilton (1988: 200-5; 1989). Some flint tools were examined 

with the aid of scientific analysis by Miller (1983) to see if they 

received heat treatment.

The deposits corresponding to PPNB were exposed in Areas DI, 

DII, F, El, Eli, V, M, and Trenches I, II, and III. The material found in 

Area M (Jericho M hereafter) were available for this study at the 

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. It is composed of 4402 flints and 8 

obsidian pieces. There are only 14 cores, but tools constitute a 

relatively large percentage of the total (1046/4402 or 23.8%; Table 14 

in Crowfoot-Payne 1983). The PPNB sequence of Area M was divided 

into six stages, Stage XV (earliest) to Stage X. Crowfoot-Payne (1983) 

suggests that, on the basis of the point typology, an earlier and a later 

phases are distinguishable, whose border lay between Stages XII and 

XIII. However, since my technological study does not reveal any time- 

vectored change in this sequence, the material w ill be dealt with 

altogether. Recent radiocarbon dates (Burleigh 1983) suggest that the 

phase represented in Square M belongs to the first half of the 7th 

millennium BC, thus-more or less contemporary to the Trench D 

material from Abu Hureyra.

2.2.3 Comparison 

Cores

There are 37 cores in the Abu Hureyra D collection (Level 1), 

among which 26 pieces belong to the Naviform type. Their 

technological features closely resemble those from Douara Cave II, and 

are in fact virtually indistinguishable from each other (Fig. 4.28). Two 

important traits of Naviform cores of Douara type are also observable 

at Abu Hureyra: the axis of the main flaking surface often slants to
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anti-clockwise so that it does not conform to the longitudinal axis of the 

core (Fig. 4.28: 1. 2). The ridge on the back runs along one edge, which 

results in an asymmetric transversal section of the core. The only 

notable difference between Douara Cave II and Abu Hureyra D is that 

the latter contains a larger number of exhausted pieces (Type 6 and 

multiple-platform cores; Table 4.12). This probably reflects 

availability of raw materials; it is possible that the absence of a 

significant flint source like that found in the Douara basin by the site 

led the inhabitants of Abu Hureyra to exploit their cores more 

intensively than at Douara.

On the other hand, the core assemblage from Jericho M is so small 

that a quantitative comparison cannot be made. Judging from the 

limited sample and published drawings (Crowfoot-Payne 1983), it 

appears that Type 4 (Fig. 4.30: 1) and Type 5 Naviform cores (Fig. 4.30:

2) are rather common here. Some of them have two-ridges on the back 

(Fig. 4.30: 1; Crowfoot-Payne 1983: 667), clear examples of which are 

uncommon at Douara Cave II and Abu Hureyra. In addition, it is noted 

that Jericho cores often have cortex on their back (Fig. 4.30: 1); cortex 

has rarely been found on the backs of Douara Cave II and Abu Hureyra 

cores (except for Type 5 cores). These features of the cores suggest 

that the core-preform of Jericho might not have been a biface as at 

Douara and Abu Hureyra (see Calley 1986b: 65). but rather a slab of 

tabular flint. Furthermore, blade detachment scars are distributed 

evenly on the main-flaking surface or on both sides of the core (Fia. 

4.30: 1). The biased distribution typical of Douara and Abu Hureyra 

has never been identified on the Jericho cores.

Core-trimming pieces
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There are 201 and 77 classifiable crested pieces in the collections 

of Abu Hureyra D and Jericho M respectively. Those from Abu Hureyra 

are characterised by an asymmetric shape (Types 2 and 3) as at Douara 

Cave II, while the Jericho specimens include symmetric pieces (Type 1) 

more frequently (Tables 4.13.1 and 4.14.1). Fig. 4.31.1 compares the 

type composition of crested pieces between these sites and Douara 

Cave II; the similarity between Abu Hureyra D and Douara Cave II is 

remarkable.

Core tablets from Abu Hureyra also show a marked similarity to 

those from Douara Cave II (Table 4.15). On the other hand, the 

illustrated specimen (Fig. 4.30.4) from Jericho shows a series of facets, 

derived from blade detachment, along both sides, a feature absent 

from core tablets from Douara II and Abu Hureyra D. At the latter 

sites, those facets are only found along the left lateral edges (Fig. 4.10: 

7,8).

Blades

Technological attributes of complete blades from Abu Hureyra D 

(446 pieces) and Jericho M (372 pieces) were carefully examined 

following the same method as applied to Douara Cave II. One can 

easily recognise strong similarities between Abu Hureyra D and 

Douara in every attribute examined, and with differences observed at 

Jericho M (Tables 4.17 and 4.18). All four types of blades defined at 

Douara Cave II (Types L, M, R, and sword-shaped blades) are identified 

at Abu Hureyra in a very similar proportion (Fig. 4.31.2). The blades 

from Jericho do not include sword-shaped blades. Instead, they show a 

higher frequency of Type M blades with a regular shape (Fig. 4.30: 6-

10). Type L blades with an IDB butt are present, but very rare at 

Jericho (Fig. 4.30: 5). The butts of blades from Jericho M are often of
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the small punctiform type with fine overhang removal ("true blades” of 

Suzuki and Akazawa); these are very rare at Douara Cave II and Abu 

Hureyra D.

Another notable difference is that the Jericho blades include 

relatively many upsilon blades (Fig. 4.30: 7-10; 14.8%), while these are 

extremely rare at Douara Cave II (1.8%) and Abu Hureyra (1.1%; Fig. 

4.31.3). The distal ends of blades from the latter sites are often curved 

to the right, a consequence of the particular reduction method of 

Douara type.

Blades from Abu Hureyra were often proximal-scarred as at 

Douara Cave II (Moss 1983), but there are no examples of this type at 

Jericho.

Summary

The above comparison amply demonstrates the similarity between 

Douara Cave II and Abu Hureyra D, as well as the differences observed 

at Jericho M. The Naviform method at Abu Hureyra D is identical to 

that at Douara, the Naviform method of Douara type. Blades produced 

by the Naviform method at Jericho M exhibit straight lateral edges and 

a punctiform butt in most cases, while blades from sites with the 

Naviform method of Douara type are often curved and twisted.

The temporal and spatial distribution of the Naviform method of 

Douara type is presently difficult to determine due to the lack of 

similar research at other sites. If, as hypothesised earlier, the 

proximal-scarring retouch is indeed closely related to this type of 

Naviform method, distribution of sites with proximal-scarred blades 

may give a comparable picture on the distribution of the method. The 

sites with proximal-scarred blades so far reported include Thaniyyet 

Wuker (Fujii et al. 1987), Bouqras (de Contenson and van Liere 1966b;
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Roodenberg 1986), Tell es-Sinn (Roodenberg 1979-80b), Abu Hureyra 

(Moss 1983), Tell Assouad (M.-C. Cauvin 1972). and the Balikh sites 

(Copeland in prep.). Judging from published data (Fig. 27: 4 in Bader

1989), Magzalia in the northern Iraq may also be a site with the same 

material. These sites belong to a period from the middle PPNB (Abu 

Hureyra D) to the late/final PPNB (Bouqras), and their geographical 

distribution is largely confined to northern or eastern Syria. Sites in 

the south, like Jericho and Munhata (Gopher 1989c), have not been 

reported to have yielded these blades. In fact, straight blades with a 

small punctiform butt produced from the Naviform method of Jericho 

type (Fig. 4.30: 6-10) would not have required proximal modification in 

this way.

In short, the Naviform method of Douara type appears to be a 

cultural trait diagnostic to the north Syrian PPNB, being absent from 

the southern Levant, and presumably from the Anatolian mountains as 

well. The Naviform method itself is known over a very wide region of 

the Levant, and it is admittedly "the chief unifying factor" of the 

Levantine PPNB cultures (Crowfoot-Payne 1983: 705). The careful 

study presented above, however, suggests the presence of considerable 

variability within this method over a wide area, which might well 

reflect regional traditions.

It is generally regarded that the Naviform method was invented 

in Syria at around 8000 BC (Calley 1986b: 61). These earliest examples 

of Naviform cores are known from the late PPNA levels of Tell 

Mureybet on the middle Euphrates (J. Cauvin 1978; Calley 1986a) and 

Tell Aswad in the Damascus basin (de Contenson 1972). Published 

drawings of those pieces do not include Naviform cores of Douara type.
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In the period of early PPNB, the Naviform method appears to have 

spread into the north (Anatolia mountains) and the south. We have 

already examined the Naviform method at Jericho, an example of 

southern site, which is technologically different from the Douara type. 

As for the northern sites, I have examined a sample of the surface 

collection made by Todd (1966) at Asikli Hoyuk. Cores from this site 

are generally elongated and narrow, and can be described as Naviform 

cores, but not of the Douara type. Characteristic features of the Douara 

type such as a biased distribution of blade scars are not recognised on 

the sample available for me (The British School of Archaeology in 

Ankara's collection). It seems that regional variability in the Naviform 

method was established at this early stage of PPNB. As shown before, 

the Naviform method (at the latest levels) of middle PPNB occupations 

at Abu Hureyra D is already highly specialised (Douara type), so as to 

show marked regional differences from the northern and the southern 

examples.

Moore (1981) suggests two cultural provinces in Syria during the 

PPNB period on the basis of extensive evidence of material cultures 

like architecture and lithics; one is the western Syria, and the other 

being the middle Euphrates region including the Palmyra and the el- 

Kowm oases. The latter group apparently shows a cultural uniformity 

during the PPNB period. In the sphere of the lithic technology, the 

Naviform method of Douara type is one of the remarkable elements 

characterising this group. The tangs of points from the middle 

Euphrates PPNB sites are often, interestingly enough, asymmetric (e.g. 

Fig. 15: 6-8 in Roodenberg 1986). This particular feature could also be 

best explained in terms of the diagnostic mode of blade production and
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the retouch system characteristic of the Naviform method of Douara 

type.

3 Douara Cave II and the inland PPNB

I have discussed the occupation at Douara Cave II as belonging to 

PPNB in general terms, but recent syntheses tend to divide the period 

into four phases (Chapter 1): early (7600-7200 BC), middle (7200-6600 

BC), late (6600-6000 BC) and final PPNB (6000-5500 BC). The 

excavation area at Douara Cave II was so deflated that no charcoal 

remains for radiocarbon measurements were collected. Dating of 

Douara Cave II is accordingly only possible through typological and 

technological comparison of the lithics with those from other dated 

sites.

Recent extensive field investigations have revealed a fact that a 

great number of PPNB sites exist in the inland Syria, particularly in the 

Palmyra and the el-Kowm oases, which indicates a considerable human 

expansion during this period (Suzuki and Kobori 1970; Hanihara and 

Akazawa 1979; Akazawa and Sakaguchi 1987; J. Cauvin 1978, 1981, 

1989; Aurenche et al. 1981; Moore 1978, 1981, 1985; Zarins 1989,

1990). J. Cauvin (1978, 1981, 1989) considers that these sites, 

although undated by means of radiometrics, belong to the late and final 

PPNB on the basis of his excavations at several Neolithic sites in the el- 

Kowm basin, where some C-14 dates have been obtained. He suggests 

that the desertic environment of the inland Syria was most densely 

exploited during the late to final PPNB period, a period whose climatic 

conditions were thought to be better than earlier and later periods 

(vanZeist and Bottema 1982).
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The lithic artifacts from Douara Cave II closely resemble those 

excavated at the site of Q d e ir l, which has been carbon-dated to 

around 5800 BC (J. Cauvin 1981; Calley 1986b; Stordeur 1989). 

According to Calley (1986b), the flint technology at Qdeir 1 is 

characterised by Naviform cores whose main flaking surface is located 

not only between the opposed platforms, but also on the sides and the 

back of the core. She interprets this feature as caused by the 

continuous reduction of the same core ("evolution"). Although she did 

not refer to Suzuki and Akazawa's study (1971), this is perhaps the 

same feature as "biased distribution of blade detachment scars" on the 

core described by Suzuki and Akazawa. an element of the Naviform 

method of Douara type.

Typologically, the tools from Qdeir 1 are characterised by a simple 

combination of a few tanged points (5-3%), burins or burin-like pieces 

(51.4%), end-scrapers (24.1%), and a few other tools like borers and 

denticulates (J. Cauvin 1981). The proportion of each tool type is 

remarkably similar to that of Douara Cave II, excluding the problematic 

retouched pieces and proximal-scarred blades, where the tool 

assemblage consists of 4.0% points, 65.0% burins or burin-like pieces, 

24.0% end-scrapers and a few others. The points from Qdeir 1 consist 

of, as at Douara II, the Byblos type with a tang formed by both 

invasive (pressure) and direct abrupt retouch. A particularly important 

similarity lies in the large number of burins or burin-like pieces, whose 

proportion amounts to over 50% of the total tools from both sites. Also, 

the same feature has been known at sites near Qdeir 1 (J. Cauvin 1981; 

Stordeur 1989; Dorneman 1986), the site of Thaniyyet Wuker, about 

25km south of Douara Cave II (Fujii et al. 1987), Tell Bouqras 

(Roodenberg 1986), and Tell es-Sinn (Roodenberg 1979-80b). Sites
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with these typological characteristics seem to have been quite common 

at late to final PPNB sites in the inland Syria.

Sites yielding a large number of burins are well documented in 

other parts of the inland Levant, particularly in the Jordanian desert as 

"burin sites" dated to the 7th and the 6th millennia BC. At those sites, 

nearly all the retouched tools are burins (e.g. Garrod 1961; Betts 1986, 

1988, 1989; Nishiaki and Fujii 1986). The meaning of the large amount 

of burins has not been fully explained. A microwear analysis by 

Finlayson and Betts (1990) at a burin site in the Jordanian steppe 

suggests that the burins were used to produce adequate blanks on 

which drill bits were to be made. This interpretation is very 

interesting, but whether or not applicable to all the other sites with a 

high proportion of burins is not at all certain.

In any case, Douara Cave II and Qdeir 1 differ notably from the 

burin sites in the core reduction technology and burin typology. First, 

cores from burin sites are never like Naviform ones, but are single- or 

opposed-platform cores with very little core preparation (Abe and 

Akazawa 1977; Nishiaki and Fujii 1986). Second, burins from burin 

sites are dominated by a single type, truncation burins or Mejalla 

burins. On the other hand, burins from Douara Cave II and Qdeir 1 

consist of a variety of burins such as angle, transversal, dihedral burins 

and so on. Interestingly, they include some truncation burins 

typologically similar to Mejalla burins (Fig. 4.20: 7-9), suggesting a 

chronological link between the desert PPNB sites and burin sites (cf. 

M.-C. Cauvin 1988). Truncation burins occur in the stratigraphic 

context of late PPNB levels of Abu Hureyra (Trench C), but never in 

the middle PPNB level (Level 1 of Trench D), where a burin assemblage 

of some 300 pieces do not include a truncation burin. Rollefson and
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Simmons (1988: 102) also show the increase of truncation burins from 

the PPNB to the PPNC (final PPNB) levels at Ain Ghazal. Almost the 

same truncation burins as those from Douara Cave II and Qdeir 1 are 

reported from the late PPNB to the early Pottery Neolithic contexts of 

sites in the Balikh (Chapter 5), and on the middle and upper Euphrates 

(Roodenberg 1986; Schmidt 1988).

As for the tools other than burins at Douara Cave II, they show a 

simple assemblage consisting of a few points and end-scrapers. This 

simplicity may partly be explained by bad preservation of flint or a 

small excavated area, but is evidently shared by other late to final 

PPNB sites like Qdeir and Bouqras. The rare occurrence of points 

represents a striking difference from tool assemblages of earlier 

periods, for instance, the middle PPNB of Abu Hureyra D. This might 

well reflect a change in subsistence economies. It is generally thought 

that sheep/goat herding began a major subsistence economy in the 

inland Levant during the late to the final PPNB periods. The virtual 

absence of sickle blades may be in accord with this suggestion.

Human occupation during the Pottery Neolithic period has been 

only sparsely attested in the Palmyra basin, since the research scope 

by the Tokyo University’s survey team did not include later periods. 

Only one possible Pottery Neolithic site or Locality 64, probably 

representing a cultural phase subsequent to the PPNB in the Palmyra 

region, has been found. The pottery from the site is an unbaked 

white ware. Akazawa (1979c: 212) compared it to that found from 

several late/final PPNB to early Pottery Neolithic sites in Syria, such as 

Ramad (Level II) and Bouqras. Flint artifacts associated with the 

sherds include many Byblos points and end-scrapers. Naviform cores 

of Douara type were also collected (Fig. 14.3: 14 in Akazawa 1979c).
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The overall characteristics of the flint artifacts are quite similar to 

those from Douara Cave II, but pressure-retouched pieces appear to be 

more common at Locality 64 (Akazawa 1979c: 213).

Against this background information, Douara Cave II may be 

dated to the late or final PPNB. Distinguishing between ■’late" and 

'final’' by lithic evidence alone is presently difficult, since no detailed 

technological analysis at stratified sites like Abu Hureyra and Bouqras 

has been fully published. If taking typological evidence from Tell 

Bouqras into consideration, however, where burins markedly increased 

in final PPNB levels at the expense of points, we may date Douara Cave 

II to the final PPNB, the early 6th millennium BC. The C-14 dates, as 

well as lithic data, from Qdeir 1 (5610 + 340), el-Kowm 1 (5450 + 45) 

and el-Kowm 2 (5730 + 200; 5810 + 280) are all in line with this dating 

(Stordeur 1989).

As mentioned earlier, the wide area of northern and eastern Syria 

seems to have shared a particular flint technology, apparently showing 

a cultural uniformity during the PPNB period. It appears, however, 

that the transition to the Pottery Neolithic took place rather 

differently within this area. It is generally known that most parts of 

the northern Syria like the Balikh and the middle Euphrates regions 

witnessed the advent of the Pottery Neolithic at around 6000 BC 

(Chapter 1). People of the Pottery Neolithic in those areas no longer 

used extensively Naviform methods (see Chapters 5-7). One must ask 

the meaning of common use of the particular PPNB-originated 

Naviform method in the inland Syria during this period, well after the 

advent of the Pottery Neolithic in other areas. The technology of the 

(late or) final PPNB Douara is, as shown in the above, strikingly similar 

to that of the middle PPNB of Abu Hureyra.
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Possible explanations for this phenomenon, which are further 

discussed in Chapter 9, may include a culture/time lag between the 

environmentally favoured areas and the desert, and different cultural 

adaptations in different natural environments (Stordeur 1989). The 

absence of pottery may be explained by the possible use of substitute 

ceramic vessels (unfired White Ware) in the desert, or it could reflect 

their pastoralist economy, which would not have required containers 

for storing agricultural products. Whatever the case, it is likely that 

the relatively uniform PPNB culture in the north Syria apparently 

changed its nature at the end of this period, showing different 

transitions to the Pottery Neolithic period. The transitional process to 

the Pottery Neolithic will be examined at Tell Damishilyya, as an 

example from the Balikh valley, in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5 Tell Damishilyya

Introduction
1 The site
2 Excavations 
Material
1 Previous research on the lithic material
2 The present collection 
Analysis
1 Raw material and technological variability
2 Core reduction sequence: fine-grained flints
3 Core reduction sequence: coarse-grained flints
4 Tool manufacturing 
Conclusions
1 Technological organisation
2 Inter-level comparison
3 Tell Damishilyya and the Balikh Neolithic

Introduction

1 The site

Tell Damishilyya, more correctly Tell Damishilyya I, is one of the 

numerous prehistoric sites discovered by the University of Amsterdam 

mission’s survey in the Balikh valley in 1983 (Akkermans 1990). Two 

small mounds of a similar size were found near the modern village of 

Damishilyya, each located about a few hundreds metres from each 

other. Both mounds have been dated from the Pre-Pottery to the early 

Pottery Neolithic on the basis of artifact typology and C-14 dates. 

Damishilyya I is a small mound on the west bank of Balikh, about 60km 

north of Raqqa (Fig. 3.1). The mound covers an area of about 70 x 60m, 

with a height of 3 to 6m, and is situated on a protruding remnant of a 

terrace, which gives an appearance to this mound as bigger than its 

actual size (Fig. 5.2).

2 Excavations
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The excavation at Tell Damishiliyya U) was conducted under the 

field direction of Peter A.M.M.G. Akkermans as part of a rescue 

operation from destruction (Akkermans 1986-87, 1988). Due to its 

location in the immediate vicinity of the River Balikh, this mound had 

been threatened to destruction by irrigation ditches to the adjacent 

cotton fields. Particularly, the southwestern part, closer to the river, 

was most seriously threatened, where a small scale excavation was 

performed in September to October. 1984 (Fig. 5.2).

The excavated areas consist of two 10x10 squares (Squares K- 

16 and K-17) and four narrow trenches 1.5m wide stretching over five 

squares (K-19, L-17, M-15, M-16 and M-19). The main work was 

concentrated on the two large squares; the trenches were opened to 

trace the extention of the Neolithic occupations, and to investigate upper 

deposits toward the top of the mound. The excavation exposed seven 

successive stratified Neolithic deposits from the earliest Stratum 1 to 

the latest Stratum 7. Strata 1 to 5 were uncovered in the main squares, 

and 5 to 7 were touched upon in the trenches; the earliest level of the 

trenches was considered to be comtemporary to the latest one found in 

the squares (Stratum 5), which thus stratigraphically bridges these two 

excavation areas. The bedrock was never reached in either of the two 

areas.

Since the excavation was conducted on a limited scale and a 

considerable amount of Neolithic deposits had already been disturbed 

by constructions belonging to later periods (Halafian to 

Parthian/Roman), no complete house plan was uncovered. Substantial 

architectual remains were excavated in Stratum 2, however.

Stratum 1; This stratum was exposed in a small area at the southeastern 

part of Square K-17. It is represented by remnnants of a hard loam
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floor about 6 cm thick, mud-brick walls, and a doorway about 90 cm 

wide. Only a few artifacts were collected from this stratum.

Stratum 2: This stratum was more extensively investigated than other 

strata. A rectangular building composed of a series of small rooms were 

uncovered. The size of those rooms varies from 3.20 x 1.30 m to 2.00 x 

1.20 m and 1.30 x 0.80 m, all very narrow. The floors of them are 

paved with mud-bricks and a layer of loam on them. Traces of 

gypsum-plaster were found on one of the mud-bricks, which suggest 

that these bricks are re-utlised pieces which originally formed part of a 

gypsum-plastered wall. A series of annexes were attached to this main 

building in a later stage of occupation of this stratum. Akkermans 

(1988: 21) compared these architectural remains to those found at Umm 

Dabaghiyah, Iraq (Kirkbride 1972), which were composed of rows of 

tiny rooms and some “side-wings”.

Stratum 3: Strata 3 to 5 were excavated only in the northeastern corner 

of Square FC-16, thus having produced only limited information on 

architectural remains. Stratum 3 includes remains of a wall 

constructed of mud-bricks.

Stratum 4: This stratum is also characterised by a mud-brick wall 

preserved to a height of three bricks. The deposits are dark ashy soils. 

Stratum 3: A mud-brick wall was found in this stratum, almost exactly 

on the same spot as which the wall of Stratum 4 was standing on. Two 

small fire places and an accumulation of light grey ash were found 

nearby. A large amount of flints were collected from the ash 

accumulation. A layer thought to be contemporaneous to this stratum 

was touched in the trench of Square M-16, where a mud-brick wall, and 

an oval-shaped hearth were discovered.
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Stratum 6: This stratum was encountered in the northeastern part of 

Square M-16. It yielded a round oven made of mud-coils.

Stratum 7: This last level of the Neolithic occupations at Damishilyya 

was excacated in Square M-15. A mud-brick wall was found, but no 

clear living floor was identified.

Besides the architectual remains described above, a remarkably 

large pit considered to belong to the Neolithic was found. This pit, with 

a diameter of at least 15 m, is responsible for destroying a large part of 

the underlying Neolithic architectures, and was destroyed in turn by 

several Haiafian pits. This stratigraphic evidence suggests that this pit 

can be assigned to the later Neolithic phase, perhaps to Strata 5-7.  The 

use of this pit is as yet unknown. Akkermans (1988) notes its 

similarity to modern quarry pits for mud in order to obtain building 

materials.

Archaeological objects collected from the Neolithic strata include 

various pieces common to this period: flint /obsidian artifacts, sherds, 

bone tools, ground and grinding stone tools, stone vessels, clay objets, 

stone beads and so on. The sherds were found in the later five strata 

only and were most numerous in the latest strata (Stratum 7 and Pit; 

Table 3 in Akkermans 1988); the earliest two strata (Strata 1 and 2) 

were entirely aceramic, which have then been ascribed to the Pre- 

Pottery Neolithic. Since no stratigraphic break was encountered in this 

sequence, Akkermans (1990: 116) suggests that a gradual transition 

took place from the Pre-Pottery (his Balikh I) to the early Pottery 

Neolithic (Balikh 11 A) at Damishilyya.

The Neolithic pottery from Damishilyya is coarsely hand-made 

and irregularly shaped. It is characterised by the common use of plant 

temper, little variety in shape, and virtually no decoration but incisions
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and impressions on a few sherds. Akkermans (1988: 29. 1990: 117) 

pointed out its close resemblance to the pottery found at Tell Assouad 

(Le Miere 1979, 1986) only about 10km north from Damishilyya, and at 

Tell Abu Hureyra on the Euphrates valley.

The Neolithic occupation at Tell Damishilyya was originally 

thought to date to a phase earlier than the Amuq A and that of Tell 

Bouqras; a date in the later half of the seventh millennium BC was 

suggested (Akkermans 1988: 29). This interpretation was largely based 

on the pottery typology; that is, the apparently more primitive features 

of the pottery from Damishilyya closely resemble those of the pottery 

from Tell Assouad, which has been carbon-dated to the mid-seventh 

millennium BC (6,500 + 120, 6700 + 120 BC). The pottery from these 

two sites were considered different from the rather developed kind of 

pottery of the Amuq A (Dark-Faced Burnished-Ware) tradition and that 

from Tell Bouqras (Copeland 1979; Le Miere 1986, 1989). An important 

difference between Damishilyya and Bouqras was also noted in their 

architectural remains. The large scale and well-planned houses found 

at Tell Bouqras were never discovered at Tell Damishilyya. where only 

small and irregularly shaped constructions were revealed (Akkermans 

1988: 30).

However, C-14 dates recently obtained from the Neolithic 

deposits of Damishilyya have led the excavator to considerably revise 

this interpretation. The three uncalibrated dates from Strata 5-7 are as 

follows (Table 4.1 in Akkermans 1990): 5970 + 110 BC. 5720 ± 60 BC. 

and 5750 + 90 BC, significantly younger than expected. A period 

between 6100 and 5700 BC is now suggested for the Neolithic 

occupation at Damishilyya, thus almost contemporary to the Amuq A 

and even slightly younger than Bouqras. Akkermans (1990:1 15) even
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suggests that this new dating would be applicable to Tell Assouad as 

well whose C-14 dates were derived from questionable archaeological 

contexts. The remarkable typological difference between the pottery 

assemblages from Tell Damisilyya/Assouad and other sites is now 

interpreted to represent regional variability in pottery manufacture.

M aterial

1 Previous research on the lithic material

The flaked stone industry from the excavation at Tell 

Damishilyya has been published by Akkermans (1986/87, 1988, 

1990:36) in a preliminary form. It consists of both flint and obsidian 

artifacts. He reports that the majority of lithic implements were made 

of flint, but the proportion of obsidian pieces increased toward the 

upper strata, from 6% in Stratum 2 to over 16% in Stratum 7 (too few 

specimens for analysis from Stratum 1). Flint artifacts include various 

blades, points, scrapers, burins, borers, sickle elements and so on. 

Points show similarity to the By bios point, but a few Amuq points were 

also collected on the site surface. Akkermans noted the close 

resemblance of the lithic industry to that from Tell Assouad (M-C. 

Cauvin 1972), and compared it with the later Levantine PPNB industry 

represented at such sites as Abu Hureyra and Bouqras.

Flint and obsidian artifacts collected from the site surface have 

been studied by Copeland (in prep.). She illustrates various tools such 

as Bybios points and Ugarit points, and obsidian blades including 

corner-thinned blades, and notes absence of Naviform cores from the 

survey collection from the Balikh.
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While these studies have shown a range of the Neolithic stone 

tool types from Tell Damishilyya, the technological aspects have not 

been throughly published.

2 The present collection

The lithic artifacts available for this study are 851 flints and 81 

obsidian pieces from the 1984 excavation, and a surface collection from 

the survey conducted in 1983. The analysis reported here is based on 

the stratified material from the excavation (769 flints and 80 obsidian 

pieces). Materials from unstratified contexts and the survey were also 

examined but w ill be referred to only when appropriate. The general 

inventory of the present collection is shown in Table 5.1. Many pieces 

were obtained from Strata 2 and 3. while only a few from other strata.

The analysis was carried out in two ways. First, all the flints 

excavated from different strata were analysed altogether to see 

relationship between technology and different flint types. Then, the 

assemblages were examined stratum by stratum or phase by phase in 

order to detect a possible chronological development in lithic 

technology.

Analysis

1 Raw material and technological variability

Various kinds of flint were used for flaked stone artifacts at 

Damishilyya. They can be summarised, however, as two distinct groups 

that greatly differ from each other: fine- and coarse-grained flints, each 

consisting of several types of flint. I designated nine flint types 

according to colour and surface condition (including thermal alteration).
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Descriptions of the colours in the following are based on Munsell Color 

Charts (1975).

Fine-grained flints:

(1) Very dark brown flint. This is a very fine-grained flint with slightly 

lustrous surface. The texture is very fine, showing virtually no 

inclusions. The colour is quite homogeneous (10YR 2/2) but also 

includes dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) in a few cases. White (10YR 8/2) 

cortex is typical.

(2) Black flint. The flint of this type is almost identical to the very dark 

brown flint except for the colour (7.5YR 2/0, 2.5YR 2.5/0). The black 

colour is apparently a result of thermal alteration, while the colour of 

cortex is similar to that of very dark brown flint. "Pot lid" fractures are 

often observed.

(3) Dark greyish brown flint. This is also a fine-grained flint with a 

smooth surface. The grain size and textures are similar to those of the 

very dark brown flint, but the colour is more bright (10YR 4/1, 4/3). It 

occasionally includes patches of white substances showing some 

impurities.

(4) Weak red flint. This flint is generally fine-grained, but some 

specimens show grey patches indicating impurities. The surface is 

slightly lustrous. The colour (2.5YR 4/2, 5/2) has perhaps been altered 

by thermal action. Some part of the flint gives appearance of semi

transparence.

(5) Pale brown flint. Only a few pieces belong to this fine-grained flint 

type. The colour is homogeneous on the surface (10YR 6/3). Virtually 

no inclusions are identifiable. The surface is slightly "dim". 

Coasre-grained flints:
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(6) Grey flint. This is a series of heavily heated flints. Pot lid fractures 

are frequently observed. The colour varies from grey (7.5YR 5/0) to 

light grey (7.5YR 7/0). The grain size may include finer ones as well, 

but subdivision was impossible because of heavy thermal damage.

(7) Greyish brown flint. Flint of this type has coarse to medium grains. 

Inclusions are very frequently observed in the flint. Fractures occurred 

on the joint surface of flint are also common, demonstrating the internal 

impurities of this flint. The colour varies from darker series (10YR 5/2, 

5/3) to lighter ones (10YR 6/2, 6/3), but attempts of subdivison all 

failed since it changes gradually from part to part even on the same 

flint.

(8) Dusky red flint. This type represents a group of medium to coarse 

grained flints very similar to greyish brown flints. But this type 

exhibits apparent thermal alteration in the form of a range of reddish 

brown colour from dusky red (10R 3/2) to weak red colour (7.5R 5/2). 

Impurities are often indicated on the flint.

Others:

(9) Miscellaneous flints. A small number of questionable pieces are 

lumped in this group; these could include both fine- and coarse-grained 

flints.

The frequency of these flint types in the present collection is 

shown in Table 5.2. Coarse-grained flints outnumber fine-grained ones; 

greyish brown flints represent the largest part of the total flints from 

Damishilyya (56.4%), followed by very dark brown flints (12.5%) and 

dusky red flints (11.4%). Other flint types are less common.

Artifacts made of the fine- and coarse-grained flints exhibit a 

great contrast in many technological aspects including blank 

morphology and core reduction strategies (see below). Table 5.3 shows
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correlation between flint types and blank types. While coarse-grained 

flints include a large number of cores and cortical flakes, the fine

grained flints are characterised by blades and tools on blades. Fig. 5-3 is 

a bar chart demonstrating the contrast as well as similarity between 

flint types within the same group. Miscellaneous, or other flints exhibit 

characteristics similar to both of the two major groups, clearly showing 

its mixed nature.

These contrast and similarity strongly suggests that the fine- and 

coarse-grained flints were processed according to different operational 

sequences. In the following analyses, therefore, the two group of flints 

are dealt with as two separate analyitical units.

2 Core-reduction sequence: fine-grained flints

There are only a small number of fine-grained flints in the 

present collection (204 pieces in total), and most of them are 

represented by tools and retouch spalls. Technological information 

available on the fine-grained flints is accordingly limited.

2.1 Raw material procurement

Sources for the fine-grained flints have not been located to date. 

Akkermans (1988:26) mentions one possible flint outcrop in the vicinity 

of Damishilyya but it is unknown if the same type of flint is available 

there. A sample of flints from that outcrop, which was made available 

to me, does not include the fine-grained ones. The fine-grained flint 

collection from Tell Damishilyya contains only a few cores and cortex- 

flakes, each constituting less than 3% of the total (Tables 5.3 and 5.6.1). 

Instead, it consists of a large number of tools made on non-cortical 

blanks. It is most likely that flints of this group were brought into the
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site in the form of already prepared cores or even finished tools from as 

yet unlocated source(s).

2.2 Initial flaking (and test flaking)

There are no semi-chipped cores made of fine-grained flints. 

Core reduction of this stage was perhaps not performed in the site.

2.3 Core preparation

There are two crested pieces in the present collection: one in the 

form of a distal fragment (Type 5; Fig. 5.4: 5), and the other as a blank 

on which a burin was made (Type 4; Fig. 5.18: 3). These pieces 

demonstrate the use of the cresting technique for core preparation.

Table 5.5 shows types of the cores made of fine-grained flints. 

They consist of one single-platform/flat, one multiple-platform/ biface 

(Fig. 5 4: 1), three change-of-orientaion/golobular cores (Fig. 5.4: 2,3), 

and one exhausted type of cores (Fig. 5.4: 4). Platforms of these cores 

are generally plain. Butts of debitage and tool blanks are shown in 

Table 5.6.2. The most common ones are plain butts which constitute 

nearly 70% of the total butts which can be typed. Platform preparation 

by faceting was rarely carried out (8.3%). The frequency of overhang 

removal is different between blades and flakes (Table 5.6.3). While 

nearly half of the blades were detached from finely abraded platforms 

(8/19 or 42.1%), most of the flakes were not (2/17 or 5.9%).

2.4 Core reduction

Flaking direction would be better examined on the dorsal surface 

of debitage rather than on cores, since the latter had been too 

intensively exploited to convey information on the earlier stages of 

core reduction. Dorsal scar patterns of debitage and tool blanks are 

shown in Table 5.6.4. More than half of them represent the 

unidirectional pattern (65-5%). The presence of a substantial proportion
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of the bidirectional (26.6%) and the biface patterns (3.6%), however, 

suggests that some sort of opposed-platform flaking technology was 

utilised for core-reduction, although no such cores are preserved in the 

present collection.

The main products of the core reduction strategy of fine-grained 

flints were blades, which outnumber flakes in the blank forms (71%; 

Table 5.6.1). The flake scars left on the cores of fine-grained flints are 

something inconsistent with this trend, however, representing all the 

flake shape. This is perhaps a result of recurrent exploitation of the 

same core; blades appear to have been produced in eariier stages of the 

core reduction. In any case, the flakes in the assemblage are perhaps 

by-products of core preparation for blade removal.

Percussion points for blank production were often chosen about 

0-6 mm away from the platform edge. Comparison of the butt depth 

(distance between the percussion point and the platform edge) has 

revealed an interesting pattern. The cumulative graph of Fig. 5.5 

indicates that the percussion points for blades were generally chosen 

closer to the edge than for flakes irrelvant to flint groups. The butt 

depth of fine-grained flint blades is similar to that of coarse-grained 

flint blades. On the other hand, the butt depth of fine-grained flint 

flakes is smaller than that of flakes made of coarse-grained flints, which 

may suggest the use of a different flaking mode.

2.5 Core abandonment

It is evident that cores of fine-grained flints were intensively 

exploited. They are all very small with the maximum length between 

24 mm and 43 mm, clearly showing considerable reduction. Cores of 

very pale brown flints (3 pieces) still retain part of cortex, while others 

(two very dark brown flints and one dark brown flint) are wholly
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decorticated (Fig. 5-4: 1-4). Comparison of the sizes between fine- and 

coarse-grained flint cores is presented in Fig. 5.6, demonstrating the 

smaller size of the fine-grained flint cores. This might well reflect the 

more precious nature of this raw material for the knappers.

2.6 Core maintenace

The change-of-orientaion method was utilised to increase 

productivity of the same core. Cores exhibit their surfaces extensively 

flaked from different directions.

2.7 Heat treatment

Nearly half of the fine-grained flints exhibit traces of thermal 

alteration in the form of reddish appearance and cracks on the surface 

(Table 5 6.5). Intentional heat pretreatment can not be demonstrated, 

however, since there is no example showing the partial-heated pattern.

2.8 Flaking mode

A marked difference is found between the flaking modes of 

flakes and blades (Table 5.6.6). Almost all of the flakes were probably 

detached with the hard hammer mode (16/17 or 94.1%), while more 

than half of the blades were produced with the soft hammer mode 

(10/19 or 52.6%). A change of flaking tool is suggested for detachment 

of flakes and blades.

2.9 Summary

The remarkable difference between technological features such 

as platform preparation, flaking directionality, and perhaps flaking 

mode suggests that flakes were by-products of core preparation for 

blade removal. Blades were often detached from opposed-platform 

cores, which were subsequently so intensively exploited to change their 

form to globular flake cores.
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3 Core-reduction sequence: coarse-grained flints

3.1 Raw material procurement

Coarse-grained flints represented by greyish brown flint are the 

main raw material used for flaked stone tools at Damishilyya. The 

dominance of greyish brown flint at Tell Damishilyya has been already 

noted by the excavator. Akkermans (1988: 26) states in a preliminary 

report that a flint outcrop possibly used by the inhabitants has been 

found on top of calcareous rocks within a distance of 3 to 5 km from 

Tell Damishilyya. Flint artifacts do occur on this outcrop, but their 

typological characteristics differ from those of flint tools found at 

Damishilyya and more resemble earlier industries. He suggests, taking 

into consideration the presence of numerous flint debris at Damishilyya, 

that flint was taken from this outcrop in the form of nodules and 

brought into the site for subsequent knapping.

This interpretation is supported by a result of the present study. 

The coarse-grained flint collection indeed includes a certain number of 

unflaked flints (7/64 or 10.9% of the core assemblage; Table 3.5) which 

consist of both flint nodules and chunks. Their size ranges from 57 x 36 

x 30 mm to 37 x 35 x 17 mm. The relatively small size of these non

worked flints may well reflect that they were rejected pieces for 

knapping due to their small size. These non-worked flints are consisted 

of greyish brown flints (5 pieces) and dusky red flints (2 pieces).

3.2 Initial flaking

The coarse-grained flint collection includes three semi-chipped 

cores, all made of greyish brown flint. Two of them are on nodules, and 

one on a thick flake. One of the pieces on nodule (Fig. 5.7: 1) has a 

main flaking surface slightly exploited from a cortex-covered platform.
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The other example was exploited using a plain surface as a platform 

(Fig. 5.7: 2).

A large number of cortical flakes and blades are included in the 

coarse-grained flint assemblage (Table 5.8.1). Cortex and part-cortex 

pieces constitute 31.0% (126/406) and 45.6% (185/406) of the total 

flakes respectively: thus, nearly 80% of the whole flakes are cortical. 

Blades of this flint group also include many cortical pieces (22/43 or 

51.2%). These cortical pieces demonstrate that coarse-grained flints 

were reduced on the site from the very beginning stage of the reduction 

process.

3.3 Core preparation

There is only one crested piece made of coarse-grained flint 

(dusky red flint), which is a crested blade of Type 1 (Fig. 5.9: 2). The 

cresting technique appears to have been used very limitedly for core 

preparation of this type of flints. As shown on the semi-chipped cores, 

core reduction was most commonly commenced either by creating a 

large plain platform with a single blow (Fig. 5.7: 2) or by using a 

suitable cortex-covered surface as a ready-made platform (Fig. 5.7: 1) 

rather than employing such a formal preparation technique as cresting.

Cores of coarse-grained flints consist of several types (Table 5.5). 

The most common cores are of the single-platform and the change-of- 

orientaion types, each representing about 30% of the core assemblage. 

Multiple-platform cores are less common (about 15%), and opposed- 

paltform cores are very rare (about 3%). Generally speaking, these 

cores can be described as amorphous flake cores with little trace of 

formal core preparation. One possible example of a blade core of the 

Naviform type exists but its exhaustion prevents from reliable 

identification (Fig. 5.8: 2).
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The cores have a short and thick morphology in general. The 

width/thickness ratios are mainly between 1.4 and 1.8 (about 40%). 

The length and the width are almost equal in most cases, and the ratio 

of length/width is about one (Table 5.7.3).

The cores have generally more than one platform; 83 platforms 

were identified on the 57 typable cores. As shown in Table 5 7.1, their 

platforms are mainly large plain surfaces created by a few rough blows 

(60.2%) and cortical ones (34.9%). Faceted platforms are rare, 

constituting less than 5% (4.8%). A more or less similar trend is found 

on the butt types of debitage and tool blanks (Table 5.8.2), which 

consist of mainly plain (60.4%), cortex (17.5%) and faceted/ dihedral 

types (11.7%). This correlation would confirm that striking platforms 

of cores were rarely prepared by means of faceting.

Traces of overhang removal, as an alternative technique for 

platform preparation, were recognised on less than one quarter of 

debitage (Table 5.8.3, 22.5%). Blades show relatively higher 

percentages of overhang removal traces but still under 30%. The 

overhang removal was conducted almost exclusively by rough faceting 

rather than by abrasion. This is confirmed by refitted pieces shown in 

Fig. 5.9: 6. The large gap between the overlapped butts represents the 

part removed by faceting. In short, platform preparation for coarse

grained flint cores was carried out to very limited extent at 

Damishilyya.

3.4 Core reduction

The percussion point for blank detachment was selected most 

commonly behind a central dorsal ridge (Type 3, 26.4%; Table 5.8.4). No 

lateral biases (Type 1 or Type 2) are identified. Percussion points were 

also selected behind a flat surface (Type 5, 21.8%), on a cortical surface
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(Type 6, 21.4%), and a surface between two dorsal ridges (Type 4, 

12.9%).

Flaking direction can be examined both on the main flaking 

surface of cores and on the dorsal surface of debitage. Main flaking 

surfaces of most cores were flaked unidirectionally (Table 5.7.2, 61.3%). 

Multidirectional flaking was also conducted but occasionally (22.5%). 

Opposed bidirectional flaking was even rarely applied to cores (3.8%). 

Dorsal scar patterns of debitage and tool blanks show a more or less 

similar tendency (Table 5.8.5), where the unidirectional scar pattern is 

most common (57.1%); multi- (or crossed) and bidirectional patterns are 

represented by a small number of examples (8.7% and 3.5% 

respectively). The biface pattern was recognised on a very few 

examples (1.7%), indicating little use of systematic core preparation.

The main products of the core reduction of coarse-grained flints 

at Tell Damishilyya were undoubtedly flakes rather than blades. Blades 

represent less than 10% of the whole debitage (Table 5.8.1). The 

length/width ratio of the whole debitage and tool blanks is shown in 

Fig. 5.10, where no bimodal distribution which could correspond to two 

different blank production strategies for flakes and blades appears to 

exist. Blades of coarse-grained flints seem to be simply representative 

of a version of more elongated flakes. Many of the flakes have oval 

(40.2%) or rectangular shapes (31.8%). Expanding and triangular shapes 

are rare (16.2 and 11.7% respectively; Table 5.8.6).

3.5 Core abandonment

Knapping accidents are frequently recognised as hinge-fractures 

of the distal ends of debitage (Table 5.8.7). Apart from the cortex- 

covered ends (51.5% of the total), hinge-fractured ends dominate the 

terminations (42/95 or 44.2%). It outnumbers feather ends (22/95 or
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24.1%) and blunt ends (20/95 or 21.1%). Hinge-fractured scars are 

observable on almost all the cores. About one-fifth of the flaking 

surfaces (14/80) show a series of small hinge-fractured scars (platform 

crushing), which probably raised a serious problem that could have 

made further reduction unsuccessful.

The length of cores and debitage are shown in Fig. 5.11. Cores 

are only slightly smaller than cortical flakes, indicating little reduction 

in size.

3.6 Core maintenance

Core maintenace was a common practice at Damishilyya. While a 

variety of means including production of core-tablets, removal of core

edge pieces, and change of flaking direction were utilised, the most 

characteristic at Tell Damishilyya is the frequent use of the change-of- 

orientation methods. One third of the cores show this type of 

management (Change-of-orientation cores, 19/57).

The Method 1 that we defined in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.12) is 

represented by four specimens of change-of- orientation cores (4/19 or 

21.1%), the Method 2 by two specimens (10.5%), the Method 3 by four 

specimens (21.1%), the Method 4 by five specimens (26.3%), and the 

Method 5 by four specimens (21.1%). There appears to be no clear 

pattern in use of these methods, reflecting a rather opportunistic way of 

core reduction.

Seven pieces were identified as core-tablets in the present 

collection; three of them are by-products of platform rejuvenation (Fig. 

5.9: 3, 4), and four of widening or refreshing a main flaking surface (Fig. 

5.9: 5). Production of core-edge pieces could also have widened a main 

flaking surface or created a convexity of the flaking surface so as to 

maximise productivity of a given core. About 15% of the debitage
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(excluding crested pieces and the core tablets) show some part of their 

parent cores as "core-edges" (Table 5.8.8). No lateral bias for the 

location of core-edges on the debitage is indicated.

3.7 Heat treatment

Evidence of heating of flints is meagre at Damishilyya (Table 

3.8.9), About one-third (37.6%) of the coarse-grained flints show some 

trace of thermal alteration identifiable with the naked eye. In spite of 

the frequent occurrence of heated flints, intentional heat treatment 

could not be attested since pieces with part-heated traces are virtually 

absent here (Table 5.8.9). Comparison of frequencies of heated pieces 

between different blank categories, however, reveals an interesting 

pattern: non-corticai flakes, blades and tools exhibit heated traces 

slightly more frequently than other pieces do (Fig. 5.12). In other 

words, pieces supposed to have been produced in later stages of tool 

manufacturing sequence exhibit thermal alteration more frequently. 

This trend may be a result of intentional heating of de-corticated cores 

and tool blanks, but could also be explained by other possibilities that 

are not necessarily involved with intentional heating (e.g. different 

activity zones for decertification and final retouching or different 

disposal patterns for these two groups of artifacts).

3.8 Flaking mode

The most popular mode for core reduction at Damishilyya was 

almost certainly hard hammer flaking. More than 90% of the debitage 

exhibit features typical of the hard hammer flaking (Table 5.8.10), 

although a few pieces including blades show features diagnostic to soft 

hammer flaking. Although there are no hammerstones in the collection, 

two hammerstone flakes are identified (Fig. 5.7: 7, 8), which would 

testify the use of hammerstones at the site.
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3.9 Summary

The core reduction technology used for coarse-grained flints at 

Damishilyya is characterised by amorphous flake production. Blade 

production was also performed but on a limited scale. Flint material 

was perhaps procured nearby and brought into the site as unprepared 

pebbles. Core preparation such as platform faceting was only 

occasionally carried out. Flaking was conducted mainly from a single

platform perhaps with the hard hammer mode. Change of flaking 

direction was very frequently made, however.

4 Tool manufacturing

The Neolithic flaked stone collection from Damishilyya contains 

241 tools and 40 retouch spalls. Fine-grained flints were slightly more 

commonly used for tool making than coarse-grained flints (38.0% to 

42.0%). The most common tools are burins which comprise nearly one 

third of the total tools (32.8%; Table 5.9); then sickle elements are the 

second most common, being about one fifth of the total (22.0%). Other 

tool classes are rather rare. These include retouched flakes (12.9%), 

retouched blades (8.7%), scrapers (5.8%), and notches (4.2%). Points are 

six pieces only, which constitute less than 3% of the tool assemblage 

(2.5%). A schematic typology for the flint tools from Tell Damishilyya is 

presented in Fig. 5.13.

4.1 Points

Points were made of fine-grained flints (three very dark brown, 

one black, and one very pale brown flints; Table 5.10). Since all these 

points were found in a broken form, their original shape is unknown. 

Taking into accounts of a few better preserved points in the surface
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collection (Copeland in prep.), we may define two morphological types 

for points from Damishilyya.

Type 1: Narrow points (2 pieces). These points have a narrow body 

which is retouched by continuous invasive retouch that meets at a 

central ridge on the dorsal surface. The transversal section is 

triangular. One example is bifacially retouched (Fig. 5.14: 1), and the 

other one (short fragment) is retouched on the dorsal surface only (Fig. 

5.14: 2). These pieces are reminiscent of the Amuq 1 point, but too 

badly broken for reliable identification.

Type 2: Broad points (4 pieces; Fig. 5.14: 3-5). They have a wider body 

in comparison with their tang, which is separated from the body by a 

pair of round shoulders. The whole shape would perhaps be similar to 

the By bios point.

All the points were made on blades. In view of the morphology 

of the better preserved surface material, the blades were perhaps 

produced from opposed-platform cores (Copeland in prep.). The very 

straight profile of some pieces might suggest the use of soft hammer 

flaking for detachment of the blank.

Pressure flaking was commonly used for retouch. Type 1 points 

show more intensive retouch than Type 2 points whose retouch were 

confined to the margins only and their body was perhaps left 

unretouched. The tang was made by bifacial retouch in most cases.

The high proportion of broken pieces in the point assemblage is 

unparalleled by other tool classes (see below). In this small point 

collection, including the surface material, seven out of eleven specimens 

are proximal fragments. Although fractures could occur during 

manufacture (Towner and Warburton 1990), this feature could also 

reflect a pattern in use. Broken points might have been brought back to
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the settlement, and removed from the shaft or foreshaft for repair or 

replacement (cf. Roodenberg 1986: 32).

4.2 Sickle elements

Sickle elements are the second most common tool classes in the 

tool assemblage. Forty five pieces with sickle gloss and eight shape- 

defined sickle-elements are present. Both fine- and coarse-grained 

flints were utilised for sickle elements, but coarse-grained flints were 

more commonly used (37 over 16; Table 5.10). There are three 

morphologically different types (three pieces could not be classified 

because of bad preservation).

Type 1: Crescent-shaped sickle-elements (40 pieces; Fig. 5.15: 1-5). 

These represent the most popular type at Damishilyya, amounting to 

75% of the typable sickle elements. One side opposite to the working 

edge is steeply retouched to produce a curved back. The eight examples 

of shape-defined sickle-elements all belong to this type (Fig. 5.15: 5). 

Type 2: Elongated blade segments (5 pieces; Fig. 5.15: 6, 7). These sickle 

elements have more or less parallel lateral edges. No intensive retouch 

such as backing was made to their edges. One or both of the ends were 

truncated.

Type 3. Unmodified sickle elements (5 pieces; Fig. 515: 8, 9). These 

pieces are unretouched flakes and a blade which exhibit sickle-gloss. 

The shape varies from an oval one to a more or less crescent shape.

Flakes (68% of the total) were preferred as blanks to blades, 

while sickle-elements of Type 2 were by definition exclusively made on 

blades (Table 5.11). Partially cortical flake blanks were common (26%) 

but no cortex flakes were used. Dorsal scar patterns on the blanks are 

mainly unidirectional in all types. The bidirectional type is found on 

only three specimens (one very dark brown, one very pale brown, and
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one greyish brown flints). Blank forms and the general size of Type 3 

pieces are very similar to those of Type 1.

Metric data on Type 1 elements are presented in Table 5.12.1 

(Type 2 and 3 pieces are too few for calculation). Pieces with a length 

between 30 and 35 mm are most common (ca. 40%).

Most of the blanks were truncated at one or both of their ends 

with a couple of different methods. Table 5.12.2 shows that the 

retouched truncation method was most commonly used for Type 1 

pieces, and the snapped truncation for Type 2 pieces; the retouched 

truncation was generally made obliquely to the longitudinal axis of the 

blank so as to form part of the backing. The side-blow and burin-blow 

truncations were uncommon.

The backing retouch for Type 1 pieces was made mostly from 

the ventral surface (67.5%; Table 5.12.3), but also made bifacially as in 

the case of "Helwan retouch" (27.5%). The inverse retouch was rarely 

applied (5.0%). Most probably, the direct percussion mode was 

employed for the retouch.

The working edges were rarely retouched. About one quarter of 

the edges do exhibit some retouch scars (Fig. 5.15: 3), but they could in 

fact represent utilisation damage. No intensive retouch like 

denticulation is found along the edges.

Sickle-elements from Damishilyya were almost undoubtedly 

used hafted to a handle. Many of these pieces indeed retain clearly 

visible remains of adhesive substances (bitumen?) on the part opposite 

to the working edge. M.-C. Cauvin (1973) has reconstructed a way of 

hafting of sickle elements excavated at Tell Assouad, the site 

comparable to Damishilyya in the chronological and geographical 

position. In view of the close morphological similarity of sickle-
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elements from both sites, her reconstruction could be applied to the 

Damishilyya material as well.

Theoretically, there are at least two possible types for locations of 

sickle gloss and adhesive materials, as shown in Fig. 5.16 (cf. Fig. 3 in 

Fujii 1983). Type A retains traces of gloss and hafting obliquely, and 

Type B retains them parallel to the longitudinal axis of the element. The 

sickle elements from Damishilyya are exclusively of Type A, an 

identical one with that identified at Tell Assouad (Fig. 3 in M.-C. Cauvin

1973). Although our sickle elements of Type 2 have a different 

morphology from those of Types 1 and 3, the type of hafting traces is 

the same, suggesting that these pieces were also hafted in a similar way 

to others.

Upon even closer examination, four subtypes are identified on 

Type A in relation with the location of hafting traces and the direction 

of the blank (Types A1-A4; Fig. 5.16). All the schematic sickle-elements 

in Fig. 5.16 are placed with their sickle gloss top. A1 and A2 exhibit 

gloss along the right edge when their dorsal surfaces are faced up, while 

A3 and A4 show gloss left. These four subtypes represent different 

directions in which each element was inserted into a handle. Table

5.12.4 shows a result of application of this classification to the sickle 

elements from Damishilyya. It is evident that Types A1 and A2 

outnumber others, indicating that the way of hafting illustrated on the 

bottom left of Fig. 5.16 was popular at Tell Damishilyya. Since no 

difference can be seen between the frequencies of A1 and A2, or those 

between A3 and A4 (Table 5-12.4), it appears that the inhabitants did 

not take care which end of a sickle element directed toward top or 

bottom as long as its dorsal surface faced up.
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Fujii (1983: 149) argues that sickles of this type from Neolithic 

sites in the Balikh valley might have been used by the left hand. His 

reasoning is based on his assumption that sickle gloss would have been 

left more clearly on the upper surface of the sickle elements being used, 

and on his observation that sickle gloss was more commonly found on 

the dorsal than the ventral surface of sickle elements of our A1 and A2 

types. My examination of sickle elements from Tell Damishilyya, and 

many contemporary sites on the Balikh including Tell Assouad 

(Amsterdam University's survey collection), does not indicate such a 

tendency; sickle gloss is seen quite evenly on both dorsal and ventral 

surfaces, and therefore no particular pattern in use of the sickles is 

suggested. Fujii's observation may be derived from the small number 

of samples examined by him.

4.3 Burins

Burins were the most common tools at Tell Damishilyya. They 

constitute about one third of the total flint tools in the present collection 

(79/241 or 32.8%). The typology employed here is largely identical 

with that for Douara Cave II except for a few types (see below; two 

pieces could not be typed because of bad preservation).

Type 1: Angle burins on an unmodified surface (2 pieces) or on a 

broken/snapped surface (6 pieces; Fig. 3.17: 1).

Type 2: Angle burins on a retouched truncation, or truncation burins. 

Both concave (3 pieces; Fig. 5.17: 2, 4) and convex or straight (3 pieces; 

Fig. 5.17: 3) truncations were employed. These pieces include examples 

similar to Mejalla burins.

Type 3: Transversaiiy burinated pieces on an unmodified lateral edge 

(13 pieces). The burin facet could either be perpendicular (Fig. 517: 5) 

to or oblique (Fig. 5.17: 6) to the longitudinal axis of the blank.
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Type 4: Transversaiiy burinated pieces on a retouched lateral edge, 

including examples similar to chamfered pieces (13 pieces; Figs. 3.17: 7, 

8 and 5.18: 1,2).

Type 5: Burins whose two burin facets intersect perpendicularly at a 

corner of the blank (6 pieces; Fig. 5.18: 3-5).

Type 6: Dihedral burins (11 pieces; Fig. 5.18: 6-8). The burin facets 

intersect at one end of the blank.

Type 7: "Damishilyya pieces" (13 pieces; Fig. 5.19: 1-4). They represent 

a new variant of obliquely burinated pieces, which exhibit a special 

feature: the "burin facets" obliquely slant onto either dorsal or (more 

frequently) ventral surface of the blank. They also exhibit a few tiny 

facets at the distal end of the dorsal surface. More or less similar pieces 

have been reported from a completely different context in the French 

Magdalenian. Lenoir (1976) referred to them as "Bertonne pieces". Our 

"Damishilyya pieces", however, exhibit more markedly oblique facets, 

which were often produced from a retouched truncation so as to form a 

twisted section at the end. A number of retouch spalls corresponding 

to the facets were also identified (Fig. 5.20: 7-10).

Type 8: Multi-burinated pieces (7 pieces; Fig. 5.19: 5, 6). They exhibit 

several burin facets covering one or both surfaces of the blank. They 

resemble splintered pieces but exhibit transversal facets as well as 

longitudinal and oblique ones.

The above typology was developed on the technological basis 

alone, but analysis demonstrates that it greatly reflects a pattern in the 

use of blanks. Table 5.11 and Fig. 5.21.1 break down the blanks 

according to their cortex/shape type. While most of the burins from 

Damishilyya were made on blades, Type 1 (angle burins) and Type 2 

(truncation burins) were frequently made on flakes, particularly on
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cortical flakes. Type 8 pieces (multi-burinated pieces) were commonly 

manufactured on non-cortical pieces. Raw materials used for burins 

also show distinct patterns; Table 5.10 and Fig. 5.21.2 demonstrate that 

Types 1 and 2 were almost exclusively manufactured on coarse

grained flints, while most of the others were made on fine-grained 

flints, very dark brown flint in particular.

Locations of the burin facet on burins are summarised in Table 

5.13 (For definition, see Fig. 4.22), where the distribution is generally 

even, but a few patterns are remarkable. Firstly, burin facets of Type 

2 pieces (truncation burins) were manufactured at the distal end only. 

Secondly, blows to Type 3 pieces (transversaiiy burinated pieces) were 

given more frequently from the right rather than the left. Thirdly, 

dihedral burin facets of Type 6 pieces were more frequently made at 

the distal end of a blank. Fourthly, the oblique facets on Type 7 pieces 

("Damishilyya pieces" ) were almost exclusively made at the distal end 

of the blank with a blow from the right (see Fig. 5.19: 1-4).

A series of the analyses reported above has revealed several 

choices that were made by the knappers of Damishiliyya when 

manufacturing burins. The choices are represented by a range of 

patterns from those in the use of different flints, blank forms, to the 

direction of retouch blows. These patterns might well reflect a cultural 

tradition, but also functional difference of the "types", which are as yet 

unknown, however.

Transversaiiy burinated pieces have been often interpreted in 

the literature as an example of application of the burin blow technique 

in order to truncate the original blank to a desired length (e.g. Crowfoot- 

Payne 1937; Copeland 1979: 254. 1989: 241). The burin technique 

could have been useful for manufacturing sickle elements. It is also
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possible that this technique was used at Damishilyya for truncating 

blades rather than for producing a working edge. But the technique 

was unlikely to be used for manufacturing sickle elements, at least at 

Tell Damishilyya, since sickle elements with a burin facet occur in an 

extremely low frequency here (1/53 or 1.8%).

Manufacturing of burins produces characteristic by-products 

referred to as burin spalls. There are 36 such pieces in this collection 

(Table 5.14.). Close examination of their morphology can tell us from 

which type of burin each spall was produced. Newcomer (1972: 271) 

has developed a detailed typology for burin spalls combining attributes 

of the butt (platform) of the spall and its relation to the blank direction. 

Butts of the spalls in the present collection are, however, often so small 

or badly crushed that reliable identification was impossible. The spalls 

were thus classified to three general types: spalls from longitudinal 

blow (Type 1, 2 pieces; Fig. 5.20: 1), transversal/oblique blow (Type 2, 

25 pieces; Fig. 5 20: 2-6) and "Damishilyya blow" (Type 3, 9 pieces; Fig. 

5.20: 7-10). Many of these pieces are secondary ones (all the pieces in 

Fig. 5.20 except for No. 2), which suggests quite frequent resharpening.

4.4 Borers

There are six borers and one retouch spall of a borer in the 

present collection. All were made of coarse-grained flints. Two 

morphological types are discernible for these borers.

Type 1: Narrow borers whose one end is intensively retouched so as to 

form an elongated protrusion clearly separate from the body (4 pieces; 

Fig. 5.22: 1, 2). Three of these borers have a pointed end at their 

proximal end.

Type 2: Broad borers whose one end is slightly retouched to create a 

sharp point (2 pieces; Fig. 5.22: 4).
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Borers of Type 1 were probably made on blades or elongated 

flakes, although their intensive retouch prevents us from conclusive 

identification. One of the blanks is partially cortical. Borers of Type 2 

were most probably made on flakes with a naturally pointed end.

Type 1 borers were made by intensive and continuous retouch 

from the ventral surface except for one specimen which was made by 

bifacial retouch. Retouch was perhaps made by direct percussion; this 

speculation is supported by the retouch spall whose ventral features are 

typical of hard hammer flaking (Fig. 5.22: 3). Type 2 borers were only 

marginally retouched.

Two of the four Type 1 borers are broken. One of the nearly 

complete pieces show's a torsion fracture at the tip, a typical usewear of 

borers (Grace 1989: 143, 1989-90).

4.5 Scrapers

Both fine- and coarse-grained flints were utilised for 

manufacturing scrapers at Damishilyya (Table 5.10). Three 

morphological types were identified;

Type 1: End-scrapers (9 pieces). A scraping edge was made at either 

distal (6 pieces; Fig. 5.22: 5) or proximal end (3 pieces; Fig. 5.22: 6) of 

the blank.

Type 2: Round scrapers (2 pieces; Fig. 5.22: 7). A continuous scraping 

edge was made around the edge of the blank.

Type 3: Side-scrapers (2 pieces). One has a single working edge (Fig. 

5.22: 8), and the other has a convergent edge (Fig. 5.22: 9).

Only two examples of Type 1 scrapers were made on blade 

(greyish brown and black flints). All the others were made on flakes, 

where both cortical and non-cortical pieces were used (Table 5.11). 

There is no indication of use of pressure retouch.
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4.6 Splintered pieces

Six splinted pieces are present in the collection. Fine-grained 

flints (three very dark brown and two very pale brown flints; Table 

5.10) were more frequently used as blanks. They may divide into two 

types according to the blank morphology.

Type 1: Splintered pieces on blades (2 pieces; Fig. 5.23: 1-3).

Type 2: Splintered pieces on flakes (4 pieces; Fig. 5.23: 4).

These pieces were made on four non-cortical, one partially 

cortical and one wholly cortical blanks. The use or function of 

splintered pieces have been much debated. Some authors suggest their 

use as cores in certain prehistoric industries. Since many of splintered 

pieces were made on fine-grained flints, it is worth considering the 

possibility of their use as cores due to the precious nature of the raw 

material. However, the flake scars on these splintered pieces seem too 

small for tools, the longest one being only 19mm. Indeed, all the spalls 

(3 pieces) possibly derived from these scars are all small and without 

visible trace of use (Fig. 5.23: 5). The use of the splintered pieces thus 

remains to be further studied.

4.7 Backed blades

There are two blades with a steep back along one edge, made of 

black and brown fine-grained flints (Fig. 5.23: 8). The retouch was 

made from the ventral surface perhaps with the percussion mode.

4.8 Truncation

There is an atypical truncation on a coarse-grained flint flake 

(dusky red type). The truncation was made from the ventral surface at 

the proximal end. The blank is a part-cortex flake.

4.9 "Retouchers*1
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Two pieces were identified as "retouchers" or fabricators (Fig. 

5.23: 7). These are relatively thick blades with extensive battered signs 

along lateral edges. One was made on a fine-grained brown flint, and 

the other on a coarse-grained greyish brown flint. These pieces could 

also be termed "fire-stones" (cf. Mortensen 1970a: 38-41), but their 

true use is presently unknown.

4.10 Chopping tool

This is a thick cortex-flake with bifacial retouch scars along one 

edge, made of a coarse-grained greyish brown flint.

4.11 Denticulates

There are five denticulates in the present collection. All of these 

were made on flakes of coarse-grained flints (four greyish brown and 

one grey flints; Table 5.10). Two types, each possesing a serrated edge 

at a different position, can be defined;

Type 1: Denticulates whose serrated edge is made along a lateral edge 

(2 pieces; Fig. 5.23: 6).

Type 2: Denticulates whose serrated edge is made at distal ends (3 

pieces; Fig. 5.23: 10, 12).

All these denticulates were made on thick flakes covered with 

cortex. All the Type 2 pieces were on cortex flakes. Retouch was made 

from the ventral surface, leaving deep negative scars which indicate use 

of direct percussion.

4.12 Notches

There are ten notches, all made of coarse-grained flints (two 

dusky red and eight greyish brown flints; Table 510).

Type 1: Notches whose notch is located along a lateral edge (5 pieces; 

Fig. 5.23: 9).
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Type 2: Notches whose notch is located at the distal (3 pieces) or the 

proximal ends (2 pieces; Fig. 3-23: 11).

They were exclusively made on flakes; seven out of the ten are 

on cortical flakes (Table 3.11). All the notches were made by more than 

one retouch scar, thus including no Clactonian notches. Both direct and 

inverse retouches were employed (5 to 5). No pressure flaking is 

indicated.

4.13 Retouched blades

Twenty one pieces were designated as retouched blades. Both 

fine- and coarse-grained flints were utilised but the former was 

obviously preferred (19 over 2; Table 5.10). According to the nature of 

the retouch and the blank form, four types were defined;

Type 1: Blades with nibbled retouch (7 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 1,2). One of 

these pieces (Fig. 5.24: 1) show a dorsal scar pattern similar to the 

"upsilon blade". Our example, however, shows no inverse retouch at the 

proximal end as the Turkish counterparts do (Ataman 1989-90).

Type 2: Blades with pressure retouch (2 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 3). These 

pieces are all short blade segments. They could in fact be broken or 

reutilised points.

Type 3: Blades with continuous retouch (3 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 4).

Type 4: Blade segments with some retouch scars but too short for 

reliable classification (9 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 5).

All these retouched blades were made on non-cortical blanks. 

Pieces made of fine-grained flints contain some pieces with 

bidirectionaily flaked blades (6/16 or 37.5%; e.g. Fig. 5.24: 1), while all 

the pieces made of coarse-grained flints were unidirectionally flaked. 

All the blades but one were either intentionally or accidentally broken. 

The breakage/truncation types are shown in Table 515. Apart from
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the thermally broken ends, the side-blow method was rather frequently 

used for blade truncation (12/27 or 44.4%).

4.14 Retouched flakes

There are 31 retouched flakes comprising the third largest tool 

category in the present collection. Seven pieces were made on fine

grained and 24 were on coarse-grained flints (Table 5.10). They are 

classified into four types according to difference in the nature of 

retouch.

Type 1: Flakes with fine continuous retouch (2 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 6).

Type 2: Flakes with isolated large retouch scars (18 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 8, 

9).

Type 3: Flakes with nibbled retouch (4 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 7). All were 

made on fine-grained flints.

Type 4: Flakes with large continuous retouch (7 pieces; Fig. 5.24: 10).

Flakes, part-cortex flakes, and cortex flakes were almost equally 

used as blanks (Table 5.11). Type 3 pieces were all made on non- 

cortical flakes. Generally, unidirectional (48.4%) and cortex-covered 

dorsal surfaces (32.3%) are common.

The retouch was most probably made by percussion. More than 

half (17/31 or 54.8%) of the retouch scars were made from the ventral 

surface.

4.15. Tool fragments

There are four fragments of unknown tool types. Two are on 

black, and one on greyish brown, and the other on very dark brown 

flints. All of these pieces suffered from thermal damage.

4.16 Summary

Tool blanks were selected from debitage with certain standards. 

First of all, use of particular flint types for particular tool types is
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evident. Fig. 5.25.1 presents the relationship between flint and tool 

types, where we may define three groups of combination. The first 

comprises points, retouched blades, splintered pieces and burins, which 

are characterised by frequent use of fine-grained flints, particularly of 

very dark and dark greyish brown flints (see also Table 5.10). The 

second consists of various flake tools such as denticulates, notches, and 

borers. These tools were characteristically made on coarse-grained 

flints, especially on greyish brown flints. The third consists of sickle 

elements, scrapers and retouched flakes, which were made on both of 

these two major groups of flint.

The blank choice pattern can be examined from another point of 

view: correlation between tool types and blank forms. Fig. 5.25.2 

summarises the correlation at Damishilyya. Again, at least three groups 

are presented. The first is composed of tools mainly made on blades 

like points, borers and burins. The second includes denticulates and 

notches, which were mostly made on cortical flakes. The third 

comprises scrapers, sickle elements, and splintered pieces which were 

made on both flakes and blades. This result indicates that blank 

morphology and cortex-cover also played a role for blank choice.

While most of the fine-grained flints were utilised as some form 

of tool blanks, the coarse-grained flints were selected according to 

another important standard: the size. Fig. 5.26 demonstrates that 

blanks selected for tools were significantly larger than those rejected.

Retouch was perhaps carried out mainly by direct percussion 

flaking. Pressure flaking was applied to limited tool types only, notably 

points. Since all the points were found with some trace of thermal 

alteration, it is possible that pretreatment of the blank was conducted 

with a fire: but this possibility was unable to be attested with the
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present data. Pressure flaking was also applied to some blades (Type 2 

retouched blades). In view of their close similarity to points both in the 

flint type and the blank morphology, they are likely to be unfinished 

or broken form of points.

Truncation retouch was made mainly for retouching sickle 

elements and retouched blades. Truncation of sickle elements were 

frequently achieved with direct and "Helwan" retouch, while blades 

were often truncated with the side-blow method.

Conclusions

1 Technological organisation

The analyses presented above have revealed a rather 

complicated picture in which many variables such as raw material type, 

core preparation strategy, and blank choice standard closely interacted, 

a picture that would have never emerged from the conventional 

typological approach. The industry in fact consists of more than one 

operational sequence or behavioural trajectory, which are summarised 

in Fig. 5.27. Coarse-grained flints, perhaps locally procured, were 

reduced on the site mainly with the single-platform reduction method 

to produce flake tools such as notches and denticulates. The opposed 

platform method was rarely applied to this group of flint. The source of 

fine-grained flints is as yet unknown. Core reduction was perhaps 

made outside the site using mainly opposed-platform flaking. The flints 

were brought into the site in the form of already prepared cores or 

finished tools, and then further processed for manufacturing blade tools 

like points and certain types of burins. Sickle elements, one of the most 

important tool classes at Damishilyya, were made on both groups of 

flints, but coarse-grained flints were preferred.
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2 Inter-level comparison

Tell Damishilyya is a stratified Neolithic site with both Pre- 

Pottery and Pottery Neolithic materials. Akkermans (1990) has 

defined two phases in the sequence of Damishilyya on the basis of 

presence/absence of pottery. Aceramic Strata 1 and 2 were assigned to 

Balikh I (PPNB), and ceramic levels of Strata 3 to 7 and Pit were to 

Balikh HA. the earliest phase of the Pottery Neolithic. Pottery was 

abundantly found in the latest two levels (Stratum 7 and Pit) and the 

lower levels yielded a few sherds only (less than ten pieces from each 

level).

In the above analysis. I have treated all the flints from different 

levels altogether. Possible temporal variability in the flint technology 

should then be examined. Almost every attempt to detect a time- 

vectored change in the sequence has failed, however. This is partly 

because of too small sample sizes from certain levels, and partly 

perhaps because drastic change in lithic technology did not indeed occur 

during the period represented by the excavated material.

Frequency of blank forms at each level is shown in Fig. 5.28. The 

proportion of blades is generally between 20 and 40 % at each level. 

We may note that blades made of coarse-grained flints show a slight 

increase toward top (Fig. 5.28.1). The sample size from upper levels is, 

however, so meagre (eleven pieces only from Stratum 6, for instance) 

that definite interpretation would be dangerous. Scar pattern analysis 

indicates that flaking direction in blank production basically unchanged 

throughout the levels (Fig. 5.29). Coarse-grained flints were mainly 

knapped by unidirectional flaking, while the fine-grained ones were 

characteristically processed by bidirectional flaking. Platform
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preparation was also maintained stable (Fig. 5.30). About 60 to 70% of 

debitage and tool blanks were produced in each level from plain 

unfaceted platforms.

Basic tool categories are shown in Fig. 5.31 by level and by flint 

group. Each level is almost equally characterised by 30-40% of burins 

and 20-40% of sickle elements. Further, frequency of types of these 

two main tool classes at Damishilyya also shows little change throughout 

the levels (Figs. 5.32). A few tendencies possibly to be noted in these 

figures are: 1) Type 1 burins (angle burins) tend to appear in later 

levels; 2) Sickle elements might have increased their numerical 

importance in later levels; 3) Type 2 (blade segments) and Type 3 sickle 

elements (unmodified flakes and blades) appear to have been more 

common in earlier levels, while Type 1 sickle elements (crescent-shaped 

flakes) are dominant in later levels. These tendencies, all defined with 

the small sample size, would not suggest presence of a major break or 

change in the sequence, however.

In short, technological and typological aspects of the excavated 

levels of Tell Damishilyya appear to be quite homogeneous throughout 

the sequence, or their possible time-vectored development is 

undetectable with the presently available data. Such development 

would be, if detectable, at most continuous. No break in the techno- 

typological aspects, as in the case of stratigraphy, can be suggested.

As for the use of raw material, however, Akkermans has pointed 

out a temporal change. The use of obsidian increased in later 

occupations at Tell Damishilyya (Table 4 in Akkermans 1988). A 

similar change can also be pointed out in the use of various flint 

types/groups. Fig. 5.33 shows the occurrence of flint types by stratum. 

Apart from percentage fluctuations in a few strata with smaller sample
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sizes (in Strata 6 and 7, in particular, each with 22 and 19 flints only), 

we may distinguish that fine-grained flints, above all the very dark 

brown flint (V.D.B.) decreased toward later levels, while coarse-grained 

flints increased in a relative number. The inhabitants of Tell 

Damishilyya seem to have relied more upon perhaps locally procured 

coarse-grained flints in later periods. Comparable trends in flint use 

have been also reported from contemporary sites in the Levant, e.g. Tell 

Bouqras (Roodenberg 1986: 6) and Tell Ain Ghazai (Roilefson 1990: 

123).

Since the procurement systems for fine-grained and coarse

grained flints were probably different at least at Damishilyya, 

interpretation of this phenomenon would lead us to higher inference as 

to economic and social change that might have happened in the period 

from the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic. Implication of the change 

in flint use, however, would not be well interpreted until the exact 

source and the means of procurement of fine-grained flints from 

Damishilyya are determined. Did the inhabitants make excursion to 

obtain fine-grained flints less frequently in later periods? Did they lose 

contacts with people who had supplied fine-grained flints or even tools 

made of those flints?

In any case, what is important from a lithic analyst's view-point 

is that fine-grained flints were more involved in the technology typical 

of the earlier lithic manufacturing tradition (Fig. 5.27). The fine

grained flints from Tell Damishilyya are represented by numerous 

blade tools often produced from opposed-platform cores, which were 

commonly used in the PPNB period (Chapter 4). Less use of this group 

of flints by time would have led to less use of this earlier technology. It 

can be suggested that the collapse of the PPNB-like lithic
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manufacturing tradition might have related to yet unclarified changing 

pattern in raw material procurement. This respect will be further 

discussed in Chapter 9.

3 Tell Damishilyya and the Balikh Neolithic

As reviewed by Copeland (1979: 253-4) and Akkermans (1990: 

12-14), little had been known of the Neolithic period in the Balikh 

valley until the late 1960’s. The research into this area with a modern 

standard has developed only in these few decades.

In 1970, J. Cauvin made a sounding at Tell Assouad again, which 

was first sounded by Mallowan in the late 1930's (Mallown 1946). J. 

Cauvin's excavation opened a long stepped trench on the northern slope 

of the mound, where successive Neolithic occupations were discovered 

(J. Cauvin 1970, 1972a). One of his striking findings was that ceramics 

were found in the lowest two levels only (VII and V III) and the upper 

levels (I to VI) were entirely aceramic. Furthermore, no architectural 

remains were found in the ceramic levels, while firm rectangular mud- 

brick buildings were recovered from the aceramic, supposedly later 

levels. Ceramics were all plain coarse wares without decoration (Le 

Miere 1979). Flint artifacts from the aceramic and ceramic levels are 

reported to be basically the same in typology, including many points of 

Byblos type and burins (M.-C. Cauvin 1972). Obsidian was also used 

but more frequently in ceramic levels. The ceramic levels were later 

carbon-dated to the mid-seventh millennium BC, thus considered 

manifesting one of the earliest use of pottery in the Near East (J. Cauvin

1974). J. Cauvin interpreted the remarkable sequence at Tell Assouad 

as showing that the use of pottery was intermittent in the very early
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stage of its development and that it could easily be abandoned even at 

the same site.

In 1978, a French-British mission carried out a prehistoric survey 

along the Balikh, whose results on the Neolithic sites have been 

published by Copeland (1979, 1982). She listed five Neolithic sites as 

belonging to the 7th and the 6th millennia BC, and has described two of 

them, Tell Breilat and Tell Mafraq Slouq in detail. Both sites yielded 

sherds as well as flint/obsidian artifacts, which are closely comparable 

to the material from Tell Assouad (Copeland 1979). The pottery is 

crudely made with no trace of incision or impressed decoration. The 

scarcity of burnished pieces, thick wall, and light colour were 

interpreted as exhibiting a tradition different from and possibly earlier 

than the Amuq A or DFBW tradition (Copeland 1979: 266). Flaked 

stone artifacts are characterised by Byblos points and many burins, and 

obsidian pieces including cores for side-blow blade-flakes.

More substantial and systematic investigations have been 

undertaken by the University of Amsterdam team since the early 

1980's, in connection with the Tell Ham mam project directed by M. van 

Loon (Akkermans 1986/87, 1987a, 1987b, 1988, 1990; Akkermans ed. 

1990; van Loon 1988). The intensive survey conducted in 1983 led to 

discovery of dozens of Neolithic sites along the river. Twenty four sites 

of the Balikh I (PPNB) phase and nine of Balikh IIA (early Pottery 

Neolithic) are, among others, relevant to discussion here. Having 

examined the survey materials and those from following excavations at 

a couple of sites (Tell Sabi Abyad, Tell Damishilyya and Tell Khirbet 

esh-Shenef), Akkermans (1990: 138-203) points out the main features 

on the settlement pattern of the period concerned as follows. The 

Balikh valley was more densely populated in the Balikh I period than
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in any other periods of the Neolithic. The advent of pottery use is 

estimated around 6100/6000 BC, hence the start of a new phase Balikh 

11 A. In this period, decrease of site number and size (therefore 

probably population as well) is remarkable, particularly after about 

5700 BC. This trend appears to have continued through this 

millennium. However, sites belonging to the Balikh IIA period do exist 

and almost all of such sites had already been occupied in Balikh I (like 

Tell Damishilyya). Since artifactual assemblages do not show definite 

difference between these two periods except for the presence of pottery 

in Balikh 11 A, a continuous transition between the Pre-Pottery to the 

Pottery Neolithic is suggested (Akkermans 1990: 170).

In spite of such recent development in the Neolithic research in 

the Balikh valley, Tell Damishilyya has still remained one of the few 

excavated Neolithic sites. One of the central issues so far discussed in 

the literature on Tell Damishilyya has been its relationship to the 

nearby well known Neolithic site of Tell Assouad. Among other 

subjects, chronological placement of pottery excavated from these sites 

has been recurrently discussed (Akkermans 1988, 1990; Copeland 

1979; Le Miere 1979,1986; 246-7, 1989).

The stratigraphic evidence and radiocarbon dates from J. Cauvin's 

excavation at Tell Assouad have suggested a considerably earlier date of 

around the mid-7th millennium BC to the pottery use at this site. 

Typological studies of the pottery have clarified its dissimilarity to the 

DFBW ware, and also tend to suggest an earlier date than to the Amuq A 

phase considered to be of the early 6th millennium BC (Copeland 1979: 

266; Le Miere 1979: 38).

The very similar pottery excavated from Damishilyya was 

therefore once dated to the 7th millennium BC (Akkermans 1988: 29).
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As already stated in the introduction of this chapter, the recent C-14 

dates from Damishilyya have shed new light upon this dating. Much 

later dates obtained from ceramic levels of Damishilyya (ca. 5700 - 

6100 BC) have led Akkermans (1990:1 15-18) to reconsider that the 

ceramics from Damishilyya/Assouad belonged to a period more or less 

contemporaneous to the Amuq A, thus the early 6th millennium BC. 

The surprising stratigraphic evidence at Tell Assouad is interpreted as 

derived from a poor stratigraphic control in the limited excavation area.

How can the present lithic study contribute to this argument? 

The excavator of Damishilyya states that Damishilyya and Tell Assouad 

were "largely identical in material culture and there can be little doubt 

that both sites were simultaneously occupied" (Akkermans 1990: 117), 

a view maintained by others (e.g. Le Miere 1986, 1988). But the 

present study does point out some significant difference in lithic 

technology between these two sites. Although details on the lithics 

from J. Cauvin's excavation have been unpublished, a surface collection 

made by the Amsterdam University team has been available to me with 

the kind permission from P.M.M.G. Akkermans and L. Copeland (see 

Copeland in prep.). My observations include the following important 

features on the flints from Tell Assouad;

1) The range and use of flint types from Assouad are almost identical to 

those defined at Tell Damishilyya. Both fine- (very dark brown, weak 

red, very pale brown flints etc.) and coarse-grained flints (greyish 

brown, grey flints etc.) were utilised. The former tends to have been 

used for many blade tools as at Damishilyya.

2) The blades from Tell Assouad, on which points, sickle elements, and 

burins were often made, include those with PPNB "proximal scars" (Fig. 

5.34: 1-3, 9) and "sword-shaped blade scars" (Fig. 5. 34: 2, 3, 8) that are
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diagnostic to the Naviform method of Douara type defined in Chapter 4. 

These two highly technical elements are sparsely represented in the 

surface collection from Tell Damishilyya (Fig. 1: 4 in Copeland in prep.), 

but are completely absent from the excavated collection described in 

this study.

3) Points from Tell Assouad tend to exhibit limited retouch intensity. 

Besides pressure-flaked points comparable to those from Damishilyya, 

they include points with a tang made by abrupt retouch (Fig. 3.34: 1-3) 

in a way similar to that common at middle PPNB levels of Tell Abu 

Hureyra (Moore 1973).

4) Sickle elements show the same range of types at Assouad and 

Damishilyya (Types 1-3). Type 1 pieces (crescent-shaped elements) 

from Assouad, however, tend to be on longer blades made of fine

grained flints, showing limited extention of backing retouch (Fig. 5.34: 

4-6). The retouch is rather like truncation than backing as common at 

Damishilyya. Moreover, Type 2 sickle elements (unmodified blade 

segments), which were recovered only from earlier levels at 

Damishilyya in a limited number, are rather common at Assouad. 

Further, the examples from Assouad include those exhibiting the sickle 

gloss Type B (Fig. 5.34: 7, 8; cf. Fig. 5.16), suggesting a different hafting 

method from that popular at Damishilyya.

5) "Damishilyya pieces" are also found at Assouad with their 

characteristic retouch spalls (Fig. 5.34: 10, 11).

These observations were admittedly made based on unstratified 

material, and no quantitative comparison is presently possible. They 

are sufficient enough, however, to suggest that the industry 

represented at Tell Assouad quite certainly contains earlier material 

than that so far excavated from Damishlyya (bedrock has not been
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reached at Damishilyya). Overall characteristics of the lithic technology 

at Damishilyya do indicate continuity from that at Tell Assouad, but at 

the same time, they show evident links to those of Pottery Neolithic 

sites in the early 6th millennium BC rather than those of the 7th 

millennium PPNB sites (Chapter 4). The precedent PPNB tradition, 

which is common at Tell Assouad, is detectable at Damishilyya only 

through a small number of fine-grained flint tools. In view of the close 

typological similarity of pottery from Damishilyya and Tell Assouad, I 

suggest that the excavated sequence of Damishilyya represents a phase 

comtemporary to (or later than) the latest occupation phases known 

from Tell Assouad. This conclusion would accomodate well the recent C- 

14 dates for the Damishilyya pottery.

The surface collection suggests that the aceramic levels of Tell 

Assouad include at least as early as middle PPNB occupations. Had the 

pottery from Assouad indeed been derived from the bottom of the 

aceramic Neolithic sequence, we would have to accept its considerable 

antiquity (the middle PPNB or earlier?), which has apparently no 

parallel in the extensive evidence so far accumulated on the early use of 

pottery in the Near Eastern Neolithic (Appendix 2 in Gebel 1984). 

Essentially important to discuss dating of the Assouad pottery is, 

needless to say, to examine the excavated material and its context at 

Tell Assouad, not at Tell Damishilyya. Neverthless, the data from 

Damishilyya which was obtained in a much better context suggest that a 

transition from the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic took place in a 

continuous way in the Balikh valley as has been suggested from 

elsewhere in the Near East.

Although the excavated sequence of Damishilyya can be placed in 

the very late Pre-Pottery to the early Pottery Neolithic context of the
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Levant, its lithic technology and typology is more like that typical of 

the Pottery Neolithic. In a regional perspective, this lithic tradition 

might well have been inherited to the next stage, Balikh I IB, which has 

been documented with excavated evidence from Tell Sabi Abyad, south 

of Tell Damishilyya (Akkermans ed. 1989). The lithic analysis by 

Copeland (1989) shows that the techno-typology of the middle to late 

sixth milienium BC levels at Sabi Abyad exhibits similarity to that of 

Damishilyya, such as in flake production methods and flake tools. 

Particularly, sickle elements utilised at Sabi Abyad include precisely 

the same type in both manufacturing method and perhaps hafting way 

as we defined at Damishilyya. Our Type 1 sickle elements with sickle- 

gloss Type A were, along with new elements, still used in the middle to 

late 6th millennium contexts at Sabi Abyad (Fig. VI 1.6: 5-7 in Copeland 

1989). This way of hafting ("Assouad type") seems to be an important 

cultural trait in the north Syrian Pottery Neolithic. Sickle elements 

showing the same morphology and the gloss pattern have been reported 

from, for example, the Amuq plains (Braidwood and Braidwood 1960), 

Tell Apamee (Otte 1976) and the el-Rouji basin (Iwasaki and Nishino 

1991). In the south, another way of hafting was popular, which shall be 

discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 Tell Nebi Mend

Introduction
1 The site
2 Excavations 
Material
1 Previous research on the lithic material
2 The present collection 
Analysis
1 Raw material and technological variability
2 Core reduction sequence: fine-grained flints
3 Core reduction sequence: coarse-grained flints
4 Tool manufacturing 
Conclusions
1 Technological organisation
2 Tell Nebi Mend and the central Syrian Neolithic

Introduction

1 The site

Tell Nebi Mend is a huge multi-occupation mound located in the 

Ghab depression, about 20 km south of Horns (Fig. 6.1). Just to the 

north of the mound, the Homs-Tripoli gap in the Lebanon/Anti-Lebanon 

Mountains runs in the west-east direction. The mound is situated at the 

confluence of the Orontes and one of its main tributaries, the 

Mukadiyah. The area surrounding this site is rich in natural resources. 

The flood plain formed by the two rivers consist of alluvial deposits 

with a rich organic soil suitable for cultivation, and provides a dense 

vegetation of grasses and herbs throughout the year (Parr 1983). 

Today s precipitation varies by year between 400 and 600 mm (Fig. 

3.3), and is sufficient enough for agriculture without irrigation. Parr 

(1983: 101) speculates that this fertile and productive natural 

environment of Tell Nebi Mend would certainly have been appreciated 

by ancient people as well.
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2 Excavations

This site may be better known as Qadesh, an ancient field of the 

battle between Egyptians and Hittites in ca. 1300 BC, rather than a 

Neolithic site. A French expedition directed by Maurice Pezard made 

excavations at this site in 1921-22. Their work revealed that Tell Nebi 

Mend had been occupied since at least the early second millennium BC, 

but detailed records on the excavations are presently unavailable 

except for short accounts on some defensive walls.

A series of new excavations with a modern standard has been 

conducted since 1973 by the Institute of Archaeology Expedition 

(University College London) under the direction of Peter Parr. General 

purposes and description of the Tell Nebi Mend project are given in Parr 

(1983), and preliminary accounts of findings from Early Bronze Age and 

Pottery Neolithic levels have been published by Mathias and Parr 

(1989). The following description is based upon these two preliminary 

reports.

The main objective of the Tell Nebi Mend project is to investigate 

later periods, but the excavators also paid attention to the earlier, 

Neolithic occupation. Tell Nebi Mend is in fact composed of two 

mounds: one major mound and an adjacent smaller and flat one (Fig. 

6.1:1). The major mound which have received intensive excavation 

extends about 450 x 200 m at its base, with a height of approximately 

30 m at the highest point. The slopes are generally gentle, except for a 

few parts destroyed by modern quarry pits for building materials. The 

enormous trench (ca. 60 x 25 m, and 20 m in deep) opened by Maurice 

Pezard is located in the north eastern part of this mound.

The Neolithic remains were first encountered in the 1981 season, 

in a small area at the eastern end of Trench VIII. Trench VIII, one of
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the several trenches so far opened at Tell Nebi Mend, is located at the 

northeast corner of the major mound, immediately east of the Middle 

Bronze Age fortification wall exposed by M. Pezard's vast trench. 

Trench V III was purposely opened in the bottom of his trench, so as to 

avoid to waste time removing thick accumulation of later deposits (Fig. 

6.1.2). Five seasons’ work at Trench V III (1978-88) exposed 

approximately 90 m2, extending from the east of the Middle Bronze Age 

wall to the eastern foot of the mound. At the season of 1981, several 

layers of grey occupation deposits that contained typical Neolithic 

sherds were encountered in an excavation area of approximately 2 m2.

The Neolithic deposits were more substantially encountered during 

the 1988 season in the area at western and eastern ends of the trench. 

An old land surface connecting these two areas was also found, but was 

not excavated. Since it slopes slightly toward the west, a low mound 

seems to have already existed at this period. No architectural remains 

have been so far identified except for fragmentary white plaster floors 

at the western end. Most of the artifacts were recovered from dark 

greasy brown occupation debris in association with possible living 

floors. The bottom of the excavation trench is already below the water 

table, but the virgin soil has not been reached to date.

Description of archaeological objects from the Neolithic deposits 

have not been published except for a brief account of pottery (Mathias 

and Parr 1989: 20). According to Mathias and Parr, a range of coarse, 

medium and fine wares are included in the pottery assemblage. The 

coarse ware is characterised by the common use of angular grits as the 

temper and the minimal use of surface treatment. It is crudely hand

made, and its shape is limited to simple bowls and jars. On the other 

hand, the medium and fine wares normally contain plentiful soft grits
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as the temper. These wares are fired quite well, and their colours vary 

from brick-red through burnished to grey. The shape is represented by 

bowls, neck-jars and hole-mouth jars. The surface decoration mainly 

consists of burnishing, incisions and cord impressions. Burnishing is 

typically black but also grey to dark red. Mathias and Parr (1989: 29) 

state that the Neolithic pottery from Tell Nebi Mend "clearly belongs to 

the central Levantine coastal tradition, marked by the popularity of 

textured-surfaced and incised wares, best known so far from Byblos, 

Sukas and Tabbat al-Hammam and different from contemporary 6th 

millennium assemblages in the North (the Amuq and Qoueik basins)".

As far as the excavation area is concerned, the site apparently has 

an occupational break after the Neolithic. The levels immediately 

above the Pottery Neolithic belong to the third millennium BC. This gap 

may be partly filled by Tell Arjoune, an extensive but flat mound 

situated about 1 km northeast of Tell Nebi Mend. Tell Arjoune was 

excavated by the Nebi Mend team for four seasons from 1978 to 1982, 

the results of which suggest that this site was occupied during the 

5000 to 4000 BC or later periods (Marfoe et al. 1981; Gowlett et al. 

1987).

M aterial

1 Previous research on the lithic material

Lithic artifacts excavated from Neolithic layers of Tell Nebi Mend 

have not been published at all.

2 The present collection

The excavation of Trench VIII was carried out in the 1990 season 

as well, and it yielded new materials belonging to Neolithic, which are
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presently stored at the expedition house by the site. The material 

which was available for the present study is the lithic artifacts derived 

from the 1988 season only. They comprise 443 flints, 13 obsidian 

pieces and 122 natural stones, all excavated from Neolithic deposits of 

Trench VIII. The material is not remarkably rich in quantity, but it 

includes a reasonably large number of waste pieces, as well as finished 

tools, through which the lithic manufacturing technology at Tell Nebi 

Mend could be reconstructed.

Analysis

1 Raw material and technological variability

Table 6.1 shows a general inventory of the flaked stone collection 

from Tell Nebi Mend. This collection is characterised by many debitage 

and tools but relatively few cores.

The flints used for flaked stone tools at Tell Nebi Mend show a 

great deal of variability in both colour and texture. The grain size of 

the flint also varies from fine-grained to coarse-grained ones. In this 

study, flints were classified into thirteen types that are well 

distinguished from each other. This classification system is primarily 

based on the surface texture and inclusions, and then on the colour of 

the flint. Since no detailed survey around the site or analysis with geo

chemical methods in order to identify exact flint sources has been 

conducted, it is presently impossible to tell where each group of flints 

was procured. Future analysis may answer this question.

In the relative terms, the flints from Tell Nebi Mend can be 

classified into three major groups according to their grain size; 

Fine-grained flints:
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(1) Yellowish brown flint. This type of flint exhibits a very 

homogeneous texture and a very fine grain size. The colour is also 

homogeneous, mainly showing yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) to dark 

yellowish brown (10YR 4/4). There are virtually no visible inclusions 

on the surface of this flint.

(2) Very dark brown flint. Flint of this type is also very homogeneous 

in texture and colour, which is remarkably different from other flint 

types. It has a very dark brown colour (10YR 2/2, 3/1), and a slightly 

lustrous surface. The grain-size is small. A few pieces of this flint type 

show white mottles.

(3) Black flint. This flint type shows almost identical characteristics to 

those of the very dark brown flint except for the colour (7.5YR 2/0, 3/0, 

2.5YR 2.5/0). Flints belonging to this type apparently have suffered 

from thermal alteration, some of them exhibiting pot lid fractures on 

the surface.

(4) Dark brown flint. Flint of this type has a less lustrous surface than 

that of the very dark brown flint. The colour is slightly lighter (1OYR 

4/1, 3/3, 5YR 3/1). The colour of the cortex is similar to that of the 

very dark brown flint (1 OYR 7/3).

(5) Reddish grey flint. The colour (10R 5/1) and surface condition of 

this flint clearly indicate thermal alteration. The surface is lustrous, on 

which no inclusions are visible.

(6) Greyish brown flint. The grain of this flint seems less fine than the 

flints mentioned above. The colour varies from greyish brown (10YR 

5/2), brown (10YR 5/3) to dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2), though the 

former is most common. This flint has a smooth but generally not 

lustrous surface.
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(7) Grey flint. The grey flint (7.5YR 5/0, 6/0, 7/0) represents a group of 

flints which have suffered from heavy thermal alteration. The grain- 

size is generally less homogeneous than the above, suggesting that the 

group might include originally different types of flints. Pot lid fractures 

are often observed on the surface.

(8) White flint. The flint of this type is also characterised by thermally 

altered conditions. The colour is white (10YR 8/1) to light grey (10YR 

7/1). Few inclusions can be observed. Pot lid fractures are common. 

Medium-grained flints:

(9) Pale brown flint. Fracture planes of this flint occasionally show 

minute inclusions. The colour includes pale brown (10YR 6/3) and light 

yellowish brown (10YR 6/4).

(10) Light brownish grey flint. Flints belonging to this type show 

similar characteristics to those of the pale brown flint, but has a 

brighter colour: light brownish grey (10YR 6/2), light grey (10YR 7/1) 

and very pale brown (10YR 7/3).

Coarse-grained flints:

(11) "Translucent flint". This is a group of coarse-grained flints with a 

grey surface (7.5YR 6/0) which appears to be translucent. Many of 

these flints show a trace of thermal alteration. Inclusions are frequently 

observed on the fracture planes, which feel rough.

(12) "Matt flints”. These flints are characterised by their very coarse 

grains. They have rough surfaces, on which tiny undulations are easily 

detectable. The colour varies from light brownish grey (10YR 6/2), 

very pale brown ( 10YR 7/3) to light brown (7.5YR 6/3).

Others:

(13) Miscellaneous flints. This group includes questionable pieces found 

in only a small number in the present collection, mainly consisting of
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thermally altered pieces. The grain size perhaps varies. Their colour 

includes weak red (1 OR 5/2, 4/3) and reddish brown (5YR 5/4). Pot lid 

fractures are common.

Each of these flint types is rather evenly represented in the Nebi 

Mend collection (Table 6.2). Most common is the translucent flint 

(19.2%), then pale brown flint (14.7%) and very dark brown and dark 

brown flints (10.2%, respectively) follow. Other flint types are 

represented under 10% each.

In the previous chapter, I showed that a strongly patterned 

technological variability is observed between flint types/groups at Tell 

Damishilyya. A similar variability is recognised at Tell Nebi Mend too. 

Fig. 6.2 shows frequency of blank types by flint type. Fine-grained 

flints consist of many blades and tools made on blades but few cortical 

pieces and cores, while the coarse- and medium-grained flints are 

dominated by cortical flakes, and tools made on flakes.

It is perhaps possible to assume that at least two major 

technological/behavioural patterns (see below) are represented here in 

relation to different flint groups, which would be better studied as 

separate assemblages as we did in the previous chapter. For 

convenience, I would refer to the fine series of flints as fine-grained 

flints, and the coarser group as coarse-grained flints. The latter 

includes pieces originally defined as coarse- and medium-grained flints.

2 Core reduction sequence: fine-grained flints

2.1 Raw material procurement

Flints designated as fine-grained flints in this chapter actually 

consist of different kinds of flint, which could have derived from 

different sources. None of their sources have been identified to date,
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however. One flint source possibly exploited by the inhabitants at Tell 

Nebi Mend has been located south of the site, as described later, but the 

flint available there is a coarse-grained one whose characteristics do not 

match those of the flint in question.

Considering the almost total absence of cortical flakes and cores in 

the fine-grained flint assemblage (Table 6.3.1), it is highly probable that 

this group of flint was brought into the site in the form of already- 

prepared cores or even of tools. This speculation would be particularly 

applicable to pieces of yellowish brown flint, which consist of tools on 

non-cortical blades alone.

2.2 Initial flaking (and test flaking)

This stage was probably not conducted at the site.

2.3 Core preparation

There is only one core made of fine-grained flint (grey burnt flint, 

Fig. 6.3: 10). This is a small fragment of a change-of-orientation core, 

unfortunately, which has been so badly damaged by thermal action 

that its technological attributes can not be adequately examined.

There are four crested blades in the fine-grained flint collection 

(Fig. 6.4: 3-5; two very dark brown, one black and one dark brown 

flints), which demonstrate use of the cresting preparation for this flint. 

The dorsal scar pattern of them is either Type 4 or 5 (2 pieces each; cf. 

Fig. 3.2). These crested blades are small in general. The largest one is 

58 mm in length (Fig. 6.4: 3), suggesting that cores from which those 

crested pieces were detached were already considerably reduced.

Butts of debitage and tool blanks of fine-grained flints are shown 

in Table 6.3.2. They are dominated by plain butts, while including a 

few faceted butts (4.0%). On the other hand, overhang removal was 

relatively commonly carried out particularly for preparation of blade
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butts (Table 6.3.3). Three quarters (12/16) of blades of fine-grained 

flints show traces of overhang removal, which include fine abrasion. 

Overhang removal for flakes was mostly made by rough faceting. This 

contrast suggests that greater attention was paid when preparing 

platforms for blade detachment.

2.4 Core reduction

The point of percussion was frequently chosen either the left (Type 

1 )/right side (Type 2) of the central ridge, or at a point behind a central 

ridge on the main flaking surface (Type 3) (Table 6.3.4). No lateral bias 

(left or right) is suggested. The percussion point was chosen mainly 

about 0 to 4 mm away from the platform edge, as shown by the butt 

depth of debitage and tool blanks. The depth varies by blank type, 

however. Fig. 6.5. shows that percussion point was selected for blades 

at a closer point to the platform edge than for flakes. This was perhaps 

made possible with the use of the soft hammer flaking mode for blade 

production (see below).

Table 6.3.5 summarises scar patterns on dorsal surface of debitage 

and tool blanks. There is a remarkable difference between those of 

flakes and blades. While flakes show mostly the unidirectional pattern 

(21/25 or 84%), blades include a good number of examples with the 

bidirectional pattern (14/87 or 16.1%) and the biface pattern (7/87 or 

8.1%; Fig. 6.4: 8 and 6.18: 8). This difference might relate to difference 

of stages in which flakes and blades were produced: blades were 

perhaps detached in later stages as the main products after core 

preparation flakes were removed by unidirectional flaking. The shape 

of flakes is represented mostly by rectangular or expanding ones (Table 

6 .3 .6 ).

2.5 Core abandonment
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Knapping accidents represented by the form of hinge-fracture 

termination were relatively common. About one third of debitage and 

tool blanks show this type of termination (12/37 or 32.4%; Table 6.3.7). 

The small size of the core of fine-grained flint (22 x 21 x 9.7 mm) may 

indicate intensive reduction of this type of flint due to its precious 

nature (Fig. 6.6).

2.6 Core maintenance

The fine-grained flint collection includes only one possible core

tablet (Fig. 6. 4: 6, very dark brown flint). Since there is no core of this 

flint in the present collection, it is unknown whether or not this tablet 

was produced on the site. Core-edge pieces that could also have been 

removed for core maintenance are very rare; only about 5% (4/76) of 

the debitage retain an edge of their core (Fig. 6.4: 7).

2.7 Heat treatment

Pre-treatment of flints by intentional heating has been widely 

reported in both prehistoric and ethnographic records. Since a very 

large number of flints from Tell Nebi Mend were found with evidence of 

thermal alteration, the possibility of intentional heating should be 

examined. The heated flints are in fact composed of two types, i.e. 

whole-heated and part-heated types (cf. Chapter 3; Fig. 3.15).

The frequencies of occurrence of these two types in the fine

grained flint collection are shown in Table 6.3.8. The pieces with 

heating alteration are very common in the collection, reaching more 

than 70 % of the total sample. Only 3.95 % of debitage and tools are of 

the part-heated type, but they do demonstrate that at least some flakes 

and blades were detached after the core or the tool blank was heated. 

It looks almost certain that many of cores were heated at least at some
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stage of reduction, i.e. before, during or after individual flaking, but is 

still uncertain whether or not heating was "intentionally" made.

A comparison of the frequencies was made with those for coarse

grained flints. Fig. 6.7 shows that thermally altered pieces are slightly 

less common in the coarse-grained flints, although still constituting a 

high percentage (55%). Cores also do exhibit heated traces; two of them 

are of the part-heated type (Fig. 6.3: 5, 7).

It is clear from Fig. 6.7 that the heating pattern is quite consistent 

among different blank types in the present collection. Both whole- and 

part-heated types are almost equally represented by each category of 

flints. We may note that tools and cores of coarse-grained flints include 

slightly higher percentages of heated pieces than in other blanks of the 

same flints (Fig. 6.7.2). The difference is , however, statistically 

insignificant (Chi-square= 14.223; df= 10; p= .1631). For experiment, I 

examined heated traces on non-worked natural flints of a various size 

in the collection. The result is presented at the bottom of Fig. 6.7.3 

Interestingly enough, these natural stones, although unflaked therefore 

not showing a part-heated trace, include an almost identical amount of 

heated pieces. This result suggests that heating process was equally 

applied to all the pieces in the present collection, rejecting the 

possibility that heating was made at a particular stage of the core 

reduction, for example, after removing cortical flakes to produce non- 

cortical flakes as intentional products.

In order to further examine whether or not heating was 

"intentionally" made as pre-treatment of flints, it is necessary to 

examine the archaeological contexts from which these flints were 

excavated. Horizontal distribution of heated flints, for instance, might 

reveal a concentration which could represent a particular place for flint
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heating. However, unfortunately, the flints of the present collection 

were excavated not in association with definite architectures or 

domestic structures, but in secondary deposits in a strict sense. 

Therefore, examination of the contexts in detail would not produce a 

result of particular significance. Meanwhile, it is concluded here that 

the possibility of intentional heating for flint knapping at Tell Nebi 

Mend is very plausible as indicated by the presence of part-heated 

pieces, but not attested with the present data. It is possible that 

evidence of intentional heating was considerably disturbed by later 

human activities such as throwing flints into hearths.

2.8 Flaking mode

The only direct evidence of flaking tools such as hammer stones 

was one possible hammerstone flake (Fig.6.4: 1). This specimen shows 

extensive battering signs on the dorsal surface, which indicate contact 

with a very hard material like flint probably before its removal from a 

core. Ventral features of this flake also shows features typical of hard 

hammer flaking, supporting the interpretation that it was produced 

from a hammerstone during use.

Identification of hard/soft hammer mode on debitage was 

attempted. Although a substantial number of debitage would not be 

identified either because of butt crushing or undeveloped ventral 

features, the results shown in Table 6.3.9 indicate a contrast in modes 

between flakes and blades. Most of the flakes were likely produced by 

hard hammer flaking, while the blades were more likely detached by 

the soft hammer mode including punch flaking. A change of flaking 

tools is suggested.

2.9 Summary
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The small sample size precludes any definite statement. 

Preliminary conclusions are: fine-grained flint was reduced with the 

means of sophisticated technologies including core preparation with the 

biface flaking, opposed-platform flaking, overhang removal and perhaps 

the use of soft hammer/punch flaking. The primary reduction was 

made most probably outside, and the flint was brought into the site (the 

excavated area).

3 Core reduction sequence: coarse-grained flints

3.1 Raw material procurement

Two possible flint sources have been discovered in the vicinity of 

Tell Nebi Mend by the survey connected with the Tell Arjoune project 

(Unger-Hamilton 1988: 117-18). According to Unger-Hamilton (1988: 

117), one source is located in a dried river-bed of Wadi Rabiyah 

running about 6 km south of Tell Nebi Mend. This source is represented 

by a gravel deposit containing flints and cherts of moderate quality. 

She states that the colour and variegation of the flints closely match 

those of the flints found at Tell Arjoune. Another source is Tell 

Arjoune itself. But flints available at Arjoune are either frost-shattered 

or compressed into a conglomerate, and therefore they were unlikely 

used as raw material for flint tools. Knapping experiments by Unger- 

Hamilton have shown the unsuitability of those flints for tool making. 

She suggests that most of the raw material used at Tell Arjoune wras 

obtained from the source in Wadi Rabiyah, "with possible exception 

being the fine-grained large cobbles from which high-quality tools were 

made" (Unger-Hamilton 1988: 117-18). The source for the latter flint 

has not been identified.
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Considering the proximity of Tell Nebi Mend and Tell Arjoune, the 

first source might well have been exploited by the inhabitants of Tell 

Nebi Mend as well. The series of coarse- and medium-grained flints 

from the site might perhaps have been procured at this source.

A large number of natural stones amounting to 122 pieces were 

excavated along with flint artifacts. They consist of various rock types 

including limestones and basalts as well as flints. The flints show the 

cortex with a colour and nature closely similar to that of the coarse

grained flint artifacts. Although most of those non-worked flints appear 

to be too small, larger pieces that could have served as raw material for 

cores also do exist (Fig. 6.8). It is suggested, accordingly, that at least 

some of the coarse-grained flints were brought into the site in the form 

of unworked pebbles.

3.2 Initial flaking (and test flaking)

The coarse-grained flint assemblage includes two semi-chipped 

cores (Table 6.4) which are believed to have been abandoned at an 

earlier stage of their whole reduction sequence probably due to their 

poor flint quality or knapping accidents. Both cores are still largely 

covered with cortex. One of those is on a flat pebble of translucent flint 

(Fig. 6.3: 1). Plain platforms are created by a series of simple blow 

around the periphery; however, only a few flakes were produced from 

those platforms. The other example (Fig. 6.3: 2) is a round elongated 

cobble of light brownish grey flint, where one or two flakes were 

removed to produce a platform at one end, which was then struck for 

producing a few flakes only.

The debitage and tool blanks made of coarse-grained flint include a 

large number of flakes covered either wholly or partly with cortex 

(Table 6.5.1). More than half of the flakes (74/137 or 54.0%) and about
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one quarter of the blades (4/17 or 23.5 %) retain cortex. The higher 

frequency of cortex on flakes suggests that flakes were generally 

produced in earlier stages of the reduction sequence than blades. These 

cortex-covered flakes and blades, together with semi-chipped cores, 

demonstrate that the coarse-grained flint was, at least to some extent, 

reduced on the site from the very early reduction stage.

3.3 Core preparation

Besides the semi-chipped cores, cores of coarse-grained flints 

include three single-platform cores (Fig. 6.3: 3-5), two opposed-platform 

cores (Fig. 6.3: 6, 7), two multiple-platform cores (Fig. 6.3: 8, 9) and one 

change-of-orientation core (Fig. 6.3: 11).

All the cores except for the change-of-orientation core show a flat 

transversal section with a semi-circular shape. The width/thickness 

ratio ranges from 1.041 to 2.898, with a median of 1.983. The core 

morphology was probably constrained by the shape of the original flint 

pebble, but it also perhaps reflects the knapper's technological strategy 

or intention. The cores of Tell Nebi Mend are somewhat reminiscent of 

Levallois cores, which seem to have been exploited mainly on their 

surface rather than on their periphery (see Boeda 1988). The 

technology is thus quite different from that of the prismatic blade core. 

The cores from Nebi Mend show practically little trace of formal core 

preparation. In fact there is no crested piece made of coarse-grained 

flint in the present collection.

Platforms of the cores occasionally received further faceting after 

they were produced by a single blow. Seventeen platforms observed on 

the ten cores consist of ten plain (38.8%), four faceted (23.5%), one 

cortex (5.9%), one cortex/plain (5.9%), and one cortex/faceted platforms 

(5.9%; Table 6.4.2). Butts of debitage show a similar range of
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preparation pattern (Table 6.5.2); More than half of them are plain 

butts (51.6%) or their variants such as thinned (11.3%) and small butts 

(2.1%). Dihedral (10.3 %) and faceted butts (6.2%) are rather 

uncommon. The composition of the platform and the butt types are 

very similar each other (Fig. 6.9: 1). While we admit that cores 

generally represent only the final stage of the reduction sequence, the 

consistency in the platform preparation patterns between cores and 

debitage suggests that the same concept on platform preparation was 

applied to knapping procedures throughout the reduction sequence up 

to the eventual abandonment of the core.

Overhang removal was occasionally practiced for coarse-grained 

flints. A few platforms of cores exhibit minor flake scars at their edges; 

however, they may well represent platform crushing as knapping 

accidents rather than intentional platform grinding or overhang 

removal. The topography of proximal ends of debitage provides better 

information. Table 6.5.3 shows that traces of platform overhang 

removal were observed on about one third of flakes (32.0%); most of 

those are a series of facets except for on a few blades, which show 

abrasion.

3.4 Core reduction

The point of a final percussion for blank production was most 

frequently chosen on the platform with no prominent ridges on the 

main flaking surface (Type 5, 25.8 %; Table 6.5.4). This is followed by 

selection of a point at the right side of a central ridge on the main 

flaking surface of the core (Type 2, 19.6%), but no lateral bias is 

indicated; the left side was also frequently selected (Type 1, 17.5%).

The percussion points were chosen mainly about 0 to 4 mm away 

from the platform edge (about 50 %). The depth varies by flake type
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(Fig. 6.5). The percussion point for cortex flakes was furthest from the 

platform edge, and that for non-cortex flakes was closest.

A total of fourteen main flaking surfaces were exploited on the 

cores of coarse-grained flint (Table 6.4.3). The flaking direction of those 

is composed of unidirectional (6 examples), bidirectional (2), crossed or 

multidirectional (3) and cortex patterns (3). Unidirectional flaking 

dominates in the composition. This tendency is also seen on dorsal 

surfaces of debitage: the unidirectional pattern constitutes 47.7 % of the 

flakes (42/88) and 71.4 % of the blades (10/14) as shown in Table 6.5.5. 

The comparison of flaking direction reveals a more or less similar trend 

between those of cores and debitage (Fig. 6.9: 2). This result supports 

the reduction model proposed above from the platform comparison that 

the flaking technology was basically the same throughout the core 

reduction sequence. It should be noted, however, that the bidirectional 

pattern tend to appear on cores and non-cortical debitage; therefore, 

opposed-platform flaking may have been utilised more frequently in 

later stages of the core reduction.

Flake scars on the main flake surface of cores show that all these 

cores were utilised for flake production at the final stage. There is no 

blade core in this small core assemblage. Debitage and tool blanks of 

coarse-grained flint are also dominated by flake forms (130/145 or 

89.7%; Table 6.5.1). This industry of coarse-grained flints is strongly 

oriented toward flake production. The outline of flakes are either 

rectangular (29.4 %), expanding (27.9 %), triangular (26.5 %) or oval 

(16.2 %, Table 6.5.6).

The length/width ratio of all the flakes and blades concentrates 

between 0.75 and 1.75, demonstrating their short and broad shape. Fig. 

6.10 shows the length/width ratio of ail the unretouched complete
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debitage (both flakes and blades) made of coarse-grained flint. There 

appears to be no bimodal distribution for this ratio at all, so that we 

may conclude that no systematic blade production was conducted with 

this flint,

3.5 Core abandonment

Knapping accidents which could lead the knapper to give up 

further exploitation of the core can occur in any core reduction process. 

Hinge-fractures were observed on both cores and debitage. Three out 

of fourteen flaking surfaces of the cores (21.4 %) exhibit serious hinge 

fractures, all on the same core (Fig. 6.3: 11). Hinge-fractured 

termination consists 32.9 % of the total debitage (Table 6.5.7). Plunging 

ends are not very common (2.9 %).

Platform crushing, caused by a series of blows on the same 

platform with an inadequate platform angle, is represented on two 

platforms of the cores (11.8 %, 2/17). These platforms, as a result, 

show an angle wider than 90 degrees which would not have allowed the 

knapper to continue to remove flakes from the same platform.

The mean size of the cores when abandoned after reduction (i.e. 

excluding semi-chipped cores) is 32.60 mm with a standard deviation of 

13.022 in length, 33.96 + 12.256 mm in width and 17.49 + 3.936 mm 

in thickness. The cores are generally smaller than the cortical flakes, 

and are only slightly larger than non-cortical flakes (Fig. 6.11). 

Considering the small number of cores (10 pieces) in relation to many 

debitage and tools (155 pieces) in the present collection, together with 

their small size, the cores from Tell Nebi Mend seem to have been 

exploited intensively before their abandonment.

3.6 Core maintenance
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Various methods for core maintenance were used for the coarse

grained flints in order to rejuvenate cores which had already been well 

exploited. One is the removal of a core tablet. Only one example was 

found (Fig. 6. 4: 2), which was perhaps removed for refreshing the main 

flaking surface of a core rather than the platform. Change of flaking 

orientation of the core is another method for core revival. The present 

collection includes one example of change-of-orientation core (Fig. 6.3:

11), which shows that three surfaces were exploited from different 

platforms. Cores of other type such as opposed-platform cores and 

multiple-platform cores may also in fact represent change of flaking 

orientation, but are difficult to attest. The third method is to widen the 

main flaking surface by removing core-edge pieces. Core edge pieces 

constitute only a small portion of the total debitage, 3.9 % (3/130), 

indicating that this method was not very commonly used at Tell Nebi 

Mend.

3.7 Heat treatment

The frequency of thermally altered pieces in the coarse-grained 

flints is shown in Table 6.5.8. See discussion in the previous section.

3.8 Flaking mode

Hard hammer percussion was probably most popular for flaking 

the coarse-grained flint. This is suggested both from cores and 

debitage. Incipient cones that are clear indications of hard hammer 

flaking are visible on some of the cores. Table 6.5.9 shows that ventral 

features typical of hard hammer flaking are common on debitage and 

tool blanks of coarse-grained flint.

3.9 Summary

Coarse-grained flints were perhaps brought into the site in the 

form of un- or little prepared cores, and were then locally reduced. The
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reduction was conducted mainly with unidirectional flaking from a plain 

platform. Bidirectional flaking was only occasionally utilised, perhaps in 

a later stage of the reduction sequence. The main products were short 

and broad flakes. The cores were quite intensively exploited probably 

due to the general scarceness of raw material at the site.

4 Tool manufacturing

There are 123 tools and 7 retouch spalls (all burin spalls) in the 

present collection. These include one partially polished adze/chisel, and 

two fragments of polished adzes/axes, which are not the subject for this 

study. The flaked stone tools then constitute 27.6% of the total flaked 

flint artifacts (120/435), a moderately high proportion. The most 

common tools are sickle elements (35.0%), followed by retouched blades 

(23.3%), and burins (13.3%). Other tool classes are less common, all 

being represented by under 10% each. These include points (6.7%), 

retouched flakes (8.3%), denticulates (2.5%), backed blades (1.7%), a 

notch (0.8%), a rod (0.8%), and a truncation (0.8%). A schematic 

typology for the Nebi Mend collection is presented in Fig, 6.12.

4.1 Points

The points from Nebi Mend are ail broken; seven out of the eight 

specimens are proximal fragments (or tangs), and the rest being a tip 

fragment (Fig. 6.13). Because of this poor preservation, technological 

and typological interpretations are limited to a general level. These 

points may be divided to two types, however, according to the different 

morphology of the tang.

Type 1: Points with a tang whose dorsal surface is covered with 

invasive retouch scars which meet at a centre of the dorsal surface (Fig. 

6.13: 1-5). Five pieces belong to this type. The transversal section of
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the tang is triangular or semi-circular. These points show close 

morphological similarity to the Amuq 2 point (Braidwood and 

Braidwood 1960; J. Cauvin 1963). One of the larger specimens exhibits 

a pair of faint concavity near the proximal end (Fig. 6.13: 1). Similar 

specimens have been also known in the category of Amuq points (e.g. 

Braidwood and Braidwood 1960).

Type 2: Points with a tang whose dorsal surface is covered with less 

invasive retouch scars which do not meet at the centre (Fig. 6.13: 6, 7). 

The transversal section of the tang is trapezoidal. Two pieces belong to 

this type. They may possibly be assigned as Byblos points, but the bad 

preservation prevents precise determination.

Flint used for points consists of three very dark brown, two greyish 

brown, one black, one grey and one pink flints (Table 6. 6). All these 

pieces appear to have received thermal alteration. These flints all 

belong to the fine-grained flint group.

The overall shape of the points indicates that they were made on 

blades. It is noted that they include a piece with the bidirectional scar 

pattern (Fig. 6.13: 2).

All these points exhibit invasive retouch scars at least on part of 

their blank, a clear indication of the use of pressure flaking. The 

retouch of the tang was all made bifacially. Judging from a few better 

preserved pieces (Fig. 6.13: 2), intensive retouch appears to have been 

limited to the tang, hence Amuq 2 points.

One of the points shows faint patches of black substance on the 

surface of its tang (Fig. 6.13: 1). They may represent remains of 

adhesive materials for hafting. The patches are distributed about 5 cm 

away from the proximal end of the tang, suggesting that the point was 

hafted quite deeply to the shaft or foreshaft.
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One of the points show burin facets at the broken distal end (Fig. 

6.13: 7), which may represent an impact fracture (Bergman and 

Newcomer 1983).

Despite the small sample size, it may be emphasised that most of 

the points are fragments of tang. This phenomenon is the same as that 

already noted at other sites such as Douara Cave II and Damishilyya. 

Possibly, the same interpretation can be given (cf. Chapter 3).

4.2 Sickle elements

Sickle elements are the most common tool classes in the present 

collection (Figs. 6.14 and 6.13). Forty two pieces were found, all 

exhibiting sickle gloss visible with the naked eye. Their morphological 

variability is very limited: most of them are on blade segments with 

more or less straight lateral edges. They can perhaps be studied as 

representing the same morphological type. Because of this simple 

morphological characteristic, it was felt dangerous to identify shape- 

defined sickle-elements. The following discussion is therefore based on 

pieces with sickle-gloss only.

Flint used for sickle elements is characterised by their high quality. 

All these sickle elements but one were made of flints of the fine

grained group (Table 6.6); Common flints are yellowish brown (33.3%), 

black (16.7%), very dark brown, grey, and dark brown flints (11.9% 

each). Other flint types were less commonly used, all under 10%.

All the sickle elements were made on blades (Table 6.7) which 

have a nearly straight profile and more or less parallel edges. Only two 

of those are on cortical blades (2/42 or 4.8%). Dorsal scar patterns of 

those blades are mostly unidirectional (80.0%), but also include the 

bidirectional (17.8%) and the biface patterns (2.2%). The presence of 

the biface pattern indicates that some of these blades were removed
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from carefully prepared blade cores, which are absent from the core 

assemblage from Tell Nebi Mend. Butts of these blades were mostly 

removed by truncation or snapping, and only six specimens retain their 

original butts. All these six blades show ventral features typical of the 

soft hammer mode. In short, the blanks chosen for sickle elements 

represent the finest series of blades so far found at Tell Nebi Mend.

Since almost all the sickle elements were made on blade segments 

(41/42 or 97.6%; Table 6.8.1), the first step to manufacture sickle 

elements was perhaps to truncate or break the blanks into desired 

length. Most common are mid-segments whose distal and proximal ends 

are both removed (71.4%); proximal and distal segments are almost 

equally represented (14.3% and 11.9% respectively). The truncation 

types of these blades are shown in Table 6.8.2. While 13.5% of the total 

ends were left intact (13/84), the other ends were truncated by 

various methods. Apart from ends apparently broken due to thermal 

effect, nearly 70% show the snapped truncation. The retouched 

truncation was used for about one quarter of the ends (23.6%); the 

retouch was mostly applied from the ventral to the dorsal surface 

(11/13). Rare but interesting truncation methods were side-blow and 

burin-blow (chamfered) truncations (Fig. 6.15: 1, 2), each being 

represented by 3.6% of the total truncated ends.

The second step to be taken was to modify the blades into an 

intentional shape. Most of the sickle elements in the present collection 

exhibit some form of retouch; the unretouched (4 examples) are all 

broken pieces due to thermal action. All the sickle elements have more 

or less denticulated edges. Six of them exhibit denticulation on both 

lateral edges (14.3%; Table 6.8.4), almost all of which exhibit sickle 

gloss. The denticulated edges were perhaps made on purpose to
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facilitate the use for cutting. The edge opposite to the working edge 

was rarely retouched. Only five pieces (11.9%) show backed edges, 

three of which are more or less straight and the other two have a 

curved outline (Fig. 6.14: 10, 11). The edge angle of backing is between 

64 and 85 degrees. Such backing was perhaps made to modify the 

blank outline so as to fit their handle.

The final procedure for manufacturing a sickle was to haft the 

elements into a handle. Although no handle, perhaps made of organic 

materials, has been found at Tell Nebi Mend, the hafting method can be 

reconstructed through examination of the location of sickle gloss and the 

general shape of the sickle elements.

It is possible to define two general types for distribution of sickle 

gloss (Types A and B in Fig. 6.16; cf. Fig. 5.16). Sickle elements from 

Tell Nebi Mend all exhibit gloss belonging to Type B. Unlike those at 

Tell Damishilyya (Chapter 5), there is no reliable specimen 

corresponding to Type A in the present collection. Although no trace of 

adhesive materials has been identified on these elements, a parallel 

hafting method is suggested for Tell Nebi Mend (Fig. 6.16).

Finally, the relationship between the relative position of elements 

(dorsal versus ventral surfaces: right versus left edges: Types B1-B3, 

Fig. 6.16) and sickle gloss is considered. As shown in Table 6.8.5, there 

is no correlation between these variables. Sickle elements were 

perhaps hafted into a handle in any direction irrelevant to their 

dorsal/ventral surface and proximal/distal end. This ad hoc way of 

hafting was probably made possible by the regular shape of the original 

blanks which were chosen from the best series of blades and then 

carefully truncated.

4.3 Burins
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There are sixteen burins and seven retouch spalls that were 

derived from manufacturing them (Figs. 6.17 and 6.18). The burins can 

be classified according to a similar typology to that developed for the 

collections from Douara Cave II and Tell Damishilyya.

Type 1: Angle burins on breakage (2 pieces; Fig. 6.17: 1, 2).

Type 2: Transversal burins or burin-like pieces (3 pieces). The platform 

for the blow was either a retouched truncation (Fig. 6.17: 3) or an 

unretouched lateral edge (Fig. 6.17: 6).

Type 3: Angle burins on transversal burin blow (2 pieces; Fig. 6.17: 3, 

4).

Type 4: Dihedral burins (2 pieces; Fig. 6.17: 7, 8).

Type 3: Oblique/transversal burins, which resemble those defined as 

"Damishilyya pieces" in the previous chapter (3 pieces; Fig. 6.18: 1-3). 

The facets of these pieces are, however, narrower than those of 

Damishilyya pieces.

Type 6: Multi-burinated pieces (3 pieces). One of them is similar to a 

truncated-faceted piece or a core on flake (Fig. 6.18: 4, 5; see Nishiaki 

1985).

Types of flint utilised for burins are shown in Table 6.6. Both 

fine- and coarse-grained flints were used. The small sample size 

prevents us from examining their particular correlation between flint 

types and burinated piece types. One possible correlation to be noted 

here might be that all the Type 5 pieces were made on coarse-grained 

flints, while other pieces were mostly made on fine-grained flints.

The burins were made on both flakes and blades, but blades were 

preferred (11 to 5). Cortical pieces were rarely used (1/16).

One example of Type 5 was made on a pressure-retouched blade 

(Fig. 6.18: 2). The burin facets exhibit a colour and surface condition
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clearly different from the other part of the piece (part-heated), 

indicating that the burin facets were made after the original pressure- 

retouched piece received thermal alteration. This piece might represent 

a re-utilised piece of a broken point.

There are seven burin spalls (Table 6.9). Two are of angle burins 

(Type 1, Fig. 6.18: 6, 7), four are of oblique/transversal burins (Type 2, 

Fig. 6.18: 8-10), and one is of a pseudo Damishilyya piece (Type 3, Fig. 

6.18: 11). All but one are secondary spalls, suggesting that 

resharpening of burin facets was quite common.

4.4 Backed blades

These are blades with a steeply backed edge (Fig. 6.19: 7). Only two 

pieces were found. Considering their close morphological similarity to 

the sickle elements, they may perhaps be termed as shape-defined 

sickle-elements. Raw material are a black and a dark brown flints. 

One of them is partially covered with cortex. The retouch is steeply 

made, the angle being 72 and 84 degrees.

4.5 Borers

The collection includes two borers of the same morphological type; 

One end is marginally retouched so as to form a tapering pointed end 

(Fig. 6.19: 1). Blades of reddish brown and black flints were used as 

blanks, both showing a heavy thermal alteration. No cortex is left on 

the surface. Retouch was alternately applied, i.e. one edge was directly 

retouched while the other edge inversely.

4.6 Truncation

Only one specimen was identified as a truncation (Fig. 6.19: 6). 

This is a fine blade of yellowish brown flint. The distal end is truncated 

by steep retouch while the proximal end was truncated by the side- 

blow method. These technological features as well as the type of flint
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show a close similarity to those of sickle elements, and that this 

truncation could in fact be a shape-defined sickie-eiement.

4.7 Rod

This is a thick flake with steep retouch along both lateral edges 

(Fig. 6.19: 8). The raw material is a greyish brown flint flake with 

cortex. One end was more or less pointed, while the other end was 

inversely truncated. The retouch left deep negative scars, indicating 

the use of hard hammer percussion for retouch.

4.8 Scraper

One end scraper with a round shape is included in the collection 

(Fig. 6.19: 2). This was made on a thick flake wholly covered with 

cortex. The working edge was made at the distal end by a series of 

steep direct retouch.

4.9 Denticulates

There are three denticulates (Fig. 6.19: 3, 4). One is made on a 

blade, one on a part-cortex flake and the other made on a cortex flake. 

The raw material are reddish brown, translucent brown and grey flints 

respectively. The denticulate on a blade has bilateral irregularly 

serrated edges. One end is truncated. The two specimens on flakes are 

both inversely retouched.

4.10 Notch

Only one piece (Fig. 6.19: 5). This is a irregular flake fragment 

with a notch on one edge. The flint is a translucent brown one. The 

notch was made by a single blow from the ventral surface, the 

Clactonian retouch.

4.11 Retouched blades

There are 28 retouched blades in the collection. They consist of 

five types.
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Type 1: Fine blades with continuous nibbled retouch along one or both 

lateral edges (3 pieces, Fig. 6.20: 1-4).

Type 2: Thick or irregular blades with continuous retouch along one or 

both lateral edges (20 pieces, Fig. 6.20: 5-7).

Type 3: Retouched blade segments^which are too badly broken for 

reliable classification (4 pieces, Fig. 6.20: 8).

Type 5: A retouched blade on a thick core-edge blade (one piece).

Most of these retouched blades were made on the fine-grained 

series of flints (23/28, Table 6.6), among which the very dark brown 

flint was most commonly used (9/28 or 32.1%). All but one of the 

blanks for retouched blades are without cortex.

Only 7.4% (2/28) of these blades are intact; the rest of more than 

90% blades were either intentionally or naturally broken (Table 6.10.1). 

Mid-segments are most common (59.3%). The truncation/breakage 

patterns were examined, whose results are shown in Table 6.10.2. 

Apart from thermally broken ends, snapped truncation is the most 

common type (26/37 ends or 74.3%). Side-blow and retouched

truncations were, though rarely, also utilised, each constitutes about 

15% of the total ends. The retouch scars on the retouched blades are 

generally limited to lateral edges only, which were perhaps made by 

direct percussion.

One of the issues that should be examined as to retouched blades 

would be the possibility that they were in fact used as sickle elements, 

if not showing sickle gloss. Since this study does not incorporate 

microscopic analysis, a morphological analysis alone is reported below.

Width, thickness, and the ratio of width/thickness of sickle

elements were compared with those of other blades in Fig. 6.21.

Distribution of the values show some interesting difference between
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them. First, the width of the sickle elements exhibits a concentration 

between a range of 10-15 mm (15/29 or 51.7%; Fig. 6.21.1), and their 

thickness is densely concentrated between 2 and 4 mm (19/29 or 

65.5%; Fig. 6.21.2). These concentrations suggest that blanks for the 

sickle elements were carefully selected on the basis of shape perhaps in 

view to hafting, which can not be always expected for other blades. 

While retouched and unretouched blades do not show such a distinct 

distribution pattern, it may be noted that the width of retouched blades 

seems to show a bimodal distribution, a narrower range corresponding 

to that of sickle elements. The narrower retouched blades, particularly 

those with more or less denticulated edges (Fig. 6.20: 1-3), could be 

used as sickle elements. Flint types of these blades (yellowish brown 

and very dark brown flints) also match those of the sickle elements;

4.12 Retouched flakes

There are ten retouched flakes consisting of two types.

Type 1: Flakes with more or less continuous retouch scars (7 pieces, Fig. 

6. 19:9, 11).

Type 2: Flakes with isolated retouch scars (3 pieces, Fig. 6.19: 10).

The retouched flakes were made on various types of flint, both on 

fine- (3 pieces) and coarse-grained flints (7 pieces). Two of Type 1 

pieces are on part-cortex flakes, and two of Type 2 are on cortex flakes. 

The retouch was made either from the ventral (3 specimens, all Type 1) 

or from the dorsal surfaces. No pressure flaking was used for retouch. 

One of retouched flakes of Type 1 shows a part-heated pattern, which 

suggests that the retouch was made after the original blank was heated 

due to some reason (Fig. 6.19: 9).

4.13 Tool fragments
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There are five retouched pieces too badly broken to be identified 

as any particular tool type. They exhibit heavy thermal breakage on 

the surface.

4.14 Summary

For retouched tools, the very dark brown flint was most 

commonly used (16.7%), and was followed by yellowish brown and dark 

brown flints (15.0% and 11.7% respectively). Generally speaking, flint 

types show a strong correlation with tool types (Table 6.6); fine-grained 

yellowish brown flints were almost exclusively used for sickle elements 

(16/18 or 88.9%), for instance. Light brown, greyish brown, and 

translucent brown flints were rarely used for formalised blade tools 

but mostly for retouched flakes and denticulates. It appears that flint 

raw material was carefully selected for making particular tool types.

As shown in Fig. 6.22.1, blade tools like points and sickle elements 

were mainly made on fine-grained flints. Irregular flake tools such as 

denticulates and retouched flakes were made on mostly on coarse

grained flints. For their blanks, larger flakes were selected (Fig. 6.23).

Another clear tendency is the preference of blades to flakes as tool 

blanks. About 80% of the total tools were made on blade blanks. 

Particularly, sickle elements were all made on blades (Fig. 6.22. 2).

Various methods were used for roughing-out of blanks. Snapped 

truncation was most commonly utilised, but side-blow, retouched, and 

burin-blow truncations were also employed. These truncation methods 

were almost exclusively applied to blade tools such as sickle-elements. 

Most of flake blanks were utilised without heavy rough-out retouch, on 

the other hand.

Pressure flaking was used for retouching points. All the points 

from Nebi Mend were retouched with this mode. Burin or burin retouch
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was applied in various forms. Besides that intended for producing true 

burins, this retouch method was also used for rough out of blade blanks.

Conclusions

1 Technological organisation

Flint tools excavated from Tell Nebi Mend were made of flints of 

various types. The use of these flints was well organised. The 

analyses presented above suggest that at least two major technological 

systems or operational sequences existed, each of which corresponds to 

a different flint group (Fig. 6.24).

The first is flake production with coarse-grained flints (pale 

brown, light brownish grey, translucent brown, and matt flints). 

Products of this system are most numerous in the present collection; 

they consist of many cortical and non-cortical flakes and flake tools 

such as denticulates and retouched flakes. Cores were also found, which 

were mainly of the single-platform type. The procurement of the flints 

was perhaps made near the site, a source located about 5 km south of 

the site being a possible candidate. They were probably flaked on the 

site from the very beginning to the final stage of the core reduction.

The second system is production for blades and blade tools. Very 

dark brown, dark brown, reddish brown, and greyish brown flints are 

representative of flints used for this system. The products include 

non-cortical flakes and many blade tools such as points and sickle 

elements. The scar pattern analysis indicates that blades of this system 

were produced from carefully prepared, perhaps opposed-platform 

cores.

Another system perhaps exists as a subtype of the second one. 

This is also for production of blades; but the blades were finely
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produced with soft hammer or even pressure flaking, and were almost 

exclusively utilised for sickle elements. The flint belonging to this 

group is a characteristic yellowish brown flint. No core or even debitage 

of this flint type has been so far recovered from the site. Sources for 

the flints have not been located. The flints were apparently brought 

into the site in the form of already finished or nearly finished tools or 

blades. Core reduction was not conducted or, very limitedly conducted 

on the site.

The present collection from Nebi Mend thus does not represent a 

single operational sequence, but as at Tell Damishilyya (Chapter 5), it is 

a mixture of at least two, probably three different ones. Each of these is 

characterised by its own technological and behavioural features as well 

as distinct raw material type. As far as the coarse-grained flints are 

concerned, there seems little doubt that those flints were reduced at the 

site with a simple technology that could be easily achieved on a daily 

basis. On the other hand, the fine-grained flint systems would be 

interpreted in various ways. The fine-grained flints were not entirely 

reduced at the site, but the earlier part of reduction was performed at 

somewhere else. An interesting but difficult question arises here 

concerning whether they were reduced by people with a different 

technological tradition, or reduced by the inhabitants of Tell Nebi Mend 

who employed a different technology at a different place because of as 

yet unknown reason. In any case, the analysis shows that factors 

affecting the variability of the lithic assemblage are not simple, and 

suggests that consideration of raw material procurement methods is 

essential for understanding them (further discussions in Chapter 9).

2 Tell Nebi Mend and the central Syrian Neolithic
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Tell Nebi Mend is situated in the Orontes valley, west of Horns. 

Information on the Neolithic period in the surrounding area is very 

sparse. Indeed, Tell Nebi Mend is the only Neolithic site so far 

excavated in the Horns area. H. de Contenson (1969a) has published 

surface finds from unknown provenances in the vicinity of Horns, which 

include a series of Amuq points and large blades (up to 22 cm in length) 

of Neolithic types. In the north, the Danish expedition's excavation at 

Hama in the 1930's exposed a Pottery Neolithic level at the base of the 

mound (Fugmann 1958; Thuesen 1988). The pottery was described as 

similar to that of then known DFBW (Dark-Faced Burnished-Ware) from 

the Amuq plain, but no description of lithics has been given.

More information is available from the Lebanese coast and the 

Bekka valley, west of Tell Nebi Mend. Surface collections from Tell aux- 

Scies on the coast (Copeland and Wescombe 1966; J. Cauvin 1968) and 

Saaydeh in the Bekka valley (Hours 1969) have been known as typical 

of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic industry. The lithic material from these 

sites is characterised by the common use of the Naviform method, 

Amuq/Byblos points and sickle blades. The sickle blades, made on 

elongated blanks produced from Naviform cores, exhibit fine 

denticulation along the edges and have a pointed proximal end with 

inverse retouch (Hours 1969: 35). Due to their large size and 

morphology, these pieces are considered hafted alone as a "sickle blade" 

rather than a "sickle element".

The industry of the Pottery Neolithic on the central coast of 

Lebanon has been best documented at Byblos (J. Cauvin 1968). The 

basal level on the bed rock has yielded pottery closely similar to that 

from Tell Nebi Mend (Mathias and Parr 1989: 29). This level has been 

C-14 dated to around 5300 BC (de Contenson 1966) and designated as
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Byblos N&oIIthJque Anclen A detailed study of the lithics by J. Cauvin 

(1968) shows that the flint industry includes Amuq and Byblos points, 

sickle elements with denticulate and burins, ail of which are 

typologically similar to those from Tell Nebi Mend. Similar pottery and 

lithic assemblages have been also reported from Tabbat al-Hammam 

(Braidwood 1940) and Tell Sukas (Riis and Thrane 1974). Details on the 

blank production technologies at these sites are, however, unavailable 

at present.

In north of Byblos on the coast, a sequence from the Pre-Pottery to 

the Pottery Neolithic was obtained by de Contenson’s excavations at Ras 

Shamra (de Contenson 1977. 1977-78). The Pre-Pottery Neolithic level 

(VC), dated to the late 7th millennium BC by radiocarbon, is 

characterised by the use of a few Naviform cores, a variety of points 

including Amuq and Ugarit points, and numerous end-scrapers. Sickle 

elements increased in later levels. They are mostly blade segments 

with denticulation, something similar to those from Tell Nebi Mend. 

Pottery from the earliest Pottery Neolithic level (VB) is similar to those 

of DFBW in the Amuq plain.

In the Beqaa valley, from which the Orontes river in Syria 

originates, a sounding has been made at the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery 

Neolithic site of Labweh by Kirkbride (1966; also see Copeland and 

Wescombe 1968, Copeland 1969). The basal level so far reached 

(Labweh I) is C-14 dated to around 5950 BC. White wares were 

excavated from this level, but true pottery was obtained only from the 

upper levels (Labweh II). The pottery is reported to be similar to 

DFBW, but also includes combed and cord-impression wares that are 

known from BybJos NeoJithique Anden and Tabbat al-Hammam. 

Details on the flint artifacts have not been published. Kirkbride (1969:
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50) writes that finely denticulated sickle elements, probably 

comparable to those from Tell Nebi Mend, were more numerous in the 

upper levels than the lower.

Tell Naba'a Faour, about 30 km south of Labweh in the Bekka 

valley, was perhaps occupied in a period subsequent to that 

represented at Labweh (Copeland and Wescombe 1966; Copeland 1969). 

Although no excavation has been made, surface finds from this site 

show close similarity to those from BybJos NeoJJthJgue Ancien in both 

pottery and lithic typologies. The flaked flints include a variety of 

cores of pyramidal, double-ended (probably Naviform related type), 

and Levailois types. The tool assemblage is characterised by 

Amuq/Byblos points and sickle elements with denticulation. Scrapers 

were also quite numerous.

Returning back to the western Syria, a series of Neolithic sites has 

been excavated in the Damascus basin by de Contenson (1967, 1969b, 

1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1982; 1989; de Contenson and van Liere 

1964, 1966a), including Tell Aswad and Tell Ramad. Material more or 

less contemporary to that from Tell Nebi Mend has been recovered from 

Tell Ramad (Levels II and III). While the basal level is aceramic 

(Ramad I), the next level (II) has yielded White Wares and from the 

latest level (III) pottery comparable to DFBW has been excavated. 

Ramad I is C-14 dated to 6250 + 80 and 6140 + 50 BC, and Ramad II is 

to 5950 + 50 and 5930 + 55 BC. No C-14 dates have bee available from 

Ramad III. The flint artifacts from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic level 

include Amuq/Byblos points, notched points and sickle 

blades/elements. De Contenson compares notched points and elongated 

sickle blades to those commonly found at Palestinian contemporary 

sites, while the Amuq/Byblos points to the north Syrian counterparts.
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Flints from Level II are mainly composed of points and sickle elements 

of the "Syrian type", but include a few notched points of the "Palestinian 

type". The sickle elements exhibit a very different form from that of 

Tell Nebi Mend pieces. The specimens from Ramad show a broad 

rectangular shape with neatly retouched along all edges. De Contenson 

(1971: 285) describes that flint artifacts from the Pottery Neolithic level 

(III) are "only impoverished shadows of those from Level II", consisting 

of many flake tools.

When looking at the north, excavations have been made at Tell 

Apamee, a mound situated in the Orontes valley north of Tell Nebi 

Mend (Otte 1976). The excavators compare the Pottery Neolithic levels 

(Levels Va and Vb) to those of Amuq A, Ras Shamra VB and BybJos 

Neotithlque Ancien The lithic assemblages include Naviform cores as 

well as crude flake cores, and a few Byblos and Amuq points (0.7 to 

1.4% of the total tools), sickle elements (32.3 to 35.0%) and burins of 

various types (16.2 to 18.1%). While the points and burin types are 

similar to those from Tell Nebi Mend, the sickle elements are different. 

Those from Tell Apamee include both rectangular and obliquely backed 

pieces, but few of them show fine denticulation. The obliquely backed 

pieces exhibit similarity to the sickle elements from the north Syrian 

sites like Tell Damishilyya and Tell Assouad rather than those from 

Nebi Mend.

Qminas is a small site with Neolithic material, situated also in the 

Orontes valley, north of Tell Apamee. An excavation was made by a 

Syrian/Japanese team in 1981 (Masuda and Shaath 1983). An 

uninterrupted sequence from the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic 

has been recovered. The pottery is reported to resemble those from 

Amuq A/B and Ras Shamra VA/VB. The flint artifacts are characterised
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by Amuq/Byblos points and sickle elements few of which show fine 

denticulation. The cores include opposed-platform ones. An 

interesting technological aspect is that some of the points show 

"proximal scars" at the base, which were perhaps derived from the 

Naviform method of Douara type (Chapter 4; cf. Fujii 1986). 

Chronological change in the technology is unfortunately unknown with 

data available at present.

A brief survey of the literature presented above suggests that the 

lithic industry from Tell Nebi Mend perhaps belongs to a lithic 

manufacturing tradition of the Pottery Neolithic in the central Levant 

(including the Lebanese coast and West Syria), which has been best 

documented with the material from Byblos Neolithique Ancien The 

flint artifacts are characterised by a good number of sickle elements on 

blades with finely denticulated lateral edges, and a smaller number of 

Amuq and Byblos points that are frequently retouched by pressure 

flaking. Points with notches have not been reported from this area of 

the Levant, while they have been frequently found from the Damascus 

basin southwards. Point types of the central Levant appear to be little 

different from those of North Syria. The typology of sickle elements, 

however, does show some difference. Fine denticulation along the edges 

seems to be more common in the central Levant. Moreover, the way of 

hafting was radically different between these two zones (cf. Figs. 5.16 

and 6. 16).

As for the technological respect, published information is of little 

use for comparison of data from Tell Nebi Mend. Broadly speaking, 

there seems to exist a trend common in these two areas; flake 

production became more popular in the Pottery Neolithic than in the 

earlier period. In other words, blade production with the Naviform
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method became less popular in the Pottery Neolithic than in the Pre- 

Pottery Neolithic period. The technology at Tell Nebi Mend shows 

evident similarity to that of the Pottery Neolithic, particularly a later 

one of the early half of the 6th millennium BC. The collection from Tell 

Nebi Mend does include bidirectionally flaked blades reminiscent of the 

earlier tradition, but they were made of a small amount of fine-grained 

flint whether or not whose reduction was carried out on the site is 

presently uncertain. They may have been obtained through contacts 

with other people who had maintained the earlier technological 

tradition. No pieces with proximal scars have been identified on these 

blades.

Mathias and Parr (1983: 29) suggest that the pottery found in 

association with the flints at Tell Nebi Mend closely resemble those 

from sites in the central coastal Levant and are different from 

contemporary 6th millennium sites in the north. Mellaart (1973: 227) 

has presented a view that the area in question falls in two main 

cultural provinces, northern Syria, and Lebanon with southern Syria. 

The lithic study presented here perhaps supports this view. The lithic 

industry from Tell Nebi Mend is apparently more similar to that of 

Lebanon than that of North and the inland Syria. In view of the 

geographic position of Tell Nebi Mend, which is situated in the 

immediate south of the "Homs-Tripoli gap" running in the 

Lebanon/Anti-Lebanon Mountains, and in the Orontes valley which has 

a source in the Bekka valley, communication with the west would have 

not been difficult for the inhabitants of Tell Nebi Mend.

Apart from the technological and typological similarity, a further 

support may be sought in a pattern of flint use. At the Pre-Pottery 

Neolithic site of Saaydeh in the Bekka valley, Hours (1969: 36) states
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that sickle blades were manufactured on flint of exceptionally high 

quality with a "beige rose" colour, presumably a similar flint to the 

yellowish brown flint from Tell Nebi Mend. J. Cauvin (1968: 46) writes 

that points from Byblos Neolithlque Anc/en were never made on local 

flint but on chocolate brown flint with a fine-grain size, again a situation 

being similar to that documented at Tell Nebi Mend. I w ill return to 

this issue later (Chapter 9).
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Chapter 7 Tell Kashkashok I I

Introduction
1 The site
2 Excavations 
Material
1 Previous research on the lithic material
2 The present collection 
Analysis
1 Raw material and technological variability
2 Core reduction sequence: fine-grained flints
3 Core reduction sequence: coarse-grained flints
4 Tool manufacturing 
Conclusions
1 Technological organisation
2 Intra-site variability
3 Tell Kashkashok II and the Khabur Neolithic

Introduction

1 The site

The modern village of Tell Kashkashok is located about 20 km 

northwest of Hassake in the Upper Khabur basin, Syria (Fig. 7.1). The 

area surrounding the village was first surveyed by the Syrian authority 

as part of a rescue project from flooding to be caused by the dam 

constructions. The same area was again but more intensively surveyed 

by a University of Tokyo team in 1985, which led to discovery of a 

series of small mounds in the vicinity of Tell Kashkashok, numbered 

from I to IV (Matsutani 1989, 1991).

2 Excavations

Tell Kashkashok III, the largest one, has been subjected to three 

seasons' excavations (1987-89) by a Syrian mission directed by Antoine 

Soleiman of the Aleppo Museum. He has revealed a long archaeological 

sequence from the Ubaid period afterwards in a stepped trench. Mound
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I, the smallest one was also excavated by A. Soieiman in 1990, where a 

small Halafian settlement was discovered. Mound IV has not been 

adequately investigated because of modern houses occupying it.

Mound II or Tell Kashkashok II is a small mound of approximately 

100 by 80 m, with a maximum height of less than 4 m from the 

adjacent wadi plain, situated on the left bank of Wadi al-Awaij, one of 

the tributaries to the Khabur river (Fig. 7.2). Two seasons of 

excavations were carried out by the University of Tokyo team 

(including myself as a member) in 1987 and 1988. Due to its 

importance as the only Pottery Neolithic settlement so far extensively 

excavated in the Upper Khabur, this site has received further 

investigations by other archaeological missions. In the fall of 1990, a 

small-scale sounding was made by an American team directed by Frank 

Hole (Hole n.d.; Hole ed. n.d.), and several long trenches were opened by 

a French-Japanese team (including myself) under the direction of 

Bertiile Lyonnet in order to get palaeo-environmental information.

The excavations by the University of Tokyo team exposed a small 

Pottery Neolithic settlement on the bedrock under an extensive 

cemetery of Ubaid to Uruk periods (Matsutani 1991). The excavations 

defined four major layers at the site.

Laver 1: This is the top layer consisting of modern cultivated soils. 

Laver 2: This layer is composed of thin deposits preserved only in 

higher parts of the mound; this limited distribution is presumably a 

result of heavy erosion by wadi and cultivation activities. More than a 

hundred Ubaidian and Urukian tombs were discovered from this layer, 

and their intrusion badly damaged the underlying Neolithic 

architectural remains.
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Laver 3: The third and fourth layers correspond to Neolithic 

occupations. Layer 3 represents levels on which mud-walled houses 

were once standing during the Pottery Neolithic period. Those houses 

are represented by small rectangular rooms. Unfortunately, since later 

Ubaid and Urukian grave pits almost completely destroyed the Neolithic 

structures, only a general idea about them was obtained. The building 

material is not of mud-brick but packed mud, called tau f in Arabic. 

Rooms have rectangular plans with gypsum-plastered floors. They 

often have round pit-bins in a corner. The interior of those bins is also 

plastered with white gypsum. Each room is characterised by its 

relatively small size.

Laver 4: This layer represents the earliest level from which at least two 

basal pits or bed-rock pits were dug into the virgin soil. One of these 

pits, called "Pit 9", was completely excavated (Fig. 7.3). It is an oval pit 

about 4 x 3 m, with a depth of around 1 m. The north part of the floor 

shows clear evidence of burning. The filling of the pit is characterised 

by an alternation of black ash and brown soils, which contained rich 

occupation debris. No plaster or post-holes were identified on the floor. 

The function of the pit is as yet unknown. It could have been used as a 

pit-dwelling (Matsutani 1991), but could also have functioned as a 

quarry pit to obtain soil for building mud-walled houses. Similar pits 

have been found from the earliest levels of Tell Chagar Bazar near Tell 

Kashkashok II in Syria, and Telul eth-Thalathat and Yarim Tepe in Iraq.

The artifact assemblages from Neolithic layers consist of those 

typical of this period such as pottery, flaked and ground stone artifacts, 

bone tools, stone bowls and clay artifacts. The pottery is represented 

by painted, burnished, and plain coarse wares including husking trays. 

The majority is a straw-tempered plain coarse ware. Overall
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characteristics of the pottery including its shape and geometric designs 

on painted wares closely resemble those from Umm Dabaghiyah and the 

upper levels of Tell Bouqras.

In general, these cultural remains, while exhibiting some inter

layer differences, are broadly comparable with the materials from 

North Mesopotamian and North Syrian Pottery Neolithic sites such as 

Umm Dabaghiyah, Yarim Tepe, Telul eth-Thalathat and Tell Bouqras, all 

of which have been dated approximately to the early 6th millennium 

BC In fact, the radiocarbon dates so far obtained from the Neolithic 

layers of Tell Kashkashok II support this archaeological dating, except 

for one from Layer 4. The dates (all uncalibrated) are 4340 + 220 BC 

(TK-802) for Layer 4, 5780 + 90 BC (TK-803), 5930 ± 110 BC (TK-859) 

and 5540 + 110 BC (TK-860) for Layer 3.

Material

1 Previous research on the lithic material

Nearly five thousand of flint and obsidian flaked stone artifacts 

were recovered during two seasons of the Japanese excavations. These 

artifacts have been described by the present author on the typological 

basis (Nishiaki 1991a). Flint artifacts are mainly composed of non

formalised flake tools, but also include sickle elements, points and end- 

scrapers. The points show typological similarity to the Levantine Byblos 

points. The lithic assemblages include a large number of obsidian 

artifacts as well, which have been a subject of a special study by the 

same author (Nishiaki 1989b, 1990a, 1990b).

The technology of the flints from Tell Kashkashok II has not been 

published in detail, however; this chapter then aims to present its 

details.
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2 The present collection

As mentioned above, a large part of the Neolithic deposits at Tell 

Kashkashok II had been considerably disturbed by later grave pits and 

wadi activities. Thousands of flints and obsidian typical of Neolithic 

were found, consequently, in isolation from their proper archaeological 

contexts. In the present study, artifacts discovered in unmixed 

Neolithic deposits are analysed in detail (a total of 1230 pieces), while 

those from mixed contexts are also referred to when appropriate, 

particularly when dealing with retouched tools because of the paucity of 

the sample size (Table 7.1).

The artifacts assigned to Layer 3 in the excavation report 

(Matsutani 1991) consist of those excavated both from the mud-walled 

house levels and those from the fill of the basal pits. In this study, 

however, artifacts from these two contexts of Layer 3 are analysed 

separately in order to explore inter-assemblage variability in more 

detail. Only artifacts from the mud-walled house levels are ascribed to 

"Layer 3" in this study, and the others are referred to as from the "fill 

of the pits". Four hundred and eight pieces are then from Layer 3, and 

544 pieces from the fill of Pit 9 and 77 are from the fill of Pit D8. Lithic 

artifacts from Layer 4 in fact consist of those from the floor of Pit 9 

only, since no flaked stone artifacts were found on the floor deposits of 

Pit D8.

A substantial number of the present collection are derived from a 

single pit, Pit 9. This is mainly because the soils of the pit were 

carefully dry-sieved with a fine mesh while the other deposits were 

excavated without a sieving procedure. Another possible explanation 

would be a functional difference. The pit is thought to have been used
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as a rubbish pit by the inhabitants of the tauf-wailed houses. Cleaning 

of the residential area and throwing rubbish into the pit might have 

produced the difference in artifact density. Although dry-sieving is 

admittedly not the perfect method for recovering small artifacts (Payne 

1972), the sampling loss was apparently smaller in Pit 9 than in other 

contexts. In other words, the samples from the other contexts are 

probably, at least to some extent, biased to material more easily 

recognised in the field, which necessarily limits their usefulness in 

statistical analysis. Therefore, the material from Pit 9 will be subjected 

to more detailed statistic analysis than those from other contexts.

Analysis

1 Raw material and technological variability

The general inventory of the present collection is shown in Table 

7.1. Perhaps one of the most important features of the lithics from Tell 

Kashkashok II is the relatively frequent use of obsidian as raw material 

for flaked stone tools. The technological characteristics of the obsidian 

pieces are discussed in Chapter 8.

Due to the shortage of time in the field, only a sample of the 

collection was available for examination of the flint type. Since the 

Munsell Color Charts was not available, the following description of 

colours is inevitably more or less subjective.

Grain-size and colours of the flints from Pit 9 were classified into 

several types. As at Tell Damishilyya and Tell Nebi Mend, the flint 

artifacts were quite certainly made of at least two groups of flints: fine

grained and coarse-grained flints, the latter of which outnumber the 

former. The fine-grained flints are represented by a few pieces only. 

They constitute only 1.6% (3/190) of a sample of flints from Pit 9 Fill,
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and all of them are retouched tools. They show a smooth and slightly 

lustrous surface, and their colour varies from whitish grey, pinkish 

brown, greenish brown to very dark brown. The “very dark brown 

flint" shows very similar characteristics to those of their counterparts 

from the other sites analysed in this study.

The coarse-grained flints constitute the vast majority of the flints 

in the present collection. They subdivide into several groups according 

to their colour. A sample of 187 coarse-grained pieces from Pit 9 Fill 

consist of: Brown flint (11.2%), Light brown flint (10.7%), Greyish 

brown flint (16.0%), Grey flint (16.6%), Bluish grey flint (27.8%), Reddish 

brown/grey flint (14.4%), Blackish brown/grey flint (3.7%). The last 

two groups apparently represent flints suffered from thermal 

alteration. In addition to these, a group of flints were designated as 

"others", which are questionable flints such as those showing too heavy 

weathering for identification (8.1%). Unlike the fine-grained flints, the 

coarse-grained flints consist of numerous debitage and cores. In fact, 

the cores from Pit 9 are all made of coarse-grained flint. The coarse

grained flints show a range of colours, but no definite correlation 

between the colours and the technology has been detected.

2 Core reduction sequence: fine-grained flints

Fine-grained flints in the present collection are represented by 

only a small number of tools, and they include no cores. Since the 

excavations at Tell Kashkashok II were conducted quite extensively on 

this small mound (over 340 m2), the rarity of this group of flint would 

not be explained in the space-functional terms. These flints were most 

probably introduced to the site in the form of a small number of blanks 

or finished tools.
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Little could be said about the core reduction technology of the fine

grained flints quantitatively with data presently available. Their 

important technological features are:

1) They include tools made on crested blades (Fig. 7.18: 11),

2) They include many tools made on blades (Fig. 7.12),

3) The blades often show the bidirectional (e.g. Fig. 7.12: 1,2, 4) and the 

biface patterns (Fig. 7.13: 7) on their dorsal surfaces, and

4) A few of the blades have a very straight profile (Fig. 7.12: 6-10) 

which may indicate the use of pressure/punch flaking.

These technological features are almost completely absent from 

those of the coarse-grained flints that are discussed below. Application 

of different core-reduction technology to different flint groups is 

strongly suggested.

3 Core reduction sequence: coarse-grained flints

3.1 Raw material procurement

While sources of the fine-grained flints have been yet unknown, 

possible sources of the coarse-grained flints have been located. In the 

course of the surveys conducted by Bertille Lyonnet and me in this 

region in 1990 and 1991, a number of flint scattered spots were 

identified near the site (Nishiaki 1991b, n.d.). The nearest one is on a 

remnant of a Pleistocene terrace cut by Wadi al-Awaij, just about 1-1.5 

km northeast of the site. A small amount of flints are scattered on this 

gently sloped terrace (a.s.l.: 325 - 350 m) in the form of small either 

round or irregular pebbles and chunks of poor quality, undoubtedly all 

secondary. The range of their size, colour and quality closely resembles 

that of the flints on which tools from Tell Kashkashok II were made, 

suggesting that this terrace could have been a source of flints for the
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inhabitants of Tell Kashkashok II. While a small number of Middle 

Palaeolithic flint artifacts were collected, however, our survey of 1990 

and 1991 failed to find reliable Neolithic pieces.

The second nearest sources are on the long stretch of terraces of 

the Khabur river about 15 to 20 km southwest of Tell Kashkashok II, 

where one can collect small pebbles of flints at many localities (Nishiaki 

1991b, n.d.). The colours and quality of those pebbles are also similar to 

those of the flints excavated from Tell Kashkashok II.

Another group of flint sources has been located on the northern 

slope of Jabal Abd al-Aziz (Suzuki and Kobori 1970). Flints from these 

sources are more or less homogeneous in colour and quality. They 

largely consist of whitish brown flint pebbles with white cortex. 

Relatively speaking, they have a larger size and a finer texture than 

flints available in the vicinity of Tell Kashkashok II. Early Pre-Pottery 

Neolithic or even earlier flint artifacts have been reported (Moore 

1989), but no reliable Pottery Neolithic artifacts have been so far found.

It would be natural to assume that the nearest source was that 

most likely to have been exploited. The absence of Neolithic artifacts 

there may be because flint pebbles were taken to the settlement in the 

form of unflaked pebbles, as was suggested at Tell Damishilyya and Tell 

Nebi Mend (Chapters 6 and 7). This speculation is supported by the fact 

that the present collection from Tell Kashkashok II includes a good 

number of unflaked flint pebbles and chunks (non-worked flints). Five 

pieces were found from the Neolithic contexts, and 25 from mixed 

contexts (Table 7.1). Other sources might also have been exploited by 

the inhabitants, but occasionally at most.

3.2 Initial flaking (and test flaking)
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Two cores from Pit 9, and seven from the remaining Neolithic 

contexts were identified as semi-chipped cores. They share a quite 

similar technological feature: one end shows one or more flake scars 

with a limited extension (Fig. 7.4: 1-2). Those flake scars can be 

considered representing initial flaking either for core preparation or 

for testing the quality of the flint. Four of the cores are on thick 

flakes, the others are on pebbles. The size range of the semi-chipped 

cores is 35 - 58 mm in length, which is slightly larger than that of 

ordinary cores (see Fig. 7.5).

The debitage assemblage consists of numerous flakes entirely or 

partially covered with cortex (Table 7.3.1). In the collection from Pit 9 

Fill, cortex flakes and part-cortex flakes constitute 26 % and 32 % of the 

total flakes respectively; cortical pieces therefore amount to nearly 80% 

of the total flakes.

From these things, it is most likely that core reduction of the 

coarse-grained flints was carried out on the site from the very 

beginning. Flint pebbles and chunks were seemingly brought in 

without extensive preparation, and then their cortices were removed on 

the site. This behavioural pattern was probably made possible by the 

small size of the flint raw material and the proximity of a possible flint 

source to the site.

3.3 Core preparation

The collection of coarse-grained flints includes numerous pieces 

with core-edges, but no particular core-trimming pieces such as crested 

blades with a zigzag central ridge. True cresting for core preparation 

was probably not applied to this group of flint.

There are 293 cores from Tell Kashkashok II in total (Table 7.1), 

among which only two pieces may possibly have produced blades
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(0.7%; Fig. 7.4: 6). The vast majority of the cores are flake cores. A 

detailed breakdown of the core types in the Pit 9 Fill collection is 

presented in Table 7.2.1. More than half of them are single-platform 

cores of the flat type (Fig. 7.4: 3, 4) or of the prismatic type (Fig. 7.4: 3). 

Multiple-platform (Fig. 7.6: 1, 2) and Change-of-orientation cores (Fig. 

7.6: 3, 4) are also included, but less common.

These cores are generally round in outline and semi-circular in 

section. The mean ratios of length/width and width/thickness of cores 

from Pit 9 Fill are 0.96 + 0.319, and 1.885 + 0.543 respectively (Table 

7.2.4).

Platforms of the cores were prepared to a minimum extent. 

Overhangs were only occasionally removed for platform preparation. A 

total of 40 platforms are observed on the 27 cores recovered from the 

fill of Pit 9 (Table 7.2.2). More than half of them (52.5%) are cortex 

platforms, then followed by plain platforms (37.5%). Faceted platforms 

constitute 5% only. This tendency is almost exactly echoed by butts of 

debitage, where about half of them are cortex butts (46.9%; Table 7.3.2), 

followed by plain butts (33.1%) and thinned butts (10.3%). Faceted 

butts were observed only 2.1% of butts. The compositions of 

platform/butt types of cores and debitage are virtually identical (Fig. 

7.7.1).

3.4 Core reduction

Thirty six surfaces of the cores were identified as the main flaking 

surfaces which produced debitage of some use as tool blanks. Table

7.2.3 shows the flaking direction on each surface; more than half of 

them are the unidirectional (58.3%), then followed by the crossed or 

multidirectional pattern (36.1%), and the cortex pattern (5.6%). This 

composition is more or less repeated by the directionality of flake scars
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on the dorsal surface of debitage (Table 7.3.3; Fig. 7.7: 2), where the 

unidirectional pattern constitutes about half (30.3%), then the crossed 

or multidirectional and the cortex-covered patterns constitute about one 

quarter respectively (22.5% and 23.5%). It should be noted that the 

bidirectional scar pattern is almost completely absent from these data: 

only one flake shows an atypical bidirectional flaking pattern (0.5%). 

There is no example showing bidirectional flaking in the core 

assemblage.

In view of that cores generally exhibit features of the final stage 

of the reduction sequence only, the correlations between cores and 

debitage both in platform/butt types and in flaking directionality are 

remarkable (Fig. 7.7). They suggest that the main strategy of flaking 

technology was consistent throughout the reduction sequence until 

abandonment of cores, representing a generalised core technology as 

at Tell Nebi Mend (Chapter 6).

The main products of the core-reduction process of coarse-grained 

flints were flakes. Blades constitute only about one tenth of the 

debitage collection from Pit 9 Fill (22/198 or 11.1%). Many of them 

(13/22) are cortical blades (Table 7.3.1). The flakes are short and 

broad with a relatively thick transversal section.

Fig. 7.8 shows the length/width ratio of ail the unretouched flakes 

and blades from Pit 9 Fill. No clear bimodal distribution could be 

identified in this histogram, showing a peak of the distribution between 

1.25 and 1.5. At least some of the blades from Tell Kashkashok II were 

probably not produced as intended products but as by-products of a 

single knapping process for flake production.

The size of debitage is very small, reflecting the small size of the 

flint available near the site. The average lengths are only 18.5 mm for
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non-cortical flakes, 23.8 mm for part-cortex flakes and 26.9 mm for 

cortex flakes (Pit 9 Fill). As shown in Fig. 7.9, cortical flakes show a 

larger size range than that of non-cortical flakes. The larger size 

variability of cortex flakes perhaps reflects simplicity in the core 

reduction process, in which cortical flakes were produced at almost any 

time.

3.3 Core abandonment

Knapping accidents are frequently observed on cores and debitage 

from Tell Kashkashok II. A significant number of flakes show hinge- 

fractured termination at their distal end (Table 7.3.4). Excluding 

cortex-covered and broken ends, nearly half of the ends of flakes 

exhibit hinge fractures (31/115 or 44.3%). Plunging terminations also 

occasionally occurred with an unnegligible frequency (8/115 or 7.0%).

Platforms of the cores often exhibit heavy crushing (6/40 or 15.0% 

of the Pit 9 Fill sample), as a result of which the platform angle shows 

an angle greater than 90 degrees. These knapping accidents may well 

reflect the low standard of knapping skill of the knappers as well as the 

technological simplicity (hard hammer flaking with a minimum 

preparation of platforms).

Fig. 7.9 compares lengths of cores and each class of flakes. The 

size of cores is generally larger than or almost equal to the mean size of 

each flake class, suggesting that cores were not reduced significantly in 

size. This hypothesis could be supported by the fact that all the cores 

from Tell Kashkashok II still retain surfaces at least partially covered 

with cortex (Figs. 7.4 and 7.6) It seems that cores were abandoned 

mainly due to knapping accidents rather than significant reduction in 

size.

3.6 Core maintenance
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Core maintenance procedures at Tell Kashkashok II is represented 

by core-edge pieces. There are 32 such pieces in the collection from Pit 

9 Fill. These pieces include atypical core tablets (Fig. 7.6: 3, 6) as well 

as ordinary core-edge pieces (Fig. 7.6: 8). Most of the core tablets 

appear to have been removed in order to refresh the main flaking 

surface rather than to recreate platforms. A single heavy blow was 

given to remove the main surface often suffered from platform crushing 

(Fig. 7.6: 6).

3.7 Heat treatment

Evidence suggesting intentional heating as pre-treatment for core 

reduction is sparse at Tell Kashkashok II. About one quarter of the 

whole collection (24.1%; Table 7.3.3) from Pit 9 Fill show heated traces, 

among which no reliable piece with part-heated traces has been 

identified. Fig. 7.10 shows that proportions of heated pieces are almost 

exactly the same among the core and debitage classes, suggesting that 

no particular heating pattern relating to the reduction sequence existed.

It is also suggested that heating pre-treatment was, if at all, 

conducted only occasionally at Tell Kashkashok II, or conducted with a 

low temperature which did not produce thermal change identifiable to 

the naked eye.

3.8 Flaking mode

Flaking mode for the Tell Kashkashok II collection was not 

examined using the same standard as employed for the other 

assemblages discussed in the previous chapters. Only development of 

the bulb size in general terms was examined. About 90% of flakes from 

Pit 9 Fill (Table 7.3.6) show a developed bulb size; blades also show a 

similar tendency (12/15). This tendency may well be a result of the 

popular use of hard hammer flaking. As a matter of fact, at least six
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hammerstones have been excavated from the Neolithic deposits, and ten 

from disturbed contexts (Fig. 7.6: 7). They show battered ends probably 

due to use for knapping flints, although similar wears could also be 

caused by use as food-processing tools.

3.9 Summary

All the flint artifacts from Pit 9 Fill except for a few retouched tools 

were made of a group of coarse-grained flints. The flints were probably 

obtained from a secondary source in the vicinity of the site, and was 

brought into the site in the form of pebbles or test-flaked pebbles. The 

core reduction technology at Tell Kashkashok II was that characterised 

by broad/oval flake production from round cores with single- or 

multiple-platforms. No consistent bidirectional flaking was carried out. 

The knapping was conducted probably by the hard hammer mode. The 

reduction technology is very simple. The technology was perhaps 

maintained throughout the core reduction sequence from the very 

beginning to the final stage of core abandonment. A result of this 

process was production of flakes covered with cortex at almost any time 

of its reduction sequence.

4 Tool manufacturing

Retouched tools made up a small portion of the total flint artifacts. 

They comprise only 1.8% and 3.2% of the dry-sieved samples of P9 floor 

(Layer 4) and fill deposits respectively, and 10% to 23% of the total 

artifacts in other assemblages (Table 7.1). Since the tools from the 

primary Neolithic deposits are too few for statistical analysis (52 pieces 

only), pieces from other contexts, which show features typical of 

Neolithic (283 pieces), were necessarily incorporated into the present 

analysis (Table 7.4).
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The most common tools in the whole collection (335 pieces) are 

retouched flakes (27.5%), followed by denticulates (13.8%), scrapers 

(10.5%), and retouched blades (8.4%). Formal tools such as points and 

sickle elements are rare, 3.0% and 3.6% respectively.

One of the characteristic features on the raw material for those 

tools is its large variability in flint type, including apparently exotic 

ones such as very dark brown and reddish brown flints. The typology 

for the flint collection from Tell Kashkashok II is schematically shown in 

Fig. 7.11, which is based on my previous report (Nishiaki 1991a), but a 

few revisions were made so as to facilitate comparison with the others 

sites analysed in this study.

4.1 Points

There are ten points in the present collection, all but one of which 

were found in disturbed or surface contexts. Although all these points 

are broadly comparable to Byblos points, two morphological types are 

distinguishable; they are separated by technological characteristics as 

well.

Type 1: Points made on rather thick blades (Neolithic contexts: 1, other 

contexts: 4; Fig. 7.12: 1-5). All of them are retouched by pressure 

flaking. Intensive bifacial retouch was applied to their tang, while the 

tip was only inversely retouched. The tang has round shoulders. The 

transversal section is lens-shaped. The largest specimen (Fig. 7.12: 1) 

was made on a whitish grey fine-grained flint, while others were on 

greenish brown ones.

Type 2: Points made on fine thin blades (Neolithic contexts: 0, other 

contexts: 5; Fig. 7.12: 6-10). The retouch pattern of this type contrasts 

with that of Type 1: while their basal parts were neatly retouched by 

inverse pressure flaking, the tips were pointed by direct pressure
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retouch. The tip is much sharper than that of Type 2 points. The 

blanks are very straight in profile, and the section is trapezoidal. The 

flints utilised are greenish brown (2 pieces), dark brown (2 pieces) and 

white flint (1 piece).

Type 1 points were made on rather thick blades, while Type 2 are 

on fine thin blades. The width and thickness are shown in Fig. 7.13. The 

limit of maximum thickness of Type 2 may be drawn at around 3 mm. 

The difference in thickness may perhaps relate to difference in the 

flaking mode applied for detaching the blanks. Although exact modes 

are unknown since the intact butts of the blanks are not preserved 

(retouched or broken), the very straight profile of the Type 2 blanks 

may suggest the use of punch/pressure flaking, while the direct flaking 

technique is suggested for the thick Type 1 blanks.

The blanks on which these two types were made include, 

interestingly, blades with bidirectional dorsal scar pattern (Fig. 7.12: 1, 

2, 4, 6) and a blade with the biface pattern (Fig. 7.12: 10). These 

patterns suggest that the blades were produced from carefully prepared 

opposed-platform cores, a manufacturing technique completely absent 

from the core technology at Tell Kashkashok II (see above). It is almost 

certain that at least some of the blanks for points were brought into the 

site from somewhere else.

All these points are more or less broken. Type 1 points include a 

piece exhibiting burin facets at the tip, which could represent impact 

fractures due to use as a point, or represent its re-use as a burin (Fig. 

7.12:4)

4.2 Sickle elements

Unexpectedly, a relatively small number of sickle elements were 

found (3.6% of the total flint tools). This is perhaps partly explained by
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the possibility that other retouched and unretouched flakes and blades, 

and a large number of obsidian blades (see Chapter 8), could also have 

been used as sickle elements, even though they do not exhibit sickle 

gloss. Morphological variability is great among the sickle elements.

Type 1: Sickle elements with both ends snapped or truncated obliquely 

by retouch, so that their plan is crescent-shaped (Neolithic contexts: 0, 

other contexts: 5). The edges opposite to the working edge are also 

retouched in a few cases (Fig. 7.14: 1). The overall shape and the 

location of sickle gloss are more or less similar to those of Type 1 sickle 

elements from Tell Damishilyya (see Chapter 5).

Type 2: Sickle elements with both ends snapped or truncated slightly 

and obliquely by retouch, so that their plan forms a trapeze (Neolithic 

contexts: 2, other contexts: 1). Though only one specimen exhibits sickle 

gloss visible with the naked eye (Fig. 7.14: 2), two others are also 

assigned to this type on the basis of morphological affinity (Fig. 7.14: 4, 

6 ).

Type 3: Sickle elements of an elongated rectangular shape, with both 

ends snapped or truncated (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 3). The 

edges with sickle gloss are roughly retouched, but never show fine 

denticulation like that described at Tell Nebi Mend. The piece 

illustrated (Fig. 7.14: 3) shows burin facets at ends.

Type 4: Sickle elements of an inverted triangular shape (Neolithic 

contexts: 0, other contexts: 1). Only one specimen was found (Fig. 7.14: 

5). The distal end is truncated by direct retouch, while the proximal 

end retains an unmodified butt. The edge with sickle gloss is roughly 

retouched.

Flakes were preferably selected as blanks for sickle elements. 

Among this small collection consisting of only twelve pieces, ten are
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made on flakes. Only two pieces were made on rather thick blades (Fig. 

7.14: 1, 3). The dorsal scars of these flake and blade blanks are 

exclusively of the unidirectional type, matching with the core 

technology represented at Tell Kashkashok II.

Truncation was extensively used for modification of the blanks 

with various methods such as retouched truncation (Fig. 7.14: 1, 3, 6), 

snapped truncation (Fig. 7.14: 2, 4). An unmodified end is found only 

on one specimen (Fig. 7.14: 3).

The way of hafting of these sickle elements is difficult to 

reconstruct. First, the small sample size, and second, the apparent large 

morphological diversity prevent us from detecting a pattern either in 

shape or in location of the sickle gloss. The morphological diversity at 

Tell Kashkashok II shows an evident contrast with other Pottery 

Neolithic sites studied in the previous chapters. The location of sickle 

gloss on the specimens from Tell Kashkashok II includes both our Type 

A and Type B (cf. Figs. 5.16 and 6.16).

A more or less similar situation can be seen in the flint 

assemblages from Telul eth-Thalathat, an early 6th millennium Pottery 

Neolithic site in the northern Iraq (Fukai et al. 1970; Fukai and 

Matsutani 1981). Less than ten flint sickle elements were recovered 

from two seasons' excavations at the site, constituting about 10% of the 

total flint tools. Those sickle elements show diverse "types" including 

blade segments, obliquely truncated flakes and blades (Fukai and 

Matsutani 1981). Their sickle gloss locations also show both A and B 

types.

At Tell Hassuna near Telul eth-Thalathat, remains of a wooden 

handle with bitumen and hafted sickle elements have been discovered 

from a Hassunan level (III). The illustration in the report (Fig. 7.14: 7)
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shows that flakes with various shapes were hafted to a handle either 

side by side or overlapping in some cases. The cutting edge created in 

this way is not necessarily straight or jagged. A similar model may be 

tentatively applied to the sickle elements from Tell Kashkashok II. The 

general scarcity of flint sickle elements at Kashkashok II may suggest 

extensive use of regular obsidian blades for sickles (Chapter 8).

4.3 Burins

Only a small number of burins (22 specimens or 6.6% of the total 

tools; Table 7.4) are present in the collection. The flints used for the 

burins include fine-grained flints like purple-red (Fig. 7.15: 1), cream- 

grey (Fig. 7.15: 2) and very dark brown flint (Fig. 7.15: 7).

Type 1: Angle burins (Neolithic contexts: 5, other contexts: 9). Burin 

facets were made parallel to the longitudinal axis of the blank using a 

snapped end as a platform for the blow (Fig. 7.15: 1-2).

Type 2: A burin with a transversal burin facet on an unmodified lateral 

edge (Neolithic context: 0, other contexts: 1; Fig. 7.15: 7).

Type 3: A burin with two burin facets intersecting perpendicularly at a 

corner of the blank (Neolithic context: 0, other contexts: 1). This piece 

and that of Type 2 were originally classified as retouched blades in the 

excavation report (Nishiaki 1991a). The blanks are indeed, unlike 

blanks for other pieces, regular blades (Fig. 7.15: 6).

Type 4: Dihedral burins (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 5). Two 

burin-blows intersect at one end of the blank (Fig. 7.15: 3, 4). One of 

them (Fig. 7.15: 4) is probably a reused point.

Type 5: A composite tool of burin/limace (Neolithic contexts: 0, other 

contexts: 1). One end has a slanting dihedral burin edge, while the other 

end has a pointed tip made by a series of pressure retouch scars (Fig. 

7.15:5).
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More than half of the burins were made on flakes (13/22 or 

39.1%). Particular one-to-one correlation between a blank type and a 

burin type is difficult to find with this sample. It is notable, however, 

that the pieces of Types 2 and 3 were made on regular blades of fine

grained flints with greenish brown and very dark brown colours 

respectively.

The lateral edges of these burins were generally left unretouched, 

except for the Type 3 specimens exhibiting invasive flat pressure- 

retouch scars. This piece, made of purple-red fine-grained flint, could 

in fact be a re-used point.

Three burin spalls were found in the present collection (Fig. 7.15: 8,

9). All of them were perhaps produced from Type 1 burins.

4.4 Scrapers

Scrapers make up one of the important tool classes at Tell 

Kashkashok II. There are 35 pieces (10.5% of the total flint tools) in the 

present collection. Flints used as blanks are mostly the coarse-grained 

flints.

Type 1: End-scrapers (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 14).

Generally, thick flakes were chosen as blanks (Fig. 7.16: 1-3). The 

working edge was made at the distal end of the blank with steep 

retouch. The lateral edges were also retouched in a few cases. Similar 

specimens have been found at Umm Dabaghiyah (Fig. 3: a-g in 

Mortensen 1982) and Magzalia (Fig. 31: 3-5 in Bader 1989).

Type 2: Side-scrapers (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 14). All on 

flakes. The retouch is not so steep as that of Type 1 scrapers (Fig. 7.16: 

4).
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Type 3: Round scrapers (Neolithic contexts: 2, other contexts: 4). The 

blanks are thick flakes. The working edges were made by continuous 

but irregular retouch around the blanks (Fig. 7.16: 3).

Type 4: Massive scrapers (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 2). Two 

scrapers, both found in the disturbed contexts, were made on 

exceptionally large flakes of cream-purple flint, probably non-local 

origin (Fig. 7.16: 6). Both pieces have a steeply retouched edge on one 

side, and a neatly retouched round edge on the other side. Due to their 

exceptionally large size, these pieces could also be classified as heavy 

duty tools like axes and hoes. The working edges show however no 

heavy wear.

No scrapers were made on blades. Most of the blanks were cortical 

flakes. The technological features on the blanks correspond to those of 

the cores.

Common scraping retouch technique was used for creating the 

working edge. The exception is retouch for Type 1 (end-scrapers). 

Type 1 scrapers were made with steep and often stepped retouch, 

which might have been caused by resharpening. No pressure flaking is 

suggested for retouching either working edges or lateral edges.

4.5 Borers

There are 25 borers, corresponding to 7.5% of the total flint tools. 

Five morphological types were recognised.

Type 1: Borers whose distal end is intensively retouched so as to form a 

pointed tip that is clearly separate from the body (Neolithic contexts: 1, 

other contexts: 7; Fig. 7.17: 1, 2). This type of borer is also made of 

obsidian; it is a rare tool type found in both materials.

Type 2: Borers whose distal end is slightly retouched to form a pointed 

tip (Neolithic contexts: 3, other contexts: 5; Fig. 7.17: 3).
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Type 3: Off-set borers on broad flakes, whose pointed tip was made on a 

lateral edge of the blank, with light retouch (Neolithic contexts: 1, other 

contexts: 2; Fig. 7.17: 4). Similar specimens are known from Umm 

Dabaghiyah (Fig. 4: b in Mortensen 1982).

Type 4: Borers on thick flakes, whose pointed tip is made with steep 

retouch ( Neolithic contexts: 4, other contexts: 0; Fig. 7.17: 3).

Type 5: Reamers (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 2; Fig. 7.17: 6). 

Both lateral edges are steeply retouched with alternate flaking. The 

section is polygonal.

Most of the borers are made on flakes with a thick profile. The 

exceptions are Type 5 borers (reamers) and a few specimens of Types 1 

and 2, which are made on thick, perhaps blades (Tables 7.5 and 7.6). 

Type 3 borers are characterised by their use of blanks in an off-set 

style. Working edges are made by generally steep retouch.

4.6 Denticulates

Denticulates make up one of the largest tool classes in the present 

collection. Fifty three pieces or 15.8% of the total belong to this tool 

class. The flints used for them are predominantly coarse-grained ones. 

Type 1: Denticulates made on flakes by continuous regular retouch 

(Neolithic contexts: 3, other contexts: 13). The serrated edge is along 

one side only (Fig. 7.17: 7).

Type 2: Denticulates made on thick flakes by continuous steep retouch 

(Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 10). The serrated edge is along one 

side only (Fig. 7.17: 8).

Type 3: Denticulates made on thick flakes by continuous steep retouch 

(Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 10). Serrated edges were made 

along both sides of the blank, approaching the form of a rod (Fig. 7.17: 

9, 10). More or less similar specimens have been described as
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"firestones" at Umm Dabaghiyah (Fig. 7: a, b in Mortensen 1982). Our 

denticulates of this type, however, do not show clear battering signs at 

the end(s) which would indicate their use as firestones.

Type 4: Denticulates made on flakes by irregular retouch (Neolithic 

contexts: 4, other contexts: 11). The serrated edge is made around the 

edge of the blank (Fig. 7.17: 11).

A classification of blank uses is shown in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. 

Apparently flakes covered with cortex were the dominant blanks. 

These pieces are generally thicker than other types of flakes. Blades in 

a restricted sense were not used.

In most cases, denticulate edges were made by direct retouch. 

The retouch of Type 3 specimens are generally steeper than on others.

4.7 Notches

The collection of notches from Tell Kashkashok II is poor in both 

number and workmanship (19 pieces or 5.7% of the total flint tools). 

Two types are distinguishable according to the nature of retouch.

Type 1: Clactonian notches (Neolithic contexts: 4, other contexts: 4.). 

They have a notch made by a single-blow on the distal end or on a 

lateral edge (Fig. 7.18: 1).

Type 2: Notches made by continuous retouch on the distal ends or 

lateral edges (Neolithic contexts: 2, other contexts: 9; Fig. 7.18: 2).

All the blanks are flakes, many of which are covered with cortex 

(Tables 7.5 and 7.6). No blades were utilised as blanks for notches.

4.8 Splintered pieces

Three pieces were identified as splintered pieces (Neolithic 

contexts: 1, other contexts: 2). They have bifacial retouch scars 

originating from at least one end (Fig. 7.18: 3). Their use or function is 

as yet unknown. The bifacial retouch could reflect modification for
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hafting the flake, as was applied to a sickle element (cf. Fig. 7.14: 3). 

All the specimens were made on flakes. No indication for use of 

pressure flaking is noticed.

4.9 Hoe-shaped tools

These are flake tools whose basal parts are narrowed by retouch so 

that their whole shape approaches that of a "hoe" (Neolithic contexts: 0, 

other contexts: 2). Two pieces found in the collection are both the 

surface material (Fig. 7.18: 4). One of the pieces is made on limestone. 

"Hoes" made of "chert" have been reported from contemporary levels at 

Tell Hassuna (Lloyd and Safar 1943), but they are far larger than 

pieces reported here .

4.10 Retouched blades

All the retouched blades which cannot be classified in the above 

mentioned types are grouped here. They amount to 28 pieces, or 8.4% 

of the total tools. They are often made on fine-grained flints.

Type 1: Regular blades with fine nibbled retouch (Neolithic contexts: 1, 

other contexts: 9; Fig. 7.18: 5, 6).

Type 2: Regular blades with fine pressure retouch (Neolithic contexts: 2, 

other contexts: 1; Fig. 7.18: 7, 8).

Type 3: Irregular blades with retouch (Neolithic contexts: 3, other 

contexts: 6; Fig. 7.18: 9-11). They include a piece made on a crested 

blade of very dark brown fine-grained flint (Fig. 7.18: 11). The 

retouched edges are occasionally slightly serrated.

Type 4: Blade segments with slightly retouched edges (Neolithic

contexts: 1, other contexts: 7). Both ends of these blades are broken or 

snapped.

At least two distinct groups of blade forms are identified: regular 

and irregular blades. The Types 1 and 2 blades show very similar
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techno-morphological features to those of blanks for Type 2 points, 

indicating their production with a similar technology (cf. Fig. 7.12: 6-

10). They have a thin trapezoidal section, a straight profile, and 

parallel edges. Their dorsal scar patterns are dominated by the 

unidirectional pattern (Fig. 7.18: 5-8), while the irregular blades (Type 

3) commonly show bidirectional patterns. The regular blades could 

have been produced from prismatic cores with the pressure flaking 

mode.

Most of the blanks for these retouched blades are broken (27 of 

28 specimens). These pieces may include intentionally truncated pieces. 

Pressure retouch is represented by specimens belonging to Type 2, two 

of which were found from Pit 9. The pressure retouch is exclusively 

(though only three cases in total) applied to regular blade blanks. The 

normal retouch is usually very light, which might also include the 

utilisation retouch.

4.11 Retouched flakes

This is the largest but rather heterogeneous group. All of the 

retouched flakes which cannot classified into the above mentioned 

types are grouped. Ninety two pieces (or 27.5% of the total) belong to 

this tool class. They divide into two types based on the nature of 

retouch.

Type 1: Flakes with continuous retouch scars (Neolithic contexts: 6, 

other contexts: 56).

Type 2: Flakes with non-continuous retouch scars (Neolithic contexts: 2, 

other contexts: 28).

Many of retouched flakes are on flakes with cortex (Tables 7.5 and 

7.6). No pressure flaking for retouch is indicated.

4.12 Tool fragments
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These are retouched pieces too fragmentary to be assigned to the 

above types. There are 34 such pieces (Neolithic contexts: 2, other 

contexts: 32).

4.13 Summary

A breakdown of all the retouched tools from Neolithic contexts by 

blank type is presented in Table 7.5. About four fifths of the tools were 

manufactured on flakes (40/52 or 80.8%). Comparison of the 

composition with that of debitage types reveals differences (the bottom 

of Table 7.5; Chi-square= 27.270; df=4; p<.0001), suggesting standards in 

blank choice. Firstly, blades were more frequently retouched into tools 

than left unretouched. Secondly, part-cortex and uncortical flakes were 

more often chosen as tool blanks than cortex-flakes. Variability in 

blank choice by tool types is also clear. Points and some burins were 

made on blades, while other tool types were mostly made on flakes, or 

cortex-covered irregular blades. Scrapers (Type 1 in particular) were 

very often made on cortex flakes, which were rarely selected as blanks 

for other tool types (Tables 7.5 and 7.6).

Comparison of sizes between debitage and tools also reveals a 

standard in blank choice. Fig. 7.19 shows that tools are obviously larger 

than debitage, indicating that size was another important factor for 

selection of tool blanks.

The flaking modes for retouch were basically hard hammer or 

pressure flaking. Pressure flaking is observed only on points, some 

burins and retouched blades. The selective use of this particular 

retouch mode is obvious.

Since this study is based on techno-morphological analyses which 

do not include use-wear analysis, it is difficult to say about maintenance 

activity of tools. One possible clue to examine this aspect is to detect a
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pattern in breakage. Points are ail broken, while other tool types are 

mostly found in a complete form. This possibly reflects a particular 

pattern in the manner of use and abandonment of points as already 

noted at other sites.

Conclusions

1 Technological organisation

The flint collection from Tell Kashkashok II comprises at least two 

distinct raw material groups: fine- and coarse-grained flints. The vast 

majority of the flints belongs to the coarse-grained one. The fine

grained flint is represented by a few apparently exotic flint pieces. 

These groups of flint were processed most probably according to 

different operational sequences or behavioural trajectories.

A hypothesised model showing the reduction sequences of 

different flint types at Tell Kashkashok II is presented in Fig. 7.20. The 

coarse-grained flint industry is characterised by short/broad flake 

production and flake tools such as scrapers, borers and denticulates. It 

includes numerous cores, debitage and unworked flint pebbles as well, 

but virtually no blades or blade tools. This group of flints were perhaps 

procured in the vicinity of the site, and brought into the site without 

extensive preparatory flaking. The core technology of this group is 

represented by unidirectional or radial flaking of single- or multiple- 

platform cores. Decortification and platform preparation of the cores 

were poorly carried out, so that cortical debitage with a cortex-butt 

were abundantly produced. An important technological feature is the 

complete lack of evidence of the bidirectional flaking. While we admit 

that cores generally represent only the final stage of the reduction 

sequence, it is most likely that the bidirectional flaking of opposed-
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platform cores was actually not, at best rarely, carried out at the site of 

Tell Kashkashok II. This aspect of blank production technology clearly 

contrasts with that of the earlier Pre-Pottery Neolithic industry of the 

Levant.

More or less comparable bidirectional flaking is represented at Tell 

Kashkashok II by a small number of fine-grained flint pieces, whose 

sources are as yet unknown. They consist of mainly blades and blade 

tools including points and a few burins.

The fine-grained flints also include a few regular blades, which 

might have been detached by pressure flaking from single-platform 

cores. Although the kind of flint has not been specified in detail, those 

regular blades probably represent another trajectory.

It is uncertain whether the fine-grained flint pieces were 

manufactured by the inhabitants themselves or by other people. It is 

important to note that each trajectory seems to represent different 

technological traditions. The coarse-grained flints almost certainly 

represent the "local" industry at Kashkashok, while the fine-grained 

flints include pieces produced with technologies diagnostic to other 

regions: the opposed-platform blade technology of the Levant, and the 

single-platform one of Mesopotamia and the Zagros. Single-platform 

blade cores, often with a conical form, have been reported from Pottery 

Neolithic sites in the east, like Tell Bouqras (Roodenberg 1986), Umm 

Dabaghiyah (Mortensen 1982) and Jar mo (Hole 1983), as well as the 

Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of Magzalia (Bader 1989).

Another important operational sequence to be added to the picture 

mentioned above would be that for processing obsidian. Obsidian pieces 

probably compensated for certain aspects poorly represented in the 

flint industry. In particular, the paucity of sickle elements in the flint
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assemblages may be a result of possible use of obsidian blades for the 

same purpose (Chapter 8).

2 Intra-site variability

Considerable stratigraphic disturbance by later grave pits, and 

consequently, the small number of artifacts found in unmixed Neolithic 

contexts prevent us from examining inter-assemblage variability in too 

much detail within the site, either from a temporal or spatial point of 

view. Results of general comparison only w ill be reported below.

The unmixed Neolithic deposits consist of three main stratigraphic 

units from top to bottom: Layer 3 (tauf-walled architecture levels), fills 

of the basal pits (fillings of Pit 9 and Pit D8), and Layer 4 (the floor 

deposits of Pit 9).

The excavators consider that the pit fills mainly consist of rubbish 

thrown by the inhabitants of tauf-walled houses, thus can be expected 

to show no difference from Layer 3 in artifact typology (Matsutani 

1991). This interpretation is supported by the present lithic analysis. 

Comparisons between fills of Pit 9/Pit D8 and Layer 3 in core types (Fig.

7.21.1), platform types of the cores (Fig. 7.21.2), blank types (Fig.

7.22.1), butt types (Fig. 7.22.2) and dorsal scar patterns of debitage and 

tool blanks (Fig. 7.22.3), all show remarkable similarity (raw data in 

Tables 7.7 and 7.8). We may add to this list of resemblances the size of 

debitage. As shown in Fig. 7.19, the debitage from Pit 9 and Layer 3 are 

strikingly similar in size as well.

On the other hand, designation of Layer 4 or "the floor deposits of 

Pit 9" may need some discussion, since it is inevitably involved with 

functional interpretation of the controversial basal pits. The excavators 

interpret that the basal pit of Pit 9 represents the earliest occupation
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level at Tell Kashkashok II which preceded to the earliest tauf-walled 

architecture level. This is based on two assumptions: one is that there 

was a time difference between these two "levels”. This assumption, 

however, has not been supported by concrete stratigraphic evidence. 

The level from which Pit 9 was dug into, and the earliest level on 

which tauf-walled houses were built were indistinguishable in the field, 

as shown in the published stratigraphy (Matsutani 1991). The other 

assumption relates to the function of the basal pits. Matsutani (1991) 

considers those pits were dug as "pit-dwellings” in which the 

inhabitants intended to live. Artifacts found on the "floor" of the pits 

were regarded to belong to those left by the inhabitants of the pits, and 

remains from the fill of the pits were considered to be rubbish thrown 

into by the inhabitants of the later levels.

Basal pits or bedrock pits similar to those from Tell Kashkashok II 

have also been reported from early Pottery Neolithic sites in the 

northern Iraqi Mesopotamia such as Matarra (Braidwood and Howe 

1960), Gird Ali Agha ( ib id \ Telul eth-Thalathat (Fukai et a l l970; Fukai 

and Matsutani 1981), Yarim Tepe I (Merpert et al. 1977) and Tell Sotto 

(ibid). The pits found on the earliest level of Tell Chagar Bazar may also 

well be of the same kind (Mallowan 1936). Apart from the poorly 

described examples from Tell Chagar Bazar, all the sites in the Iraqi 

Mesopotamia share a similar cultural entity known under various terms 

such as Pre- or Proto-Hassuna, Umm Dabaghiyah culture and Sotto stage 

of Hassuan culture (e.g. Kirkbride 1975, 1982; Merpert et al. 1977; also 

see below). Furthermore, the pits from those sites also show similar 

features: 1) they were dug into the bedrock; 2) the deposits consist of 

ash and occupational debris; 3) the "floor” of them often shows evidence 

of burning; and 4) their size and shape show considerable variability.
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In these respects, these pits exhibit remarkable similarity, but 

interpretation of the function or use of them varies by excavators. 

Braidwood and Howe (1960: 37) write of the pits from Gird Ali Agha 

"that they imply pit-houses is not at all certain". Merpert and others 

(1977: 72) states that "both the shapes and the characters of the sides 

and floors don't afford the conclusion of those employed as residential 

house" (s/c), and suggests alternative possibilities of the use as quarry 

pits for clay mining, rubbish disposal and firing pottery inside. 

Excavators at Telul eth-Thalathat claim, on the other hand, that the pits 

were used as pit-dwellings. Their interpretation is largely based on an 

assumption that the burnt floor represents a trace of domestic activity 

in the pits (Egami 1939; Fukai et al. 1970; Fukai and Matsutani 1981). 

Bashilov and others (1980) consider the pits as representing temporary 

dwellings of the earliest occupants at each site. In a more recent report, 

Bader (1989: 352) also suggests their use as pit-dwelling, referring to 

the discovery of a vessel in association with fragments of ground stone 

on the floor of one of basal pits at Tell Sotto.

A large burnt place and a concentration of natural stones and 

gypsum fragments were discovered on the floor of Pit 9 at Tell 

kashkashok II. These features, and the fairly large size and regular 

shape (ca. 4 x3  m), led me once to present the possibility of its use as a 

dwelling (Nishiaki 1988). This possibility is, however, never 

conclusive. Analysis of lithic artifacts from the "floor" of the pit may 

help us clarify the function of Pit 9. The small core assemblage from 

the floor (13 pieces) suggests that the core technology is characterised 

by short/broad flake production with unidirectional flaking on often 

cortex-covered platforms, the same feature as that of the fill 

assemblage. In addition to this technological resemblance, the general
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inventories of the assemblages from the floor and the fill of Pit 9 show 

a remarkable similarity (Fig. 7.23). Both assemblages consist of 

numerous debitage including cortex flakes and chips, but few tools. 

This indicates that the assemblage from the floor, as well as that of the 

fill, represents waste products of lithic manufacturing activity.

No comparative study from pits at other sites is presently 

available. In comparing the result from Pit 9 with that from the burnt 

mud-walled house (ie maison 12) excavated at Bouqras (Roodenberg 

1986: 164-8), alternatively, an interesting point emerges. The burnt 

house at Bouqras produced many objects including lithic artifacts in the 

in  situ context, which has provided an excellent opportunity to get 

insight into the range of daily commodities and the space-use pattern of 

the late Neolithic period. Fig. 86 in Roodenberg (1986) clearly 

demonstrates a contrast between the interior of rooms and the 

courtyard: the lithics from the rooms are dominated by finished tools 

(up to 100%), while those from the courtyard consist of numerous 

debitage and few tools (less than 10%). This contrast suggests that 

manufacturing of flint tools was carried out mainly in the courtyard, 

while the finished tools were kept in the rooms. There is no evidence 

indicating that such a dangerous activity as lithic manufacturing was 

conducted on a substantial scale in the rooms. As a matter of fact, lithic 

artifacts themselves were found sparsely in the rooms. Mortensen 

(1982: 215) also reports that manufacture of stone tools were basically 

outside activities at the contemporary site of Umm Dabaghiyah, Iraq.

What do the lithics from the "floor'' of Pit 9 then mean? Although 

they consist of numerous debitage, the available data would reject the 

possibility that they represent lithic manufacturing activities on the 

floor of a pit-dwelling. Rather, it is suggested that they were 1) left
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after making tools on the floor of the pit that was not a dwelling, 2) 

thrown into the pit-dwelling which had not functioned at that time, or 

3) thrown into the pit other than a pit-dwelling. In any case, the 

result of the present lithic analysis does not support the interpretation 

that artifacts from "Layer 4" represent domestic activities of the 

inhabitants (?) of a pit-dwelling. Final conclusion as to the function or 

purpose of the pit awaits for further examination of other evidence such 

as on stratigraphy and other artifact assemblages. In the meantime, I 

would conclude that the lithic artifacts from Layers 3 and 4 (=the floor 

of the pit) at Tell Kashkashok II belong to the same industry, 

presumably both rubbish thrown into the pit.

3 Tell Kashkashok II and the Khabur Neolithic

The Neolithic in the Khabur basin had been poorly studied until the 

recent investigations at Tell Kashkashok II. Previous archaeological 

investigations in the basin are characterised by those of post-Neolithic 

sites (see Warburton 1983; Weiss 1988), so that Neolithic occupation in 

this area remained almost entirely uninvestigated. Information on the 

Neolithic available from this area is obviously limited when compared 

to neighbouring areas like the Balikh valley in Syrian and the Northern 

Iraqi Mesopotamia.

Pottery Neolithic occupations so far investigated in the Upper 

Khabur basin are quite rare. Such occupations could possibly have been 

found at the basal levels of Tell Halaf and Tell Chagar Bazar, and in the 

vicinity of Tell Fakheriyeh, but archaeological information from these 

levels is presently sparse.

At Tell Halaf, the basal level or pre-Halaf level is reported to have 

contained primitive "A.Itomonochrom# pottery, which is a greyish ware
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with often thick and burnished wall (von Oppenheim and Schmidt 

1943). The level was later C-14 dated to around 3620 BC (Braidwood 

and Howe I960), something close to the dates from Tell Kashkashok II. 

The details other than pottery are unknown, however.

Tell Chagar Bazar, located about 40 km northeast of Kashkashok II, 

is also reported to have produced some Neolithic material. The 

excavations by M. Mallowan in the 1930's exposed comparable 

archaeological records from Tell Kashkashok II. Unlike the later levels 

containing tauf-walled houses, the earliest level showed no buildings 

but several pits dug into the virgin soil (Mallowan 1936). The pottery 

found from this level is characterised by a black or grey monochrome 

ware with a "highly lustrous and polished" surface. Mallowan (1936: 11) 

compared the pottery with that from then known earliest Neolithic sites 

such as Ras Shamra and Sakce Gozu on the Mediterranean coast. The 

lithic material has not been published at all; however, some specimens 

exhibited at the Aleppo National Museum contain a series of tanged 

points, which have a very similar morphology to that of Type 1 points 

from Tell Kashkashok II (my personal observation). The basal level of 

Chagar Bazar is considered to perhaps have affinity with Tell 

Kashkashok II.

Tell Fakheriyeh is a flat and extensive mound located near Tell 

Halaf. The excavations at this mound by C. McEwan in 1951 produced 

numerous flint artifacts, unexpectedly enough, from architectures of an 

Iron age palace. L. Braidwood (1958), who studied those flints, 

suggested that they were derived from nearby yet-unlocated Neolithic 

deposits. The flints consist of many large blade tools including tanged 

points and burin/end-scraper composite tools. On the typological 

ground, they closely resemble flint artifacts of the PPNB industries of
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North Syria (Hours and Copeland 1982), and are probably of earlier 

ones than those from Tell Kashkashok II.

Apart from these early excavations, this region has recurrently 

been subjected to prehistoric survey by various archaeological missions. 

A University of Tokyo mission undertook a survey in 1967 along the 

rocky slope of Jabal Abd al-Aziz with a view to future excavations at a 

Palaeolithic cave (Suzuki and Kobori 1970). They located seven cave 

and open-air sites on the slope which produced flaked flints but no 

sherds. These sites were assigned to "Post-Palaeolithic" on the basis of 

flint typology, but their precise chronological position is unclear. Moore 

(1989: 625) regards some of them as belonging to Epi-Palaeolithic and 

early Pre-Pottery Neolithic.

In the 1970‘s, the University of Edinburgh team conducted a 

survey in the Upper Khabur. Numerous Halafian but few Pre-Halafian 

sites were discovered (Davidson and Mckerrell 1977; Davidson and 

Watkins 1981). One of such mounds, Tell Habesh is reported to have 

contained Neolithic material. Modern destruction has exposed a vertical 

section of this mound, from the lower levels of which sherds similar to 

" Altomonochrom£ from Tell Haiaf were collected. No iithics have been 

descrived.

A very intensive survey was conducted by D. Meijer in 1976, 1977 

and 1979 (Meijer 1986). The survey area, the east of Jagjagh, was 

rather limited but as many as nearly 300 mounds were visited. Nine of 

them have been attributed to Pre-Halafian periods. Pottery materials 

from them contain plain wares similar to the Levantine DFBW and a 

fragment of husking tray. Meijer (1986: 46) states that sites in question 

(his pre-Chalcolithic sites) tend to be smaller than later ones, so that
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they could have been erased through intensive cultivation at least over 

4000 years, and could be easily overlooked by archaeologists.

In more recent years, F. Hole has been conducting prehistoric 

survey in this region since the mid-1980’s. He has made in 1990 a test 

excavation at the Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of Tell Fey da, a low mound 

on the right bank of the Khabur about 15 km south of Tell Kashkashok 

II (Hole n.d.; Hole ed. n.d.).

Most recently, a greater amount of information about the Neolithic 

of the Khabur basin has been obtained by the Khabur Prospect/on 

Project led by Bertille Lyonnet, which was initiated in 1989. The 

season of 1991 was entirely devoted to a survey of prehistoric sites 

under the field direction of the present author (Nishiaki 1991b, n.d.). 

Our survey revealed one Pre-Pottery Neolithic and at least 14 Pottery 

Neolithic sites in the basin. The Pre-Pottery Neolithic site is situated at 

Tell Seker al-Aheimar, about 10 km northwest of Tell Feyda, also on the 

Khabur. The lithic collection indicates a date of the very late Pre- 

Pottery Neolithic, perhaps immediately before the Pottery Neolithic (Fig. 

7.24: 1-5). Pottery Neolithic sites were quite commonly found over a 

wide area of our survey region. The material collected at those sites 

consist of flint and obsidian artifacts as well as sherds of coarse plain 

and painted wares comparable to those from Tell Kashkashok II (Fig. 

7.24: 6-9).

Although the sparse attention to Neolithic sites in the Khabur basin 

has begun to be improved by these recent investigations, as presented 

above, they are mostly general surveys without producing 

archaeological records through excavations. Tell Kashkashok II in fact 

remains to be only one site that has so far produced extensive evidence
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on the Neolithic occupation in the Upper Khabur basin through 

excavations.

The Neolithic research into the Khabur basin is still in such a 

preliminary stage that we may be allowed to compare the results of 

lithic analysis at Tell Kashkashok II with those obtained from 

neighbouring regions. Most similar material to that from Kashkashok II 

have been reported from a group of early Pottery Neolithic sites in the 

northern Iraqi Mesopotamia, which are so far called under various 

terms such as Pre- or Proto-Hassuna, Hassuna la, Umm Dabaghiyah 

culture, Thalathat phase, Sotto stage and so on. All these sites have 

yielded similar pottery assemblages consisting mainly of red-painted 

pottery, coarse wares with plant tempers, and husking trays, and also, 

similar architectural remains including basal pits and tauf-walled 

houses. These sites have been placed in the early 6th millennium BC, to 

which the C-14 dates from Tell Kashkashok II are comparable.

In terms of the flint artifacts, detailed information is only available 

from Umm Dabaghiyah (Kirkbride 1972; Mortensen 1982). The report 

by Mortensen (1982) shows close similarity of the flints from Umm 

Dabaghiyah to those from Tell Kashkashok II. The use of at least two 

kinds of flint, i.e. fine-grained and coarse-grained flints is noted at Umm 

Dabaghiyah as well (Mortensen 1982: 208, 215). Almost all tool types 

found at Tell Kashkashok II, including point, flake scraper and borer, 

have close parallels at Umm Dabaghiyah. Burins or burin-like pieces 

are poorly represented at Umm Dabaghiyah as at Tell Kashkashok II.

A notable difference in the core reduction technology is perhaps 

the higher occurrence of blade blanks at Umm Dabaghiyah. Although 

blade cores of the Naviform method are absent, the core assemblages
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from Umm Dabaghiyah include some single-platform prismatic blade 

cores, which might have been flaked with the pressure mode.

Difference in typological aspects can be seen in the relatively good 

representation of points, and even fewer occurrences of sickle elements 

at Umm Dabaghiyah. This difference, as well as that in the core 

technology may suggest a later date for Tell Kashkashok II than for 

Umm Dabaghiyah. At the same time, it may well reflect a functional 

difference between the two sites. Kirkbride (1974, 1982) and 

Mortensen (1982) have argued, with ample evidence, that the Umm 

Dabaghiyah site could have been a hunting and processing station for 

wild animals, particularly onagers. The site function of Tell Kashkashok 

II cannot be determined until the analysis of animals and plant remains 

is completed. Preliminary analyses of the faunal remains from Tell 

Kashkashok II (A. Legge pers. comm.; Zeder and Arter n.d.) indicate that 

they consist of mainly domesticated sheep and goats, which do not 

conform to those from Umm Dabaghiyah. Plant remains examined by G. 

Hillman (pers. comm.) and McCorriston (n.d.) comprise various 

domesticated species including wheats, barley and peas. Combining 

these data with those from architectural and artifactual remains and the 

site location, it is better concluded that Tell Kashkashok II had no 

specific function like Umm Dabaghiyah, but was rather a small 

agricultural village.

In the west of Tell Kashkashok II, there is a barren plateau known 

as Syrian Jazirah between the Khabur and the Balikh. The flint techno

typology at Pottery Neolithic sites in the Balikh valley, as we discussed 

in Chapter 5, show rather more difference from Tell Kashkashok II 

than similarity. For instance, the characteristic sickle elements at Tell 

Damishilyya are only very sparsely represented in the Tell Kashkashok
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II collection (Type 1), and the paucity of burins or burin-like pieces at 

Kashkashok II makes the contrast between these two sites even more 

remarkable. Further, the blank production methods common at Tell 

Damishilyya are those with frequent change flaking directionality, 

which are rare at Kashkashok II.

In the north of Tell Kashkashok II. existence of some Neolithic sites 

have been suggested by field surveys (Cambel and Braidwood 1980). 

Most recent excavations at Cayonu have exposed Pottery Neolithic levels 

(Ozdogan pers. comm.), but details are unpublished.

Toward the south, Tell Bouqras has produced more or less 

comparable material (de Contenson and van Liere 1966b; Akkermans et 

al. 1981, 1983). The occupational span at this site has been estimated to 

a period of around 6300 to 5900 BC with a sparse occupation of later 

periods. The top levels represent the early Pottery Neolithic occupation. 

The collection of pottery from Bouqras includes painted and non

painted coarse wares (Le Miere 1986), both closely resembling those 

from Tell Kashkashok II (Maeda 1991). The flint artifacts have been 

published by Roodenberg (1986). Flints from the ceramic levels at 

Bouqras are characterised, in comparison with those from earlier levels 

by decrease and size-reduction of certain artifact classes such as blade 

blanks, points and end-scrapers. Roodenberg (1986; 6-7) also reports 

the decrease of ' slJei I'M  by time. Although these features are 

comparable to those at Tell Kashkashok II in general terms, differences 

are more significant. Blades, for instance, constitute higher percentages 

(ca. 30-35%) of the blanks at Tell Bouqras than at Kashkashok II (ca. 

10%). Morphology of certain tool types like sickle elements and borers 

from Bouqras show more similarity to those from the Levantine Pre- 

Pottery to the early Pottery Neolithic sites (e.g.Teil Damishilyya and Tell
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Assouad) rather than Kashkashok II. The most striking difference in 

the tool typology between ceramic Bouqras and Kashkashok II is 

perhaps the common use of burins at Bouqras (ca. 35% of the total), 

which are extremely rare at Kashkashok II (6.6%). These differences 

are most likely to suggest a later date to Kashkashok than to Bouqras, as 

well as regional variability.

From technological and typological evidence, the Pottery Neolithic 

occupations at Tell Kashkashok II appear to date to the early half of the 

6th millennium B.C. The flaked stone industry of Tell Kashkashok II, in 

spite of its location in Syria, seems to share a basic knapping tradition 

with the northern Iraqi Mesopotamian Pottery Neolithic sites referred 

to as Pre- or Proto-Hassunan. This does not imply, however, that the 

lithic industry of Tell Kashkashok II entirely fits the Mesopotamian 

tradition. For instance, typologically, no clear examples of Nemrik points 

commonly found at Iraqi Pottery Neolithic sites (Campbell and Baird 

1990) have been found at Tell Kashkashok. Further investigations could 

identify the Khabur's own entity.

Pottery Neolithic sites have long been thought to represent the 

earliest human occupations in the northern Mesopotamia, and their 

origin had been sought somewhere in other regions (e.g. Braidwood and 

Howe 1960). Recent development of Neolithic investigations in the 

Iraqi Mesopotamia have considerably changed this old view. An 

uninterrupted development from the earliest stage of the Neolithic to 

the early Pottery Neolithic Neolithic has now been demonstrated by 

combination of sequences excavated at Tell Der Hall (Ohnuma and 

Matsumoto 1988), Qermez Dere (Watkins and Baird 1987; Watkins et al. 

1989), Nemrik (Kozlovski 1989), Tell Magzalia (Bader 1989) and Ginnig 

(Campbell and Baird 1990).
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Researches in the nearby upper Khabur have not produced many 

Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites that are potentially ancestral to the Pottery 

Neolithic sites of Tell Kashkashok type. The steppe environment of the 

Khabur Basin may have been only poorly exploited during the 

preceding Pre-Pottery Neolithic period (Moore 1989: 624-5), but 

further investigations are needed to confirm this view.

Our surveys of the 1990-91 seasons have failed to locate any Epi- 

Palaeolithic or earlier Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites in the Khabur basin 

itself. The discovery of quite many Pottery Neolithic sites, accordingly, 

may suggest that after an apparently long gap of occupation, the early 

Pottery Neolithic settlements rapidly penetrated into the flat steppe 

environments of the Khabur basin (Nishiaki 1991b, n.d.). Since the 

lithic material collected at those settlements show little indication of the 

presence of earlier occupations, many of them thus appear to have been 

newly founded, as at Tell Kashkashok II, at the beginning of the period. 

This rapid expansion of settlements into lowland environments appears 

to be comparable to that reported in other parts of Syria, perhaps 

reflecting the shift in subsistence (Chapter 1). The discovery of Tell 

Feyda and Tell Seker al-Aheimar, both situated on terraces of the 

Khabur, suggests a local origin of the people or culture represented by 

those Pottery Neolithic sites in the lowlands.

The lithic techno-typologies preceding to those of the Pottery 

Neolithic in the Mesopotamia have been best known from Tell Magzalia 

(Bader 1989). The core reduction technology at this site is characterised 

by use of blade cores including Naviform cores and prismatic blade 

cores. Interestingly enough, a published illustration shows that the 

blade blanks include pieces with PPNB proximal scars (Fig. 27: 14 in 

Bader 1989). The use of Naviform (and/or related) cores and this
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particular retouch technique suggest that the core reduction technology 

has links with the Levantine PPNB tradition. The unstratified material 

from Tell Fakheriyeh include many blades perhaps detached by 

opposed-platform flaking (L. Braidwood 1958). and numerous burins 

and end-scrapers on blades. These also tend to suggest affinity with the 

PPNB tradition of the Levant.

The flint industry of the Pottery Neolithic site of Tell Kashkashok II 

also shows some links with the earlier tradition, as indicated by the 

typology of points and a few retouched blades made of perhaps exotic 

fine-grained flint, but the present analysis suggests that the "local" core 

technology and their products such as sickle elements and borers no 

longer show definite links with the Levant. Wide-ranging links are 

shown on fine-grained, perhaps non-local flint artifacts only. Links 

with the west are demonstrated by the op posed-platform technology 

and those with the east by the single-platform, pressure-flaked blade 

technology. The local flint industry tends to show features diagnostic to 

the industry of this region, which appears to have increasingly become 

another cultural province during the Pottery Neolithic period 

afterwards.
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Chapter 8 Obsidian technology: Tell Kashkashok 11 and other 

sites

Introduction
Material
1 Tell Kashkashok II
2 Other sites 
Analysis
1 Core reduction sequence
2 Tool manufacturing
3 Analysis of corner-thinned blades
4 Analysis of side-blow blade-flakes 
Conclusions
1 Technological organisation
2 Obsidian technology at Tell Kashkashok II in the regional context

Introduction

Obsidian was also used as important raw material at certain 

Neolithic sites in Syria, particularly at those nearer to the Anatolian 

mountains. Obsidian from Neolithic sites has long attracted the 

interests of archaeologists principally because of the possibility that 

chemical analysis can give reliable provenances for the obsidian 

sources, and it has often been used as a measure of revealing past 

trade activities, whereas its technological aspects such as the core 

reduction sequence and tool manufacturing methods have been rather 

unexplored. The major difficulty in studying obsidian technology at 

Syrian sites is that obsidian is almost always found in the form of 

already or nearly finished tools instead of cores and debitage, so that 

the reduction technology is thought to be only limitedly 

reconstructible. The situation at sites studied here is not different, but 

careful examination with a pertinent analytical method could produce a 

certain amount of information on the reduction technology. This
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chapter presents such an attempt at Tell Kashkashok II, where a 

relatively large amount of obsidian pieces were recovered.

M aterial

1 Tell Kashkashok II

Obsidian artifacts excavated at, and collected from the surface 

of, Tell Kashkashok II amount to 1760 pieces in total, consisting of 40 

pieces from Layer 4. 205 from the fill of Pit 9, 40 from the fill of Pit D8, 

130 from Layer 3. 691 from mixed contexts, 81 from later pits and 573 

from the site surface. The proportion of obsidian to flint varies by 

assemblage. The surface collection includes a higher percentage of 

obsidian than others do. which may reflect our selective sampling 

(Table 8.1). A more or less precise estimate on the obsidian use at Tell 

Kashkashok II comes from the controlled (sieved) sample from Pit 9, 

in which obsidian pieces constitute 32.5% (245/755) of the total flaked 

stone artifacts.

Since the excavation was conducted on a large scale over this 

small mound (Chapter 7). analysis of the present collection would 

produce a reasonably comprehensive picture on the obsidian 

technology at Tell Kashkashok II.

2 Other sites

While the main material analysed here is that from Tell 

Kashkashok II, collections from other sites were also studied. These 

include, ail small in quantity. 81 pieces from Tell Damishilyya. 13 

pieces from Tell Nebi Mend. 475 pieces from Abu Hureyra. about 600 

pieces from sites surveyed by P.M.M.G. Akkermans in the Balikh 

valley, and about 100 pieces from Tell Qminas. These pieces were used
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for comparison with the data from Tell Kashkashok II. No obsidian 

artifact was obtained by the excavation at Douara Cave II.

In addition to these Syrian sites, several surface obsidian 

collections from Neolithic sites in the southeastern Turkey (Cayonu, Boy 

Tepe, Cafer Hoyuk, Gritille etc.) and selected samples of excavated 

pieces from Telul eth-Thalathat and Choga Mami, Iraq, were also 

available for study. My observations of these collections will also be 

mentioned, although statistical treatment is not presented.

Analysis

I Core reduction sequence

1.1 Raw material procurement

Obsidian was almost undoubtedly imported to Tell Kashkashok

II from the Anatolian mountains. A sample of eight obsidian pieces 

have been subjected to a provenience analysis in France using 

instrumental neutron activity and proton-induced gamma ray emission 

techniques. The specialist analysis (Al-Isa et al. 1990) concludes that 

those obsidian pieces consist of two different groups, each showing 

characteristics identical to those of two sources near Bingol 

respectively (Bingol A and B). These sources are located at 20 to 40 

km northeast of the town of Bingol, about 200 km north of Tell 

Kashkashok II. They belong to a group of sources near the Lake Van, 

which are considered to have supplied obsidian to related Neolithic 

sites such as Tell Bouqras, Chagar Bazar and Cayonu (Al-Isa et al. 1990; 

M.-C. Cauvin et al. 1986; Dixon 1976).

1.2 Initial flaking (and test flaking)

The obsidian collection from Tell Kashkashok II includes no 

cortex flakes, and very few part-cortex pieces (Table 8.1). This
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indicates that obsidian was already decorticated when brought into the 

site.

1.3 Core preparation

Flakes, whether cortical or noncortical, which could 

demonstrate core preparation activities at the site are extremely rare 

in the present collection (Table 8.1). It is possible that decertification 

and initial core preparation were performed outside the site, probably 

near or at the obsidian sources.

There are only four crested blades, all secondarily modified 

into retouched tools. The largest one, broken into four segments (Fig. 

8.7: 7), is 119 mm in length; this shows that the original core was quite 

large. Since the number of crested blades is too small for the number 

of cores (6 pieces) and core fragments (8 pieces), it is possible that at 

least some of the cores had the crest removed already when introduced 

to the site. The crested blades could also have been brought into the 

site as tool blanks or even as tools together with other blade tools.

The core preparation that was certainly conducted at the site is 

platform preparation only, in particular overhang removal. Almost 

every blade butt shows a very finely abraded exterior butt surface 

(Fig. 8.7: 2, 10).

1.4 Core reduction

One of the characteristic features on the reduction technology 

at Tell Kashkashok II is its exclusive unidirectional flaking. Every 

blade except a few irregular pieces shows unidirectional dorsal scars 

originating from the proximal end. Apart from exhausted ones (Fig. 

8.1: 3-5), cores in the collection are also of the single-platform type 

(Fig. 8.1: 1-2), matching the blades.
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Fig. 8.2 is a histogram showing the width of all the retouched 

and retouched obsidian blades from Tell Kashkashok II. The 

distribution is evidently continuous or unimodal, thus rejecting a 

possibility that blades and bladelets can be separated at a particular 

width.

1.5 Core maintenance

There are a few core-tablets (Fig. 8.1: 6, 7) and core fragments 

(Fig. 8.1: 8) in the collection, which are considered to have been 

detached to maintain core productivity rather than removed in the 

course of core preparation. The proportion of such pieces to blades and 

blade tools is extremely low (9/1760 or 0.5%), when compared to that 

of flint pieces at Kashkashok II (Chapter 7). This may suggest cores 

were so well prepared and carefully reduced that radical maintenance 

such as removing core-edges and core-tablets were not required.

1.6 Core abandonment

It is evident that obsidian cores were very intensively 

exploited due to their precious nature. The cores in the present 

collection are all very small. The largest piece (Fig. 8.1: 1) shows heavy 

platform crushing and hinge-fractures at one end, which would explain 

its abandonment in an earlier reduction stage than that of other cores.

1.7 Heat treatment

Regular obsidian blades could have been detached after 

pretreatment of cores by fire as suggested by replication studies 

(Crabtree 1972: 6). However, heating evidence on the obsidian from 

Tell Kashkashok II has not been systematically investigated.

1.8 Flaking mode

The topography of blade butts and scars on the main flaking 

surface of the cores, and the straight profile and parallel edges of tool
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blanks suggest the use of pressure flaking in detaching blades. 

However, some cores show relatively deep negative scars and platform 

crushing (Fig. 8.1: 1), to which direct percussion might also have been 

applied.

1.9 Summary

It is obvious that not all the stages of the reduction sequence 

are represented in the present collection. Core reduction of initial 

stages including removal of crested blades was perhaps performed 

near or at obsidian sources in the Lake Van region. Cores brought into 

the site were very intensively exploited by unidirectional flaking until 

highly exhausted. The flaking mode most likely included pressure 

flaking.

2 Tool manufacturing

In contrast to the limited number of tools in the flint 

assemblages, a large number of tools are found in the obsidian 

assemblages from Tell Kashkashok II. About half of the sieved sample 

from Pit 9 is composed of tools, and the other samples are about 60 to 

80% tools (Table 8.1). An inventory of obsidian tool types is shown in 

Table 8.2. A large range of tool types is represented, but it is also 

apparent that two tool types, that is, corner-thinned blades (501/1189 

or 42.1%) and side-blow blade-flakes (294/1189 or 24.7%) are 

dominant. These two tool types are such common at this site, but their 

manufacturing technologies are generally unknown because of lack of 

detailed analysis in previous studies. Quantitative techno- 

morphological analyses of these two tool types will be presented later.

A schematic typology developed for obsidian tools from Tell 

Kashkashok II is shown in Fig. 8.3.
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2.1 Burins

Only atypical pieces are present in the collection (Neolithic 

contexts: 2, other contexts: 2). Burin facets are made on breaks or 

snapped surfaces (Fig. 8.4: 1).

2.2 Borers

Type 1: Borers made on flakes (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 3). 

They are similar to Type 1 flint borers (Fig. 8.4: 2). These borers are 

rare examples in the Tell Kashkashok II collection, of obsidian tools 

made on flakes.

Type 2: Borers made on blades (Neolithic contexts: 3, other contexts: 1) 

Borers with naturally pointed tips are used as blanks (Fig. 8.4: 3). The 

retouch is often marginal.

2.3 Knives

This group consists of relatively large blades with extensive 

retouch along one or two lateral edges. The retouched edge is often 

serrated, approaching denticulation.

Type 1: Knives with alternate retouch (Neolithic contexts: 1, other 

contexts: 1; Fig. 8.4: 5). Comparable specimens are known from Umm 

Dabaghiyah (Fig. 6: d-f in Mortensen 1982).

Type 2: Knives with other types of retouch (Neolithic contexts: 1, other 

contexts: 7), including pressure flaking . The knife shown in Fig. 8.4: 4 

is uniquely large in the present obsidian blade assemblage, which could 

in fact be an unused blade blank for side-blow blade-flakes (see 

below).

2.4 Truncations

These truncations consist only of blades truncated by 

continuous retouch. Blades truncated by a single blow are excluded 

here.
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Type 1: Blades with one end truncated by continuous retouch from the 

ventral surface (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 8; Fig. 8.4: 6). 

Type 2: Blades with one end truncated by continuous retouch from the 

dorsal surface (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 8; Fig. 8.4: 7).

2.5 Trapezes

These are trapezoidal blade segments whose distal and 

proximal ends are neatly truncated by continuous retouch. Some are 

similar to those referred to as transverse-arrowhead in the literature 

(Miller et al. 1982).

Type 1: Trapezes made by retouch from the ventral surface (Neolithic 

contexts: 0, other contexts: 1). There is only one example of this type 

in the present collection (Fig. 8.4: 8), which is very similar to those 

reported from Umm Dabaghiyah (Fig. 6: j in Mortensen 1982), and from 

a Halafian context at Yarim Tepe II (Fig. 11: 1, 2 in Merpert et al. 

1977).

Type 2: Trapezes made by retouch from the dorsal surface (Neolithic 

contexts: 0, other contexts: 5; Fig. 8.4: 9).

2.6 Backed pieces

Type 1: These are blades, and one flake, with one abruptly retouched 

lateral edge (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 5). Both ends are 

broken or simply snapped (Fig. 8.4: 10).

Type 2: Crescents (Neolithic contexts: 2, other contexts: 1). Both ends 

are obliquely truncated so as to form a crescent-shaped back (Fig. 8.4: 

11, 12). One of the pieces (Fig. 8.4: 11) is a microlith with bifacial 

backing. These Type 2 backed pieces closely resemble pieces found at 

Umm Dabaghiyah (Fig. 6: k, 1 in Mortensen 1982).

2.7 Strangulations
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These have abruptly retouched edges on both lateral sides. 

The term "Cayonu tools" has recently been proposed to refer to these 

tools (M.-C. Cauvin 1988). Both pressure and normal retouches are 

used.

Type 1: A thick blade with both lateral edges abruptly retouched by 

pressure flaking (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 1). Clear 

striations are seen by the naked eye on the dorsal surface along the 

edges (Fig. 8.5: 1). These might represent preparation for retouching 

the ventral surface by pressure flaking (see M.-C. Cauvin 1988: 30). 

Comparable specimens are known, for example, from Magzalia (Fig. 28: 

5 in Bader 1989) and Umm Dabaghiyah (Fig. 4: 1 in Mortensen 1982). 

It is noted, however, that the sample does not have a spur at one end, 

as do those at the other sites, but instead have tiny burin facets at both 

ends like those of corner-thinned blades (!), whose meaning is 

unknown.

Type 2: Strangulations with a spur at one end (Neolithic contexts: 1, 

other contexts: 1). Two examples are found (Fig. 8.5: 2-3). Both have 

edges made by abrupt retouch from the ventral surface.

Type 3: Strangulations with biconcave lateral edges made by abrupt 

retouch (Neolithic contexts: 4, other contexts: 6). These have two spurs 

on at least one end (Fig. 8.5: 4).

2.8 Side-blow blade-flakes

This type of artifact was first defined at Jar mo by L. Braidwood 

(1961) as a small transversal blade section (cf.Fig. 8.11), and has now 

been identified at a number of late Neolithic sites from the Zagros to 

the Syrian Jazirah (Neolithic contexts: 11, other contexts: 283: Fig. 8.5: 

5-9: see below).

2.9 Short segments
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Several types of very short blade segments are found. Their 

function is as yet unknown, but the technological features suggest that 

they might be artifacts related to side-blow blade-flakes.

Type 1: "Cores for side-blow blade-flakes" (Neolithic contexts: 0, other 

contexts: 23; Fig. 8.5: 11, 12). These are short blade segments whose 

ends are both truncated by blows from the dorsal surface. Their 

technological features, such as negative scars on both ends, and their 

width, suggest that these are most likely the artifacts which produced 

side-blow blade-flakes.

Type 2: Short blade segments with one end truncated by a blow from 

the dorsal surface (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 14; Fig. 8.5: 13); 

the other end is simply snapped without leaving negative bulbs.

Type 3: Small irregular-shaped segments which are truncated on both 

end(s) and lateral side(s) (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 13). 

Truncated surfaces are covered by large and small negative scars (Fig. 

8.5: 14, 15).

Type 4: Very short segments, both ends of which are snapped or 

crushed, leaving no negative or positive scars (Neolithic contexts: 0, 

other contexts: 4; Fig. 8.5: 10).

2.10 Corner-thinned blades

These blades represent a new tool type proposed in the 

present collection (Nishiaki 1989b, 1990b). They are defined as blades 

with a corner(s) deliberately thinned by retouch similar to a burin 

blow. The abundance of corner-thinned blades indicates that they 

were among the most important obsidian tools at Tell Kashkashok II. 

The presence of retouch flakes from these blades (Fig. 8.6: 14) shows 

that they were actually retouched on the site.
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Type 1: Corner-thinned blades (Neolithic contexts: 141, other contexts: 

285; Fig. 8.6: 1-13). Detailed analysis of corner-thinned blades is 

presented later.

Type 2: Short blades with corner-thinning retouch, their maximum 

length being smaller than their maximum width (Neolithic contexts: 21, 

other contexts: 54). These are fragments of corner-thinned blades (Fig. 

8.6: 15- 16).

2.11 Denticulates

These are blades with lateral edges serrated by retouch 

(Neolithic contexts: 4, other contexts: 16; Fig. 8.7: 1). The retouch is 

generally marginal and often irregular.

2.12 Notches

Type 1: These have a notch made by continuous retouch on a lateral 

edge (Neolithic contexts: 3, other contexts: 16). All the blanks but one 

are blades (Fig. 8.7: 2).

Type 2: These have a notch made by continuous retouch at the distal 

end (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 3; Fig. 8.7: 3). Two of the four 

are made on flakes.

2.13 Splintered pieces

These have bifacial and often invasive retouch scars on at least 

one end of the blank. Their function is unknown.

Type 1: Splintered pieces whose bifacial retouch covers less than half 

of the blank surface (Neolithic contexts: 2, other contexts: 13). They 

often look like atypical flat burins (Fig. 8.7: 4).

Type 2: Splintered pieces whose bifacial retouch covers at least half of 

the blank surface (Neolithic contexts: 2, other contexts: 10). They are 

generally shorter and broader than the Type 1 pieces (Fig. 8.7: 5-6).

2.14 Retouched rods
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Thick blades with abrupt and extensive retouch along both 

edges (Neolithic contexts: 1, other contexts: 1). Two specimens of this 

type were found, both of which are made on crested blades (Fig. 8.7: 7). 

Similar specimens are described as "reamers or fabricators" at Jarmo 

(Fig. 124 in Hole 1983).

2.13 Pressure-flaked piece

A small triangular piece with both surfaces covered by 

invasive pressure retouch was found (Neolithic contexts: 0, other 

contexts: 1; Fig. 8.7: 8). A more or less similar specimen is reported 

from an unknown context at Tell Halaf (Fig. CIX: 21 in von Oppenheim 

and Schmidt 1943). Also, similar ones have been collected at a few 

sites, all undated because of too few material, in the Khabur basin 

during my survey in 1991.

2.16 Retouched pieces

Miscellaneously retouched pieces unclassified into the above 

types. These include nibbled pieces with fine edge-damage, which 

appears to be the result of use. A small number show edges made by 

pressure retouch.

Type 1: Retouched blades (Neolithic contexts: 43, other contexts: 123: 

Fig. 8.7:9-11).

Type 2: Retouched flakes (Neolithic contexts: 0, other contexts: 4).

2.17 Tool fragments

Retouched pieces too fragmentary to identify their original tool 

type. Neolithic contexts: 3, other contexts: 21.

2.18 Summary

Most of the tools were made on blades except for a few tools on 

flakes. Pressure retouch was occasionally employed for retouch. 

Besides corner-thinned blades and side-blow blade-flakes that
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dominate the tool assemblage, strangulations, trapezes and crescents 

are important for comparative study since they display characteristic 

morphological features of which similar specimens are found at other 

sites.

3 Analysis of corner-thinned blades

3.1 Research history

The lithic tools referred to as corner-thinned blades represent 

a tool type only recently defined by the present author. They are 

blades with one or more corners deliberately thinned by lamellar 

retouch. Although similar or identical tools have been occasionally 

reported from several Levantine Neolithic sites, they have never been 

recognised as a separate tool type. For example, a similar artifact has 

been found at a later PPNB or Pottery Neolithic site of Tell Mafraq 

Slouq on the middle Balikh. An "obsidian blade butt" illustrated in the 

report (Fig. 3: 18 in Copeland 1979) has a thinned corner on the right 

edge of the ventral surface of the blank. Tell Sabi Abyad (a Halafian 

level) and Tell Damishilyya (early Pottery Neolithic), also situated on 

the Balikh valley have produced similar artifacts, but they were 

identified as other tools (Fig. 7.8: 8 in Copeland 1989; PI. 11:50 in 

Akkermans 1986-87). At Bouqras, Roodenberg (1986: 62) isolated a 

group of obsidian tools which have identical characteristics with those 

of corner-thinned blades, but grouped them into a general tool class as 

"pseudo-burins".

Corner-thinned blades have been apparently overlooked by 

many researchers, but as shown by recent investigations in the Balikh 

valley (Copeland in prep.), for instance, it is becoming clear that these 

are hardly rare tools. As shown in this study, they are in fact
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among the most common tools in certain Neolithic obsidian industries. 

Their techno-morphological variations and functional implications are 

thus considered of particular importance in dealing with the Neolithic 

flaked stone industries. Since corner-thinned blades have been still 

unknown in published studies, this section presents an analysis to 

define their techno-morphological attributes along with their 

manufacturing process, and demonstrates how systematically they 

were made. The functional implication will also be discussed with the 

aid of a preliminary experimental and microscopic research.

3.2 Problem

One of the central issues to be discussed is meaning of the 

"thinned corner". The only previous reference to corner-thinned 

blades as any tool type appeared in the report of Tell Bouqras. 

Roodenberg (Fig. 31: 7, 9 in 1986: 62) identified a group of obsidian 

"pseudo-burins" at the site. According to his descriptions and 

drawings, his "pseudo-burins" are in fact identical with corner-thinned 

blades. While Roodenberg's examples of corner-thinned blades have 

admittedly close morphological similarities with burins, they are 

unlikely to be "burins" at least in a functional sense; the "burin edges" 

at the corners of those obsidian tools seem too sharp and fragile to 

have been working edges. It was a sensible approach for Roodenberg 

to call them "pseudo-burins". I argue, however, that it would be 

inappropriate to refer to them by such a general term. As the 

following analysis will show, they are tools produced by a highly 

systematic procedure. The term "pseudo-burins" seems too general for 

such a distinct tool type, and may still give the misleading impression 

that these functionally enigmatic tools were indeed "burins". It seems 

more appropriate to refer to them with a more specific or morphology-
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oriented term without a functional implication; hence, the label corner- 

thinned blades.

The same tools were once described as "Kashkashok blades" in 

a preliminary report of the Tell Kashkashok project to which I myself 

made contribution of the lithic description (Matsutani 1989). I 

consider that the term corner-thinned blades has an advantage over 

"Kashkashok blades" in its explicit implication of the morphological 

characteristics of those tools. It may also be useful to reserve the site 

name until a sub-type specific to a particular site is found as a 

variation of the corner-thinned blades (cf. Thomas 1989:325). In fact, 

the pieces distinguished at Tell Kashkashok II seem to merely 

represent a type of the corner-thinned blades (see below).

The production process of corner-thinned blades was analysed 

in detail in one of my earlier articles (Nishiaki 1990b). It can be 

summarised as follows.

3.3 Manufacturing process of corner-thinned blades

The material chosen for the statistical analysis here consists of 

the obsidian artifacts from Pit 9 (both floor and fill samples). It 

consists of 68 complete and 14 fragmental corner-thinned blades, 2 

side-blow blade-flakes, 42 retouched or utilised tools, and 117 

unmodified pieces.

Corner-thinned blades are manufactured by the following 

process: blank choice, truncation of end(s) of the blank, and retouch for 

corner-thinning. The process is basically identical to that for 

truncation burins and even for truncated-faceted flakes (Newcomer 

and Hivernel-Guerre 1974; Nishiaki 1985). However, corner-thinned 

blades show unusual regularity in every stage of the manufacturing 

process, something not necessarily expected for these other tool classes.
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3.3.1 Blank choice

The blanks utilised for corner-thinned blades are regular 

blades. Flakes were never used as blanks. These blades were most 

likely produced by pressure or punch flaking from a single platform.

The blades chosen as blanks, none of which retain cortex, have 

parallel edges; many show two or more ridges on their dorsal surfaces. 

Consequently, their cross sections are mostly trapezoidal rather than 

triangular. Since most of the corner-thinned blades (61 pieces, or 89.7 

%) are made on mid-sections of the blades, the distal and proximal 

ends (butts) of which have been removed, their profile is almost 

always straight, with an average thickness of about 3 mm.

The blank sizes are similar to those of other retouched or 

utilised tools. About 70 % of the corner-thinned blades have a length 

of between 20 and 40 mm (Fig. 8.8: 1). The mean length is 30.89 mm 

with a standard deviation of 10.383 (Table 8.3). The width and 

thickness of corner-thinned blades show an interesting distribution 

pattern (Fig. 8.8: 2), concentrating between 8 and 13 mm in width 

(mean= 12.94 + 3.236 mm), and 2 and 3 mm in thickness (mean= 2.95 + 

1.481 mm). The distribution is clearly kertosised, probably reflecting a 

blank selection based on their width and thickness.

3.3.2 Preparation of proximal and distal ends

Each end of the blanks was prepared by truncation before the 

thinned corners were made. Three types of truncation methods, which 

are defined in Chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 3.14), are found on the ends of corner- 

thinned blades. The most common type is the snapped truncation. 

However, it is unknown at present whether those surfaces were made 

literally by "snap", such as finger snapping. Experiments indicate that 

even an intentional blow can produce the same technical features as
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that of snapped truncation described here (cf. Bergman et al. 1983). 

The second truncation type is the side-blow truncation. The side-blow 

is exclusively given from the dorsal side of the blank. The last method 

is the retouched truncation. Here again, ail the truncations, with one 

exception, are made from the dorsal side. The burin-blow truncation 

was not applied to the corner-thinned blades.

Of 136 separate ends observed on 68 corner-thinned blades, 

86 ends were used to make thinned corners while 30 ends remain 

unused (i.e. unretouched). Differences are found in truncation types 

between used and unused ends of corner-thinned blades. Although 

both are largely made by snapped truncation (Table 8.4), used ends 

exhibit a significantly higher proportion of retouched and side-blow 

truncations (Chi-square= 28.717; df= 3; p< .0001). On the other hand, 

the truncation types of unused ends of corner-thinned blades are 

characterised by snapped truncation, interestingly being almost 

identical to those of other blades and bladelets which have no thinned 

corners (Chi-square= 6.245; df= 4; p= .1816). This evidence suggests 

that retouched and side-blow truncations might have been 

intentionally made as platforms for making thinned corners, while 

snapped truncation might well represent truncation for obtaining the 

original blank segment, accidental breakage, as well as intentional 

preparation for corner-thinning.

3.3.3 Corner thinning

Thinned corners are made by slanting retouch on the end(s) of 

the blank. There are two retouch flakes in the collection from Pit 9, 

which are the expected by-products of the manufacture of corner- 

thinned blades (Fig. 8.6: 14). They have a transversal section of a 

flattened scalene triangle, reflecting the slanting retouch. Their size
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(length, width, and thickness of 10.0 x 2.4 x 1.1 mm and 9.0 x 5.8 x 1.2 

mm respectively) corresponds well to those of retouch scars on thinned 

corners of corner-thinned blades. Experiments by M. Newcomer and 

myself have shown that the retouch flakes and scars are easily caused 

by pressure flaking with an antler punch.

The location of the thinned corners is remarkably 

standardised: in almost all cases only four corner surfaces are chosen 

(Dl, D4, VI and V4 of Fig. 8.6: 17), even though there are eight 

possibilities for each blank. Exceptions were found in only three cases 

(Table 8.5). The four corner surfaces are diagonally located to dorsal 

and ventral surfaces, which are identical to each other in their relative 

position when rotated. For example, Dl would be in the same location 

as D4 when the blank is set upside down, and also in the same location 

as V1 when turned over (Fig. 8.6: 17).

The number of thinned corners on each specimen ranges from 

one to four (Table 8.5). Specimens with one thinned corner are most 

numerous (Fig. 8.6: 1-4; 39 pieces, or 57.4 %), followed by those with 

two (Fig. 8.6: 5-8; 16 pieces, or 23.5 %), four (Fig. 8.6: 11-13; 7 pieces, 

or 10.3 %) and three (Fig. 8.6: 9, 10; 6 pieces, or 8.8 %). It is possible 

that specimens with one thinned corner may include broken pieces of 

those with two or more thinned corners. Alternatively, the latter may 

include re-utilised specimens of those with one thinned corner.

3.3.4 ''Fragments" of corner-thinned blades

The collection from Pit 9 includes 14 very short blade 

segments with thinned corners (Fig. 8.6: 15-16). Their lengths, which 

are shorter than their widths, range from 5.3 to 12.2 mm, and the 

specimens are presumed to be "fragments" of corner-thinned blades. 

They do not seem to be merely broken pieces, however. Rather, they
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probably include fragments intentionally removed from the parent 

blades. At least five have clear positive bulbs on one end, indicating 

that they were removed with the side-blow method similar to that for 

side-blow blade-flakes and for producing desirable blanks of corner- 

thinned blades. As a result, they appear superficially similar to side- 

blow blade-flakes. These fragments, along with the retouch flakes, 

demonstrate that corner-thinned blades were retouched at the site.

3.4 Interpretation

The technological and morphological characteristics of corner- 

thinned blades suggest that they represent a very standardised tool 

type. The thinned corners of corner-thinned blades are often so tiny 

that one might consider them products of accidental breakage or 

impact fracture, such as flake scars on ” burin a coup diametral 

(Brezillon 1968: 174) and spontaneous retouch often associated with 

breakage during manufacturing or use (Newcomer 1976; Bergman et al. 

1983: 329-31). That appears unlikely, however, given the remarkable 

standardisation of many aspects of this tool, such as blank forms, 

truncation pattern, the retouch-scar morphology, and especially the 

location of the thinned corner. These aspects all point to the thinned- 

corners being intentionally made.

Concluding that the thinned corners are intentionally made, 

one must ask the purpose for which they were made, and whether the 

burin-edge-like thinned corners were intended to be working edges. 

Although the thinned corners seem too fragile to have been burin 

working edges — which are generally considered to have been used to 

work hard material — the thinned corners could have been used, for 

example, to cut very soft materials. This possibility certainly needs 

investigation, but comprehensive microwear analysis is beyond the
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scope of this study. The following w ill explore an alternative 

explanation that the thinned corners were not actual working edges.

The use of the burin technique for purposes other than 

producing working edges is not uncommon in the Levantine Neolithic. 

As shown in the previous chapters, the burin technique was used to 

facilitate the retouch to make tangs (Chapter 4; proximal scars), and 

also to truncate the blank to obtain a desired length of segment. "Burin 

retouch" does not necessarily imply a "burin working edge".

Examination of the Kashkashok collection with the naked eye 

shows that clearly retouched or utilised damage is more often found on 

the lateral edges than on the thinned corners. Furthermore, the 

preliminary microscopic study of a sample has revealed parallel 

striations running along the lateral edge, while no ̂ regular striations 

have yet been detected on the thinned corner itself (see 

photomicrographs in Nishiaki 1990b). The striations are confined to a 

marginal area within a few millimetres from the lateral edge. These 

observations suggest that the lateral edges of corner-thinned blades 

may well have been an important working edge. In addition, taking 

into consideration the standardisation in the size of blanks, and the 

predominance of these tools in the tool assemblages, the proposal here 

is that corner-thinned blades might be a component of hafted cutting 

tools such as sickles. If this supposition is correct, hafting models so 

far proposed in the Levantine Neolithic studies, particularly the model 

proposed at Tell Assouad (M.-C. Cauvin 1973) and Damishilyya 

(Chapter 3) could provide a useful guide for reconstruction at 

Kashkashok II. Fig. 8.9 shows a hypothetical hafting model, in which 

the thinned corners of each specimen are overlapped at each end; the 

different number of thinned corners on each specimen could be
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explained by the reuse of an already existing specimens reinserted into 

the haft in a different direction. The curious end "fragments" might 

have been by-products of shortening already existing corner-thinned 

blades when inserting them in a haft. According to this model, the 

remarkable consistency in the location of thinned corners reflects the 

consistent up-and-down relationship between each blade.

Unfortunately, no bitumen traces or sickle polish, which could 

support this model, have yet been identified on corner-thinned blades. 

The model therefore still needs to be tested, along with the possibility 

of actual use of thinned corners. Much work needs to be done on the 

function of corner-thinned blades. Whatever the case, the present 

study demonstrates that these tools were manufactured with a highly 

standardised technology, and that they are never rare or curious tools 

but one of the most common tools at least at Tell Kashkashok II. The 

numerical importance strongly suggests that these tools must have 

been very important in the subsistence economy at Tell Kashkashok II.

4 Analysis of side-blow blade-flakes

4.1 Research history

The second commonest artifact class at Tell Kashkashok II is 

the side-blow blade-flake. This tiny artifact was first defined by L. 

Braidwood (1961) at Jarmo in the foothill of the Zagros mountains, 

Iraq. She described it as "an obliquely-struck transversal section of a 

blade .... the small transverse sections bear the plain lower bulbar 

surface of the blade, and on top the midrib ridges of the blade's upper 

surface", and also noted that some of the examples are "retouched" (L. 

Braidwood 1961: 147). Although she considered the artifact a "tool", its 

possible use or function was unanswered.
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Since her report, the same artifact has been reported from 

many sites in the Iraqi Mesopotamia, particularly those with Hassunan 

Pottery Neolithic materials. These include Matarra and Ali Agha-a 

(Braidwood and Howe 1960: 36, 38), numerous sites in the Iraqi 

Jazirah (Oates 1968), Telul eth-Thalathat II (Fukai and Matsutani 

1977, 1981), Urnm Dabaghiyah (Kirkbride 1972; Mortensen 1982), and 

Kul Tepe (Tani'ichi and Matsutani 1981: 93). More recently, it has been 

discovered in a region other than the Mesopotamia, for example, at 

Hajji Firuz in the Iranian range of the Zagros mountains (Voigt 1983), 

Gritille on the Upper Euphrates, Turkey (M.-C. Cauvin 1988: 29), Queiq 

and Balikh valleys in the west Syria (Copeland 1981; in prep.), and 

Bouqras on the Middle Euphrates (Note 88 in Roodenberg 1986).

Raw material of side-blow blade-flakes so far reported is 

almost exclusively obsidian. Pieces made of flint are very few in 

number, and apparently accidental. Examples of flint are known from 

Choga Mami (Mortensen 1973) and sites in the Balikh valley (Copeland 

1979), west Syria. A flint blade claimed as "side blow blade" at Tell 

Rihan, Iraq (Tusa 1983: 318), is dubious, however, judging from the 

published drawing.

4.2 Problems

In the meantime, side-blow blade-flakes have been becoming 

better known among the Levantine Neolithic researchers, but 

fundamental problems on their technology and function have not been 

fully solved.

The basic idea on how to produce side-blow blade-flakes was 

already presented by L. Braidwood (1961; Fig. 8.10). She considered 

that side-blow blade-flakes were "struck" from a blade blank one by 

one in succession. Kirkbride (1972), and Fukai and Matsutani (1977)
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have reported "cores" from which side-blow blade-flakes were possibly 

detached in the collections from Umm Dabaghiyah and Telul eth- 

Thalathat.

Hole (1961; 1983: 247) presented a basically identical view to 

that by L. Braidwood, but questioned the flaking mode. He suggested 

that side-blow blade-flakes were produced by "pressure directed 

either from the top or bottom of a blade near the point of its greatest 

thickness". Accordingly, he rejected the term "side-blow blade-flake", 

and proposed to refer to them as "thin sections".

Copeland (1979) put forward a very interesting idea. 

Following a suggestion from M. Newcomer, she reminded us that more 

or less similar artifacts could be produced by the technology of gun- 

flint production in modern Britain. In order to obtain a blade segment 

with a desired length, gun-flint knappers strike the blade on an iron 

bar as an anvil, when a more or less similar small blade section is 

removed from the breakage (Skertchley 1877; Clarke 1933; Forrest 

1983). Copeland suggests that an equivalent procedure in segmenting 

a blade for sickle elements by Neolithic people could have produced 

side-blow blade-flakes and "cores" as by-products.

L. Braidwood (1983) reports a replication experiment made by 

D. Crabtree in 1974. Crabtree "easily and swiftly" duplicated side-blow 

blade-flakes with a small hammer of limestone, a wooden stick with a 

round end, and an obsidian blade. He placed the ventral surface of the 

blade on the round end of the stick as an anvil, and struck the centre of 

the dorsal surface with the hammer. L. Braidwood commented that 

side-blow blade-flakes could also be made by pressure as suggested by 

Hole, but Crabtree found percussion an easy way to duplicate them.
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As for the function or use of side-blow blade-flakes, it is 

"indeed puzzling" (L. Braidwood 1983: 264); even whether or not it was 

really an intended "toor is presently uncertain. Two different 

interpretations in this respect have been presented to date.

L. Braidwood (1961; 1983) considers that side-blow blade- 

flakes were produced as intended Tools. She points out on the Jarmo 

collection that some examples are "retouched" so as to form a straight 

point, and further notes that most of side-blow blade-flakes from 

jarmo show "signs of use" at one or both extremities, which is visible 

with a lOx hand-lens.

Matsutani (1974, 1981) also regards side-blow blade-flakes as 

tools. His interpretation is basically based on the presence of 

"retouched" pieces at Jarmo, and is that the parent blades from which 

side-blow blade-flakes were detached are thus “cores" or by-products.

From an experimentalist’s view, Crabtree surmised that side- 

blow blade-flakes would make "excellent all-purpose tools" (cited in L. 

Braidwood 1983: 264).

On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, Copeland's (1979) 

view that side-blow blade-flakes could have been by-products yielded 

in the course of manufacturing other blade tools such as sickle 

elements has shed new light upon this problem. This "by-product 

theory" is supported by Voigt (1983: 234). Voigt considers that Fukai 

and Matsutani's "cores" or "parent blades" were primary products, 

claiming that side-blow blade-flakes from Hajji Firuz show no retouch 

or sign of use, and that such traces are instead found on "cores". She 

suggests a possible use of "cores" as trapezes-arrowheads.

The above review shows that despite a considerable number of 

articles and reports little has been agreed on the technology and
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function of side-blow blade-flakes. It also shows that previous 

research or interpretation has been more speculative than based on 

concrete analysis. In the following, a quantitative analysis of the 

collection from Tell Kashkashok II w ill be reported, which attempts to 

reconstruct the production sequence of side-blow blade-flakes. Since 

the analysis reported here does not include a systematic microwear 

study, functional interpretation is discussed from techno- 

morphological analysis alone (e.g. analysis of technological relationship 

between side-blow blade-flakes, "cores", and other blade tools).

Various terms have been utilised to refer to parts of a side- 

blow blade-flake in the previous publications, having raised a 

considerable amount of confusion. The terminology employed in this 

study is shown in Fig. 8.11.

4.3 Manufacturing process

4.3.1 Blank choice

The raw material selected for side-blow blade-flakes at Tell 

Kashkashok II is mostly obsidian. A few questionable pieces made of 

flint do exist at Tell Kashkashok II as at some other sites (e.g. Choga 

Mami and Telul Breilat), but these seem to be rather accidental 

products.

Side-blow blade-flakes were detached from blades. The width 

and thickness of side-blow blade-flakes (see Fig. 8.11) provide an idea 

about the size of parent blades. The average width is 16.48 mm with a 

standard deviation of 2.349, and the thickness is 3.22 mm with a 

standard deviation of 1.715 (Table 8.6.2). It should be noted that the 

range of size is quite large, and blades used for side-blow blade-flakes 

include very large pieces with a width of up to 39.8 mm and a 

thickness of 12.3 mm.
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The number of dorsal ridges on a side-blow blade-flake also 

reflects a morphological feature of its parent blade. About half of the 

side-blow blade-flakes from Tell Kashkashok II show only one dorsal 

ridge (147/286 or 51.4%), and pieces with two ridges take the second 

place (130/286 or 45.5%). Those having three or more ridges are very 

rare (9/286 or 3.2%).

4.3.2 "Side-blow"

Side-blow blade-flakes were consistently detached by a “blow" 

from the dorsal surface of the blank. The present collection does not 

include clear examples detached from the ventral surface of the blank, 

like those reported at Jarmo (cf. L. Braidwood 1961; Hole 1983: 247).

The depth of "blow" from the edge of a blade blank can be 

measured by the length of side-blow blade-flakes. The average depth 

(length) is 3.90 mm with a standard deviation of 2.349. The range is 

again very large, between 0.8 and 18.3 mm (Table 8.6.2).

It  seems more probable that the flaking mode used for 

producing side-blow blade-flakes was hammer percussion rather than 

pressure as suggested by Hole. Close examination of the breakage 

surface of side-blow blade-flakes from Tell Kashkashok II has revealed 

that about 40% of a sample (63/171 or 36.8%) exhibit "nicks" on the 

negative surface (see also Voigt 1983: 233), and tiny scars on the 

ventral end of the positive surface (cf. Fig. 8.11). These traces are 

always located at the opposite end of a "blow" point, and were quite 

possibly caused by the use of a bipolar percussion technique. This 

observation supports Crabtree's replication experiment, who employed 

the soft hammer percussion mode with a wooden anvil.

The process of gun-flint making, whose technological similarity 

to side-blow blade-flake making has been pointed out by Copeland,
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was also examined by the present author with a sample of gun-flints 

and debitage collected in the summer of 1989 at the site of a 

contemporary gun-flint cottage in Brandon, England. The breaks of 

gun-flints indeed show a similar feature to that of side-blow blade- 

flakes, suggesting the similarity in manufacturing processes. A 

difference is that, in the case of gun-flints, the breakage shows a flat 

surface with more prominent "nicks" and even a deep bulbar scar (Fig. 

8.12: 2, 3) but no clear bulbs. This feature was created undoubtedly by 

the use of a metal hammer and an iron stick-anvil for manufacture of 

gun-flints.

4.3.3 Further modification

According to L. Braidwood (1961) and Hole (1961; 1983), some 

of side-blow blade-flakes from Jarmo are "retouched". Hole (1983) 

classified side-blow blade-flakes from Jarmo into four types: 1) pieces 

with no secondary retouch (437/513 in the Jarmo collection); 2) pieces 

with retouch along the dorsal ridge on the negative surface (54/513); 

3) pieces with retouch half on the dorsal and half one the negative 

surface (16/513); 4) pieces with bilaterally retouched edges (6/513). 

His types 2-4 represent "retouched" examples. However, referring to 

them as "retouched” is very misleading, and I suggest that it should be 

abandoned. Hole’s "retouch" scars could have been made before the 

removal of an end of the parent blade, for instance, to remove an 

overhang left by the previous removal of side-blow blade-flake (Fig. 

8.13). Although Hole (1983: 248) states that on his type 4 pieces "the 

retouch occurred after the removal of a retouched end of the blades", 

the published drawings do not allow to confirm this statement (Fig. 122 

in Hole 1983). Strictly speaking, the "retouch" should obliterate part 

of the positive surface (cf. Fig. 8.11) of a side-blow blade-flake, and in
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this sense, there seems to be few undoubtedly "retouched" side-blow 

blade-flake in the Jarmo collection, for it is stated that "retouch is 

always confined to the concave (i.e. negative) face of the artifact" (L. 

Braidwood 1961: 147).

No "retouched" examples in a strict sense were identified on 

the pieces from Kashkashok II. There do exist side-blow blade-flakes 

with nibbling scars that obliterate the positive surface, but its status as 

intentional retouch is still uncertain when considering the fragility of 

obsidian. About one quarter of the examples from Kashkashok II 

exhibit scars along the dorsal ridge on the negative surface (Hole's 

types 2 and 3). Some pieces show damages along the right and/or left 

lateral edges, but again whether or not they were made after the 

removal of the piece is uncertain. Whatever the case, it would be safer 

to conclude that side-blow blade-flakes from Tell Kashkashok II are all 

unretouched in a strict sense.

4.3.4 Relationship to other artifact classes

Some authors suggest that side-blow blade-flakes could be by

products of other blade tools. This speculation would only be justified 

when technological features of side-blow blade-flakes and their 

supposed counterparts correspond to each other. Size (width and 

thickness) of the breakage surface and the number of dorsal ridges of 

the blank were compared between side-blow blade-flakes, "cores", 

corner-thinned blades, and other retouched blades from Tell 

Kashkashok II. Side-blow blade-flakes quite convincingly match the 

"cores" in these attributes (Fig. 8.14), while corner-thinned blades and 

other retouched tools show another pairing. Side-blow blade-flakes 

are significantly wider and thicker than other blades (Fig. 8.14: 1, 2), 

and their dorsal surface often shows only one ridge, while two or more
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ridges are more common on other blade tools (Fig. 8.14: 3). The only 

artifact class exhibiting technical features wholly comparable to side- 

blow blade-flakes is the "cores".

The difference in size (width and thickness) between side-blow 

blade-flakes and other blades is particularly important. In this regard, 

it is very interesting that the obsidian blade assemblage from Tell 

Kashkashok II includes one exceptionally large blade (Fig. 8.4: 4) 

classified as a knife in the present author's typology. This blade is 

exceptional not only in size but also in that it has only one dorsal ridge 

and that it is intact while all the other blades in the collection are 

segmented. It seems very likely that side-blow blade-flakes were 

produced from such a large blade, and this blade in fact could have 

been as yet unused "raw material" for side-blow blade-flakes.

4.4 Interpretation

I suggest that side-blow blade-flakes from Tell Kashkashok II 

were probably manufactured by percussion on an anvil of unknown 

material. Frequent occurrence of "nicks" and tiny scars on the ventral 

surface of them supports this interpretation. Experiments suggest that 

the manufacturing process of side-blow blade-flakes was not so 

complicated or difficult as so far supposed. They can be duplicated 

quite easily with a hammerstone or antler hammer and an anvil. The 

technique of gun-flint manufacture is indeed something similar to that 

of side-blow blade-flakes, though it does not produce so many tiny 

pieces similar to side-blow blade-flakes.

As for the function, no conclusive interpretation can be as yet 

made. A sample of side-blow blade-flakes has been scanned under a 

microscope at 40 to 400x magnifications, but no patterned scars or 

polish has been so far detected on them. Moreover, no "retouched"
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pieces were found. These may lead one to conclude that side-blow 

blade-flakes were actually not "tools", but this still needs further study 

in view of the difficulty of microscopic studies of obsidian.

An important fact discovered in the above analysis is that side- 

blow blade-flakes were manufactured on blades with a special 

character: very wide and thick blades mainly with one dorsal ridge 

were chosen as a blank. Such blades are now actually absent from the 

blade assemblage with a single exception of the huge blade (Fig. 8.4: 4). 

The view that side-blow blade-flakes were produced from 

manufacturing or truncating ordinary blade tools should be abandoned. 

The only logical counterparts of side-blow blade-flakes are the "cores", 

which seem too exhausted and irregularly shaped (Fig. 8.5: 11-15) to 

have worked as tools such as sickle elements and trapeze-arrowheads. 

Rather, it seems to me that side-blow blade-flakes were produced from 

a special kind of blanks with a special technology, presumably as 

"tools" although the function of them is unanswered.

The context in which side-blow blade-flakes were discovered 

may be another source of information to infer their function. In this 

regard, it may be worth mentioning that the frequency of obsidian 

side-blow blade-flakes at Tell Kashkashok II varies by context. These 

small artifacts were found frequently on the site surface, in the mixed 

context and in Layer 3, but only a few were detected in the basal pit 

deposits in Pit 9 and Pit D8. In the case of Pit 9, the rarity of side-blow 

blade-flakes cannot be explained by sampling loss, because the pit 

deposits were carefully sieved. Since most of the deposits found in 

these two basal pits are considered to be rubbish thrown into the pits 

by the inhabitants of tauf-walled houses, the rarity of side-blow blade-
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flakes in the pit fills could be related to a specific but as-yet- 

undiscerned pattern in the making and use (?) of these flakes.

Conclusions

1 Technological organisation

Most of the obsidian was perhaps transported to Tell 

Kashkashok II from sources near Bingol, west of the Lake Van. 

Considering the extremely small number of obsidian cores and flakes, it 

was brought into the site mainly in the form of blades or already 

finished tools. Core preparation, in which the cresting technique was 

utilised, was most likely conducted near or at the sources, and part of 

the core reduction only was carried out on the site using unidirectional 

flaking, perhaps with the pressure flaking mode.

Among tools and blades imported to the site, large blades with 

a single dorsal ridge were preferred for manufacturing side-blow 

blade-flakes. Whatever the function, it appears that the large blades 

were intentionally produced or introduced to the settlement with a 

view to use as “raw material" for side-blow blade-flakes. Other blade 

tools are dominated by corner-thinned blades, which were segmented 

and retouched on the site as indicated by the presence of retouch 

spalls. Other tool classes include strangulated pieces, and microlithic 

trapezes and lunates, but whether or not these pieces were retouched 

on the site is unknown.

A suggested model showing the technological system at the site 

is presented in Fig. 8.15. It would be better to consider this sequence 

together with that for flint (Fig. 7.20). The proportion of obsidian in 

the total flaked stone artifacts from Tell Kashkashok II is quite high, 

reaching over 30% in the sieved sample from Pit 9, much higher than
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at other sites so far analysed in this study (Chapters 4-6). It seems 

likely that obsidian pieces were used for certain aspects of activities 

that were conducted with flin t at other sites. Taking into account that 

sickle elements of flin t were very rare at Tell Kashkashok II (Chapter 

7), which is supposed to have been an agricultural village from its 

geographical setting and preliminary analysis of plant remains, it is 

quite possible that obsidian blades were used as sickle elements 

although as yet unconfirmed with microwear analysis.

2 Obsidian technology at Tell Kashkashok II in the regional context

The obsidian tools from Tell Kashkashok II are dominated by 

two types: corner-thinned blades and side-blow blade-flakes. We 

begin further discussion with the technology of corner-thinned blades.

2,1 Corner-thinned blades

Corner-thinned blades have been known at various Pre- 

Pottery to Pottery Neolithic sites in Syria. Among them, collections 

from Tell Abu Hureyra and Tell Damishilyya have been available for 

detailed examination.

Tell Abu Hurevra

Obsidian was utilised at Tell Abu Hureyra more commonly in 

later PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic occupations than in earlier 

PPNB (Moore 1975, 1981). As for its origin, a sample of 60 obsidian 

pieces have been analysed for characterisation (Moore 1981). The 

result indicates that at least five sources were responsible for obsidian 

from Abu Hureyra. 88.6% of them came from eastern Anatolia and 

11.4% from Ciftlik, central Anatolia. Moore (1981: 449) remarked the 

heavy preference for eastern Anatolian obsidian at Abu Hureyra even
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though the site is located at almost the same distance from the two 

sources.

The Abu Hureyra collection available for this study consists of 

67 pieces from middle PPNB levels (Trench D) and 408 pieces from the 

late PPNB to early Pottery Neolithic levels (Trench C). No cores are 

included. In a larger sample of Trench C, retouched tools constitute 

about 60% of the total (245/408). The composition of tool types is very 

simple, being dominated by corner-thinned blades (152/245 or 62%) 

and retouched blades (64/245 or 26.4%). Other tools include a 

fragment of point (Fig. 8.16: 5), notches (Fig. 8.16: 7), denticulates, 

splintered pieces (Fig. 8.16: 9), truncations (Fig. 8.16: 6), burins and a 

backed blade (Fig. 8.17: 8). The typological variability is obviously 

smaller at Abu Hureyra than at Tell Kashkashok II.

Corner-thinned blades are very common throughout every 

level of the entire Neolithic occupations at Tell Abu Hureyra. Analysis 

at Tell Abu Hureyra was conducted with the same analytical method as 

at Kashkashok II, which revealed that techno-morphological 

characteristics of corner-thinned blades are virtually the same at these 

two sites (Fig. 8.16: 1-4, 10-17). Of particular interest is that examples 

even from the middle PPNB levels (Trench D), which are estimated at 

least several centuries earlier than the Pottery Neolithic occupation at 

Tell Kashkashok II (Moore et al. in press), show the same features in 

every aspect of the blank form, blank truncation methods, and the 

retouch location. A difference between Abu Hureyra and Kashkashok 

II seem to lie only in the size: corner-thinned blades from Abu Hureyra 

are generally slightly smaller (narrower and thinner) than those from 

Kashkashok II (cf., Tables 8.3. and 8.7).

Tell Damishilyva and the Balikh sites
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The excavated collection of Damishilyya includes only 80 

obsidian pieces, consisting of one crested blade (Fig. 8.17: 1), 55 

unretouched blades, two chips and 22 tools. No cores or flakes of 

obsidian are included in the excavated collection. Since some cores 

have been recovered from the site surface (Akkermans 1988: 26), 

however, there is a possibility that core reduction was made to some 

extent at the site. The dorsal surface of blades shows that core 

reduction was carried out exclusively unidirectionally as at Tell 

Kashkashok II.

The retouched tools constitute a relatively small percentage of 

the total obsidian pieces (22/80 or 27.5%), which consist of eight 

corner-thinned blades (Fig. 8.17: 5-12), one notch (Fig. 8.17: 4) one 

splintered piece, one truncation (Fig. 8.17: 3), one tanged point (Fig. 

8.17: 2), and eleven retouched/utilised blades (Fig. 8.17: 13). Corner- 

thinned blades correspond to about one third of the total retouched 

tools (8/22 or 36.4%).

It is almost impossible to make a detailed analysis of corner- 

thinned blades with such a small collection. I should mention, 

however, here that the location of thinned corners on corner thinned 

blades is rather heterogeneous at Damishilyya. I have emphasised that 

thinned-corners were manufactured consistently at the same location 

of a blade (Dl, D4, VI, or V4 of Fig. 8.6: 17) at Tell Kashkashok II and 

Abu Hureyra. However, this “rule" is not always maintained at 

Damishilyya. Thinned corners were also made at corners of D2, D3, V2 

or V3 (Fig. 8.17: 7-12), whilst the majority of them were made at 

corners of Dl, D4, VI, or V4 as at other sites.

This observation made on the small collection from 

Damishilyya is supported by larger survey materials from Neolithic
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sites in the Balikh valley. Details on obsidian pieces from the survey 

by Akkermans have been studied by Copeland (in prep.). Some 600 

pieces from Neolithic sites (Tell Assouad, Site 34, Site 36, Mafraq 

Slouq, Munbateh, Wazgol, and Khirbet Bassal) were also examined by 

myself, in which 69 corner-thinned blades were identified. Although 

the majority do follow the '‘rule" defined at Kashkashok II and Abu 

Hureyra, one third of the corner-thinned blades (23/69 or 33.3%) show 

thinned corners at a different location from that on pieces from these 

two sites. These examples suggest that, if the above-mentioned 

reconstruction of the hafting way is correct, the thinned corners of 

them might have been overlapped with an up-and-down relationship 

opposite that shown in Fig. 8.9.

Other sites

We may consider that location of thinned corners is an 

indicator of a regional tradition in manufacturing corner-thinned 

blades. In this regard, it is very interesting that published corner- 

thinned blades from Sabi Abvad on the Balikh (Copeland 1989) and 

Kumar Teoe (Fig. 5: 28 in Roodenberg 1989) on the Upper Euphrates, 

both close to the Balikh valley, show the "Balikh type" as at 

Damishilyya, although the sample size is very small. On the other 

hand, corner-thinned blades reported from Bouaras on the middle 

Euphrates (Roodenberg 1986), south of Kashkashok II, completely 

match the "Kashkashok type".

Furthermore, a few unpublished collections examined by the 

present author also show the same geographical patterning. A corner- 

thinned blade in a surface collection from Gritille on the Upper 

Euphrates exhibits thinned corners of Balikh type (Fig. 8.18: 12). In 

the Khabur valley and the Diyarbakr region, corner-thinned blades
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identical in technology to those of Kashkashok II have been obtained. 

These include those excavated from Halafian levels of Tell Kashkashok 

I  (A. Soleiman pers. comm.), surface material collected during my 

survey in 1991 at the Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of Tell Seker al- 

Aheimar (Fig. 8.19: 2) and Tell Chaear Bazar (Fig. 8.19: 3), and some 

sites discovered by Qambel and Braidwood near Divarbakr (1980; 

Istanbul University collection; Fig. 8.18: 13-14).

It should be stressed that the majority of corner-thinned 

blades do show the same characteristics as defined at Tell Kashkashok 

II. From these, however, it is likely that regional variations existed in 

manufacturing corner-thinned blades (Fig. 8.20). Since corner-thinned 

blades have been overlooked in the literature, however, their 

distribution pattern in an even wider context is difficult to determine 

with published data. Lack of reference does not necessarily mean 

absence of corner-thinned blades at the site. There are only a few sites 

that could be listed here as having no corner-thinned blades, whose 

collections were examined by myself.

From the west of Balikh, collections from Nebi Mend and 

Qminas have been available. At Tell Nebi Mend, only 13 obsidian 

pieces were excavated from Neolithic levels. No corner-thinned blades 

are included. This may be due to the small sample size, but may also 

reflect the true picture in the western Syria. At Qminas north of Nebi 

Mend, more than 100 obsidian blades were recovered from PPNB and 

Pottery Neolithic levels of the site (Masuda and Shaath 1983). There 

are no corner-thinned blades in the collection available to me. It 

appears that corner-thinned blades are absent from or very rare, if 

any, at Qminas.
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In the east of the Khabur, corner-thinned blades have not been 

reported from any of the 6th millennium sites in the Northern Iraqi 

Mesopotamia such as Umm Dabaghiyah and Telul eth-Thalathat. Given 

the close similarities among other cultural elements (Chapter 7) to Tell 

Kashkashok II, the absence of corner-thinned blades from sites in the 

Northern Mesopotamia seems rather puzzling and calls for further 

research. A small selected collection of obsidian from Telul eth- 

Thalathat was checked at Tokyo, with a result showing no corner- 

thinned blades, but a too small collection to draw a conclusion.

Further to the east, corner-thinned blades were perhaps not 

utilised at Choga Mami in southern Mesopotamia, the 6th millennium 

site with Samarra material (Oates 1969; Mortensen 1973). Obsidian 

pieces from Choga Mami are mostly retouched/utilised blades 

(Cambridge collection), whose size is smaller than those of Kashkashok 

II. Interestingly, they include a few blades flaked from opposed- 

platform cores. This suggests that Choga Mami represents a different 

technological tradition from that of the northern Syria.

Sites so far to have produced corner-thinned blades seem to 

show a limited temporal and spatial distribution; all of them fall in the 

middle PPNB (Abu Hureyra) to the Halafian contexts (Sabi Abyad and 

Tell Kashkashok I) of the 7th and the 6th millennia BC. Those sites are 

located mainly in the Syrian Jazirah between the Levant and the Zagros 

(Fig. 8.20). With our present knowledge, it is premature to interpret 

the distribution of corner-thinned blades; particularly, their absence at 

Iraqi Mesopotamian sites needs to be confirmed by future examination 

of the extent material. At any rate, an interesting point to be drawn 

attention to is that corner-thinned blades are distributed across 

different cultural areas/phases defined by flint and ceramic typology
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(cf. Chapters 4-7). For instance, flint analysis shows a notable 

difference between the Khabur (Kashkashok II) and the Balikh sites 

(Damishilyya); nevertheless, corner-thinned blades are shared by these 

two areas while showing some typological difference (see above). This 

interesting pattern might well reflect an obsidian trade zone, a zone 

supposedly much wider than "cultural" areas.

2.2 Side-blow blade-flakes

Side-blow blade-flakes have been reported from sites widely 

distributed in the Near East; the Queiq and the Upper Euphrates valley 

in the west (Copeland 1981; M.-C. Cauvin 1988: 29), Tell Bouqras in the 

south (Roodenberg 1986), and Hajji Firuz (Voigt 1983) in the east. 

They are very common at Pottery Neolithic sites in the Khabur basin 

(Fig. 8.19: 4-8; Nishiaki 1991b, n.d.). The distribution in the north is 

still unclear due to lack of systematic investigations and detailed 

reports. Description of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic material from Cayonu 

by Redman (1982) does not refer to side-blow blade-flakes, and its 

Pottery Neolithic material has not been published. On the other hand, 

my recent re-examination of survey materials stored at the Istanbul 

University has revealed presence of this artifact class at a few undated 

sites in the Diyarbakr region (Qambel and Braidwood 1980; S63-7 and 

R56-25; Fig. 8.18: 6-11), and the Pre-Pottery Neolithic site of Boy Tepe 

(Fig. 8.18: 2-3). Side-blow blade-flakes are thus considered quite 

densely distributed in the southeastern Anatolia as well.

The spatial distribution of side-blow blade-flakes is even wider 

than that of corner-thinned blades, and also cross-cuts culturally 

separated regions such as the Balikh, the Khabur and the Zagros region. 

Nevertheless, they show little morphological variability. The presence
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of "retouched" pieces at Jarmo could represent a difference from the 

Khabur and the Balikh pieces, but this possibility should be treated 

with caution because of the confusing definition of "retouch". On the 

other hand, some regional difference seems to be present in the size or 

width of side-blow blade-flakes, Examples reported from Iraqi 

Mesopotamian sites tend to be smaller than those from Tell 

Kashkashok II and Sabi Abyad (Copeland pers. comm.) in the northern 

Syria. Side-blow blade-flakes show a range of width between 0.8 and

2.5 cm at Telul eth-Thalathat (Fukai and Matsutani 1981), and 0.6 and 

2.7 cm at Umm Dabaghiyah (Mortensen 1982), while pieces from the 

Syrian sites include very large pieces with a width of up to 4 cm. This 

difference is likely to reflect accessibility to the obsidian sources in the 

Anatolian mountains and a related trade system in this period, since 

the size and/or weight difference is also seen in other artifact classes 

made of obsidian according to the distance from the sources (Renfrew 

1977).

While the side-blow biade-flake shows a wide spatial 

distribution, its temporal distribution appears to be rather limited. 

This artifact most commonly occurs in the Pottery Neolithic context of 

the 6th millennium BC. Stratified data have been reported from Jarmo 

and Umm Dabaghiyah. At Jarmo, side-blow blade-flakes clearly 

increased their numerical importance in the ceramic levels from the 

aceramic levels (Hole 1983: 248). They also increased in later levels of 

the Pottery-Neolithic sequence at Umm Dabaghiyah (Kirkbride 1972: 

11). The same tendency appears to be the case at Tell Kashkashok II as 

well. Data from a "test pit" opened at the northern end of the 

excavation area under a very strict stratigraphic control, though 

limited in an area (1 by 1 m), shows a higher frequency of side-blow
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blade-flakes in later levels (Table 8 in Matsutani 1991). These 

evidences suggest that the habit of manufacturing side-blow blade- 

flakes was rather rapidly diffused from the Anatolian mountains to the 

east and the south, perhaps with the aid of trade (see Copeland 1979: 

268), during a relatively short period of the early 6th millennium BC. 

In this connection, it is a great pity that we do not yet know their use 

or function that is vital to interpret this distribution pattern.

2.3 Other tools

Obsidian tools from Tell kashkashok II show a large range of 

tool types. Besides corner-thinned blades and side-blow blade-flakes 

that dominate the tool assemblage, strangulations, trapezes and 

crescents are important, although small in number, for comparative 

study because of their characteristic typological features.

Strangulations are tools with bilateral backing retouch. One of 

both of their ends usually show spurs or tiny projections. These tools 

have been designated under various terms by various authors, for 

example, as beaked blade by Mortensen (1970b), steeply retouched 

backed blade by Redman (1973), blade with steep lamellar retouch 

(Voigt 1983) and "James etrangJees" or strangulations by Roodenberg 

(1986). Most recently, M.-C. Cauvin (1988: 29) has proposed to refer to 

them as ''Out/Is de Cayonu or Cayonu tools since they were first 

described in detail at Cayonu by Redman (1973).

Recent syntheses by Hours and Copeland (1982), M.-C. Cauvin 

(1988) and Fujii (1988) list a number of PPNB and Pottery Neolithic 

sites with these tools, which are distributed widely from the Anatolian 

mountains, to the northern Mesopotamian plain and the Zagros 

mountains. Three new examples of sites could be added here; Tell
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Kashkashok II. Tell Assouad (Copeland in prep.), and Tell Raheke (Fig. 

8.19: 9; Nishiaki 1991b). The distribution is broadly similar to that of 

side-blow blade-flakes, and as suggested by M.-C. Cauvin (1988: 31) it 

is also probably related to the obsidian trade.

M.-C. Cauvin (1988) points out a chronological perspective on 

the distribution of strangulations, suggesting that they occurred in later 

contexts in the eastern region (Mesopotamia and the Zagros) than in 

the west (the Anatolia). Fujii (1988) also presents a similar 

interpretation that strangulations were diffused from the Anatolian 

PPNB sites to the eastern Pottery Neolithic sites. He further remarks 

that typological differences are present between strangulations from 

the Anatolian and the eastern regions (Fujii 1988: 7). First, 

strangulations were often made on the mid-segment of a blade in the 

east, while they were manufactured on various blank forms including 

proximal blades and even on flakes in Anatolia. Second, the eastern 

examples frequently show a single projection or spur at one end of the 

blank (Type 2 in this study), while those from the Anatolia often show 

more than one spur at either one or both ends. Thirdly, strangulations 

from the eastern sites occasionally exhibit inverse retouch (Type 1 in 

this study), which is very rare in the Anatolian examples.

Fujii's characterisation of the eastern examples quite well 

matches strangulations from Tell Kashkashok II. Particularly, the 

pieces with inverse retouch in the Tell Kashkashok collection (Fig. 8.6: 

1) has close parallels from late PPNB to early Pottery Neolithic sites in 

the northern Mesopotamia and the Zagros, e.g. Magzalia (Bader 1989), 

Umm Dabaghiyah (Mortensen 1982), and Hajji Firuz (Voigt 1983). One 

might add another typological difference between these two regions: 

that is. striations or the matt zone occur more frequently on the
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Anatolian pieces than on eastern ones. While a number of 

strangulations with clear striations on their ventral surface have been 

reported from the Anatolian sites (e.g. Redman 1973, 1982; M.-C. 

Cauvin and Balkan 1983), such pieces are rare at eastern sites. At Tell 

Kashkashok II only one piece exhibits striations (but on the dorsal 

surface), and striations were never found on strangulations from 

Bouqras (Roodenberg 1986: 81-2).

The significance of the distribution and the regional typological 

difference of strangulations should be considered in terms of their 

possible function or use, which is however as yet unclear. A wide 

range of possibilities has been suggested; for instance, draw knife 

(Biltzer cited in M.-C. Cauvin 1988), dagger (Mortensen 1970b), reaping 

knife (Bader 1989), sickle blade (M.-C. Cauvin and Balkan 1983; 

Anderson-Gerfaud 1982), and drill bit (Voigt 1983). In view of the 

large morphological variability within this tool class, its function or use 

might not be simple but could have been used in various ways as 

suggested by some authors (M.-C. Cauvin 1988: 31; Fujii 1988: 12).

Interpretation of the striations or the matt area, which might 

well be related to function of strangulations, has not been agreed 

among researchers. Some authors consider them use-wears resulting 

from using the strangulation as a sickle blade (M.-C. Cauvin and Balkan 

1985). Anderson-Gerfaud (1982) regarded them as caused by hafting 

or made to facilitate hafting, and considered that the edge opposite to 

that with a matte area was a working edge. On the other hand, 

Mortensen (1982) and M.-C. Cauvin (1988) suggest a possibility that 

those striations were made to facilitate retouching, thus a trace left in 

the course of manufacturing rather than sue. As far as the example 

from Tell Kashkashok II is concerned, I tend to support the latter
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interpretation. The piece with clear striations (Fig. 8.5: 1; also see Plate 

27: 1 in Matsutani 1991) exhibit a very steeply retouched lateral edge 

along both sides, which would not have been a desirable cutting edge. 

The matt area could have worked as a proper platform for pressure 

flaking to retouch the lateral edges.

Trapezes and crescents (Type 2 backed pieces) are very rare at 

Tell kashkashok II, but display similar features to those from many 

late Pre-Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic sites in the northern 

Mesopotamia. The trapezes are similar to those from the Halafian 

context of Yarim Tepe (Munchaev and Merpert 1981), and the pre- 

Halaf levels at Sabi Abyad (Copeland pers. comm.). Similar pieces to 

the crescents from Tell kashkashok II are known from Umm 

Dabaghiyah (Mortensen 1982), Magzalia (Bader 1989), Bouqras (de 

Contenson 1985), Jarmo (Hole 1983), and Site 63-7 found by Cambel 

and Braidwood (Fig. 8.18: 15). Detailed distribution of these tool types 

is unclear. It appears that they are densely distributed in the Syrian 

and Iraqi Jazirah, while they have not been discovered from the west 

of Balikh, a similar distribution pattern to those of other obsidian tools 

mentioned above.

2.4 General conclusions

In general, the obsidian technology (and typology) of Tell 

kashkashok II shows wider links with other areas than does the flint 

technology. The flint technology exhibits, as discussed in Chapter 7, a 

similarity with that of Northern Mesopotamia, and shows differences 

from those in the Euphrates and the Balikh. The obsidian technology, 

however, retains evidence of wide-ranging links with Neolithic sites in 

the Zagros to the east, with the Levant to the west, and the southern 

Taurus to the north.
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The distribution of characteristic obsidian technologies clearly 

cross-cuts several "cultural areas" defined by the flint technology. It is 

likely that the distribution pattern of obsidian tools and their 

manufacturing technologies was related to obsidian trade zones. It has 

been generally accepted that there existed at least two major obsidian 

trade zones during the period in question: the east and the west 

(Renfrew et al. 1968; Renfrew and Dixon 1976; Wright 1969). All the 

sites sharing similar obsidian tools to those from Tell Kashkashok II are 

situated in the eastern trade zone whose centre of obsidian supply is 

believed to be near Lake Van in eastern Turkey. On the other hand, the 

western zone considered to have obtained obsidian from central 

Anatolia has not produced comparable pieces. The idea of making 

particular obsidian tools seems to have flowed with the obsidian trade 

system.

The use of obsidian increased in the northern Syria from the 

PPNB to the Pottery Neolithic, as indicated by stratigraphic evidence 

from Tell Damishilyya (Chapter 5) and Tell Abu Hureyra. The tendency 

toward the increased use of obsidian is also reported from Jarmo (Hole 

1983: 257). At the Pottery Neolithic sites of Tell Kashkashok II and 

Sabi Abyad (Copeland 1989), obsidian comprises over 30% of the total 

flaked stone artifacts recovered.

Typological variability of obsidian, as well as its numerical 

importance, also increased in the Pottery Neolithic period, when a 

wider range of obsidian tool types including side-blow blade-flakes 

and trapezes became commonly used, while tools were largely 

dominated by corner-thinned blades and retouched blades in the PPNB 

period. Origins of those tool types popular in the Pottery Neolithic are 

presently unknown, however. Some of them (e.g. strangulations and
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side-blow blade-flakes) could have originated from the Anatolian PPNB 

sites, then spread into the south and the east, but others have not 

direct evidence supporting this view. Data presently available from 

PPNB sites in the Anatolian mountains are obviously too sparse to draw 

a conclusion. Wherever the origins, the increase in both quantity and 

typological variability of obsidian artifacts would suggest that a much 

wider range of activities came to be performed with tools made of 

obsidian in the Pottery Neolithic period. At certain sites like Tell 

Kashkashok II, where fine-grained flint resources are locally 

unavailable, even harvesting activities might have been conducted 

with obsidian sickles.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions

Introduction
Change from the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic
1 Blank production
2 Raw material use
3 Interpretation
Conclusion: methodological contribution 

Introduction

This study has presented a series of rather exhaustive analyses of 

lithic assemblages from several Neolithic sites in Syria. I believe that 

the analyses have clarified a number of previously unrecognised 

aspects of Neolithic lithic technology, which include specific lithic 

manufacturing activities at particular sites as well as so far poorly 

defined core reduction and tool manufacturing technologies (e.g. the 

Naviform method of Douara type, hafting ways of sickle elements, side- 

blow blade-flakes, etc.). The sites dealt with in this study belong to a 

period bridging the PPNB and the Pottery Neolithic. Since particular 

situations in specific regions have already been reviewed in the 

previous chapters, some generalisations are attempted here concerning 

the nature of the change in lithic technology.

The late PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic witnessed a range 

of significant cultural changes from the earlier Neolithic periods. Those 

changes all point to a rapid shift toward the more advanced farming 

communities, which is manifested as changing patterns in subsistence, 

settlement and society (Chapter 1). It is highly unlikely that the lithic 

technology of this period, as an element of the material culture, did not 

reflect these profound changes in human life-styles. We shall consider 

in this final chapter implications of the lithic analysis in the light of this 

background.
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Change from the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic

1 Blank production

Changes in lithic technology from the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery 

Neolithic of Syria are recognised in a variety of elements including tool 

type and retouch technique. The most impressive change is, however, 

that the strongly blade-oriented technology, often with the Naviform 

method, was widely replaced by amorphous flake production 

technology at the end of the PPNB. In the current chronological scheme 

the absence of pottery separates the PPNB from the succeeding Pottery 

Neolithic, but the present analyses indicate that the significant change 

in terms of lithic technology began at least in some regions (Chapter 5) 

during the late PPNB. The change seems to have occurred continuously 

but quite rapidly as known by stratigraphic evidence from Tell Bouqras 

and Tell Abu Hureyra.

Flake production technologies of the late PPNB and the Pottery 

Neolithic may be described as "banal", "impoverished", or "of poor 

workmanship" in the literature. Under the current agreement that the 

use of blade production technology is a significant advance in lithic 

technology, the flake production technologies popular at Pottery 

Neolithic sites (Chapters 5-7) may appear to be culturally backward. 

However, the shift from production of blades to amorphous flakes 

should not necessarily be regarded as a backward movement, but could 

have been a cultural choice. This sort of change in the early Holocene 

context is actually not confined to Syria or the Levant, but also was to 

be the case almost everywhere in the world, such as in Europe, Japan, 

and the Americas (Parry and Kelley 1987). More positive explanation is 

needed for this phenomenon.
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Patterson (1979) discusses advantages and disadvantages of 

blade production technology in comparison with flake technology. The 

economical use of raw material is among the well-known advantages. 

Blade technology can generally produce more total length of cutting 

edge from a given amount of raw material (Patterson 1979: 4). Another 

advantage is the symmetric and uniform shape of blades, which 

requires little secondary modification to make certain kinds of tools 

(end-scrapers, sickle-blades, etc.). The disadvantages on the other hand 

include that blade production requires a specialised knowledge and 

skill, without which a sequential production of standardised blades 

cannot be achieved. Another disadvantage mentioned by Patterson is 

that the long and narrow shape of blade is unsuitable for certain tool 

classes, in particular for bifacial points that became popular in the later 

prehistory of some regions. He estimated that prismatic blade 

technology would become less important in later cultures where biface 

manufacture became common, such as the Archaic culture in North 

America (see also Inada 1968).

Some of the issues mentioned by Patterson are applicable to 

blade production with the Naviform method. The obvious advantage of 

the Naviform method is that this method allows it possible to produce 

long and narrow blades in a very consistent way (Crowfoot-Payne 1983: 

669), for the main flaking surface of Naviform cores is prepared long 

and narrow enough to ensure production of regular blades in succession. 

Disadvantages of the Naviform method, on the other hand, should 

certainly include the complicated steps to be taken for core preparation, 

for which a considerable amount of skill and knowledge must have been 

needed (Chapter 4).
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In addition to these technical elements, I would suggest the 

importance of raw material economy. The Naviform method is useful to 

produce light and narrow blades that are highly portable, once the core 

preparation is adequately made. On the other hand, the method 

requires a particular type of raw material. Since a relatively thin biface 

or equivalent piece is necessarily made as a core-preform, large tabular 

flint of high quality would have been most desirable for the Naviform 

method. Blade production with this method on small river pebbles, the 

only raw material readily available in the alluvial environments such as 

at Tell Nebi Mend (Chapter 6) and Tell Kashkashok II (Chapter 7), would 

have been very unpractical if not impossible.

2 Raw material use

The raw material economy seems to be an important factor to be 

considered for understanding the use and abandonment of the Naviform 

method. In fact, the analyses presented in the previous chapters have 

emphasised importance of a role played by the raw material type in 

technological organisation. Strong correlations between flint types and 

lithic technologies were recurrently indicated at the sites examined; e.g. 

blades were mostly produced from fine-grained flints, and flakes from 

coarse-grained ones. In order to examine the situation in a wider 

context, an overview of the literature on the raw material use at Pre- 

Pottery to Pottery Neolithic sites in the Levant is made below.

(1) Pre-Pottery Neolithic

Flints used at Tell Murevbet during the terminal Epi-Palaeolithic 

to the early Pre-Pottery Neolithic are described by Skinner (1968) and 

Calley (1986). Skinner (1968: 283), who examined the collection from 

M. van Loon's excavations, states that the use of fine-grained flints
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increased toward upper levels. Calley (1986a: 12-13) gave more 

detailed accounts as follows: two kinds of flint, or fine-grained and 

coarse-grained flints were exploited by the inhabitants. The fine

grained flint is characterised by the dark brown colour (supposedly a 

similar one to our "very dark brown flint"). The two kinds of flint were 

processed with different technologies: the fine-grained flints were

preferred for the Naviform method to the coarse-grained ones, and in 

fact, most of the blades at Mureybet were made of the fine-grained 

flint. According to Calley, both fine- and coarse-grained flints were 

available near the site, but the relative amount of fine-grained flint 

markedly increased from the base (PPNA) to the top of the occupation 

sequence (early PPNB).

Oermez Dere and Nemrik. recently excavated by the Scottish and 

the Polish missions in the northern Iraqi Mesopotamia respectively, 

produced similar evidence (Watkins and Baird 1987; Kozlovski and 

Szymczak 1989). Flints excavated from the late Epi-Palaeolithic to the 

PPNA levels are mainly those of high quality, whose general colour is 

dark blue-grey, but also include a minority of "chocolate brown flint" 

(Watkins and Baird 1987: 9). The "chocolate brown flint" was found 

mainly in the form of large blades, which are interpreted as an import 

by the excavators.

Hours' (1969) brief account of a surface collection from a Pre- 

Pottery Neolithic B site at Saaydeh in Lebanon includes comments on 

the use of flint. Various flints were used in the lithic industry, 

including those of "beige ou rosb\ but flint of "brun ou chocoM in 

colour common in the inland Syria was also utilised. Different flints 

were chosen for manufacturing particular types of tools: the sickle
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blades were frequently made of " s tie i beige rose de quaiite 

eiceptionelie (Hours 1969: 36).

(2) Pre-Pottery to Pottery Neolithic

Roodenberg (1986: 6) writes that two kinds of flint, or fine- and 

coarse-grained flints were utilised at the Pre-Pottery to Pottery 

Neolithic site of Tell Bouqras. The colour of fine-grained flints is "beige 

ou gris-brun\ and the coarse-grained flints exhibit a wide variety of 

colours including "grise ou beige, par/bis veinee de rosd. He mentions 

that coarse-grained flints are immediately available at the site in the 

form of river pebbles, while the nearest source of fine-grained ones is 

located about 30 km from the site. His quantitative analysis (Fig. 9 in 

Roodenberg 1986) shows that coarse-grained flints became increasingly 

popular in later levels at the expense of fine-grained flints, whose 

relative importance decreased.

No published account on the flint from Abu Hurevra has yet been 

available. My personal examination of the Pre-Pottery to the Pottery 

Neolithic assemblages from A. Moore s Trenches C and D indicates that 

both fine- and coarse-grained flints were used at Abu Hureyra as well. 

The fine-grained flint is virtually indistinguishable from the flint 

defined as Very dark brown flint" in the present study. This flint is 

represented by a large number of regular blades and finished tools, 

while the coarse-grained flint include numerous flakes and flake tools, 

indicating a difference of procurement and reduction methods of the 

flints. The use of the fine-grained flint apparently decreased from the 

Pre-Pottery to the Pottery Neolithic period, as at Tell Bouqras.

A similar pattern is indicated at Tell Assouad. north of Abu 

Hureyra. A surface collection of flints available for me shows the same 

variability as represented at iater Tell Damishilyya (Chapter 5). but
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fine-grained flints such as very dark brown and purple flints are more 

common here than coarse-grained flints. The former were mostly used 

for manufacturing blade tools like points and burins, and the latter 

flints were mainly converted to flake tools.

De Contenson (1971) presents an interesting comment on the flint 

use and its correlation with the lithic typology at Tell Ramad. In the 

final Pre-Pottery Neolithic level (Ramad I), two distinct lithic 

components were excavated. One is a group of tools consisting of long 

sickle blades, notched points and borers that were made of fine-grained 

flint with colours ranging from mauve to white. The second group 

comprises rectangular sickle elements and tanged points often 

retouched by pressure flaking, made of fine-grained "dark brown flint 

and chert". He notes typological similarity of the first group to the 

Palestinian PPNB industry (Beidah, El-Khiam, and Jericho PPNB) and the 

second group to the Syrian counterpart (Ras Shamra VC). The 

combination of the flint types and the lithic typology changed in the 

next "White Ware" level (Ramad II), when "only the Syrian type of 

stone tools" remained.

The analysis of flint artifacts from the extensive Neolithic site of 

Tell Ain Ghazal in the Jordanian steppe has not yet been fully published, 

but a preliminary study by Rollefson (1990:123) includes comments on 

the use of flint. While "excellent pink-purple colored" flint was typical 

of the PPNB occupations, the use of poor quality flint became 

increasingly popular at Ain Ghazal in the later period, whose trend is 

most conspicuous in the Pottery Neolithic (Yarmoukian) phase. He 

speculates that this change in flint use might have related to the wadi 

activity; accumulation of wadi deposits might have covered a possible
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source of fine-grained flint that had been available during earlier 

periods.

Ginnig. a small mound with the late Pre-Pottery and the early 

Pottery Neolithic levels, has recently been excavated in the northern 

Iraqi Mesopotamia (Campbell and Baird 1990). The lithic assemblages 

from both levels include "a very distinctive chocolate brown flint" (ibid. 

p. 72). It is comprised of blades and blade tools, including few flakes 

and no cores. The excavators consider them as an import.

(3) Pottery Neolithic

J. Cauvin's (1968: 40, 46) detailed study is available on the lithic 

industry from Bvblos. situated on the Lebanese coast. He states that 

points from Byblos were never manufactured of " s lle i local turonieri, 

but were made of finer-grained flint with a dark chocolate brown 

colour. Mellaart (1973: 229) considers that the "chocolate brown" flint 

was of a Syrian origin, which was introduced into the site by trade.

Brief accounts on flint used at Tell Aoamee have been published 

by Otte (1976: 102, 104, 107). He states that fine- and coarse-grained 

flints were used for the lithic industries from Levels Va and Vb (both 

compared to the Byblos Neolithlque Anclen and the Amuq A phase). 

The coarse-grained flint is " telnte foncee, and is available by the site. 

The fine-grained flint has a colour of " gris clalr or brum '. His remarks 

include difference in technologies applied to these two flint types. 

Pieces made of the fine-grained flint include blade cores showing the 

use of indirect flaking mode, while the direct percussion was prevalent 

at the site. The hunting tools (" armatures") were often made of the 

fine-grained flint of " couleur brun chocolai'.

A similar pattern in flint use is reported by Mortensen (1982) at 

the early Pottery Neolithic site of Umm Dabaghiyah. According to him,
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more than 95% of flints recovered at the site are nodular flints of poor 

quality (Group 1), and the few rest being fine-grained tabular flints 

with colours ranging from white, brown to "dark chocolate brown" with 

green veins (Group 2). He points out that Group 1 flints were evidently 

processed locally, but there is no evidence of local core reduction of 

Group 2 flints, a situation almost echoed at Tell Kashkashok II (Chapter 

7). The flints of Group 2 comprise only blades and finished tools like 

points, which were most likely manufactured "at another site and 

carried to Umm Dabaghiyah by the settlers" (Mortensen 1982: 210).

(4) Summary

Although the accounts presented above are often short and 

without quantitative treatment, they must be sufficient to generalise 

about flint use during the period from PPNB to Pottery Neolithic. All 

those sites present a very similar picture to that obtained by the 

analyses in this study. First of all, it appears that the use of at least two 

kinds of flint (coarse- and fine-grained flints) was a very common habit. 

The fine-grained flints are often interpreted as non-local to the sites by 

the excavators. Secondly, those flints were processed at the sites 

differently. Blades and blade tools were manufactured on fine-grained 

flints more often than on coarse-grained flints. The blade tools 

characteristically include curated tools like tanged points, and cores 

made of the fine-grained flint are often absent, or highly exhausted if 

any. These may well reflect the more precious nature of the fine

grained flint. Thirdly, the relative use of different flint is reported to 

have changed through time; the use of fine-grained flints decreased as 

time passed from PPNB to Pottery Neolithic, as shown by quantitative 

data from Tell Damishilyya and Tell Bouqras. Accordingly, the lessening
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use of fine-grained, non-local flints was closely related to the reducing 

blade technology at many settlements (Chapter 5).

3 Interpretation

It is suggested that the abandonment of the blade production 

should be considered in relation to the reducing procurement of fine

grained flint. The flint particularly desirable for blade production with 

the Naviform method is large tabular flint with fine grains. Those flints 

were readily available in proximity to some sites (e.g. Douara Cave II), 

but other sites especially in the alluvial plains like the Khabur and the 

Orontes did not have direct access to sources (e.g. Tell Nebi Mend and 

Tell Kashkashok II). One should then ask how the fine-grained, non

local flint (most popular was very dark brown flint or "chocolate brown 

flint") was obtained by the Neolithic inhabitants, or even why the non

local flint existed at archaeological sites.

First, the assumption that all the stone raw material was 

procured by the site's inhabitants may be questioned. Meltzer (1984- 

85) alerted that the transport of stone material by geological processes 

should not be neglected, especially at sites in the glaciated region. He 

suggests that there are examples of transport of stone by natural 

agencies over a considerable distance in North America. Rollefson 

(1990: 123), as mentioned earlier, also considered geological effects on 

availability of flint at the site of Ain Ghazal. Transport by geological 

agencies like glaciation and river activities might partly have been 

responsible for the presence of non-local flint at some Neolithic 

settlements, but would not explain all the cases. The use of fine

grained, supposedly non-local flint decreased in a very wide region in 

the Levant approximately at the same time, which is unlikely to be a
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result of site-specific geological processes, but rather seems to be a 

cultural phenomenon.

Three possible ways of raw material procurement in prehistoric 

society have been hypothesised by Morrow and Jefferies (1989: 27), in 

their study of American Indians’ lithic industry: 1) a trade network; 2) 

special-purpose trips direct to source areas; 3) embedded within 

seasonal movements through the region. Which way was employed in 

the Syrian Neolithic in general is difficult to be answered, since 

situations must have been different from site to site according to a 

distance from the source. While the long-distance obsidian trade 

became increasingly popular (Chapter 8). trade of flint on a substantial 

scale has not been demonstrated in the PPNB and the Pottery Neolithic, 

although known in later periods (see Rosen 1983). Generally speaking, 

in fact, it is very difficult to attest trade with archaeological evidence 

(Meltzer 1984-85: 5). "Chocolate brown flint" is reported so widely in 

the Levant that, if the source area is limited, it could demonstrate flint 

trade. The current evidence suggests, however, that sources of the Mat 

are not single (see Chapter 3) but scattered at least in the inland Syria 

(Akazawa 1979b; Calley 1986b: 12; Roodenberg 1986:6).

Morrow and Jefferies (1989) suggest a theoretical model for 

distinguishing procurement through logistic trips or special-purpose 

trips from that through embedded seasonal trips. They hypothesise 

that raw material procured by logistic trips is so expensive that it 

should have been processed differently at the site from the local 

material, while the material obtained through an embedded regular 

procurement system is not so valued that it would have been processed 

and utilised in the same way as locally available raw material. Our 

supposedly non-local, fine-grained flints exhibit a very different way of
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processing from that employed for coarse-grained flints. They were 

almost exclusively used for blade production, highly reduced to an 

exhausted form, and mainly converted to curated tools. These features 

all suggest the precious nature of the fine-grained flints or the 

considerable cost spent in their procurement. According to Morrow and 

Jefferies' model, our fine-grained flints appear to have been procured 

largely through a logistic system (unless an undetectable trade network 

operated). This is in accord with a settlement pattern of the late PPNB 

and the Pottery Neolithic, when seasonal movement was probably no 

longer a regular settlement pattern at least in northern Syria. While the 

beginning of transhumance for a part of the village community or for 

specialised communities may have occurred at this stage (Kbhier- 

Rollefson 1988), sedentism on a year-round basis must have been 

established in the area under study (Chapter 1).

It should be noted that lithic raw material was not necessarily 

procured through special-purpose trips to lithic resources alone, but 

must also have been obtained at occasions of logistic trips for other 

activities. According to ethnographic studies of contemporary hunter- 

gatherers (Binford 1977, 1979; Gould 1977: 164; Yellen 1977: 73), 

procurement of raw materials is very often incorporated or "embedded" 

into other activities so as to save time; raw material is collected at times 

when trips for other resources are organised. Particularly relevant to 

our period would be hunting trips. Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen (1989a) 

argue that hunting was a men s job under a settlement system of the 

increasing sedentism during the Pre-Pottery Neolithic afterward. They 

assume that the logistic long-distance trip was organised by males for 

hunting, and that it was an important means for intensive exchange of 

hunting tools (e.g. tanged points) and other materials including high 

quality flint. This sort of raw material procurement, whether one calls
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it trade or exchange, may explain the situation at some Pottery Neolithic 

sites like Tell Kashkashok II, where non-local flints are found in a small 

quantity, appearing to be "accidentally" mixed with local flints (Chapter 

7). Many of them are found in the form of finished tools including 

tanged points, and their tool blanks often show completely different 

technologies from those applied to local flints. They may have been 

obtained through "exchange of hunting tools" with other contemporary 

societies who maintained a different technological tradition, rather than 

through special flint-purposed trips.

In earlier PPNB periods, on the other hand, a fairly large amount 

of fine-grained, non-local flin t was consumed at sites such as Tell Abu 

Hureyra and Tell Assouad. This might rather suggest that most of them, 

if not entirely, were procured directly by the inhabitants themselves 

rather than through trade or exchange on a large scale. The decrease of 

non-local flint from the late Pre-Pottery Neolithic appears to reflect the 

even smaller frequency of logistic trips, whatever the purpose, to 

outside the settlements. In the Pottery Neolithic, the vast majority of 

flint was procured apparently in the vicinity of the settlements. Flints 

were no longer processed on the sources, thus having left few extensive 

flint workshops like those common in the PPNB (cf. Figs. 4.27, 5.27, 6.24 

and 7.20). They were brought into and stored at the settlement in the 

form of non-worked pebbles (Chapters 5-7; also see Mortensen 1989: 

200; Parry and Kelley 1987). Simple flake production technology was 

preferred over labour and time consuming blade production under 

those circumstances. Reuse or maintenance of stone tools were 

achieved simply by making new flake tools rather than curating the 

broken or exhaustive ones.

I have discussed in the above the technological change in terms 

of raw material procurement alone. However, other factors should also
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be considered. One important factor would have been functional 

requirement of lithic tools for subsistence activity. It is generally agreed 

that the subsistence economy after the late PPNB became strongly 

based on farming and herding (Chapter 1). The relative unimportance 

of hunting in the later Neolithic period is indicated by the decrease of 

tanged points in lithic assemblages as well as remains of wild animals 

excavated at Pottery Neolithic sites. Large and narrow blades produced 

from Naviform cores of PPNB would have been particularly suitable for 

manufacturing the points, but those large blades obviously lost their 

demand in the late PPNB and the early Pottery Neolithic; tanged points 

markedly decreased from the end of PPNB. Hunting itself perhaps 

never ceased, but seems to have been conducted on a smaller scale with 

different methods using nets, sling balls, and so on, or by specialised 

groups different from farming communities (Kirkbride 1974; Mortensen 

1982; Betts 1986).

Also, the use of substitute materials for flint blades should be 

considered. It seems that some flint blades that were utilised for 

cutting activities were replaced by imported obsidian tools at least in 

some regions. An easy access to a large amount of obsidian blades with 

the aid of trade would have discouraged production of flint blades, 

especially in a region where desirable flint raw material was not readily 

available.

In an even broader perspective, the change from the blade- 

oriented technology to the flake-dominated one may partly be 

understood by the hypothesis about the relationship between the 

technological complexities and the nature of food resources, developed 

by recent analyses of ethnoarchaeological data (Torrence 1983, 1990; 

Dennell 1983; Zvelebil 1984). By compiling data collected by Oswalt 

(1976). Torrence (1983) showed a strong correlation between those two
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features. For societies whose subsistence is largely based on exploiting 

mobile and seasonal resources (i.e. wild animals), the effective use of 

time in procurement, manufacture, and maintenance of tools, and in the 

search and pursuit of resources is essential in survival strategies. Such 

communities prepare more specialised tools with more complicated 

technologies in anticipation of future needs. In societies dependent on 

predictable, local foods such as plants, on the other hand, time stress is 

not particularly strong; the use of complex food-getting and tool- 

manufacturing technologies is less necessary and expedient technologies 

are preferred. This model, developed by ethnoarchaeological research, 

could be highly applicable for explaining archaeological data (Torrence 

1983: 21). The shift from more specialised blade technology and blade 

tools of the earlier PPNB to the expedient flake technology and 

miscellaneous less curated flake tools of the late PPNB and the Pottery 

Neolithic seems to be coincidental with the abandonment of extensive 

exploitation of wild animal resources.

In conclusion, I suggest that the abandonment of blade 

production with the Naviform method at the late Pre-Pottery Neolithic 

was a cultural choice, a result of combining factors of raw material 

economy, settlement system, functional demand and so on. The changes 

in human life-styles that were occurring seem to indicate the reduction 

of exploitation territory in that period, which might reflect population 

growth and the shift of subsistence toward more intensive exploitation 

of domesticated food resources. I do not deny the possibility of trade 

of flint, but the long distance trade and contact appear to have been 

directed toward procurement of obsidian (Chapter 8) but not of flint. 

In effect, the flint technology of the period later than the late PPNB 

displays more area-diagnostic characteristics. The more or less uniform 

nature of the PPNB culture, probably created by larger exploitation
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territory and some mobility, is now replaced by increasing localisation. 

An example is among others seen in the inventory of harvesting tools, 

the development of which indicates heavy reliance on agriculture. 

Simple sickle blades made on long blades produced from Naviform 

cores during the earlier PPNB were no longer popular in the Pottery 

Neolithic. Rather they were replaced by supposedly more effective 

sickle elements, which display localised morphological types and hafting 

methods; they were either backed flakes in central-northern Syria 

(Chapter 5), small blade segments with denticulate in West Syria 

(Chapter 6), or imported obsidian blades in the northeastern part 

(Chapters 7 and 8).

These changes in lithic technology did not occur simultaneously 

or in the same way throughout in Syria. In a marginal zone like the el- 

Kowm and the Palmyra basins, the earlier blade technology survived 

(Chapter 4). The Naviform blade production method was still employed 

during the early Pottery Neolithic or the "final PPNB" period by societies 

adapted to the arid steppic environments, whose life-style was 

probably more mobile and largely based on an economy of herding or 

hunting animals. For such societies, the Naviform method had 

advantages over flake production. Logistically, it is not very effective 

for a highly mobile society to transport a lot of stone raw material 

around the landscape because of the high "carrying cost" (Shott 1986; 

Parry and Kelley 1987). Thus the use of technology which enables the 

production of more durable/reusable tools, even if it is time and labour 

intensive, is more effective. Naviform cores required tabular flint of a 

certain size, and the preparation was a rather wasteful process in one 

sense. But, once the preparation was completed at a workshop in source 

areas (Chapter 4), preforms of Naviform cores, or bifaces, appear to 

have been a particularly convenient form for carrying (cf. Kelley 1988).
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Furthermore, they enable consistent production of elongated blades 

suitable for cutting and hunting tools. The people in the steppe must 

have interacted with contemporary farming communities in the less 

harsh environments (Betts 1986; J. Cauvin 1989), and this may explain 

why lithic assemblages of the latter consistently contain a small number 

of blade tools that were made of non-local flint with the technology 

reminiscent of the Naviform method. The Naviform method appears to 

represent a late example of the lithic economisation which began in the 

earlier Palaeolithic.

Conclusion: methodological contribution

Finally. I wish to stress the methodological contribution made by 

the present study. This study has analysed the Neolithic flaked stone 

assemblages from a technological view-point. The method employed 

here has been a "dynamic" approach, using the concept of the 

operational chain. The lithic manufacturing sequence consisting of 

several activity sets was discussed stage by stage, and their 

interrelationships were examined in as much detail as possible, so that 

complicated factors that effect variability of Neolithic lithics were 

isolated. The results presented above have hopefully provided a more 

comprehensive picture of the lithic manufacturing activities of Neolithic 

people of Syria, and have shown that the change from the Pre-Pottery 

to the Pottery Neolithic was not merely a change in tool type frequency 

or core reduction methods, but it was a change of the entire 

technological system. This view would not have been obtained from 

the conventional "static" typological approach.

This study suggests that important factors affecting technological 

variability of the Neolithic lithics include availability, kinds and 

procurement methods of raw material, as well as regional cultural
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traditions. The characterisation of raw material has been done for the 

most part by naked eye, and the sources have usually not been located. 

Unfortunately time has prevented the employment of a more rigorous 

scientific approach to help in the identification of sources. The 

consistent patterns revealed in this study, show however that 

investigation of raw material selection would be a promising subject for 

future analysis. It is hoped that this study will stimulate further 

research in this subject.
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Fig. 1.1 Map showing the Near Eastern Neolithic sites 
mentioned in the text (also see the next page)
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Fig. 1.1 (Continued)

1 Catal Huyuk 44 Palmyra basin sites
2 Askli Huyuk 45 Douara basin Locality 35
3 Can Hassan III 46 Douara Caves
4 Sakce Gozu 47 Thaniyyet Wuker
5 Cafer Hoyuk 48 Tell Assouad
6 Boy Tepe 49 Tell Damishilyya
7 Cayonu 50 Tell Sabi Abyad
8 Gritille 51 Tell Breilat
9 Hayaz Hoyuk 52 Tell Mafraq Slouq
10 Nevala Cori 53 Balikh valley sites
11 Kumar Tepe 54 Diyarbakr sites
12 Amuq plain sites ' 55 Tell Fakherieyh
13 Queiq valley sites 56 Tell Halaf
14 El Rouji basin sites 57 Tell Khaneke
15 Qminas 58 Tell Raheke
16 Ras Shamra 59 Tell Moutasaalem
17 Tell Sukas 60 Tell Seker al-Aheimar
18 Tabbat al-Hammam 61 Feyda
19 Tell Hama 62 Omm Msamir
20 Apamee 63 Tell Kashkashok
21 Tell Nebi Mend 64 Tell Habesh
22 Tell Arjoune 65 Tell Chagar Bazar
23 Byblos 66 Tell es-Sinn
24 Tell Saaydeh 67 Tell Bouqras
25 Labweh 68 Nemrik
26 Tell aux Scies 69 Ginnig
27 Naba'a Faour 70 Magzalia
28 Tell Ramad 71 Yarim Tepe
29 Tell Aswad 72 Kul Tepe
30 Tell Yiftahel 73 Tell Sotto
31 Tell Munhata 74 Telul eth-Thalathat
32 Nativ Hag dad 75 Gird Ali-Agha
33 Abu Gosh 76 Tell Hassuna
34 Jericho 77 Umm Dabaghiyah
35 Ain Ghazal 78 Hajji Firuz
36 Tell Beidha 79 Matarra
37 Me j alia 80 Jarmo
38 Gabal Na'ja 81 Tell Rihan
39 Tell Mureybet 82 Choga Mami
40 Tell Abu Hureyra
41 Qdeir 1
42 Nadaouiyeh
43 El Kowm
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Fig. 1.2 Map showing the physiographic divisions of Syria (after 
Suzuki 1973). I-A: Jabal an-Nnusseiriyeh and Kurd-Dagh 
Mountains, I-B: Anti-Lebanon Mountains, I-C: Hermon Mountains, 
I-D: Ghab depressions and intradepressions, I-E: Narrow coastal 
plains, II-A: Central Syrian plateau, II-B: Palmyrides, II-C-a: Jabal 
ad-Drouz and Jabal at-Tanf, II-C-b: Hawran plateau, II-D-a:
Rolling plateau, II-D-b: Jabal Abd al-Aziz, II-D-c: Lowlands along 
the Euphrates and its tributaries
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Landschaften des Form enw andcls

Fig. 1.3 Map showing the landscape divisions of Syria (after 
Wirth 1971). Precipitation: 1: over 600 mm, 2: 400-600 
mm, 3: 230-400 mm, 4: below 250 mm
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Table 3-1 Attributes examined for cores

1 Paw material Defined at the individual site

(General) 
2 Heating

3 Cortex

4 Battered signs

(Measurements)
5 Length

6 Width

7 Thickness

8 Length/Width

9 Width/Thickness

(Platform)
10 Platform angle

11 Platform type

12 Platform crushing

(1) Whole-heated
(2) Part-heated
(3) Unheated or unrecognised

(1) Present
(2) Absent

(1) Present
(2) Absent

Measured to the nearest millimetres 

Measured to the nearest millimetres 

Measured to the nearest millimetres 

Ratio of the length to the width 

Ratio of the width to the thickness

Measured to the nearest degrees. When the core has more than 
one platform, angles of all the platforms are measured.

1) Cortex
2) Cortex and plain
3) Cortex and faceted
4) Plain
5) Dihedral
6) Faceted

1) Present
2) Absent

(Main flaking surface) 
13 Scar pattern

14 Shape of scars

15 Termination

1) Unidirectional
2) Bidirectional
3) Crossed or multidirectional
4) Cortex

1) Flake
2) Blade

1) Normal
2) Hinged
3) Plunged
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Table 3.2 Attributes examined for flakes and blades

1 Raw material

(General)
2 Heating

3 Cortex

4 Flaking mode

(Measurements)
5 Length

6 Width

7 Thickness

8 Length/Width

9 Width/Thickness

10 Butt width

11 Butt depth 

(Butt)
12 Butt type

Defined at the individual site

1) Whole-heated
2) Part-heated
3) Unheated or unrecognised

1) Primary (50-100% cortex-covered)
2) Distal end (1-49% cortex-covered)
3) Leftside (1-49% cortex-covered)
4) Right side (1-49% cortex-covered)
5) Both sides (1-49% cortex-covered)
6) Proximal end (1-497* cortex-covered)
7) Middle part (1-49% cortex-covered)
8) Absent

1) Hard hammer
2) Soft hammer
3) Undetermined

Measured to the nearest millimetres 

Measured to the nearest millimetres 

Measured to the nearest millimetres 

Ratio of the length to the width 

Ratio of the width to the thickness 

Measured to the nearest 0.1 millimetres 

Measured to the nearest 0.1 millimetres

(1) Plain
(2) Thinned
(3) Small
(4) Imitating a dihedral burin (IDB)
(5) Dihedral
(6) Faceted
(7) Cortex
(8) Others

13 Overhang removal (1) Abrasion
(2) Faceting
(3) Absent



Table 3-2 Continued

14 Exterior butt shape (1) Type 1, Asymmetric, left 
(percussion point) (2) Type 2, Asymmetric, right

(3) Type 3, Behind a ridge
(4) Type 4. Between two ridges
(5) Type 5, On a straight surface
(6) Type 6, Cortex and others

(Dorsal surface)
15 Scar pattern (1) Cortex

(2) Unidirectional
(3) Bidirectional
(4) Upsilon
(5) Biface pattern (Left)
(6) Biface pattern (Right)
(7) Crossed or multidirectional
(8) Others

(Distal end)
16 Distal shape Recorded separately on flakes and blades

(Outline) For flakes:
1) Oval
2) Rectangular
3) Triangular
4) Expanding 
or blades:
1) Curved to right
2) Curved to left
3)Square
4) Upsilon
5) Round
6) Pointed
7) Cortex

1) Cortex
2) Feather
3) Blunt
4) Hinged
5) Plunged

1) Trapezoidal
2) Triangular, symmetric
3) Triangular, flattened to left
4) Triangular, flattened to right
5) Lens-shaped
6) Others

1) Straight
2) Concave
3) Convex
4) Twisted

17 Termination

(Shape)
18 Transversal section

19 Profile
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Fig. 3-1 Core types. ST: Reduction stage, PF: Platform, CO: Change- 
of-orientation, NA: Non-applicable
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TYPE 3TYPE 1 TYPE 2

TYPE 6TYPE 5TYPE 4

Fig. 3.2 Crested piece types

TYPE 1 TYPE 2

Fig. 3.3 Core tablet types



A. F lin t outcrop in 

the Douara basin 

Sample No. DR-4

B. Douara Cave II 

Sample No. DRI1 -564

C. T e ll Dam ishilyya  

Fine-grained f l in t  

Sample No. K 1 6 -1 6 - I0 0

D. T e ll Dam ishilyya  

Coarse-grained f l in t  

Sample No. K 1 6 -8 -2 6

Fig- 3-4 X ray spectra showing the mineralogical composition 
of flints from Douara and Tell Damishilyya
Keys-: S: Smectite, P: Palygorskite, Q; Quartz, C: Calcite
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Table 4.1 Flint artifacts from Douara Cave 11
No %

Cores 121 3.3$
Core trimming pieces 270 7.53
Cortex flakes 62 1.73
Part-cortex flakes 25$ 7.20
Flakes 814 22.71
Part-cortex blades 229 6.39
Blades 1081 30.16
Tools 341 9.51
Retouch spalls 100 2.79
Chips 272 7.59
Fragments 36 1,00
Total 3584 100

Table 4.2 Cores froa Douara Cave U

(1) Types No %
Naviform cores 95 81.90

Type 1 3
Type 2 1
Type 3 35
Type 4 26
Type 5 11
Type 6 12
Fragments 7

Single-platform/flat cores 7 6.03
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 5 4.31
Multiple-platform/biface cores 3 2.59
Change-of-Orientation/ globular cores 6 5-17
Core fragments 5 Na
Total 121 100

(2) Cortex on Naviform cores 1 Side 2 Sides Back Absent Total
Naviform cores: Type 1 0 2 0 1 3
Naviform core : Type 2 I 0 0 0 1
Naviform cores: Type 3 6 6 0 23 35
Naviform cores: Type 4 6 2 6 12 26
Naviform cores: Type 5 0 0 7 4 11
Naviform cores: Type 6 4 0 0 8 12
Naviform cores: fragments 1 0 0 6 n/
Total 18 10 13 54 95
% 1S.95 10.53 13.68 56.84 100

(3) Measurements of Naviform cores (mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median
Length 88 75.562 14.788 35-9 106 76
Width 88 36.525 8.688 21.3 61 36
Thickness 88 34.293 6.471 19.5 49.4 34.3
L/W 88 2.174 0.653 1.003 3.944 2.03S
W/T 88 0.431 0.431 0.518 2.872 1.013
Platform angle (Types 3-5) 120 61.817 11.421 42 96 62
Angle of skewness (Types 3-5) 111 123.69 21.881 73 170 125
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Table 4.3 Crested pieces from Douara Cave II

(1) Type (cf. Fig. 3.2)
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Total

No 62 48 24 16 11 2 163
I 38.04 29.45 14.72 9.82 6.75 1.23 100

(2) Measurements (mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median
Length 59 64.542 18.174 20 103 64
Width 163 23.035 7.256 6.5 45 22
Thickness 163 10.195 3.43 4.1 29.5 10
L/W 59 2.917 0.881 1.214 5.067 2.935
W/T 163 2.418 0.429 0.873 6.222 2.143

Table 4.4 Technological attributes of blades from Douara Cave II

(1) Cortex position (£)
Distal Left Right Prox. Mid. Absent Total

Type L (N-253) 0.00 28.06 0.00 0.79 0.40 70.75 100
Type M (N-171) 2.34 7.02 1.17 2.92 0.00 86.55 100
Type R (N -l 11) 1.80 0.00 22.52 0.00 0.00 75.68 100
Unidentified (N-701) 1.14 9.42 3.99 0.29 0.14 85.02 100
Total (N -l236) 1.13 12.06 4.45 0.73 0.L6 81.47 100

(2) Dorsal scar patterns (%) Uni- Bi- Upsilon Biface patterns 
Left Right Both

Total

Type L (N-67) 29.85 22.39 1.49 40.30 2.99 2.99 100
Type M (N-76) 51.32 26.32 6.58 13.16 2.63 0.00 100.01
Type R (N-66) 30.30 59.09 0.00 1.52 9.09 0.00 99.996
Total (N-209) 37.80 35.41 2.87 18.18 4.79 0.96 100

(3) Butt types (&)
Plain Thinn. Small IDB Dihed. Facet. Cortex Total

Type L (N-253) 5-93 6.72 0.00 87.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 99.998
Type M (N-171) 50.88 37.43 8.19 0.00 2.34 0.59 0.59 100.01
TypeR(N-l 11) 47.75 45.05 1.80 0.00 3.60 0.00 1.80 100.01
Total (N-535) 28.97 24.49 2.99 41.31 1.50 0.19 0.56 100

(4) Overhang removal (%)
Abrasion Facet. Absent Total

Type L (N-253) 91.30 2.77 5.93 99.996
TypeM (N-171) 59.06 14.62 26.32 100
TypeR(N-l 11) 73.87 6-31 19.82 99.996
Total (N-535) 77.38 7.29 15.33 100

(5) Exterior butt shapes (%) (cf. Fig. 3.5) Asymmetric Symm. Total
Type 1 Type 2 Others

Type L (N-253) 3.95 89.33 6.72 100
TypeM (N-171) 5.85 37.43 56.73 100.01
TypeR(N-l 11) 1.80 27.03 71.17 100
Total (N-535) 4.11 59.82 36.07 100
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Table 4.4 Continued

(6) Profile (%)
Straight Convex Tv is ted Total

Type L(N-67) 13.43 0.00 86.57 100
Type M (N-76) 42.11 17.11 40.79 100
Type R (N-66) 6.06 21.21 72.73 100
Total (N-209) 21.53 12.92 65.55 100

(7) Transversal section (%) Trapezoid Triangular Lens Total
Symm. Left Right

Type L (N-253) 85.38 4.35 1.58 5.93 2.77 100
Type M(N-171) 46.20 30.99 7.02 2.92 12.87 100
Type R(N-l 38.74 24.32 18.92 7.21 10.81 100
Total (N-535) 63.18 17.01 6.92 5.23 7.66 100

(8) Distal shape U ) Asymmetric Symmetric Cortex Total
Right Left Square Upsilon Round Point

Type L(N-67) 49.25 7.46 23.88 1.49 10.45 7.46 0.00 100
Type M (N-76) 15.79 7.89 28.95 6.58 18.42 22.37 0.00 100
Type R(N-66) 33.33 19.70 16.67 0.00 7.58 22.73 0.00 100
Distal frags. (N-242) 53.72 9.92 13.22 0.83 3.31 16.12 2.89 100
Total (N-451) 43.68 10.64 17.96 1.77 7.54 16.85 1.55 100

(9) Termination (%)
Feather Blunt Hinged Others Total

Type L (N-67) 53.73 29.85 7.46 8.96' 100
Type M (N-76) 38.16 25.00 22.37 14.47 100
Type R (N-66) 42.42 28.79 25.76 3.03 100
Distal frags. (N-242) 36.78 35.95 18.60 8.68 100
Total (N-451) 40.35 32.15 18.63 8.87 100
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Table 4.5 Core tablets from Douara Cave II

) Type (cf. Fig. 3.3)
Type 1 Type 2 Uniden. Total

No 24 35 7 66
<7to 36.36 53.03 10.61 100

!) Measurements (mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median
Length 31 52.548 17.968 20 85 50
Width 66 29.121 8.14 11 58 30
Thickness 66 6.715 3.237 2.5 23.9 6.1
L/W 31 1.855 0.672 0.641 3.182 1.963
W/T 66 4.834 1.987 1.667 12.80 4.522
Angle of skewness (Type 2 only) 20 43.05 14.479 24 69 38.5

Table 4.6 Estimated flaking modes of debitage from Douara Cave 11

Soft Hard Uniden. Total
Crested pieces 49 3 21 73
Core tablets 48 7 11 66
Plunging pieces 7 2 0 9
Core-edge pieces 13 7 7 27
Cortex flakes 9 18 6 33
Part-cortex flakes 81 48 16 145
Flakes 226 75 45 346
Blades: Type L 246 2 5 253
Blades: Type M 149 8 14 171
Blades: Type R 96 2 13 111
Blade: Sword-shaped Type 70 0 0 70
Total 994 172 138 1304
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Table 4.7 Correlation between tool types and blank types at Douara Cave 11

Core-trimming pieces 
CR* CT PL CE

1
CX

Flakes
PCX FL

Blades 
SW L M R Unid.

Total
No %

Points 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 4 1.17
Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3

Burins 4 1 2 1 0 3 9 0 15 7 9 14 65 19.1
Type 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 3 3 2 4 17
Type 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 7
Type 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 3 9
Type 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
Type 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 1 3 11
Type 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 2 12
Type 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Type 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5

Scrapers 0 3 2 0 1 5 4 0 1 2 3 3 24 7.04
Type 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 3 1 15
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
Type 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 6

Borer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.29
Truncation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.29
Rods 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0.88
Splintered 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0.59
Ret.blades 11 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 59 21 36 73 209 61.3

Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 1 2 0 3 6
Type 2 11 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 56 19 36 70 203

Ret.flakes 0 0 0 2 0 7 23 0 0 0 0 0 32 9.38
Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 9
Type 2 0 0 0 2 0 6 15 0 0 0 0 0 23

Total 15 13 4 3 1 15 36 0 78 31 49 96 341 100
% 4.4 3.81 1.17 0.88 0.29 4.4 10.6 0 22.9 9.09 14.4 28.2 100

* CR: Crested pieces, CT: Core tablets, PL: Plunging pieces, CE: Core-edge pieces, CX: Cortex
flakes, PCX: Part-cortex flakes, FL: Fakes, SW: Sword-shaped blades, L: Type L blades, M: Type M blades,
R: Type R blades, Unid.: Unidentified blades
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Table 4.8 Location of a burin facet on burins from Douara Cave II
Location types (cf. Fig. 4.22)

Burin types (cf. Fig. 4. 19) Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Total
Type 1 7 Na 6 1 Na 3 17
Type 2 3 Na 2 1 Na 1 7
Type 3 2 Na 3 3 Na 1 9
Type 4 1 Na 1 0 Na 0 2
Type 5 4 Na 6 1 Na 0 11
Type 6 Na 9 Na Na 3 Na 12
Type 7 1 Na 0 0 Na 0 1
Total 18 9 18 6 3 5 59
% 30.51 15.25 30.51 10.17 5.08 8.47 100

Table 4.9 Blank types of debitage and tools frost Douara Cave II
Debitage Tools Total

No % No 1 No I
Crested pieces 163 6.01 15 4.40 178 5.83
Core tablets 66 2.43 13 3.81 79 2.59
Plunging pieces 14 0.52 4 1.17 18 0.59
Core-edge pieces 27 0.99 3 0.88 30 0.98
Cortex flakes 62 2.28 1 0.29 63 2.06
Part-cortex flakes 258 9.51 15 4.40 273 8.94
Flakes 814 29.99 36 10.56 850 27.82
Part-cortex blades 229 8.44 31 9.09 260 8.51
Blades 1081 39.83 223 65.40 1304 42.68
Total 2714 100 341 100 3055 100
% 88.84 11.16 100
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Table 4.10 Proximal-scarred pieces from Douara Cave II

(1) Tools Location
Left Middle Right Absent Uniden. Total

Points 3 0 0 0 1 4
Burins 6 0 1 20 38 65
Scrapers 3 0 0 11 10 24
Borer 0 0 0 1 0 1
Truncation 0 0 0 0 1 1
Rods 0 0 0 0 3 3
Splintered pieces 0 0 0 0 2 2
Total 12 0 1 32 55 100
7. 26.67 0.00 2.22 71.11 Na 100
1 92.31 

!) Debitage (including miscellaneously retouched pieces)

0.00 7.69 Na 

Location

Na 100

Left Middle Right Absent Uniden. Total
Crested pieces 8 1 O4 73 90 174
Core tablets 2 6 1 63 3 75
Plunging pieces 0 0 0 9 5 14
Core-edge pieces 2 0 0 26 1 29
Cortex flakes 0 0 0 33 29 62
Part-cortex flakes 5 0 1 145 113 264
Flakes 7 5 3 346 468 829
Blades: Type L 56 0 2 253 0 311
Blades: Type M 17 0 . 2 171 0 190
Blades: Type R 31 4 1 111 0 147
Blades: Unidentified 63 4 3 0 701 771
Blades: Sword-shaped type 0 0 0 70 4 74
Total 191 20 15 1300 1414 2940
% 12.52 1.31 0.98 85.19 Na 100
% 84.51 8.85 6.64 Na Na 100

5) Measurements of retouch spalls (mm)
N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median

Length 89 31.888 9.350 13.0 65.1 29.5
Width 94 10.836 2.496 7.2 22.0 10.2
Thickness 94 5.264 1.540 2.6 10.9 5.2
L/W 89 2.948 0.825 0.932 4.700 3.000
W/T 94 2.194 0.725 1.667 5.500 1.975
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Table 4.11 Flint artifacts from Tell Abo Horeyra, Trench D (Level 1)
No /o

Cores 3? 0.51
Core-trimming pieces 344 4.7S
Cortex flakes 431 5.99
Part-cortex flakes 909 12.63
Flakes 1690 23.48
Part-cortex blades 242 3.36
Glades 1095 15.21
Tools 1374 19.09
Retouch spalls 429 5.96
Chips and fragments 621 8.63
Flaking tools 26 0.36
Total 7198 100

Table 4.12 Cores from Tell Abo Horeyra, Trench D (Level 1)
No %

Naviform cores 26 72.22
Type 1 0
Type 2 0
Type 3 7
Type 4 5
Type 5 7
Type 6 5
Fragments 2

Single-platform/ flat cores 3 8.33
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 3 8.33
Multiple-platform/biface cores 3 8.33
Change-of-orientation/s imp le core 1 2.78
Core fragment 1 Na
Total 37 100
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Table 4.13 Crested pieces from Tell Abu Hureyra, Trench D (Level 1)

(1) Type (cf. Fig. 3.2)
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Total

No 73 54 40 13 19 2 201
% 36.32 26.87 19.90 6.47 9.45 1.00 100

2) Measurements (mm)
N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median

Length 96 57.458 19.101 27 106 57
Width 201 21.645 7.08 7 40 22
Thickness 201 9.36 3.344 2.8 22.5 8.6
L/W 96 2.632 0.744 1.231 4.778 2.543
W/T 201 2.456 0.883 0.872 6.346 2.250

Table 4.14 Crested pieces from Jericho. Area M

( I)  Type (cf. Fig. 3.2)
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Total

No 42 9 6 9 9 2 77
% 54.55 11.69 7.79 11.69 11.69 2.60 100

2) Measurements (mm)
- N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median

Length 14 88.85 34.002 28 148 88
Width 76 18.097 7.82 7 43 16.5
Thickness 76 10.091 4.983 2.7 33.3 9
L/W 14 4.525 1.955 1.675 7.267 4.557
W/T 76 1.953 0.659 0.752 3.75 1.828
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Table 4.15 Core tablets from Tell Abe Hureyra, Trench D (Level i)

1) Type (cf. Fig. 3.3)
Type 1 Type 2 Uniden. Total

No 37 93 7 137
I 27.01 67.88 5.11 100

(2) Measurements (ram)
N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median

Length 137 45.197 15.584 22 113 42
Width 137 26.737 5.811 8 42 26
Thickness 137 5.342 2.637 1.6 18.9 4.5
L/W 137 1.775 0.51 0.733 3.25 1.704
W/T 71 5.736 2.19 1.058 14.58 5.306
Angle of skewness (Type 2 only) 45 40.667 11.859 23 82 39

Table 4.16 Core tablets from Jericho, Area M

(1) Type (cf. Fig. 3.3)
Type 1 Type 2 Uniden. Total

No 8 7 1 16
% 50.00 43.75 6.25 100

(2) Measurements (mm)
N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median

Length 8 67.25 15.388 51 95 61.5
Width 16 30.756 6.155 22 40 32.5
Thickness 16 12.294 3.947 5-2 17.7 13.6
L/W 8 2.305 0.456 1.727 3.154 2.201
W/T 16 2.868 1.381 1.484 6.346 2.392
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Table 4.17 Technological attributes of complete blades from Abu Hureyra. Trench D 
(Level 1)

(1) Blade types
No %

Type L 265 34.78
Type M 316 41.47
Type R 109 14.30
Sword-shaped 72 9.45
Unidentified 575 Na
Total 1337 100

(2) Cortex position (%)
Left Right Mid Distal Prox. Absent Total

Type L(N-70) 15-71 0.00 0.00 1.43 1.43 81.43 100
Type M(N-225) 7.11 3.56 0.89 6.22 2.22 80.00 100
Type R(N-79) 0.00 5.06 0.00 2.53 1.27 91.14 100
Total (N-374) 4.55 5.88 0.53 4.55 1.87 82.62 100

(3) Dorsal scar patterns (%) Uni- Bi- Upsilon Biface patterns Total
Left Right Both

Type L (N-70) 25.71 28.57 0.00 37.14 6.33 1.43 100
Type M(N-225) 48.00 26.22 1.78 8.89 13.33 1.78 100
Type R(N-79) 20.25 43.04 1.27 8.86 26.58 0.00 100
Total (N-374) 37.97 30.21 1.34 14.17 14.97 1.34 100

(4) Butt types (%)
Plain Thinn. Small IDB Dihed. Facet. Cortex Total

Type L (N-70) 31.43 5.71 1.43 55-71 4.29 0.00 1.43 100
Type M (N-225) 53.33 31.11 8.00 0.00 4.00 1.78 1.78 100
Type R (N-79) 53.16 44.30 2.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100
Total (N-374) 49.20 29.14 5.61 10.43 3.21 1.07 1.34 100

(5) Overhang removal (%)
Abrasion Facet. Absent Total

Type L (N-70) 68.57 5.71 25.71 100
Type M(N-225) 47.56 12.44 40.00 100
Type R (N-79) 58.23 21.52 20.25 100
Total (N-374) 53.74 13.10 33.16 100

(6) Exterior butt shapes (%) (cf. Fig. 3.5) Asymmetric Symm. Total
Type 1 Type 2 Others

Type L(N-70) 4.29 64.29 31.43 100
Type M(N-225) 6.22 20.00 73.78 100
Type R(N-79) 6.33 17.72 75-95 100
Total (N-374) 5.88 27.81 66.31 100
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Table 4.17 Continued

(7) Profile (X)
Straight Convex Twisted Total

Type L(N-70) 34.29 5.71 60.00 100
Type M(N-225) 50.22 13.78 36.00 100
Type R(N-79) 16.46 2.53 81.01 100
Total (N-374) 40.11 9.89 50.00 100

(8) Transversal section (%) Trapezoid Triangular Lens Total
Symm. Left Right

Type L(N-70) 51.43 7.14 10.00 15.71 15.71 100
Type M(N-225) 28.89 34.67 12.00 5.78 18.67 100
Type R (N-79) 54.43 2.53 8.86 16.46 17.72 100
Total (N-374) 38.50 22.73 10.96 9.89 17.91 100

(9) Distal shape (X) Asymmetric Symmetric Cortex Total
Right Left Square Upsilon Round Point

Type L (N-70) 41.43 11.43 14.29 0.00 21.43 8.57 2.86 100
Type M(N-225) 23.11 18.22 14.67 1.78 20.89 14.67 6.67 100
Type R (N-79) 48.10 12.66 12.66 0.00 12.66 12.66 1.27 100
Total (N-374) 31.82 15.78 14.17 1.07 19.25 13.10 4.81 100

(10) Termination (%)
Feather Blunt Hinged Others Total

Type L (N-70) 70.00 17.14 11.43 1.43 100
Type M(N-225) 68.00 16.44 12.00 3.56 100
Type R(N-79) 70.89 16.46 11.39 1.27 100
Total (N-374) 68.98 16.58 11.76 2.67 100
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Table 4.18 Technological attributes of complete blades from Jericho, Area M

(1) Blade types No %
Type L 40 10.75
Type M 294 79.03
Type R 38 10.22
Total 372 100

(2) Cortex position (%)
Distal Left Right Prox. Mid Absent Total

Type L (N-40) 0.00 45.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 55-00 100
Type M(N-294) 0.00 6.46 10.54 0.34 0.00 82.65 100
Type R (N-38) 0.00 0.00 28.95 2.63 0.00 68.42 100
Total (N-372) 0.00 9.95 11.29 0.54 0.00 78.23 100

(3) Dorsal scar patterns (%) Uni- Bi- Upsilon Biface patterns Total
Left Right Both

Type L (N-40) 25.00 22.50 2.50 50.00 0.00 0.00 100
Type M(N-294) 19.05 37.07 17.35 13.95 11.56 1.02 100
Type R (N-38) 10.53 60.53 7.89 5.26 13.16 2.63 100
Total (N-372) 18.82 37.90 14.78 16.94 10.48 1.08 100

(4) Butt types (%)
Plain Thinn. Small IDB Dihed. Facet. Cortex Total

Type L (N-40) 40.00 35.00 2.50 22.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 100
Type M (N-294) * 29.59 44.22 ' 25.17 0.00 0.00 1.02 0.00 100
Type R (N-38) 39.47 47.37 7.89 0.00 2.63 0.00 2.63 100
Total (N-372) 31.72 43.55 20.97 2.42 0.27 0.81 0.27 100

(5) Overhang removal {%)
Abrasion Facet. Absent Total

Type L (N-40) 97.50 0.00 2.50 100
Type M(N-294) 90.48 1.36 8.16 100
Type R (N-38) 89.47 0.00 10.53 100
Total (N-372) 91.13 1.08 7.80 100

(6) Exterior butt shapes (%) (cf. Fig. 3.5) Asymmetric Symm. Total
Type 1 Type 2 Others

Type L (N-40) 0.00 55.00 45.00 100
Type M(N-294) 3.74 12.93 83.33 100
Type R (N-38) 10.53 18.42 71.05 100
Total (N-372) 4.03 18.01 77.96 100

(7) Profile (%)
Straight Convex Twisted Total

Type L (N-40) 75.00 0.00 25.00 100
TypeM (N-294) 72.45 10.88 16.67 100
Type R (N-38) 39.47 0.00 60.53 100
Total (N-372) 69.35 8.60 22.04 100
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Table 4 .IS Continued.

(8) Transversal section (%) Trapezoid Triangular Lens Total
Symm. Left Right

Type L(N-40) 60.00 17.50 10.00 2.50 10.00 100
Type M(N-294) 48.30 36.39 5.10 7.14 3.06 100
Type R(N-38) 55.26 15-79 7.89 18.42 2.63 100
Total (N-372) 50.27 32.26 5.91 7.80 3.76 100

(9) Distal shape (X) Asymmetric Symmetric Cortex Total
Right Left Square Upsilon Round Point

Type L(N-40) 25.00 7.50 20.00 2.50 32.50 12.50 0.00 100
Type M(N-294) 11.90 7.14 18.03 17.01 17.69 28.23 0.00 100
TypeR(N-38) 13.16 21.05 23.68 7.89 13.16 21.05 0.00 100
Total (N-372) 13.44 8.60 18.82 14.52 18.82 25.81 0.00 100

(10) Termination (%)
Feather Blunt Hinged Others Total

TypeL(N-40) 70.00 25.00 5.00 0.00 100
Type M(N-294) 83.67 11.56 4.42 0.34 100
Type R(N-38) 92.11 5.26 2.63 0.00 100
Total (N-372) 83.06 12.37 4.30 0.27 100
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Fig. 4.1 Map of the Palmyra region. 1 Topographic map (after 
Sakaguchi 1978). 1: Palmyra, 2: Douara. 2 Caves and 
the trenches at Douara (after Endo et al. 1978). 1: Douara 
Cave I, 2: Douara Cave II, 3: Douara Cave III, 4: Wadi Fan 
Trench 1, 5: Wadi Fan Trench 2, 6: Wadi Fan Trench 3
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Fig. 4.2 Map of the Douara basin (after Koizumi 1978). 1 Flint
factory sites in the Douara basin. 1: Lower Palaeolithic sites, 2: 
Middle Palaeolithic sites, 3: Upper and Epi-Palaeolithic sites, 4: - 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites. 2 Profile of the Douara basin. SI-4: 
Terraces, P2-3: Pediments, T2-3: Taluses
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Fig. 4.3 Suggested models of the reduction sequence of the
Naviform method. 1: Suzuki and Akazawa's (1971) model, 2: 
Calley's (1986b) model
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Fig. 4.4 Naviform core types iThe arrows indicate flaking direction)
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r5cm

Fig. 4.5 Naviform cores from Locality 35 and Douara Cave I I ,
Types 1 and 2. 1-3 after A kazawa 1979b
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Fig. 4.6 Naviform cores from Douara Cave I I ,  Type 3
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r 5cm

L 0

Fig. 4 J  Naviform cores from Douara Cave I I ,  Type 4
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Fig. 4.8 Naviform cores from Douara Cave I I ,  Type 5
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\

Fig. 4.9 Naviform cores (Type 6) and other cores from Douara 
Cave I I .  1,2: Naviform cores, Type 6, 3-5: Other cores
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Fig. 4.10 Core-trimming pieces from Douara Cave I I
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Fig. 4.11 Blade types for Douara Cave I I
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Fig: 4.12 Unretouched blades from Douara Cave I I
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SWORD-SHAPED

TYPE M
TYPE L

I

TYPE R

Fig. 4.13 Suggested positions on the core from which Type L, 
Type M, Type R and Sword-shaped blades are probably 
detached
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Fig. 4.15 Measurements of blades from Douara Cave I I .  1:
Length, 2: Width, 3: Thickness
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Width (mrn)

Fig. 4.16 Histogram showing the w idth of blades from Douara 
Cave II (N-1236)
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Fig. 4.17 Angle of skewness of core platforms and core tablets



Cortex flakes (N = 3 3 ) 
Pt.cortex flakes ( N= 145 ) 

Flakes ( N = 346 ) 
Crested pieces (N = 7 3 ) 

Core tablets (N = 6 6 ) 
Core-edge pieces (N = 2 7 ) 

Plunging pieces (N = 9 ) 
Blades: Type P (N = 1 11) 
Blades: Type M (N = 171) 
Blades: Type L (N = 2 5 3 ) 

Blades: Sword (N = 7 0 ) 
Total ( N= 1304)

2H S8B I2®

□ Hard

m o

H Soft.

Fig. 4.18 Estimated flaking modes of debitage and tool blanks 
from Douara Cave I I  (Raw data from Table 4.6)
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Fig. 4.19 Schematic typology for flin t tools from Douara Cave I I
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5 cm

Fig. 4.20 Points and burins from Douara Cave I I
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Fig. 4.21 Burins and burin spalls from Douara Cave 11
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Fig. 4.22 Location of a burin-facet on burins
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5 cm

Fig. 4.23 End-scrapers from Douara Cave I I
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Fig. 4.24 Other retouched tools from Douara Cave I I
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Fig. 4.25 Proximal-scarred pieces and their retouch spalls from  
Douara Cave I I .  No. 10 schematically shows the relationship 
between a proximal-scarred piece and a spall.
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Cortex flakes (N = 3 3 ) 
P a rt-c o r te x  flakes ( N= t*51) 

Flakes ( N = 3 6 1) 

Crested pieces ( N = 8 4 ) 

Core tablets (N = 7 2 ) 
Core-edge pieces (N = 2 8 )  

P lunging pieces ( N =9) 

Blades: R ( N = l4 7 ) 

Blades: M ( N= 190 ) 
Blades: L ( N = 3 11) 

Blades: Sword ( N= 7 0 ) 
Total ( N= 14 5 6 )

ill '
■  1.
mm®  ' '

suhbule:

■ ■ ■ I
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%
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□ Absent

□ Right
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Fig. 4.26 Frequency of proximal-scarred pieces from Douara 
Cave II (Raw data from Table 4.10.2)
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Fig. 4.27 Suggested modei showing the technological system at 
Douara Cave II



Fig. 4.28 Naviform cores from Tell Abu Hureyra, Trench D
(Level 1)
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5 cm

11

Fig. 4.29 Unretouched blades from Tell Abu Hureyra, Trench D 
(Level 1)
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Fig. 4.30 Cores and blades from Jericho, Area M
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Douara 11 ( N =163) Abu Hureyra ( N=201) Jericho (N=77)

sa Type 1

m Type 2

□ Type 3

□ Type 4

□ Type 5

a Type 6

1

Jericho  (M = 3 7 2 )
Douara II (N = 6 0 9 )  Abu H ureyra (N = 7 6 2 )

S L

H M

n R

E3 Sword

Douara 11 ( N = 4 5 1) Abu H ureyra ( N = 3 7 4 ) f U ^"'''' ^  J ‘

Fig. 4.31 Comparison of technological attributes of debitage 
from Douara Cave I I ,  Tell Abu Hureyra and Jericho. 1:
Crested piece types, 2: Blade types, 3: Distal shape types
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Table 5-1 F lin t and obsidian artifacts from Tell Damishilyya (stratified  
material only)

Str. 1 Str. 2 Str. 3
Strata

Str. 4 Str. 5 Str. 6 Str. 7 Pit Total
Non-worked pieces 0 1 3 2 I 0 0 0 7
Cores 0 11 30 8 6 1 2 5 63
Core trimming pieces 0 4 3 0 3 0 0 1 11
Cortex flakes 1 33 34 8 19 3 3 10 111
Part-cortex flakes 2 55 39 12 21 4 6 11 150
Flakes 0 28 29 2 12 0 0 3 74
Part-cortex blades 1 2 3 2 6 0 0 3 17
Blades 1 4 3 0 5 2 0 3 20
Tools 8 61 68 25 31 10 8 30 241
Retouch spalls 1 20 8 4 4 1 0 2 40
Chips and fragments 0 14 11 1 5 1 0 1 33
Hammerstone flakes 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

Obsidian 3 17 24 8 6 5 4 13 80
Total 17 251 255 75 119 27 23 82 849

Table 5.2 Flint types by stratum at Tell Damishilyya

Fine-grained flin ts  Coarse-grained flin ts
V.D.B.* Black Dark B V.P.B. Weak R Grey Dusk R Grey B Others Total

Pit 6 1 7 0 3 6 11 35 0 69
Stratum 7 0 0 1 0 1 3 3 11 0 19
Stratum 6 1 2 2 0 4 1 3 9 0 22
Stratum 5 10 4 2 1 ? 2 16 71 0 113
Stratum 4 5 2 3 1 4 3 8 40 1 67
Stratum 3 28 4 6 4 18 8 26 137 0 231
Stratum 2 44 8 6 1 13 7 21 12.5 9 234
Stratum 1 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 6 2 14
Total 96 21 28 n/ 53 30 88 434 12 769
% 12.48 2.73 3.64 0.91 6.89 3.90 11.44 56.44 1.56 100

* V.D.B.: Very dark brown, Dark B.: Dark brown, V.P.B.: Very pale brown, Weak R.: Weak red, Dusk R.: 
Dusky red, Grey B.: Greyish brown.

iI
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Table 5-3 Correlation between flin t types and blank types at Tell Damishilyya

Fine-grained flints

Non-worked pieces
V.D.B.

0
Cores 2
Core trimming pieces 0
Cortex flakes 0
Part-cortex flakes 1
Flakes 4
Part-cortex blades 0
Blades 2
Tools on part-cortex blades 2
Tools on blades 46
Tools on cortex flakes 0
Tools on part-cortex flakes 3
Tools on flakes 11
Retouch spalls 25
Chips and fragments 0
Hammerstone flakes 0
Total 96

Coarse-grained flints
Grey Dusk R Grey B

Non-worked pieces 0 3 4
Cores 0 10 47
Core trimming pieces 0 3 6
Cortex flakes 7 7 96
Part-cortex flakes 4 27 117
Flakes 2 10 44
Part-cortex blades 3 1 8
Blades 1 3 6
Tools on part-cortex blades 2 1 7
Tools on blades 1 3 7
Tools on cortex flakes 0 0 16
Tools on part-cortex flakes 2 6 29
Tools on flakes 3 n/ 29
Retouch spalls 1 0 0
Chips and fragments 4 7 16
Hammerstone flakes 0 0 oit
Total 30 88 434

Black Dark B V.P.B. Weak R Total %
0 0 0 0 0 0.00
0 1 0 3 6 2.93
0 0 0 2 2 0.98
0 0 0 0 0 0.00
0 0 0 1 2 0.98
2 oid 0 8 16 7.80
0 0 0 5 5 2.44
1 4 1 2 10 4.SS
0 0 0 2 4 1.95

11 12 6 15 90 43.90
0 0 0 0 0 0.00
1 0 0 0 4 1.95
0 6 0 9 26 12.68
5 3 0 6 39 19.02
1 0 0 0 1 0.49
0 0 0 0 0 0.00

21 28 7 53 205 100

Others Grand
Total % % Total %

7 1.27 0 0.00 7 0.91
57 '10.33 0 0.00 63 8.19

9 1.63 0 0.00 11 1.43
110 19.93 1 8.33 111 14.43
148 26.81 0 0.00 150 19.51
56 10.14 2 16.67 74 9.62
12 2.17 0 0.00 17 2.21
10 1.81 0 0.00 20 2.60
10 1.81 0 0.00 14 1.82
11 1.99 2 16.67 103 13.39
16 2.90 0 0.00 16 2.08
37 6.70 1 S.33 42 5.46
39 7.07 1 8.33 66 8.58

1 0.18 0 0.00 40 5.20
27 4.89 5 41.67 33 4.29

0id 0.36 0 0.00 9 0.26
552 100 12 100 769 100
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Table 5A  Cores from Tell Damishilyya

Semi-chipped
Single-platform/flat
Single-platform/prismatic
Multiple-platform/uniface
Multiple-platform/biface
Change-of-orient./simple
Change-of-orient./globular
Opposed-platform/uniface
Opposed-p.f./Naviform (?)
Exhausted
Non-flaked
Heated fragments
Total

Str. 1 Str. 2 Str. 3
0 0 3
0 3 8
0 2 3
0 2 2
0 0 3
0 1 7
0 2 3
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 3
0 0 1
0 12 33

Strata
Str. 4 Str. 5 Str. 6

0 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
2 2 0
2 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
2 1 0
2 1 0

10 7 1

Str. 7 Pit Total
0 0 3
0 2 14
0 0 6
0 2 7
0 0 4
1 1 14
1 0 8
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 7
0 0 4
0 5 70

able 5-5 Correlation between core types and flin t types at

Fine-grained flin ts

Tell Damishilyya

V.D.B. Black Dark B V.P.B. Weak R Total %
Semi-chipped cores 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Single-platform/flat cores 0 0 0 0 1 1 16.67
Single-platform/prismatic cores 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Multiple-platform/biface cores 1 0 0 0 0 1 16.67
Change-of-orientation/simple cores 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Change-of-orientation/globular cores 0 0 1 0 2 3 50.00
Opposed-pltaform/uniface core 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Opposed-platform/Naviform core (?) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Exhausted cores 1 0 0 0 0 1 16.67
Non-worked flints 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Heated fragments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Total 2 0 

Coare-grained

1

flints

0 3 6

Grand

100

Dusk R Grey Grey B Total % Total X
Semi-chipped cores 0 0 3 3 4.69 3 4.29
Single-platform/flat cores 3 0 10 13 20.31 14 20.00
Single-platform/prismatic cores 0 0 6 6 9.38 6 8.57
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 2 0 5 7 10.94 7 10.00
Multiple-platform/biface cores 1 0 2 3 4.69 4 5.71
Change-of-orientation/simple cores 0 0 14 14 21.88 14 20.00
Change-of-orientation/globular cores 2 0 3 5 7.81 8 11.43
Opposed-pltaform/uniface core 0 0 1 1 1-56 1 1.43
Opposed-platform/Naviform core (?) 0 0 1 1 1.56 I 1.43
Exhausted cores 0 0 0 0 0.00 1 1.43
Non-worked flints 2 0 5 7 10.94 7 10.00
Heated fragments 3 0 1 4 6.25 4 5.71
Total 13 0 51 64 100 70 100
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Table 5.6 Technological attributes of debitage and tool blanks from Tell Damishilyya: 
Fine-grained flin ts

(1) Flint types
V.D.B. Black Dark B V.P.B. Weak R Total 1

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Part-cortex flakes 4 1 0 0 1 6 3.82
Flakes 15 2 8 0 17 42 26.75
Part-cortex blades 2 0 0 0 7 9 5.73
Blades 48 12 16 7 17 100 63.69
Total 69 15 24 7 42 157 100

(2) Butt types
Plain Thinn. Dihed. Facet. Cortex Total

Flakes 10 1 4 2 0 17
Blades 14 1 1 1 2 19
Total 24 2 5 3 2 36
% 66.67 5.56 13.89 8.33 5.56 100

(3) Overhang removal
Abrasion Facet. Absent Total

Flakes 2 5 10 17
Blades 8 5 6 19
Total 10 10 16 36
% 27.78 27.78 44.44 100

(4) Dorsal scar patterns
Uni- Bi- Biface Cross. Others Total

Flakes 28 5 2 4 1 40
Blades 63 32 3 1 0 99
Total 91 37 5 5 1 139
% 65.47 26.62 3.60 3.60 0.72 100

(5) Thermal alteration
Whole Part Absent Total

Cores 4 0 6
Flakes 11 0 5 16
Blades 11 0 5 16
Tools 66 0 97 163
Total 92 0 109 201
% 45.77 0.00 54.23 100

(6) Flaking mode
Hard Soft Uniden. Total

Flakes 16 0 1 17
Blades 6 10 3 19
Total 22 10 4 36
% 61.11 27.78 11.11 100
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Table 5.7 Technological attributes of cores from Tell Damishilyya: Coarse-grained flints

) Platform types 

Semi-chipped cores (N-3)
Cortex

4
Plain

1
Facet.

0
Total

5
Single-platform/flat cores (N-13) 5 8 0 13
Single-platfonn/prismatic cores (N-6) 6 0 0 6
Multiple-platform/uniface cores (N-7) 9 7 0 16
Multiple-platform/biface cores (N-3) 1 2 2 5
Change-of-orientation/simple cores (N -14) 1 24 1 26
Change-of-orientation/globular cores (N-5) 3 4 1 8
Opposed-pltaform/uniface core (N -l) 0 2 0 2
Opposed-platform/Naviform core (?) (N -l) 0 2 0 2
Total (N-53) 29 50 4 83
% 34.94 60.24 4.82 100

!) Scar patterns
Uni- Bi- Crossed Cortex Total

Semi-chipped cores (N-3) 0 0 0 5 5
Single-platforra/flat cores (N-13) 12 0 0 1 13
Single-platform/prismatic cores (N-6) 7 0 0 3 10
Multiple-platform/uniface cores (N-7) 0 0 7 0 7
Multiple-platform/biface cores (N-3) 1 0 5 0 6
Change-of-orientation/simple cores (N -l4) 26 0 2 1 29
Change-of-orientation/globular cores (N-5) 3 1 4 0 8
Opposed-pltaform/uniface core (N -l) 0 1 0 0 1
Opposed-platform/Naviform core (?) (N -l) 0 1 0 0 1
Total (N-53) 49 3 18 10 80
% 61.25 3.75 22.50 12.50 100

(3) Measurements
(mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median
Length 53 34.962 9.452 18 58 34
Width 53 34.774 9.01 22 59 34
Thickness 53 22.5 6.375 12.4 38 20.7
L/W 53 1.055 0.334 0.346 2.091 1.0444
W/T 53 1.628 0.428 0.8 2.7 1.545
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Table 5.8 Technological attributes of debitage and tools blanks from Tell Damishilyya: 
Coarse-grained flin ts

(1) Flint types
Dusk R Grey Grey B Total %

Cortex flakes 7 7 112 126 28.06
Part cortex flakes 33 6 146 185 41.20
Flakes 17 5 73 95 21.16
Part cortex blades O 5 15 OO 4.90
Blades 6 2 13 21 4.68
Total 65 25 359 449 100

(2) Butt types
Plain Thinn. Small Dihed. Facet. Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes 38 5 0 3 1 31 1 79
Part cortex flakes 84 6 1 12 3 17 1 124
Flakes 36 5 1 8 1 0 0 51
Part cortex blades 9 3 0 1 0 2 0 15
Blades 9 2 0 0 0 0 0 11
Total 176 21 2 24 5 50 2 280
% 62.86 7.50 0.71 8.57 1.79 17.86 0.71 100

(3) Overhang removal
Abrasion Facet. Absent Total

Cortex flakes 0 9 70 79
Part cortex flakes 1 34 89 124
Flakes 0 12 39 51
Part cortex blades 2 2 11 15
Blades 2 1 8 11
Total 5 58 217 280
% 1.79 20.71 77.50 100

(4) Exterior butt shape (cf. Fig. 3-5)
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Total

Cortex flakes 4 4 9 2 / 53 79
Part cortex flakes 14 11 42 24 28 5 124
Flakes 7 5 15 6 18 0 51
Part cortex blades 2 1 6 1 3 2 15
Blades 0 1 2 3 5 0 11
Total 27 22 74 36 61 60 280
% 9.64 7.86 26.43 12.86 21.79 21.43 100

(5) Dorsal scar patterns
Uni- Bi- Biface Crossed Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 92 0 92
Part cortex flakes 116 3 3 13 0 4 139
Flakes 49 6 0 14 0 3 72
Part cortex blades 19 2 2 0 0 0 23
Blades 13 1 1 3 0 1 19
Total 197 12 6 30 92 8 345
1 57.10 3.48 1.74 8.70 26.67 2.32 100
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Table 5.8 Continued

(6) Outline
Flakes: Oval Rectan Triangl. Expand Total
Cortex flakes 29 19 4 10 62
Part cortex flakes 34 28 15 13 90
Flakes 9 10 2 6 27
Total 72 57 21 29 179
7. 40.22 31.84 11.73 16.20 100

Asymmetric Symmetric
Blades: Right Left Square Upsilon Round Pointed Total
Part cortex blades 1 0 2 0 4 2 9
Blades 0 1 2 0 1 4 8
Total 1 1 4 0 5 6 17
% 5-88 5.88 23.53 0.00 29.41 35.29 100

0 Termination Cortex Feather Blunt Hinge Plunge Total
Cortex flakes 57 0 0 2 3 62
Part cortex flakes 41 12 10 24 3 90
Flakes 0 7 5 12 3 27
Part cortex blades 3 1 3 1 1 9
Blades 0 2 2 3 1 8
Total 101 22 20 42 11 196
1 51.53 11.22 10.20 21.43 5.61 100

0 Core-edges Distal Right Left Mid Multi. Absent Total
Cortex flakes 2 2 4 1 0 63 72
Part cortex flakes 1 8 4 1 0 91 105
Flakes 1 1 4 1 1 28 36
Part cortex blades 2 1 0 0 0 9 12
Blades 1 1 0 0 0 8 10
Total 7 13 12 3 1 199 235
7. 2.98 553 5.11 1.28 0.43 84.68 100

)) Thermal alteration Whole Part Absent Total
Cores 29 0 35 64
Cortex flakes 25 0 85 110
Part cortex flakes 50 0 98 148
Flakes 23 0 33 56
Part cortex blades 6 0 6 12
Blades 6 0 4 10
Tools 54 1 59 114
Total 193 1 320 514
% 37.55 0.19 62.26 100

0) Flaking modes Hard Soft Uniden. Total
Cortex flakes 75 0 4 79
Part cortex flakes 115 1 8 124
Flakes 48 1 2 51
Part cortex blades 11 2 2 15
Blades 6 1 4 11
Total 255 5 20 280
% 91.07 1.79 7.14 100
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Table 5-9 Tools from Tell Damishilyya

Str.l Str.2 Str.3 Str.4 Str.5 Str.6 Str.7 Pit Total %
Points 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 6 2.49

Type 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Type 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

Burins 2 28 19 6 8 3 2 11 79 32.78
Type 1 0 2 0 3 0 0 1 2
Type 2 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 I
Type 3 1 3 2 1 3 1 1 1
Type 4 0 5 4 0 3 0 0 1
Type 5 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 1
Type 6 0 2 3 1 2 2 0 1
Type 7 0 5 5 1 0 0 0
Type 8 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 1
Others 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Sickle elements 1 11 15 5 8 I 4 8 53 21.99
Type 1 0 7 11 5 5 0 4 8
Type 2 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0
Type 3 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 0
Others 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

Denticulates 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 5 2.07
Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Type 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0

Notches 1 3 3 0 1 0 1 1 10 4.15
Type 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
Type 2 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1

Truncation 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.41
Borers 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 6 2.49

Type 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
Type 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

Scrapers 0 3 4 4 0 1 0 2 14 5-81
Type 1 0 3 2 2 0 1 0 1
Type 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Type 3 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 1

Retouchers 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0.83
Retouched blades 1 5 6 4 1 2 0 2 21 8.71

Type 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 2
Type 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Type 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Type 4 0 2 2 2 1 0fa 0 0

Retouched flakes 2 4 14 3 3 1 0 4 31 12.86
Type 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Type 2 1 1 6 3 2 1 0 4
Type 3 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0
Type 4 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0

Splintered pieces 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 6 2.49
Type 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Type 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1

Backed blades 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0.83
Chopper 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.41
Tool fragments 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 4 1.66
Total 8 61 68 25 31 10 8 30 241 100
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Table 5-10 Correlation between f lin t  types and tool types at Tell Damishilyya 
Fine-grained flin ts  Coarse-grained flints

V.D.B. Black Dark B. V.P.B. Weak R Grey Dusk R GB Others Total
Points 3 I 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 6

Type 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Type 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Burins 33 5 9 1 11 1 2 15 2 79
Type 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
Type 3 1 3 2 1 3 0 1 1 1
Type 4 10 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
Type 5 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Type 6 4 1 2 0 4 0 0 0 0
Type 7 9 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0
Type 8 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1
Others 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sickle elements 5 0 1 3 7 6 7 23 1 53
Type 1 4 0 1 0 4 4 7 20 0
Type 2 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0
Type 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 0
Others 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Denticulates 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Notches 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 2 8 0 10
Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0

Truncation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Borers 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 0 6

Type 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Scrapers 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 8 0 14
Type 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 6 0
Type 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Type 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Retouchers 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
Retouched blades 11 2 3 2 1 1 0 1 0 21

Type 1 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Type 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Type 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0
Type 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

Retouched flakes 4 0 1 0 2 0 4 20 0 31
Type 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Type 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 13 0
Type 3 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Type 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0

Splintered pieces 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 6
Type 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0
Type 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Backed Blades 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Chopper 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Tool fragments 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4
Total 62 12 18 6 26 8 17 88 4 241
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Table 5-11 Correlation between blank types and tool types at Tell Damishilyya

Points
Type 1 
Type 2

Burins
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 
Type 4 
Type 5 
Type 6 
Type 7 
Type 8 
Others 

Sickle elements
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 
Others 

Denticulates
Type 1 
Type 2

Notches
Type 1 
Type 2

Truncation
Borers

Type 1 
Type 2

Scrapers
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3

Retouchers 
Retouched blades 

Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 
Type 4 

Retouched flakes 
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 
Type 4 

Splintered pieces 
Type 1 
Type 2 

Backed Blades 
Chopper 
Tool fragments 
Total

k.B Blades Cx.F Pt.cx.F Flakes Total
0 6 0 0 0 6
0 2 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0
5 52 3 7 12 79
1 2 1 3 1
2 0 2 2 0
0 10 0 1 2
I 11 0 1 0
0 6 0 0 0
1 8 0 0 2
0 10 0 0 3
0 3 0 0 4
0 2 0 0 0
S 12 0 11 90 53
6 7 0 7 20
0 5 0 0 0
2 0 0 2 1
0 0 0 2 1
0 0 1 4 0 5
0 0 1 2 0
0 0 0 2 0
0 0 3 4 3 10
0 0 2 2 1
0 0 1 2 2
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 4 0 0 2 6
0 4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2
0 2 0 3 9 14
0 2 0 2 5
0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 1 2
1 1 0 0 0 2
0 21 0 0 0 21
0 7 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0
0 9 0 0 0
0 0 s S 15 31
0 0 0 0 9
0 0 5 7 5
0 0 0 0 4
0 0 7 1 4
0 2 0 2 2 6
0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 2
0 0u 0 0 0 O4.
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 2 1 4

14 103 16 42 66 241
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Table 5.12 Sickle elements from Tell Damishilyya

( !)  Measurements of Type 1 sickle elements
(mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median
Length 40 32.725 7.278 16 53 33
Width 40 18.233 3.574 11.8 25 17
Thickness 40 6.738 2.345 2.6 12 6.95
L/W 40 1.851 0.506 0.875 2.25 1.799
W/T 40 2.954 0.875 1.768 5-6 2.707

(2) Truncation types
Truncated Intact Broken
Retouch Side-b. Snapp Burin Butt Tip Heated Total

Type 1 32 2 11 1 13 19 2 8<*
Type 2 0 0 8 0 2 0 0 10
Type 3 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 10
Total 32 2 19 1 20 24 2 100
7. 32.00 2.00 19.00 1.00 20.00 24.00 2.00 100
% 59.26 3.70 35.19 1.85 Na Na Na 100

0 Backing retouch on Type 1 pieces
Direct Inverse Bifacial Total

Continuous 7 1 I 9
Intermittent 20 1 10 31
Total 27 2 11 40
Z 67.50 5.00 27.50 100

i) Location of sickle gloss (cf. Fig. 516)
A1 A2 A3 A4 Total

Type 1 14 12 3 3 32
Type 2 1 3 0 1 5
Type 3 1 4 0 0 5
Total 16 19 3 4 42
Z 38.10 45.24 7.14 9.52 100

Table 5-13 Location of a burin facet on burins from Tell Damishilyya

Burin types (cf. Fig. 5-13)
Location types (cf. Fig. 4.22) 
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6

Total
facets

Total
Sample

Type 1 3 2 Na 1 3 Na 9 8
Type 2 4 3 Na 0 0 Na 7 6
Type 3 5 3 Na 0 8 Na 16 13
Type 4 6 4 Na 4 3 Na 17 13
Type 5 2 2 Na 1 2 Na 7 6
Type 6 Na Na 8 Na Na 3 11 11
Type 7 9 1 Na 3 0 Na 13 13
Total 29 15 8 9 16 3 80 70
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Table 5-14 Retouch spalls from Tell Damishilyya

(1) Spalls by stratum
Str.l Str.2 Str.3 Str.4 Str.5 Str.6 Str.7 Pit Total

Burins 1 19 7 4 2 1 0 2 36
Type 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Type 2 2 14 3 3 1 1 0 I
Type 3 0 5 2 1 1 0 0 0

Borer 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Splintered pieces 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3
Total 3

) Spall types by flint type
Fine-grained flints

41 13 8 6 2 0 

Coarse-grained flints

3 40

V.D.B. Black Dark B. Cream V.P.B. Grey Dusk R GB Others Total
Burins 23 4 3 0 5 1 0 0 0 36

Type 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Type 2 12 4 3 0 5 1 0 0 0
Type 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borer 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Splintered pieces 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Total 25 5 3 0 6 1 0 0 0 40

Table 5.15 Truncation types of retouched blades from Tell Damishilyya
Truncated Intact 
Retouch Side-b. Snapp Butt Tip

Broken
Heated Total

Type 1 1 0 5 4 2 2 14
Type 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 4
Type 3 0 2 3 1 0 0 6
Type 4 0 6 6 0 0 6 18
Total 1 12 14 5 2 8 42
% 2.38 28.57 33.33 11.90 4.76 19.05 100
% 3.70 44.44 51.85 Na Na Na 100
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Fig. 5.1 Map of the Baiikh valley (after Akkermans 1990)
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Fig. 5-2 Map of Tell Damishilyya (after Akkermans 1990)
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Fig. 5-3 Correlation between flin t types and blank types at Tell 
Damishilyya. Grev B -- Grey: Coarse-grained flints, Weak R — 
V.D.B.: Fine-grained flints. For abbreviations of flin t types, see 
Table 5.2.
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5 cm
mmi

Fig. 5A  Cores and a crested blade from Tell Damishilyya: Fine
grained flints. 1-4: Cores, 5: Crested blade
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Fig. 5-5 Butt depths of debitage and tool blanks from Tell 
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Fig. 5-6 Size of cores from Tell Damishilyya. o : Fine-grained 
flint cores, • : Coarse-grained flint cores
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Fig. 5-7 Cores and hammerstone flakes from Tell Damishilyya: 
Coarse-grained flints. 1-6: Cores, 7,8: Hammerstone flakes
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Fig. 5-8 Cores from Tell Damishilyya: Coarse-grained flints
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Fig. 5-9 A core and debitage from Tell Damishilyya: Coarse
grained flints. 1: Core, 2-5: Core-trimming pieces, 6: Refitted 
flakes *
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Fig. 5-10 Histogram showing the length/w idth ratio of flakes 
and blades from Tell Damishilyya: Coarse-grained flin ts
(N-187)
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Fig. 5-11 Lengths of cores and debitage from Tell Damishilyya 
Coarse-grained flin ts. Cores (N= 53), F: Flakes (N= 27), PCF: 

Part-cortex flakes (N= 88), CXF: Cortex flakes (N= 62)
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Fig. 5.12 Frequency of thermally altered pieces at Tell
Damishilyya: Coarse-grained flin ts  (Raw data from 
Table 5.8.9)
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Fig. 5-13 Schematic presentation of typology for flin t tools
from Tell Damishilyya
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Fig. 5.14 Points from Tell Damishilyya
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«

5 cm

Fig. 5-15 Sickle elements from Tell Damishilyya. The dots and 
shades indicate sickle gloss and residues of adhesive material 
respectively.
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Fig. 5.16 Schematic presentation of sickle elements from Tell 
Damishilyya, and their possible ways of hafting
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Fig. 5-17 Burins from Tell Damishilyya, Types 1-4
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Fig. 5-18 Burins from Tell Damishilyya, Types 4-6
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Fig. 5-19 Burins from Tell Damishilyya, Types 7 and 8
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Fig. 5-20 Burin spalls from Tell Damishilyya
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Fig. 5-22 Borers and scrapers from Tell Damishilyya
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Fig. 5.23 Other retouched tools from Tell Damishilyya
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Fig. 5-24 Retouched blades and flakes from Tell Damishilyya
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Fig- 5-27 Suggested model showing the technological system at 
Tell Damishilyya
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Fig. 5-28 Frequency of blank types in the sequence at Tell
Damishilyya 1: Coarse-grained flints, 2: Fine-grained flints, 3: 
Total flints
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1. Coarse-grained flints
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Fig. 5-29 Frequency of dorsal scar patterns of debitage and tool 
blanks in the sequence at Tell Damishilyya. 1: Coarse
grained flints, 2: Fine-grained flints, 3: Total flints
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Fig. 5-30 Frequency of butt types of debitage and tool blanks 
in the sequence at Tell Damishilyya (Coarse-grained flints 
only)
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Fig. 5-31 Frequency of main tool categories in the sequence at 
Tell Damishilyya. 1: Fine-grained flints, 2: Coarse-g'ained flints, 
3: Total flints
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the sequence at Tell Damishilyya. 1: Burins, 2: Sickle 
elements
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Fig. 5-33 Frequency of flin t types in the sequence at Tell 
Damishilyya
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Fig. 5-34 Flint artifacts from Tell Assouad (the University of 
Amsterdam's survey collection). 1-3: Points, 4-6 Type 1 
sickle elements with the gloss type A, 7-8: Type 2 sickle elements 
with the gloss type B, 9: Broken borer, 10: "Damishilyya piece",
11: Retouch spall
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Table 6.1 Flint and obsidian artifacts from Tell Nebi Mend

Cores
Core trimming pieces 
Cortex flakes 
Part-cortex flakes 
Flakes
Part-cortex blades
Blades
Tools
Retouch spalls 
Chips and fragments 
Hammerstone flake 
Natural stones 
Obsidian pieces 
Total

No % %
11 1.90 2.45
6 1.04 1.35

26 4.50 5.87
55 9.52 12.42
98 16.96 22.12

6 1.04 1.35
24 4.15 5-42

123 21.28 27.77
7 1.21 1.58

86 14.88 19.41
1 0.17 0.23

122 21.11 Na
13 2.25 Na

578 100 100
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Table 6.2 Correlation between flint types and blank types at Tell Nebi Mend

Fine-grained flints
Yellow* V.D.B. Black Dark B Red B Grey B Grey White Total %

Cores 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.56
Core trimming pieces 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 5 2.81
Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1.12
Part-cortex flakes 0 1 2 3 0 1 3 1 11 6.18
Flakes 0 7 12 4 0 1 11 3 38 21.35
Part-cortex blades 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1.12
Blades 0 3 10 0 1 0 1 0 17 9.55
Tools on cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Tools on part cx flakes 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1.12
Tools on flakes 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1.69
Tools on part cx blades 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 6 3.37
Tools on blades IS 19 10 13 7 10 5 2 S4 47.19
Retouch spalls 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 1 n! 3,93
Hammerstone flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
Total 18 36 36 24 10 20 25 9 178 100
% 5.08 10.17 10.17 6.78 2.82 5-65 7.06 2.54

Medium- Coarse- Total 1 Others Grand I
Pale B L.B.G. Trans. Matt Total

Cores 3 1 4 . 0 8 4.91 2 11 3.11
Core trimming pieces 0 0 1 0 1 0.61 0 6 1.69
Cortex flakes 7 9 4 4 24 14.72 0 26 7.34
Part-cortex flakes 15 6 17 5 43 26.38 1 , 55 15.54
Flakes 12 4 30 9 55 33.74 5 98 27.68
Part-cortex blades 2 0 1 1 4 2.45 0 6 1.69
Blades 3 1 2 1 7 4.29 0 24 6.78
Tools on cortex flakes 1 0 2 1 4 2.45 1 5 1.41
Tools on part cortex flakes 1 0 2 0 3 1.84 0 5 1.41
Tools on flakes 4 0 4 0 8 4.91 1 12 3.39
Tools on part cortex blades 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 6 1.69
Tools on blades 4 0 1 1 6 3.68 2 92 25.99
Retouch spalls 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 7 1.98
Hammerstone flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 1 1 0.28
Total 52 21 68 22 163 100 13 354 100
<7/« 14.69 5.93 19.21 6.21 3.67 100

* Yellow: Yellowish brown, V.D.B.: Very dark brown, Dark B.: Dark brown. Red B.: Reddish brown, Grey B.: 
Greyish brown, Pale B.: Pale brown, L.B.G.: Light brownish grey, Trans.: Translucent
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Table 6.3 Technological attributes of debitage and tool blanks from Tell Nebi Mend:
Fine-grained flints

(1) Flint types
Yellow V.D.B. Black Dark B Red B Grey B Grey White Total %

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1.21
Part cortex flakes 0 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 13 7.88
Flakes 0 8 12 4 0 2 12 3 41 24.85
Part cortex blades 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0u 8 4.85
Blades 18 22 20 13 8 12 6 2 101 61.21
Total 18 32 35 22 10 16 24 8 165 100

(2) Butt types
Plain Thinn. Small Dihed. Facet. Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Part cortex flakes 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 7
Flakes 11 4 5 2 2 0 1 25
Part cortex blades 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Blades 12 1 2 0 0 0 0 15
Total 28 6 8 4 2 0 2 50
% 56.00 12.00 16.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 100

(3) Overhang removal
Abrasion Facet. Absent Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0
Part cortex flakes 0 4 2 6
Flakes 0 5 20 25
Part cortex blades 0 1 9 3
Blades 9 3 4 16
Total 9 13 28 50
ay/» 18.00 26.00 56.00 100

(4) Exterior platform shape (cf. Fig. 3.5)
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Part cortex flakes 1 1 2 1 1 1 7
Flakes 7 6 6 1 5 0 25
Part cortex blades 1 0 1 0 1 0 3
Blades 4 5 2 3 1 0 15
Total 13 12 11 5 8 1 50
% 26.00 24.00 22.00 10.00 16.00 2.00 100

(5) Dorsal scar patterns
Uni- Bi- Biface Crossed Others Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 0 0
Part cortex flakes 5 0 0 0 1 6
Flakes 16 1 1 1 0 19
Part cortex blades 7 0 0 0 1 8
Blades 65 14 7 0 1 87
Total 93 15 8 1 3 120
% 77.50 12.50 6.67 0.83 2.50 100
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Table 6.3 Continued

>) Outline 

Cortex flakes
Oval

0
Rectan. Triangl. Expand. 

0 0 0
Total

0
Part cortex flakes 0 5 0 0 5
Flakes 1 1 4 7 13
Total 1 6 4 7 18
% 5-56 33.33 22.22 38.89 100

') Termination
Cortex Feather Blunt Hinge Plunge Total

Cortex flakes 1 0 1 0 0 2
Part cortex flakes 2 2 2 1 1 8
Flakes 0 2 11 10 0 23
Part cortex blades 0 1 0 0 0 1
Blades 0 0 2 1 0 3
Total 3 5 16 12 1 37
1 8.11 13.51 43.24 32.43 2.70 100

(8) Thermal alteration
Whole Part Absent Total

Core 1 0 0 1
Core trimming pieces 2 0 3 5
Cortex flakes 2 0 0 2
Part cortex flakes 8 0 4 12
Flakes 34 4 5 43
Part cortex blades 2 0 0 2
Blades 14 0 3 17
Tools 62 3 30 95
Total 125 7 45 177
I 70.62 3.95 25.42 100

(9) Flaking mode
Hard Soft Uniden. Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0
Part cortex flakes 5 1 1 7
Flakes 11 5 9 25
Part cortex blades 2 0 1 3
Blades O S 5 15
Total 20 14 16 50
*7
m 40.00 2S.OO 32.00 100
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Table 6.4 Cores from Tell Nebi Mend

(1) Flint groups
Fine- Coarse- Total %

Semi-chipped cores 0 9 2 18.18
Single-platform/flat cores 0 3 3 27.27
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 0 2 2 18.18
Opposed-platform/uniface cores 0 2 0

i. IS.IS
Change-of-orientation/globular cores 1 1 2 18.18
Total 1 10 11 100

(2) Platform types: Coarse-grained flints
Cortex Cx+Pl Cx+Fa Plain Facet Total

Semi-chipped cores 1 0 0 2 0 3
Single-platform/fiat cores 0 0 0 2 1 3
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 0 1 0 1 2 4
Opposed-platform/uniface cores 0 0 1 2 1 4
Change-of-orientation/globular cores 0 0 0 3 0 3
Total 1 1 1 10 4 17
%

0 Scar patterns: Coarse-grained flints

5.88 5.88

Uni-

5.88

Bi-

58.82

Crossed

23.53

Cortex

100

Total
Semi-chipped cores 0 0 0 3 3
Single-platform/fiat cores 4 0 0 0 4
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 0 0 2 0 2
Qpposed-platform/uniface cores 0 2 0 0 2
Change-of-orientation/globular cores 2 0 1 0 3
Total 6 2 3 3 14
% 42.86 14.29 21.43 21.43 100

t

i
\i
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Table 6.5 Technological attributes of debitage and tool blanks from Tell Nebi Mend:
Coarse-grained flints

(1) Flint types
Pale B L.B.G. Trans. Matt Total %

Cortex flakes 8 9 6 5 28 18.18
Part cortex flakes 16 6 19 5 46 29.87
Flakes 16 4 34 9 63 40.91
Part cortex blades 2 0 1 1 4 2.60
Blades 7 1 3 2 13 8.44
Total 49 20 63 22 154 100

(2) Butt types
Plain Thinn. Small Dihed. Faceted Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes 11 1 0 0 0 3 • 0 15
Part cortex flakes 17 5 0 4 0 4 7 37
Flakes 21 3 1 5 5 0 4 39
Part cortex blades 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2
Blades 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4
Total 50 11 2 10 6 7 11 97
% 51.55 11.34 2.06 10.31 6.19 7.22 11.34 100

(3) Overhang removal
Abrasion Facet Absent Total

Cortex flakes 0 2 13 15
Part cortex flakes 0 7 30 37
Flakes 0 19 20 39
Part cortex blades 0 1 1 2
Blades 0 0 2 4
Total 2 29 66 97
I 2.06 29.90 68.04 100

(4) Exterior platform shape (cf. Fig. 3.5)
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Total

Cortex flakes 4 2 3 2 1 3 15
Part cortex flakes 7 6 2 6 12 4 37
Flakes 5 9 7 7 11 0 39
Part cortex blades 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
Blades 1 2 0 1 0 0 4
Total 17 19 12 17 25 n/ 97
% 17.53 19.59 12.37 17.53 25.77 7.22 100

(5) Dorsal scar patterns
Uni- Bi- Biface Crossed Others Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 27 27
Part cortex flakes 22 1 0 4 0 27
Flakes 20 3 0 9 2 34
Part cortex blades 3 1 0 0 0 4
Blades 7 3 0 0 0 10
Total 52 8 0 13 29 102
1 50.98 7.84 0.00 12.75 28.43 100
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Table 6.5 Continued

>) Outline 

Cortex flakes
Oval Rectang. Triangl. Expand. 

1 4  1 5
Total

11
Part cortex flakes 5 6 9 6 26
Flakes 5 10 8 8 31
Total 11 20 18 19 68
% 16.18 29.41 26.47 27.94 100

0 Termination
Cortex Feather Blunt Hinge Plunge Total

Cortex flakes 2 1 3 5 0 11
Part cortex flakes 6 5 8 7 0 26
Flakes 0 4 15 11 1 31
Part cortex blades 0 1 0 0 0 1
Blades 0 0 0 0 1 1
Total 8 11 26 23 2 70
% 11.43 15.71 37.14 32.86 2.86 100

(S) Thermal alteration
Whole Part Absent Total

Core 6 2 2 10
Core trimming pieces 1 0 0 1
Cortex flakes 13 0 It 24
Part cortex flakes 22 1 20 43
Flakes 20 6 28 54
Part cortex blades 1 0 3 4
Blades 3 0 4 7
Tools 16 1 9 26
Total 82 10 77 169
I 48.52 5.92 45.56 100

(9) Flaking mode
Hard Soft Uniden. Total

Cortex flakes 7 2 6 15
Part cortex flakes 18 4 15 37
Flakes 21 4 14 39
Part cortex blades 0 2 0 2
Blades 0 3 1 4
Total 46 15 36 97
cnto 47.42 15.46 37.11 100
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Table 6.6 Correlation between flint types and tool types at Tell Nebi Mend

Fine-grained flints
Yellow V.D.B. Black D.B. Red B Grey B Grey White Total

Points 0 3 1 0 1 2 1 0 8
Type 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 5
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
Others 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Sickle elements 16 5 7 4 0 1 5 1 41
Burins 0 3 0 4 0 2 0 2 11

Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Type 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Type 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Type 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Type 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3
Type 6 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Borers 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2
Scrapers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Denticulates 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Notch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Truncation 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Backed blades 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
Rod 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Retouched blades 1 9 1 4 3 5 0 0 23

Type 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
Type 2 0 7 1 1 3 4 0 0 16
Type 3 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 4
Type 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Retouched flakes 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3
Type 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tool fragments 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
Total 18 20 11 14 9 12 7 4 95
% 15.00 16.67 9.17 11.67 7.50 10.00 5-83 3.33

(to be continued)
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Table 6.6 Continued

Coarse-grained flints Others Grand
Pale B L.B.G. Trans Matt Total Total Z

Points 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 6.67
Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Sickle-elements 0 0 1 0 1 0 42 35.00
Burins 2 0 2 1 5 0 16 13.33

Type 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Type 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 4a

Type 4 0 0 1 1 2 0 2
Type 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Type 6 1 0 0 0 1 0 3
Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Borers 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1.67
Scraper 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.83
Denticulates 0 0 1 1 2 0 3 2.50
Notch 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.83
Truncation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.83
Backed blades 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1.67
Rod 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0.83
Retouched blades 4 0 0 0 4 1 28 23.33

Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Type 2 4 0 0 0 4 0 20
Type 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Type 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Retouched flakes 3 0 3 0 6 1 10 8.33
Type 1 2 0 1 0 3 1 7
Type 2 1 0 2 0 3 0 3

Tool fragments 0 0 1 0 1 2 5 4.17
Total 10 0 9 2 21 4 120 100
% 8.33 0.00 7.50 1.67 3.33 100
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Table 6.7 Correlation between blank types and tool types at Tell Nebi Mend

Pt.cx.B Blades Cx.F Pt.cx.F Flakes Total
Points 0 8 0 0 0 8

Type 1 0 5 0 0 0
Type 2 0 2 0 0 0
Others 0 1 0 0 0

Sickle-elements 2 40 0 0 0 42
Burins 1 10 0 0 5 16

Type 1 0 0 0 0 2
Type 2 1 2 0 0 0
Type 3 0 1 0 0 1
Type 4 0 3 0 0 0
Type 5 0 1 0 0 1
Type 6 0 2 0 0 1
Others 0 1 0 0 0

Borers 0 2 0 0 0 2
Scraper 0 0 1 0 0 1
Denticuiates 0 1 1 1 0 3
Notch 1 0 0 0 0 1
Truncation 0 1 0 0 0 1
Backed blades 1 1 0 0 0 2
Rod 0 0 0 1 0 1
Retouched blades 1 27 0 0 0 28

Type 1 0 3 0 0 0
Type 2 1 19 0 0 0
Type 3 0 4 0 0 0
Type 4 0 1 0 0 0

Retouched flakes 0 0 3 2 5 10
Type 1 0 0 1 2 4
Type 2 0 0 2 0 1

Tool fragments 0 2 0 0 3 5
Total 6 92 5 4 13 120
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Table 6.S Sickle element* from Tell Nebi Mend

) Segment patterns
Whole Prox. Mid. Distal Total

No 1 6 30 5 42
I 2.38 14.29 71.43 11.90 100

!) Truncation types
Truncated Intact Broken
Retouch Side-b. Snapped Burin Butt Tip Heated Total

No 13 2 38 2 6 7 16 84
% 15.48 2.38 45.24 2.38 7.14 8.33 19.05 100
% 23.64 3.64 69.09 3.64 Na Na Na 100

(3) Measurements (excluding therm ally broken pieces)
(mm) No Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median
Length 29 32.793 14.712 10 69 32
Width 29 13.01 3.36 8.1 19.7 12
Thickness 29 3.724 0.903 1.6 6.1 3.8
L/W 29 2.696 1.344 0.518 5.313 2.448
W/T 29 3.651 1.122 2.1 6.333 3.441

(4) Denticulated (polished) edges
Left Right Both Absent Total

No 16 20 6 0 42
afa 38.10 47.62 14.29 0.00 100

(5) Location of sickle-gloss (cf. Fig. 6.16)
B1 B2 B3 Total

No 16 20 6 42
% 38.10 47.62 14.29 100

Table 6.9 Retouch spalls from Tell Nebi Mend

Fine-grained flints
Burins Yellow V.D.B. Black D.B. Red B Grey B Grey White Total

Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
Type 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 4
Type 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 1 7

Coarse-grained flints Others Grand
Burins Pale B L.B.G. Trans Matt Total Total

Type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0tm
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Type 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
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Table 6.10 Retouched blades from Tell Nebi Mend

(1) Segment pattern
Whole Prox. Mid. Distal Total

Type 1 0 0 3 0 3
Type 2 O 6 10 2 20
Type 3 0 1 3 0 4
Total 0 7 16 o 27
% 7.41 25.93 59.26 7.41 100

(2) Truncation types
Truncated Intact Broken
Retouch Side-b. Snapped Burin Butt Tip Heated Total

Type 1 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 6
Type 2 4 4 15 0 7 4 6 40
Type 3 0 0 6 0 1 0 1 8
Total 5 4 26 0 8 4 7 54
% 9.26 7.41 48.15 0.00 14.81 7.41 12.96 100
% 14.29 11.43 74.29 0.00 NA NA NA 100

(3) Measurements (excluding thermally broken pieces)
(mm) No Mean S.D. Min. Max. Median
Length 21 37.105 15.264 8.5 58 38
Width 21 17.371 4.94 9.9 25.7 18.1
Thickness 21 5.829 2.035 2.7 8.7 6
L/W 21 2.223 0.935 0.599 3.852 2.2
W/T 21 3.141 0.731 1.646 4.44 2.986

(4) Retouched edges
Left Right Both Total

Type 1 1 1 1 3
Type 2 4 5 11 20
Type 3 1 3 0 4
Total 6 9 12 27
% 22.22 33.33 44.44 100
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Fig. 6.1 Map of Tell Nebi Mend (after Parr 1983). 1: Tell Nebi 
Mend, 2: Location of trenches
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Fig. 6.2 Correlation between flin t types and blank types at Tell 
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Table 6.2.
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Fig. 6.3 Cores from Tell Nebi Mend
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Fig. 6.4 A hammerstone flake and debitage from Tell Nebi Mend
1: Hammerstone flake, 2-7: Core trimming pieces, 8: Blade 
fragnient
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Fig. 6.6 Size of cores from Tell Nebi Mend, o: Semi-chipped cores, 
□: Single-platform cores,Opposed-platform cores, 0 : Multiple- 
platform cores, O : Change-of-orientation core (coarse-grained 
flint),#: Change-of-orientation core (fine-grained flint)
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Flakes

Blades
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Fig. 6.7 Frequency of thermally altered pieces from Tell Nebi 
Mend (Raw data from Table 6.5.8). 1: Fine-grained flints, 2: 
Coarse-grained flints, 3: Total flints
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Fig. 6.8 Sizes of cores and non-worked flints from Tell Nebi 
Mend, o : Non-worked flints, • : Semi-shipped cores, + : Other 
cores
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cores from Tell Nebi Mend. 1: Platform/butt types, 2: Scar 
patterns. Dt: Dihedral, Fa: Faceted, Cx: Cortex, Ht: Heated surface. 
Bi: Bidirectional, Uni: Unidirectional
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Fig.

10 Histogram showing the length/width ratio of flakes 
and blades from Tell Nebi Mend: Coarse-grained flints
(N= 70)
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Fig. 6.12 Schematic presentation of typology for flin t tools
from Tell Nebi Mend
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Fig. 6.13 Points from Tell Nebi Mend
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Fig. 6.14 Sickle elements from Tell Nebi Mend
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Fig. 6.15 Sickle elements from Tell Nebi Mend
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Fig. 6.16 Schematic presentation of sickle elements from Tell 
Nebi Mend and their possible way of hafting
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Fig. 6.17 Burins from Tell Nebi Mend, Types 1-4
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Fig. 6.18 Burins (Types 5, 6) and burin spalls from Tell Nebi
Mend
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Fig. 6.19 Other retouched tools from Tell Nebi Mend
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Fig. 6.20 Retouched blades from Tell Nebi Mend
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Fig. 6.21 Measurements of sickle elements, retouched blades 
and unretouched blades from Tell Nebi Mend. 1: Width, 
2: Thickness, 3: Ratio of width/thickness. S.E.: Sickle elements (N= 
29), Ret.: Retouched (N= 21), Unret.: Unretouched (N= 30)
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Table 7.1 Flint and obsidian artifacts from Tell Kashkashok II

Neolithic contexts
Pit 9 Pit DS

L-4 Fill Fill
Non-worked flints 0 0 04
Cores 13 27 8
Core-edge pieces 14 32 3
Cortex flakes 20 44 2
Part-cortex flakes 49 88 5
Flakes 25 37 2
Part-cortex blades 4 12 0
Blades 4 6 2
Tools 3 11 9
Retouch spalls 0 1 0
Chips and fragments 39 81 1
Hammerstones 0 0 3
Obsidian pieces 40 205 40
Total
* regular blades only

211 544 77

Other contexts

L-3 Mixed
Later

Pits Surf. Total 09
A

07/»
3 15 2 8 30 0.63 1.01

42 136 5 62 293 6.17 9.85
17 112 12 33 223 4.69 7.50
47 153 10 27 303 6.38 10.19
79 369 16 139 745 15.68 25.05
26 181 15 87 373 7.85 12.54

4 0 0 0 20 0.42 0.67
5 4 * 0 4 * 25 0.53 0.84

29 263 20 117 452 9.51 15.20
0 2 0 0 3 0.06 0.10

22 269 17 78 507 10.67 17.05
4 5 3 2 17 0.36 Na

130 691 81 573 1760 37.04 Na
408 2200 181 1130 4751 100 100
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Table 7.2 Technological attributes of cores from Tell Kashfcashok II, Pit 9 F ill

(1) Core types
No %

Semi-chipped core 1 3.70
Single-platform/flat cores 10 37.04
Single-platform/prismatic cores 3 11.11
Single-platform/flat/blade cores 2 7.41
Multiple-platform/uniface cores 3 11.11
Mutliple-platform/biface core 1 3.70
Change-of-orientation/simple cores 2 7.41
Change-of-orientation/globular cores 4 14.81
Exhausted core 1 3.70
Total 27 100

(2) Platform types

Semi-chipped core (N-l) 
Single-platform/flat cores (N -10)
Single-platform/ prismatic cores (N-3) 
Single-platform/flat/blade cores (N-2) 
Multiple-platform/uniface cores (N-3) 
Mutliple-platform/biface core (N -l) 
Change-of-orientation/biface cores (N-2) 
Change-of-orientation/globular cores (N-4) 
Exhausted core (N -l)
Total (N-27)

• %

(3) Scar patterns

Semi-chipped core (N-l) 
Single-platform/flat cores (N-10) 
Single-platform/ prismatic cores (N-3) 
Single-platform/flat/blade cores (N-2) 
Multiple-platform/uniface cores (N-3) 
Mutliple-platform/biface core (N -l) 
Change-of-orientation/biface cores (N-2) 
Change-of-orientation/globular cores (N-4) 
Exhausted core (N -l)
Total (N-27)

Cortex Cx+Pl Cx+Fa Plain Dihed. Facet. Total
1 0 0 0 0 0 1
8 0 0 1 1 1 11
1 0 0 4 0 0 5
0 0 0 2 0 0 2
4 0 0 1 0 0 5
1 0 0 1 0 0 2
1 0 0 2 0 1 4
4 0 0 4 0 0 8
1 1 0 0 0 0 2

21 1 0 15 1 2 40
52.50 2.50 0.00 37.50 2.50 5.00 100

Uni- Bi- Corss. Cortex Total
0 0 0 1 1

10 0 0 0 10
5 0 0 0 5
2 0 0 0 2
0 0 3 0 3
0 0 2 0 2
0 0 4 0 4
4 0 3 1 8
0 0 1 0 1

21 0 13 2 36
55.33 0.00 36.11 5.56 100

(4) Measurements
(mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Med.
Length 27 30.34 6.950 22 54 29
Width 27 33.60 8.805 17 54 32
Thickness 27 18.54 4.790 13 31 18.3
L/W 27 0.96 0.319 0.500 1.810 0.938
W/T 27 1.89 0.543 0.839 2.842 1.867
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Table 7.3 Technological attributes of debitage and tool blanks from Tell Kashkashok 
I I.  Pit 9 F ill

(1) Blank types
Debitage Tools Total %

Cortex flakes 44 0 44 22.22
Part-cortex flakes as 4 92 46.46
Flakes 37 3. 40 20.20
Part-cortex blades 12 1 13 6.57
Blades 6 3 9 4.55
Total 1S7 11 19S 100

(2) Butt types
Plain Thinn. Small Dihed. Facet. Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes a 1 1 0 1 21 1 33
Part-cortex flakes 21 6 1 1 1 42 3 75
Flakes 14 6 1 0 1 0 0 22
Part-cortex blades 3 1 1 0 0 5 0 10
Blades 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 5
Total 48 15 6 1 3 68 4 145
% 33.10 10.34 4.14 0.69 2.07 46.90 2.76 100

(3) Dorsal scar patterns
Uni- Bi- Biface Cross. Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0 44 0 44
Part-cortex flakes 59 0 0 27 0 2 88
Flakes 21 1 0 13 0 2 37
Part-cortex blades 10 0 0 0 0 2 12
Blades 4 0 0 2 0 0 6
Total 94 1 0 42 44 6 187
% 50.27 0.53 0.00 22.46 23.53 3.21 100

(4) Termination
Cortex Fe+Bl* Hinge Plunge Total

Cortex flakes 32 3 3 2 40
Part-cortex flakes 21 31 29 4 85
Flakes 0 15 13 I 29
Part-cortex blades 4 6 2 0 12
Blades 0 1 4 1 6
Total 57 56 51 8 172
% 33.14 32.56 29.65 4.65 100
* including both feather and blunt types



Table 7.3 Continued

») Thermal alteration
Whole Part Absent Total

Cores 3 0 13 16
Cortex flakes 11 0 33 44
Part-cortex flakes 20 0 68 88
Flakes 13 0 24 37
Part-cortex blades 2 0 10 12
Blades 0 0 6 6
Total 49 0 154 203
% 24.14 0.00 75.86 100

>) Bulb size 

Cortex flakes
Large

30
Small

3
Total

33
Part-cortex flakes 70 5 75
Flakes 17 5 22
Part-cortex blades 8 2 10
Blades 4 1 5
Total 129 16 145
% 88.97 11.03 100
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Table 7A  Tools from Tell Kashkashok I!

Neolithic contexts
Pit 9 Pit DS

Points
L-4

0
Fill

0
Fill

1
L-3

0
Type 1 0 0 1 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0

Sickle elements 0 2 0 0
Type 1 0 0 0 0
Type 2 0 2 0 0
Type 3 0 0 0 0
Type 4 0 0 0 0

Burins 0 0 1 3
Type 1 0 0 1 3
Type 2 0 0 0 0
Type 3 0 0 0 0
Type 4 0 0 0 0
Type 5 0 0 0 0

Scrapers 0 1 1 2
Type 1 0 0 0 I
Type 2 0 1 0 0
Type 3 0 0 1 1
Type 4 0 0 0 0

Borers 0 1 3 5
Type 1 0 0 0 1
Type 2 0 0 2 1
Type 3 0 0 1 0
Type 4 0 1 0 3
Type 5 0 0 0 0

Denticulates 0 1 1 7
Type 1 0 1 0 2
Type 2 0 0 0 1
Type 3 0 0 0 1
Type 4 0 0 1 3

Notches 1 2 0 2
Type 1 0 2 0 I
Type 2 1 0 0 1

Splintered pieces 0 0 0 1
Retouched blades 0 3 1 3

Type 1 0 0 0 1
Type 2 0 2 0 0
Type 3 0 0 1 2
Type 4 0 1 0 0

Retouched flakes 1 1 0 6
Type 1 0 0 0 6
Type 2 1 1 0 0

Hoe-shaped tools 0 0 0 0
Tool fragments 1 0 1 0
Total 3 11 9 29

Other contexts Grand
Later Total %

Total Mixed Pits Surf. Total
1 7 0 2 9 10 2.99

3 0 1
4 0 1

2 7 0 3 10 12 3.58
3 0 2
1 0 0
2 0 I
1 0 0

4 12 1 5 18 22 6.57
4 1 5
1 0 0
1 0 0
5 0 0
1 0 0

4 22 0 9 31 35 10.45
11 0 3
6 0 5
3 0 1
2 0 0

9 10 0 6 16 25 7.46
5 0 2
3 0 2
0 0 2
0 0 0
2 0 0

9 22 0 22 44 53 15.82
6 0 7
5 0 5
4 0 6
7 0 4

5 8 0 6 14 19 5.67
4 0 1
4 0 5

1 1 0 1 2 3 0.90
7 14 0 7 21 28 8.36

5 0 4
1 0 0
1 0 3
7 0 0

8 61 5 18 84 92 27.46
39 4 13
22 1 5

0 0 0 2 2 2 0.60
2 22 0 10 32 34 10.15

52 186 6 91 283 335 100



Table 7.5 Correlation between blank types and tool types at Tell Kashkashok II:
Neolithic contexts

Tools Pt.cx.B Blades Cx.F Pt.cx.F Flakes Total
Points 0 1 0 0 0 1

Type 1 0 1 0 0 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0

Sickle elements 0 0 0 1 I 2
Type 1 0 0 0 0 0
Type 2 0 0 0 1 1
Type 3 0 0 0 0 0
Type 4 0 0 0 0 0

Burins 0 1 0 0 3 4
Type 1 0 1 0 0 3
Type 2 0 0 0 0 0
Type 3 0 0 0 0 0
Type 4 0 0 0 0 0
Type 5 0 0 0 0 0

Scrapers 0 0 1 3 0 4
Type 1 0 0 1 0 0
Type 2 0 0 0 1 0
Type 3 0 0 0 2 0
Type 4 0 0 0 0 0

Borers 1 0 0 4 4 9
Type 1 0 0 0 1 0
Type 2 0 0 0 1 2
Type 3 0 0 0 0 1
Type 4 1 0 0 2 1
Type 5 0 0 0 0 0

Denticulates 0 0 2 2 4 8
Type 1 0 0 1 0 1
Type 2 0 0 1 0 0
Type 3 0 0 0 1 0
Type 4 0 0 0 1 3

Notches 0 0 1 2 2 5
Type 1 0 0 0 2 1
Type 2 0 0 1 0 1

Splintered pieces 0 0 0 0 1 1
Retouched blades 2 5 0 0 0 7

Type 1 0 1 0 0 0
Type 2 1 2 0 0 0
Type 3 1 1 0 0 0
Type 4 0 1 0 0 0

Retouched flakes 0 0 0 5 4 9
Type 1 0 0 0 3 3
Type 2 0 0 0 2 1

Hoe-shaped tools 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tool fragments 0 0 0 0 2 2
Total 3 7 4 17 21 52
% 5-77 13.46 7.69 32.69 40.38 100

Debitage 20 17 113 221 90 461
% 4.34 3.69 24.51 47.94 19.52 100
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Table 7.6 Correlation betveen blank types and tool types at Tell Kashkashok II:
other contexts (a selected sample)

Pt.cx.B Blades Cx.F Pt.cx.F Flakes Total
Points 0 9 0 0 0 9

Type 1 0 4 0 0 0
Type 2 0 5 0 0 0

Sickle elements 2 6 0 0 2 10
Type 1 0 5 0 0 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0 1
Type 3 2 1 0 0 0
Type 4 0 0 0 0 I

Burins 1 7 3 3 4 18
Type 1 1 3 2 2 3
Type 2 0 1 0 0 0
Type 3 0 1 0 0 0
Type 4 0 1 1 1 1
Type 5 0 1 0 0 0

Scrapers 0 0 12 10 3 25
Type 1 0 0 9 4 0
Type 2 0 0 2 4 1
Type 3 0 0 1 1 2
Type 4 0 0 0 1 0

Borers 0 3 2 4 6 15
Type 1 0 0 1 3 2
Type 2 0 I 0 1 2
Type 3 0 0 0 0 2
Type 4 0 0 1 0 0
Type 5 0 2 0 0 0

Denticulates 0 0 7 13 7 27
Type 1 0 0 4 3 0
Type 2 0 0 1 4 1
Type 3 0 0 1 2 4
Type 4 0 0 1 4 2

Notches 0 0 1 7 4 12
Type 1 0 0 0 3 1
Type 2 0 0 1 4 3

Splintered pieces 0 1 0 0 0 1
Retouched blades 0 19 0 0 0 19

Type 1 0 6 0 0 0
Type 2 0 2 0 0 0
Type 3 0 4 0 0 0
Type 4 0 7 0 0 0

Retouched flakes 0 0 7 18 10 35
Type 1 0 0 3 3 7
Type 2 0 0 4 15 3

Hoe-shaped tools 0 0 1 1 Q 2
Tool fragments 0 0 0 I 3 4
Total 3 45 33 57 39 177
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Table 7.7 Platform types of cores from Tell Kashkashok II: Layer 4. Pit D8, 
and Layer 3

(1) Layer 4
Cortex Cx+Pl Cx+Fa Plain Dihed. Facet. Total

Semi-chipped core (N-l) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Single-platform cores (N-4) 2 0 0 2 0 0 4
Multiple-platform cores (N-3) 6 0 0 0 0 0 6
Change-of-orientation cores (N-3) 4 0 0 1 0 0 5
Exhausted cores (N-2) 2 0 0 1 0 0 3
Total (N -l3) 15 0 0 4 0 0 19
% 78.95 0.00 0.00 21.05 0.00 0.00 100

(2) Pit D8 Fill
Cortex Cx+Pl Cx+Fa Plain Dihed. Facet. Total

Semi-chipped core (N -l) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Single-platform cores (N-2) 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Multiple-platform core (N -l) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Change-of-orientation cores (N-4) 1 0 0 3 0 2 6
Total (N-8) 5 0 0 3 0 2 10
% 50.00 0.00 0.00 30.00 0.00 20.00 100

(3) Layer 3
Cortex Cx+Pl Cx+Fa Plain Dihed. Facet. Total

Semi-chipped cores (N-6) 5 0 0 1 0 0 6
Single-platform cores (N -15) 7 0 0 7 0 0 14
Multiple-platform cores (N-10) 6 0 0 4 0 4 14
Change-of-orientation cores (N-11) 6 0 0 6 0 2 14
Total (N-45) 24 0 0 18 0 6 48
% 50.00 0.00 0.00 37.50 0.00 12.50 100
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Table 7.8 Technological attribotes of debitage and tool blanks from Tell Kashkashok 
11, Layer 3

( I )  Blank types
Debitage Tools Total %

Cortex flakes 47 4 51 27.13
Part-cortex flakes 79 11 90 47.87
Flakes 26 10 36 19.15
Part-cortex blades 4 1 5 2.66
Blades 5 1 6 3.191
Total 161 27 188 100

(2) Butt types
Plain Thinn. Small Dihed. Facet. Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes 13 0 0 1 0 27 1 42
Part-cortex flakes 20 2 0 5 0 42 3 72
Flakes 19 1 0 3 1 0 0 24
Part-cortex blades 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
Blades 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Total 55 4 1 9 1 69 4 143
I 38.46 2.80 0.70 6.29 0.70 48.25 2.80 100

(3) Dorsal scar patterns
Uni- Bi Biface Cross. Cortex Others Total

Cortex flakes 0 ll 0 0 47 0 47
Part-cortex flakes 44 0 0 33 0 2 79
Flakes 11 0 0 15 0 0 26
Part-cortex blades 2 0 0 1 0 1 4
Blades 3 0 0 2 0 0 5
Total 60 0 0 51 47 3 161
% 37.27 0.00 0.00 31.68 29.19 1.86 100
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Fig. 7.1 Map of the Hassake region (after Matsutani 1991)
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Fig. 7.2 Map of Tell Kashkashok I I  (after Matsutani 1991)
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Fig- 7.3 Plan and section of Pit 9 of Tell Kashkashok I I  (after 
Matsutani 1991)
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Fig. 7.4 Cores from Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 7.5 Size of cores from Tell Kashkashok II, Pit 9 Fill, o :
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Exhausted core, • : Semi-chipped cores, Single-platform cores
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Fig. 7.6 Cores, core trimming pieces, and a hammerstone from 
Tell Kashkashok II
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Fig. 7.8 Histogram showing the length/Width ratio of flakes 
and blades from Tell Kashkashok I I ,  Pit 9 Fill (N= 137)
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Fig. 7.9 Lengths of cores and debitage from Tell Kashkashok I I,  
Pit 9 Fill. Cores (N- 27), F: Flakes (N- 119), PCF: Part cortex 

flakes (fh- 72), CXF: Cortex flakes (N= 32)
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Fig. 7.10 Frequency of thermally altered pieces from Tell 
Kashkashok II,  Pit 9 Fill (Raw data from Table 7.3.5)
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Fig. 7.11 Schematic presentation of typology for flin t tools 
from Tell Kashkashok I I



I
\ Fig. 7.12 Points from Tell Kashkashok I I
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7.13 Width and thickness of points from Tell Kashkashok
• I I  • : Type 1 points, o : Type 2 points



FttACMENTS OF A SICKL  ̂ COMPOSED OF FLINT BLADES 
SET IN ftlTUMEN WITH TOACIS Of A WOODEN DACKIMC. 
ON THE EICHT IS A ElOOHSTOUCTION.

7

Fig. 7.14 Sickle elements from Tell Kashkashok II, and a 
reconstruction of a sickle at Tell Hassuna (Level I I I ,  
after Lloyd and Safar 1945)
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Fig. 7.15 Burins and burin spalls from Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 7.16 Scrapers from Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 7.17 Borers and denticulates from Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 7.18 Other retouched tools from Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 7.19 Lengths of debitage and tools from Neolithic contexts 
at Tell Kashkashok I I  Debitage (P9, N= 169), Debitage (L3,
N= 152), Tools (N= 39)
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Fig. 7.20 Suggested model showing the technological system at 
Tell Kashkashok I I
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2

Fig. 7.21 Core types and platform types of cores from Tell 
Kashkashok I I  (Raw data from Tables 7.2 and 7.7)
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Fig. 7.22 Blank types, butt types and dorsal scar patterns of 
debitage and tools at Tell Kashkashok I I .  1: Blank types, 
2: Butt types (Thinn.: Thinned, Dihed.: Dihedral, Facet: Faceted, Cx: 
Cortex, PI: plain, Fa: Faceted), 3: Dorsal scar patterns
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Fig. 7.23 General inventories of lith ic  assemblages from Tell 
Kashkashok II: Pit 9 and Layer 4
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Fig. 7.24 Flint artifacts from the Khabur basin (1991 survey)
1-5: Tell Seker al-Aheimar, 6: Omm Msamir, 7-9: Tell Raheke
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Table 8.1 Obsidian artifacts from Tell Kashkashok II

Neolithic contexts
Pit 9 Pit D8

L-4 Fill Fill L-3
Blade cores 0 0 0 2
Cores 0 0 0 0
Core-edge pieces 0 0 0 0
Cortex flakes 0 0 0 0
Part-cortex flakes 0 0 0 0
Flakes 0 0 0 1
Part-cortex blades 0 0 0 0
Blades 16 88 9 22
Tools 20 106 30 98
Retouch spalls 1 1 0 3

Type 1 0 0 0 0
Type 2 1 1 0 3

Chips and fragments 3 10 1 4
Total 40 205 40 130

Other contexts Grand

Total
2

Mixed
0

Later
Pits

0
Surf.

0
Total

0

Total

2

%

0.11
0 1 0 3 4 4 0.23
0 5 1 2 8 8 0.45
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
0 0 0 1 1 1 0.06
1 10 4 8 22 23 1.31
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00

135 165 23 78 266 401 22.78
254 470 50 415 935 1189 67.56

5 6 1 5 12 17 0.97
0 3 1 0 4 4
5 3 0 5 8 13

18 34 2 61 97 115 6.53
415 691 81 573 1345 1760 100
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Table 8.2 Obsidian tools from Tell Kashkashok II

Neolithic contexts Other contexts Grand
Pit 9 Pit D8 Later Total %

L-4 Fill Fill L-3 Total Mixed Pits Surf. Total
Burins 1 1 0 0 2 t 0 1 2 4 0.34
Borers 0 2 1 1 4 2 0 2 4 8 0.67

Type 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
Type 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 0

Knives 0 1 1 0 2 6 0 2 8 10 0.84
Type 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Type 2 0 0 1 0 5 0 2

Truncations 1 1 2 2 6 7 1 9 17 23 1.93
Type 1 1 0 2 0 3 0 6
Type 2 0 1 0 0 4 1 3

Trapezes 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 6 6 0.50
Type 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Type 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 3

Backed pieces 0 2 0 1 3 4 0 2 6 9 0.76
Type 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 1
Type 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 I

Strangulations 0 2 0 3 5 6 0 2 8 13 1.09
Type 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Type 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Type 3 0 2 0 2 4 0 2

S.B.B.F * 1 1 0 9 11 92 11 180 283 294 24.73
Short segments 0 0 0 0 0 23 1 30 54 54 4.54

Type I 0 0 0 0 9 1 13
Type 2 0 0 0 0 7 0 7
Type 3 0 0 0 0 6 0 7
Type 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

CT blades ** 12 70 22 58 162 200 26 113 339 501 42.14
Type I 7 61 20 53 173 24 88
Type 2 5 9 2 5 27 2 25

Denticulates 0 2 0 2 4 8 2 6 16 20 1.68
Notches 0 3 1 0 4 12 0 7 19 23 1.93

Type I 0 3 0 0 10 0 6
Type 2 0 0 1 0 2 0 1

Splintered pieces 0 1 1 2 4 19 1 3 23 27 2.27
Type 1 0 1 1 0 10 1 2
Type 2 0 0 0 2 9 0 I

Retouched rods 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0.17
Pressure-flaked pc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.08
Retouched pieces 5 IS 2 18 43 75 8 44 127 170 14.30

Type I 5 18 2 IS 74 8 41
Type 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

Tool fragments 0 1 0 2 3 12 0 9 21 24 2.02
Total 20 106 30 98 254 470 50 415 935 1189 100

* Side-blow blade-flakes, ** Corner-thinned blades
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Table 8.3 Measurements of corner-thinned blades from Tell Kashkashok 11, Pit 9

(mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Med.
Length 68 30.89 10.39 13.7 56.3 31
Width 68 12.94 3.256 7.7 28.1 12.8
Thickness 68 2.947 1.481 1.2 12.9 2.7
L/W 68 2.477 0.912 0.774 4.688 2.372
W/T 68 4.773 1.232 1.023 8.2 4.573

Table 8.4 Truncation types of corner-thinned blades and other obsidian blades from 
Tell Kashkashok II, Pit 9

Corner-thinned blades Other blades Total 
used-ends unused-ends

No. X No. % No. % No. % 
Retouched truncation 15 17.44 2 4.00 3 1.08 20 4.83
Side-blow truncation 21 24.42 1 2.00 11 3.96 33 7.97
Snapped truncation 50 58.14 40 80.00 224 80.58 314 75.85
Intact distal end (tip) 0 0.00 0 0.00 14 5-04 14 3.38
Intact proximal end (butt) 0 0.00 7 14.00 26 9.35 33 7.97
Total 86 100 50 100 278 100 414 100

Table 8.5 Location and number of thinned corners on corner-thinned blades from 
Tell Kashkashok II, Pit 9

Number of thinned corners
1 2 3 4 Total

Location* N-39** N-16 N-6 N-7 N-68 (%)
D1 11 8 5 7 31 18.33
D2 1 0 0 0 1 0.00
D3 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
D4 6 8 3 7 24 21.67
VI 11 10 5 7 33 28.33
V2 I 0 0 0 1 1.67
V3 0 0 1 0 1 3.33
V4 9 6 4 7 26 26.67
Total 39 32 IS 28 117 100
* See Fig. 8.6.17. ** Number of blades
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Tabel 8.6 Attributes of side-blov blade-flakes from Tell Kashkashok II

(1) Number of dorsal ridges
1 2 3+ Total

Side-blow blade-flakes 147 130 9 286
Cores for side-blow blade-flakes 34 26 2 62

) Measurements of side-blow blade-flakes
(mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Med.
Length 286 3.90 2.349 0.8 18.3 3.5
Width 286 16.48 5.223 3.8 39.8 15.9
Thickness 286 5.22 1.715 2.1 12.3 4.9

) Measurements of cores for side-blow blade-flakes
(mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Med.
Length 37 16.19 4.983 3.9 24.6 17.2
Width 37 18.64 4.574 5.4 27.2 18.6
Thickness 37 5.11 1.418 2.6 7.7 5.2

Table 8.7 Measurements of corner-thinned blades from Abu Hureyra, Trench C
(Late PPNB and early Pottery Neolithic levels)

(mm) N Mean S.D. Min. Max. Med.
Length 152 26.96 9.298 8.5 66.5 26.3
Width 152 11.29 2.244 6.9 24.2 10.95
Thickness 152 2.661 0.671 1.4 5.4 2.55
L/W 152 2.447 0.897 0.733 6.52 2.444
W/T 152 4.397 0.97 1.704 7.7 4.286
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Fig. 8.1 Obsidian cores and core-edge pieces from Tell
Kashkashok 11
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Fig. 8.2 Histogram showing the width of obsidian blades and 
tools from Tell Kashkashok I I  (N=555)
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Fig. 8.3 Schematic typology for obsidian tools from Tell 
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Fig. 8.4 Various obsidian tools from Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 8.6 Corner-thinned blades from Tell Kashkashok I I ,  Pit 9 
Fill (after Nishiaki 1990b) No. 17 is a schematic blade 
showing eight corner-surfaces on which a thinned corner can be 
made.
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Fig. 8.7 Various obsidian tools from Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 8.8 Size of corner-thinned blades from Tell Kashkashok I I ,
Pit 9 1: Length, 2: Width, CTB: Corner-thinned blades



Fig. 8.9 Suggested construction for hafting of corner-thinned 
blades (after Nishiaki 1990b) The haft could also be 
straight. Compare with Fig. 3 in M.-C. Cauvin 1973-
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Fig. 8.10 Schematic presentation of the obsidian side-blow 
blade-flake (after L. Braidwood 1961)
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Fig. 8.11 Terminology for the side-blow blade-flake
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Fig. 8.12 Manufacturing technique (after Clarke 1935) and 
debitage of gun flin ts  collected at Brandon (1989 
summer)
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Fig. 8.14 Comparison of side-blow blade-flakes, cores for side- 
blow blade-flake, corner-thinned blades, and retouched 
blades from Tell kashkashok II  1: Width, 2: Thickness, 3: 
Number of the dorsal ridges, SBBF: Side-blow blade-flakes, CT: 
Corner-thinned
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Fig- 8.15 Suggested model showing the obsidian technological 
system at Tell Kashkashok I I
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Fig. 8.16 Obsidian tools from Tell Abu Hureyra. 1-4: Trench D, 5- 
17: Trench C
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Fig. 8.17 Obsidian tools from Tell Damishilyya. Str.l: 4, Str.2: 1, 8, 
10, Str.3: 3, Str.5: 2, 13, Sir.7: 9, 11, Pit: 5-7, 12
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Fig. 8.18 Obsidian tools from the southeastern Turkish sites. 1-
5: Boy Tepe, 6-10: S56-25, 1 1: T65-1, 12: Gritille, 13-15: S63-7



Fig. 8.19 Obsidian tools from the Khabur basin (1991 survey).
1, 6-8: Tell Khaneke, 2: Tell Seker al-Aheimar, 3: Tell Chagar 
Bazar, 4-5, 9: Tell Raheke
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200km

Fig. 8.20 Map showing Neolithic sites with corner-thinned 
blades. • : Kashkashok type, o : Balikh type, A: Absent.
Keys: 1: Qminas, 2: Tell Nebi Mend, 3: Hayaz Hoyuk, 4: Gritille, 
5: Tell Assouad, 6: Tell Damishilyya, 7: Tell Sabi Abyad, 8: Tell 
Abu Hureyra, 9: Sites near Diyarbakr, 10: Tell Moutasaalem,
11: Tell Reheke, 12: Tell Seker al-Aheimar, 13: Tell 
Kashkashok II, 14: Tell Chagar Bazar, 13: Mafraq Slouq, 16: 
Tell Bouqras, 17: Choga Mami
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